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REVOLUTION IN MEXICO  

(1842-1970) 

John R. Garnett, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2021 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Matthew B. Karush 

 

In 1943, the Rockefeller Foundation (RF) and Mexican government collaborated 

in the creation of the Mexican Agricultural Program (MAP) to boost the production of 

hybrid corn and wheat in Mexico. The Mexican government supported the creation of the 

MAP because it desired higher agricultural production to support urban industrialization, 

while the RF, with the blessing of the U.S. government, believed the creation of the MAP 

would help prevent Mexico from pivoting towards fascism during World War II. The 

MAP utilized a top down strategy in which it sought to provide middle- and upper-class 

farmers with new seed technology to boost staple crop production. Both hybrid corn and 

wheat were intended for urban consumers, principally in the middle- and upper- classes. 

The MAP’s wheat program would later be used as the model for the Green Revolution in 



 

 

the Global South beginning in the 1960s, and policymakers and philanthropists continue 

to evoke it today as a successful effort to combat rural poverty.  

Much of the academic literature on the Green Revolution accepts the RF-

constructed history of the foundation’s work in Mexico as an altruistic philanthropy 

aimed at alleviating rural poverty. Through a historical examination of the origins of the 

Green Revolution in Mexico, this dissertation argues that the MAP was never intended to 

help campesinos as producers or consumers. It is no surprise, therefore, that the MAP and 

subsequent Green Revolution increased rural inequality and did substantially less to 

alleviate rural poverty in the Global South than expected. Ultimately, this class-biased 

Green Revolution left a complicated legacy: the industrial agricultural model predicated 

on heavy fertilization developed by MAP scientists and Mexican farmers spread rapidly 

throughout the Global South and helped provision burgeoning urban populations in the 

second half of the twentieth century, but the MAP paid little attention to the 

environmental consequences of their work. The Green Revolution successfully raised 

agricultural production in the short-term, but this resource-intensive agricultural model 

has now proven unsustainable and environmentally destructive in light of the current 

global climate crisis. 

This dissertation seeks to better understand the seemingly glaring differences in 

outcomes of the MAP’s hybrid corn and wheat programs by focusing explicitly on wheat. 

Only around 10 percent of Mexican farmers adopted MAP hybrid corn seed technology, 

while over 90 percent adopted MAP wheat seed technology. In the first phase of the 

MAP’s wheat program, between 1943 and 1953, the MAP released wheat seed 



 

 

technology that mitigated damage caused by the most harmful environmental-economic 

problem faced by farmers: a plant fungus that emanated from the U.S., commonly known 

as wheat rust. This rust resistant wheat seed technology was resource-neutral, and it could 

have been the foundation for a subsequent green revolution that was both sustainable and 

potentially class-neutral. This was not to be the case. During the second phase of the 

MAP’s wheat program, between 1953 and 1970, the MAP released resource-intensive 

semidwarf wheat seed technology that produced explosive yields only when heavily 

fertilized. The resource-intensive second phase of the MAP’s wheat program became the 

model for the Green Revolution. Importantly, both Mexican and U.S. actors contributed 

to the development of semidwarf wheat seed technology which spawned the Green 

Revolution, and both parties were complicit in the spread of this resource-intensive 

agriculture globally.  

This dissertation corrects popular and academic historical accounts that place the 

RF at the center of the Green Revolution and credit Norman E. Borlaug with its 

achievements. This coronation of Borlaug as the “father” of the Green Revolution peaked 

in 1970 when he received the Nobel Peace Prize for the creation of semidwarf wheat seed 

technology. The MAP’s wheat seed technology should not be viewed as proprietary 

technology of any one nation, individual, or institution because the MAP’s breeding work 

relied upon wheat seed technology from every inhabitable continent. The MAP’s wheat 

seed technology was born global, and it is best viewed as part of a longue durée process 

of agricultural globalization that began with the Columbian Exchange. The MAP’s 



 

 

breeding work was just one discrete step, albeit a critical one, in this global historical 

process.  

At the heart of the MAP’s work laid Mexican farmers, scientists, agricultural 

workers, and government officials. Moreover, Mexico’s rich environmental diversity 

empowered the MAP’s scientific research: MAP scientists made novel scientific 

advances simply by treating Mexico as an “environmental laboratory” to conduct 

experiments. Mexican actors also assumed a leading role in the spread of the Green 

Revolution outside Mexico. Ignacio Narvaez led one of two flagship wheat improvement 

programs in Pakistan for which Borlaug received the credit when he was awarded the 

Nobel Peace Prize. Rather than view the Green Revolution as a case of technology 

transfer from center to periphery, from Global North to Global South, this commodity-

centered dissertation seeks to reorient future scholarship to explore the south-south 

transnational connections that facilitated the expansion of the Green Revolution globally. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

While there is an overabundance of social science literature focused on the 

economics of the Green Revolution, it is a surprisingly underexplored topic in history. A 

2016 panel at the annual conference of the Agricultural History Society describes the 

Green Revolution as a “phenomenon previously dominated by social scientists” and 

discusses the need for “new narratives” of the Green Revolution in history.1 The 

roundtable ponders the “collective ‘historical amnesia’ related to the Green Revolution” 

which has allowed policymakers and philanthropists to view it as a “great success story 

that we need to repeat in the twenty-first century.”2 These policymakers and 

philanthropists continue to evoke the Green Revolution, now touting biotechnology and 

genetically modified organisms, as the inspiration for a new or second Green Revolution, 

most recently for Africa.3 These calls for a revival of the Green Revolution assume the 

 
1 Prakash Kumar, Timothy Lorek, Tore C. Olsson, Nicole Sackley, Sigrid Schmalzer, and 

Gabriela Soto Laveaga, “Roundtable: New Narratives of the Green Revolution,” Agricultural 

History 91, no. 3 (2017): 397-398. 
2 Ibid., 398. 
3 Former President Barack Obama’s “Evergreen Revolution” evokes the Green Revolution and 

seeks to use biotechnology for agricultural improvement. Nick Cullather explains the way 

contemporary policymakers and philanthropists believe they are bringing a “new” Green 

Revolution to Africa. Nick Cullather, The Hungry World: America’s Cold War Battle Against 

Poverty in Asia (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010); David Despain, “Farming the 

Future: GM Crops Recommended as Key Part of Obama's ‘Evergreen Revolution,’” Scientific 

American, December 9, 2010, accessed September 1, 2020, 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/farming-the-future-gm-crops/. The consulting firm, 

RAND Corporation, similarly writes of the potential for GMO’s to ignite a new Green 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/farming-the-future-gm-crops/
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original Green Revolution succeeded in its purported goal to alleviate rural poverty, when 

in fact it actually increased rural inequality by privileging affluent farmers that produced 

surplus food for urban areas. Currently, two-thirds of those living in extreme poverty, 400 

million people, live in rural areas, and rural poverty’s share of global poverty is at 79 

percent.4 The most significant outcome of the Green Revolution in the long run was not 

lessening rural poverty but causing out-migration from rural areas to cities: in 1960, two-

thirds of the world’s population lived in rural areas, but by 2007, the majority of the 

world population lived in urban areas.5 These outcomes of the Green Revolution are 

 
Revolution. Felicia Wu and William P. Butz, The Future of Genetically Modified Crops: Lessons 

from the Green Revolution (RAND, 2004). 
4 The United Nations finds that “the poverty rate in rural areas is 17.2 per cent—more than three 

times higher than in urban areas (5.3 per cent). Close to half (46 per cent) of extremely poor 

people are children under 14 years of age.” A key reason for rural poverty is the lack of 

employment opportunities as many farming occupations have been taken over by mechanized 

agricultural production during the Green Revolution. Without job opportunities, it is difficult to 

create a sufficient tax base from which other infrastructure projects and education can be funded. 

Extreme poverty is on the decline in rural areas, in part, because of rural-urban migration. 

Moreover, in 1995, Donald K. Freebairn reviewed over 300 studies on the Green Revolution. He 

found that the majority of scholarship found the Green Revolution caused inequality to increase, 

“both interfarm and interregional. This evidence diverges from the position of action agencies 

which support and participate in this technological strategy toward agricultural and rural 

development.” Donald K. Freebairn, “Did the Green Revolution Concentrate Incomes? A 

Quantitative Study of Research Reports,” World Development 23, no. 2 (1995): 265; Home 

Kharas, Constanza Di Nucci, Kristofer Hamel, and Baldwin Tong, “To move the needle on 

ending extreme poverty, focus on rural areas,” Brookings Institute, February 21, 2010, accessed 

November 11, 2020, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2020/02/21/to-move-

the-needle-on-ending-extreme-poverty-focus-on-rural-

areas/#:~:text=Most%20of%20the%20world's%20poorest,United 

%20States%20and%20Canada%20combined; “Sustainable Development Goals Overview: 1 No 

Poverty,” United Nations, accessed November 11, 2020, 

https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2019/goal01 

/#:~:text=About%2079%20per%20cent%20of,under%2014%20years%20of%20age. 
5 The Green Revolution improved production on largescale farms that chipped away at the 

profitability of small-scale, peasant farming. Many peasants and landless laborers had to exit the 

countryside to find work. While in the early years of the Green Revolution, labor demand in the 

countryside increased, largescale farmers quickly mechanized which eliminated much of this 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2020/02/21/to-move-the-needle-on-ending-extreme-poverty-focus-on-rural-areas/#:~:text=Most%20of%20the%20world's%20poorest,United %20States%20and%20Canada%20combined
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2020/02/21/to-move-the-needle-on-ending-extreme-poverty-focus-on-rural-areas/#:~:text=Most%20of%20the%20world's%20poorest,United %20States%20and%20Canada%20combined
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2020/02/21/to-move-the-needle-on-ending-extreme-poverty-focus-on-rural-areas/#:~:text=Most%20of%20the%20world's%20poorest,United %20States%20and%20Canada%20combined
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2020/02/21/to-move-the-needle-on-ending-extreme-poverty-focus-on-rural-areas/#:~:text=Most%20of%20the%20world's%20poorest,United %20States%20and%20Canada%20combined
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2019/goal01%20/#:~:text=About%2079%20per%20cent%20of,under%2014%20years%20of%20age
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2019/goal01%20/#:~:text=About%2079%20per%20cent%20of,under%2014%20years%20of%20age
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unsurprising as there is little historical evidence that the original model for the Green 

Revolution, the collaboration of the Rockefeller Foundation (RF) and Mexican 

government to create the Mexican Agricultural Program (MAP) in 1943, was ever 

envisioned as an altruistic charity committed to helping the rural poor as producers or 

consumers. If the Green Revolution did not improve the lives of peasants in the Global 

South and if it was not designed to do so, why is it continually elevated as a model for 

contemporary aid and philanthropy programs? It is this question that lies at the heart of 

this dissertation. 

The historical amnesia on the motives and outcomes of the Green Revolution is 

due to a lack of historical scholarship.6 The relative silence of historians compared to 

other academic disciplines on the Green Revolution has allowed contemporary 

policymakers and philanthropies to unwittingly identify it as a successful example of how 

to alleviate rural poverty. Historians have yet to reach a consensus on even the most basic 

questions, such as: what were the original objectives and strategies of the Green 

Revolution beginning in Mexico? Was the MAP and subsequent Green Revolution a 

failed philanthropy or a successful use of humanitarian imperialism to align nations in the 

Global South with Western democratic capitalism? Historical scholarship is needed to 

better inform developmental projects that erroneously evoke the Green Revolution as the 

ideal, proven model for eliminating rural poverty. Many organizations would benefit 

 
demand for rural labor. “World Development Indicators,” The World Bank, accessed November 

11, 2020, https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/world-development-indicators. 
6  The 2016 roundtable paper describes how “it seems like an opportune time for historians to 

weigh in” on the Green Revolution. Kumar et al., “Roundtable: New Narratives of the Green 

Revolution,” 397-398. 

https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/world-development-indicators
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from historically-grounded scholarship to inform policy decisions on agricultural 

improvement including international organizations (i.e. the United Nations), Global 

North governments (i.e. the U.S. government’s USAID), and not-for-profit philanthropies 

(i.e. the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation). 

Put simply, this dissertation argues that the MAP (1943-1970) was never intended 

to benefit the rural poor in Mexico, or campesinos, as producers or consumers. The Green 

Revolution (1961-present) mirrored the MAP, and it, too, consciously bypassed working 

with peasants in the Global South. At its inception in 1943, the MAP sought to boost the 

production of hybrid corn and wheat in Mexico. The Mexican government supported the 

creation of the MAP because it desired higher agricultural production to support urban 

industrialization, while the RF, with the blessing of the U.S. government, believed the 

creation of the MAP would help prevent Mexico from pivoting towards fascism during 

World War II. The MAP utilized a top down strategy in which it sought to provide 

middle- and upper-class producers, farmers, with new seed technology to boost staple 

crop production.7 Moreover, both hybrid corn and wheat were intended for urban-

 
7 Jack Kloppenberg describes how the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA 

1984) defined “biotechnology” as “any technique that uses living organisms (or parts of 

organisms) to make or modify products, to improve plants or animals, or to develop 

microorganisms for specific uses.” Seeds are thus a form of technology, and I attempt to use the 

word “seed technology” instead of “seed” or “cultivar” in order to stress this technological 

definition of seeds and limit the view popularized by Karl Marx that technology and nature are 

divorced from one another. Humans have been radically changing nature for millenia, though the 

recent advances of science and technology have allowed for change to accelerate. Today we see 

the development of biotechnology for industrial production, but the first seed technology that 

hunter-gatherers collected and grew gave rise to settled agriculture which was as radical a change 

to human societies as industrialization has been. In a call for proposals for a conference that later 

became an edited volume, Edward Russell describes how “while the breeding and manipulation 

of plants and animals for human purposes has been occurring for millenia, efforts to produce 

standardized and more efficient organisms suitable for large-scale agricultural and industrial 
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industrial consumers, principally in the middle- and upper-classes. The MAP succeeded 

in this objective to serve affluent producers and consumers that facilitated urban 

industrialization, and it did so by ignoring campesinos, despite the fact the RF would 

frame its work as a rural philanthropy in the 1950s. 

Historians in the 2016 roundtable push “new narratives” on the Green Revolution 

such as more connected regional histories, gender history, and the intertwined history of 

race, reproduction, and agriculture. These are all important fields for historians of the 

Green Revolution, but a basic understanding of the individual crop programs of the MAP 

and Green Revolution must underpin all these new narratives. A striking omission from 

the roundtable and a weakness of the historiography on the MAP and the Green 

Revolution is the lack of attention to the specificities of the RF’s work on these very 

different crops all around the world. The Green Revolution encompassed research on 

numerous crops, such as wheat, corn, rice, potatoes, and sorghum in dozens of countries 

including Mexico, Colombia, India, Pakistan, Turkey, and the Philippines, to name just a 

few. Each crop and crop improvement program of the Green Revolution has a unique 

history, and the outcomes of each crop improvement program in each nation differed. 

Indeed, academics have produced a synthesis view of the Green Revolution without the 

 
processes are recent phenomena tied to the rise of modern industrial societies.” See Jack Ralph. 

Kloppenburg Jr. First the Seed: The Political Economy of Plant Biotechnology (Madison: 

University of Wisconsin Press, 1988) 1-18; Susan R. Schrepfer and Philip Scranton, ed., 

Industrializing Organisms: Introducing Evolutionary History (New York: Routledge, 2004), viii-

ix; Roger Horowitz, Putting Meat on the American Table: Taste, Technology, Transformation 

(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2005); For more on Marx’s definition of 

biotechnology see Kenneth Fish, Living Factories : Biotechnology and the Unique Nature of 

Capitalism (Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press, 2013). 
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necessary studies focused on specific crops or nations. While it is important for historians 

to eventually see the forest through the trees, there can be no forest without the trees.  

This dissertation seeks to reorient future scholarship away from conflating 

different crop programs under the overly simplistic rubric of the Green Revolution. To 

accomplish this, this dissertation explicitly focuses on just one commodity, wheat. 

Through this commodity-centered approach, this dissertation helps explain a seemingly 

critical divergence between the outcomes of the MAP’s two crop programs. Even the 

most bullish estimates find only 10 percent of farmers adopted MAP hybrid corn seed 

technology.8 In contrast, the MAP’s wheat program converted 90 percent of farmers to its 

wheat seed technology.9 

If the MAP applied the same strategies and had the same goals for the hybrid corn 

and wheat programs, why were there such vastly different outcomes in Mexico? This is 

another simple, but fundamental, question that historians have not answered because only 

a handful of historical works put commodities at the center of the MAP and Green 

Revolution.10 Corn and wheat have very different social, cultural, economic, and political 

 
8 Jennings described how only 8 percent of Mexican corn production came from MAP hybrid 

seeds by 1950. Bruce H. Jennings, Foundations of International Agricultural Research (Boulder: 

Westview Press, 1988), 68. 
9 E.J. Wellhausen, “Annual Report of the Oficina de Estudios Especiales, S.A.G. September 1, 

1952 - August 31, 1953.” Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 5, Folder 39, University Archives, 

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (UMN). 
10 On corn see Karin Matchett, “At Odds over Inbreeding: An Abandoned Attempt at 

Mexico/United States Collaboration to ‘Improve’ Mexican Corn, 1940-1950,” Journal of the 

History of Biology 39 (2006); Karin Matchett, “Untold Innovation: Scientific Practice and Corn 

Improvement in Mexico, 1935-1965,” Doctoral Dissertation, University of Minnesota, 2002. On 

wheat see Cullather, The Hungry World; John H. Perkins, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution: 

Wheat, Genes, and the Cold War (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 115. On sorghum 

improvement, which occurred after 1970 see Mexico's Second Billie R. DeWalt, “Mexico’s 

Second Green Revolution: Food for Feed,” Mexican Studies 1, no. 1, (1985). 
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histories in Mexico. Farmers grew corn and wheat in different environmental regions 

which constrained production, and diseases impacted each crop differently. Finally, 

scientists devised different breeding strategies and programs due to the biological 

differences between wheat and corn, and these biological differences shaped the way 

farmers and scientists looked to bolster corn and wheat production. 

Taking a commodity-centered approach to the MAP’s wheat and hybrid corn 

programs reveals important differences in the socio-economic backgrounds of corn and 

wheat producers and consumers. Mexican corn farmers came from diverse ethnic and 

class backgrounds, and their socio-economic backgrounds determined the type of corn 

they grew. Lower-class peasant farmers often with Indian backgrounds, or campesinos, 

grew open-pollinated corn ubiquitously in Mexico under rainfed conditions, not 

irrigation. Campesinos were semi-subsistence farmers who resisted complete integration 

into the national economy of Mexico, and the Mexican government provided them less 

support on a per capita basis than wheat farmers (access to credit, subsidies, price 

supports, investments in public works, etc.). Open-pollinated corn allowed campesinos to 

partially insulate from the market and carve out economic autonomy because they could 

save open-pollinated seed technology at harvest time to grow the following year. This 

obviated the need to purchase seeds from private companies or rely on seeds from the 

Mexican government. There is a great diversity of open-pollinated corn seed technology 

in Mexico, the native birthplace of domesticated corn farming. To a great extent, the 
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genetic diversity of corn in Mexico is due to the biology of corn: open pollinated corn 

freely exchanges pollen with surrounding corn plants and produces new crosses rapidly.11 

 Campesinos leveraged this diversity by growing different types of open-

pollinated corn for culinary and cultural use, including white, yellow, red, and blue 

varieties. Campesinos grew different corn types to serve as feed, and they grew unique 

varieties of corn for medicinal and even technological purposes. As one RF leader 

described it, corn was the “staff of life” in Mexico, and “the utilization of corn in Mexico, 

in short, is almost as complete as the utilization of pork in a modern packing plant where, 

it is said, only the squeal of the pig is wasted.”12 Mexicans took corn consumption to 

another level and even consumed the diseases that attacked corn, such as a fungus called 

corn smut, or huitlacoche. At the turn of the twentieth century, Mexican chefs 

transformed huitlacoche or the “excrement of the gods” into an upper-class delicacy that 

helped define the national cuisine in Mexico, and both corn and corn fungus became part 

of the construction of national identity in the post-independence era.13 The MAP, 

however, was not interested in open-pollinated corn grown and eaten by campesinos. 

 
11 For background history on the growth and consumption of corn in Mexico see Arturo Warman, 

“Corn & Capitalism: How a Botanical Bastard Grew to Global Dominance (Chapel Hill: 

University of North Carolina Press, 2003); Paula E. Morton, Tortillas: A Cultural History 

(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2014); Jeffery M. Pilcher, Que vivan los 

tamales!: Food and the Making of Mexican Identity (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico 

Press, 1998). 
12 E.C. Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” Rockefeller Foundation, 

1941, Rockefeller Foundation Collection, Record Group 1.1, Series 323, Box 5, Folder 37, page 

12, Rockefeller Foundation (RF), Rockefeller Archive Center (RAC). 
13 Pilcher is one of the founders of the field of food history. Pilcher first focused on Mexican food 

but then branched out to look at transnational foodways that connect the U.S. and Mexico as well 

as the globalization of Mexican food. Pilcher, Que vivan los tamales!; Jeffery M. Pilcher, Planet 

Taco: A Global History of Mexican Food (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 
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Instead, the MAP focused on double-cross hybrid corn, first created by U.S. 

scientists in the 1920s, which only farmers in the middle and upper classes could grow 

profitably in Mexico.14 Hybrid corn seed technology yielded more than open-pollinated 

corn, but this high yield was only achievable if farmers purchased hybrid corn seed 

technology anew each year. If a farmer tried to save hybrid corn to grow the following 

year, it lost much of its high-yield properties, so hybrid corn farmers were capitalist 

farmers reliant on the market to both buy seed and sell their crop for cash.15 The Mexican 

government supported these affluent hybrid corn farmers with national breeding 

programs, subsidies for fertilizer and other chemical inputs, price supports, and even 

public investment to produce hybrid corn under irrigation.  

Hybrid corn was not destined for consumers in the countryside who grew corn for 

a range of non-market, subsistence purposes. The Mexican government wanted to 

increase hybrid corn production to benefit middle- and upper-class consumers: it was to 

serve as animal feed to bolster meat production and increasingly as an input to produce 

industrialized food products.16 By the mid-twentieth century, the urban working classes 

that fueled industrialization increasingly sought to use their increased purchasing power 

on these food items as well. The Mexican government forced the MAP’s corn program to 

 
14 Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding: Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (Ithaca: 

Cornell University Press, 1990); Noel Kingsbury, Hybrid: The History and Science of Plant 

Breeding (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 217-250; William L. Brown, “H. A. 

Wallace and the Development of Hybrid Corn.” Annals of Iowa 47 (1983). 
15 The high yields produced by hybrid corn are described as heterosis or “hybrid vigor.” James A. 

Birchler, Hong Yao, and Sivanandan Chudalayandi, “Unraveling the genetic basis of hybrid 

vigor,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 103, no. 35 (2006). 
16 After 1950, hybrid corn would also find a role as Mexican companies began to produce corn 

flour and pre-made tortillas. Hybrid corn became a critical ingredient in industrial foods as well. 
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conduct research on this hybrid corn grown by affluent farmers for urban consumers, and 

it shifted the majority of its national breeding work away from open-pollinated to hybrid 

corn in the 1940s and 1950s well.17 The Mexican government supported the urban 

consumers whom it saw as central to Mexico’s urban-industrial turn, not the campesinos 

who supposedly held the nation back from modernity. Only by distinguishing the MAP’s 

corn program as committed to hybrid corn, not open-pollinated corn, can we understand 

the urban bias and political motives behind the MAP’s creation.18 

Similarly, the MAP supported wheat farmers, who like hybrid corn farmers, were 

in the middle and upper classes with access to capital, credit, and machine technology.19 

Wheat farmers grew a variety of different wheat types, but the diversity of wheat grown 

in Mexico was nowhere near the same level as corn. Wheat is a self-pollinating plant 

which made it easier for scientists and breeders to control crosses, but wheat did not 

 
17 “A Cultural History of Heredity IV: Heredity in the Century of the Gene,” Max Planck Institute 

for the History of Science, Conference Preprint 343, pages 125-126, 2008, accessed 

https://www.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/sites/default/files/Preprints/P343.pdf. 
18 Matchett’s work is crucial to understanding the different corn types the MAP worked on. Her 

dissertation is one of the only commodity-centered works focused on corn and the MAP. 

Matchett finds the early research of the MAP focused on synthetic corn. This synthetic corn 

improved production, and the implication is that synthetic corn may have been geared towards 

improving campesino production. More work is needed here, as synthetic corn may have been 

developed as a bridge to hybrid corn. This synthetic corn was never truly “peasant-friendly” but 

rather a precursor to hybrid corn. Campesinos were not necessarily interested in higher yielding 

corn, and synthetic corn’s main benefit was its high yield ability. In fact, many campesinos 

rejected the MAP’s corn seed technology despite higher yields because they deemed its quality 

inferior for consumption. Matchett, “Untold Innovation: Scientific Practice and Corn 

Improvement in Mexico, 1935-1965.” 
19 For more on the socio-economic background of Mexican farmers that collaborated with the 

MAP see Deborah Fitzgerald, “Exporting American Agriculture: The Rockefeller Foundation in 

Mexico, 1943-1953,” Social Studies of Science 16, no. 3 (1986); Cynthia Hewitt de Alcántara, La 

modernización de la agricultura mexicana, 1940-1970 (Mexico D.F.: United Nations, 1976).  

https://www.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/sites/default/files/Preprints/P343.pdf
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freely exchange pollen with nearby plants as open-pollinated corn did.20 Wheat was 

exogenous to North America, and it was transplanted by an Afro-Spanish conquistador 

from Europe to Mexico in the sixteenth century.21 While Indians grew corn for thousands 

of years prior to European arrival, the history of wheat farming in Mexico is relatively 

new. During the colonial period, wheat and corn came to symbolize the divide between 

colonizer and colonized. Corn consumption became a marker of indigeneity and lower 

class status, while wheat consumption became a marker of upper-class, white-European 

culture. Spanish colonists believed that the environment shaped race, and they tried to 

reproduce Old World foodways (wheat, beef, wine, olive oil, etc.) in Mexico to provide 

them the food necessary to avoid reliance on Indian foods, like corn, that might cause 

them to “go native.”22  

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, corn and wheat consumption came to 

define a growing rural-urban divide. Mexican intellectuals and government officials 

 
20 For more on the science behind self-fertilizing wheat and the potential for hybrid wheat see 

Laura E Dixon, Stefano Bencivenga, and Scott A Boden, “A new opening for wheat seed 

production,” Journal of Experimental Botany 69, no. 3 (2018). 
21Juan Garrido was born in West Africa, most likely as a slave and arrived in Lisbon around 1495 

where he converted to Christianity. If enslaved, he most likely gained his freedom in Lisbon or 

Seville before his journey to the Americas as a servant to the Spanish Pedro Garrido in 1503. 

Following the victory at Tenochtitlan, Hernando Cortéz, received his dinner while in the 

conquistador community located at Coyoacán. His dinner consisted of rice with three grains of 

wheat, and Cortez ordered a “free Negro”, Garrido, to plant the seeds of wheat. Garrido built a 

hermitage with adjacent garden plot where he first worked on wheat cultivation as he continued 

limited participation in conquest expeditions and reconnaissance of Indian lands. Garrido 

recounted his wheat breeding efforts in his probanza saying “I was the first to have the inspiration 

to sow maize[wheat] here in New Spain and to see if it took; I did this and experimented at my 

own expense.” Matthew Restall, “Black Conquistadors: Armed Africans in Early Spanish 

America,” The Americas 57, no. 2 (2000): 171-175; Peter Gerhard, “A Black Conquistador in 

Mexico,” The Hispanic American Historical Review 58, no. 3 (1978): 452-456. 
22 Rebecca Earle, “‘If You Eat Their Food…’: Diets and Bodies in Early Colonial Spanish 

America,” The American Historical Review 115, Issue 3 (2010): 695. 
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viewed corn as the backwards staple of the brown countryside, while wheat was the 

modern staple of the white, progressive city. In the twentieth century, the demand for 

wheat followed along the lines of the demand for meat. First, affluent consumers in urban 

areas demanded wheat, followed increasingly by the urban working classes in the mid-

twentieth century.23 These urban consumers enjoyed a variety of different bread products, 

from hard rolls known as bolillos to loaf bread, but wheat was only intended for direct 

consumption and rarely used as feed. In the twentieth century, the Mexican government 

wanted to expand wheat production to reduce its reliance on costly wheat imports and use 

its foreign exchange to support industrialization.24 The Mexican government supported 

large-scale irrigation projects that benefitted capitalist farmers who produced not just 

wheat, but cotton, soy, and other cash crops. The Mexican government’s developmental 

projects in the twentieth century increasingly buttressed agricultural export industries that 

produced everything from henequen to coffee to tomatoes.25 Wheat was one of the most 

highly traded commodities on the global market, and the Mexican government sought to 

not only satiate domestic demand for wheat but enter foreign markets and export surplus 

wheat, where possible.26 The MAP’s scientific expertise tilted in favor of wheat, and its 

 
23 For more on twentieth century bread consumption and bakeries in Mexico City see Robert 

Weis, Bakers and Basques: A Social History of Bread in Mexico (Albuquerque: University of 

New Mexico Press, 2012). 
24 E.C. Stakman and J.G. Harrar, “Plant Pathology in Mexico,” in Plants and Plant Science in 

Latin America, ed. Frans Verdoon (Waltham: Chronica Botanica Company, 1945), 53. 
25 Casey Marina Lurtz, From the Grounds Up: Building an Export Economy in Southern Mexico 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2019); John Hoenig, Garden Variety: The American 

Tomato from Corporate to Heirloom (New York: Columbia University Press, 2017); Sterling 

Evans, Bound in Twine: The History and Ecology of the Henequen-Wheat Complex for Mexico 

and the American and Canadian Plains, 1880-1950 (College Station: Texas A&M Press, 2013). 
26 Perkins, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution, 113. 
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success with improving wheat production meant that the MAP’s wheat program, rather 

than its hybrid corn program, became the inspiration for the Green Revolution in the 

1960s.27 

A better understanding of the individual crop programs of the MAP, starting with 

wheat, helps to reshape our understanding of the Green Revolution. The first phase of the 

MAP’s wheat program (1943-1953) was unique because it remedied an environmental-

economic problem that hindered wheat production throughout Mexico, especially in the 

north. The Mexican government wanted to transform Northwest Mexico, in particular the 

state of Sonora, into a new industrial breadbasket to feed Mexico City; however, a plant 

fungus emanating from the U.S., commonly known as wheat rust, decimated production 

in the region. The RF employed the foremost plant pathologist in the world at the MAP, 

E.C. Stakman, and the MAP released rust resistant wheat seed technology between 1948 

and 1953 that protected Mexicans farmers from rust. The MAP was able to transform 

 
27 Breaking down the MAP by crop program, may reveal that the corn and wheat programs were 

actually both successful given their stated goals at the inception of the MAP. Scholarship is still 

needed on the MAP’s corn program that does not conflate corn types. This dissertation suggests 

the MAP’s corn program was aimed at improving hybrid corn production, not all types of corn, 

and certainly not open-pollinated corn. The MAP was uninterested in converting campesino 

farmers of open-pollinated corn until after it had converted all the middle- and upper- class 

farmers to hybrid corn production. Thus, the conversion of 10 to 15 percent of all Mexican corn 

farmers to MAP hybrid corn seed technology may have been a success, as this could imply most 

upper and middle-class corn farmers accepted the MAP. During the MAP’s tenure, Mexican 

farmers increased total corn production by over 200 percent and yields increased 50 percent. If 

the MAP did convert the majority of upper and middle-class corn farmers to MAP seed 

technology, this would mean the MAP’s hybrid corn program followed the MAP’s wheat 

program, but to-date, only Matchett has put the MAP’s corn program at the center of historical 

inquiry. This argument about synthetic corn serving as a bridge to hybrid corn and not benefitting 

campesinos derives from my review of sources from the Rockefeller Archive Center, but the data 

on corn production cited above derives from Stephen Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the 

Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico Since 1940,” Doctoral Dissertation, University of 

Chicago, 1983, page 180. Data from Centro de Investigaciones Agrarias, pp. 156, 157. 
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itself into the scientific authority on wheat by solving this environmental problem with 

wheat rust. There was no singular environmental problem that the MAP could have 

worked on to drastically improve corn production for either open-pollinated or hybrid 

corn farmers, let alone both. The MAP’s scientific authority on wheat was little 

questioned after it solved the environmental-economic problem of wheat rust, and both 

the RF and Mexican government aligned on the research objectives of the MAP’s wheat 

program. On the other side, the MAP never shored up its scientific authority on corn. As 

a result, the MAP’s work on corn remained highly politicized and a source of tension 

between the MAP and various scientists and government officials of the Mexican 

government.28  

Understanding the motives of the MAP during its formative years matters greatly 

because it reveals that the MAP never operated as a “peasant friendly” rural philanthropy 

as recent scholarship argues.29 Rust resistant wheat seed technology was a resource-

neutral solution to an environmental problem that boosted production by simply reducing 

losses caused by disease. MAP scientists, however, were never concerned with 

conserving resources or sustainable agriculture. The quickest and most effective way to 

 
28 For example, in 1947, the Mexican government established the National Corn Commission, 

and all corn seed technologies were released through this official government agency. The MAP’s 

wheat program did not have to interact with any such national wheat commission. 
29 Jonathan Harwood’s view that the MAP worked on “peasant friendly” seed technology in the 

early years of the MAP between 1943 and 1949. Tore Olsson concurs and argues that the MAP 

pivoted away from class- and scale-neutral synthetic corn in the late 1940s due to the onset of the 

Cold War and focused instead on breeding seed technology that supported industrial capitalist 

agricultural production, principally wheat. This will be discussed in full in chapter four and the 

conclusion. Jonathan Harwood, “Peasant Friendly Plant Breeding and the Early Years of the 

Green Revolution in Mexico,” Agricultural History 83, no. 3 (2009); Tore Olsson, Agrarian 

Crossings: Reformers and the Remaking of the U.S. and Mexican Countryside (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 2017), 150-155. 
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address the problem posed by wheat rust was through scientific breeding: rust resistant 

wheat seed technology just so happened to be a scientific solution that was resource-

neutral. Had scientists known of a widely available, cost-effective fungicide, they would 

have undoubtedly chosen this resource-intensive, chemical option to combat wheat rust, 

but no such input existed at the time for the MAP to recommend to wheat farmers.  

 Still, resource-neutral solutions for improving wheat production, like rust 

resistant wheat seed technology, had the potential to underpin a sustainable, class-neutral 

green revolution had the MAP decided to go in this direction. This hypothetical green 

revolution could have developed wheat seed technology that addressed other 

environmental problems and resisted other diseases (stripe and leaf rust) and pests 

(aphids/grasshoppers) or utilized scant resources (green manure/water) more efficiently. 

In this green revolution, scientists could have deployed additional types of resource-

neutral seed technology and agricultural innovations that catered to the needs of 

campesinos for whom resources were a key consideration. A green revolution never 

materialized because the Mexican government and RF never intended to create wheat 

seed technology that campesinos would adopt nor did the MAP even work with or 

question campesinos on their needs. 

Instead, the MAP leveraged its newfound scientific authority derived from rust 

resistant wheat seed technology to push farmers to adopt fertilizers. During the second 

phase of the MAP (1953-1970), RF and Mexican scientists encouraged resource-

intensive agricultural production predicated on heavy doses of inorganic fertilizer derived 

from oil and gas production. The MAP also released semidwarf wheat seed technology 
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between 1961 and 1965 that transcended the biological limitations of conventional wheat 

plants to produce even more grain using massive amounts of fertilizer. The political end 

goal of the MAP was always to feed the city, and the key figures driving the MAP 

believed that affluent farmers were the only way to boost agricultural production quickly: 

government officials, farmers, and scientists on both sides of the border conceptualized 

this resource-intensive Green Revolution that subsequently contributed to global climate 

change, and it is important to see the MAP as a transnational effort. The successful 

collaboration between the RF and Mexico enabled farmers to increase wheat production 

490 percent and yield nearly 290 percent between 1943 and 1970, over double and nearly 

triple the respective outcomes of the MAP’s hybrid corn program.30 

Finally, a commodity-centered approach to the MAP and Green Revolution 

reveals a crucial similarity between the MAP’s hybrid corn and wheat programs: both 

succeeded principally in converting affluent farmers with similar class backgrounds to 

the MAP’s seed technology. The MAP’s work on wheat focused primarily on the 

Northwest where farmers were affluent, utilized machine technology and inputs on large 

landholdings, and were interested in scientific agriculture.31 The MAP successfully 

converted 90 percent of farmers to the MAP’s wheat seed technology, most of which 

resided in northern Mexico: by the 1970s, affluent farmers in Northwest Mexico 

produced 65 percent of all wheat in Mexico and Northeast Mexico an additional 20 

 
30 Lewontin’s corn and wheat data for 1925 to 1965 are official statistics from the Dirección 

General de Economía Agrícola’s “Centro de Investigaciones Agrarias” pages 152-157. 
31 Fitzgerald, “Exporting American Agriculture” 463-469. 
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percent.32 The MAP’s wheat seed technology flowed up from middle-class farmers to 

those in the upper classes or transferred horizontally amongst affluent farmers, but it did 

not flow down to campesinos because few of them grew wheat. So, too, did little of the 

MAP’s hybrid corn seed technology flow down to campesinos: according to the Mexican 

agricultural census in 1950, no hybrid corn was grown on farms smaller than 12 acres, 

and in 1960 only 86 of 454,054 tons of hybrid corn produced in Mexico came from farms 

under 12 acres.33 Clearly, the MAP’s hybrid corn seed technology, like wheat, flowed 

horizontally or up.34  

The failure of the MAP’s wheat and hybrid corn seed technologies to diffuse 

down from affluent farmers to campesino farmers provides a useful historical lesson for 

contemporary policymakers: trickle down agricultural economics does not work. Only 

with institutional support to facilitate bottom-up change would the MAP’s seed 

 
32 “Mexico: The Fertilizer Industry,” International Fertilizer Development Center, page 10, 1979. 
33 “Censos Agropecuarios 1930, 1940 y 1950,” Estados Unidos Mexicanos Secretaría de 

Industria y Comercio, Direccion General de Estadistica, Departmento de los Censos, 1959, page 

15, accessed November 28, 2010, 

https://www.inegi.org.mx/app/biblioteca/ficha.html?upc=702825110734.  
34 As scholars focus their research on individual commodities of the MAP and Green Revolution, 

they will likely find that the seemingly different adoption rates of MAP wheat (90 percent) and 

hybrid corn (10 percent) are misleading, but more scholarship is needed on the MAP’s corn 

program to confirm this. There were millions more corn farmers than wheat farmers in Mexico, 

so the adoption rate of corn was skewed by the large no. of lower-class corn farmers that the 

MAP largely ignored. If future scholars were to look just at the adoption rate of the MAP’s hybrid 

corn seed technology amongst affluent corn farmers in Mexico, this would most likely show a 

high adoption rate, comparable to the adoption rates of the MAP’s wheat seed technology. For 

example, there were over1 million corn farmers in Mexico in the mid-twentieth century, and a 10 

percent adoption rate implies that over 100,000 corn farmers began to grow MAP seeds. There 

were far fewer wheat farmers, well under 100,000, so a 90 percent adoption rate means that the 

MAP’s corn program may have outperformed the MAP’s wheat program. More work is needed 

on the MAP’s corn program to further investigate the adoption rates and what the socio-economic 

backgrounds of these farmers were. 

https://www.inegi.org.mx/app/biblioteca/ficha.html?upc=702825110734
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technologies been adopted by campesinos, but the Mexican government was not 

forthcoming in this support of campesinos. As Norman E. Borlaug, the 1970 recipient of 

the Nobel Peace Prize for the Green Revolution, argued, campesinos “may be illiterate, 

but they’re not fools, they’re not ignorant! They can figure.”35 Campesinos could not 

justify switching to hybrid corn seed technology or adopting wheat seed technology 

which they had little experience growing absent the same subsidies for inputs, 

government-funded irrigation works, or access to credit, capital, and technology that 

affluent farmers had. Seeds, and the science that produces them, are hardly apolitical, and 

the MAP’s hybrid corn and wheat programs served only the affluent farmers and urban 

consumers that the Mexican government believed supported industrialization. The MAP 

mistakenly believed that institutional support and extension efforts to work hand-in-hand 

with campesinos were unnecessary, and that a “scientific” seed had the ability to single-

handedly transform a lower-class farmer into an elite farmer. The struggles of these 

trickle-down crop programs continued during the Green Revolution, and this shows that a 

lack of science or technology is not what caused class inequality or poverty in the Global 

South. A poor farmer does not just plant a new seed technology and magically transform 

into an affluent, capitalist farmer, for the same reason that putting a calculator in the hand 

 
35 Borlaug adopted this quote from Frosty Hill, one of the principal figures from the Ford 

Foundation who helped establish a semidwarf rice breeding program in the Philippines with the 

RF’s support in the 1960s.“The Rockefeller Foundation Program in Agriculture: William C. Cobb 

Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” Rockefeller Foundation, June 12, 1967, page 11, International 

Maize Wheat Improvement Center Collection, Norman E. Borlaug Digital Archive, College of 

Agriculture & Life Sciences, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas (TAMU). 
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of a historian does not mean they now have the necessary tools and training to do 

calculus. 

 Through a commodity-centered focus on wheat, this dissertation provides 

answers to many fundamental questions on the MAP and the origins of the Green 

Revolution in Mexico including: how did the long history of what I call “luxury” wheat 

production and agricultural improvement in North America inform the development of 

the MAP? Why was wheat rust such a significant problem in North America, and how 

did scientists seek to resolve this environmental-economic issue? Why did plant 

pathologists become the vanguard of the RF’s work on agriculture? How did so-called 

transnational wheat rust provide an opening for the RF to enter Mexico? What were the 

original goals of the Mexican government and the RF in the creation of the MAP in 

1943? What types of farmers did the MAP work with? What type of wheat seed 

technology did the MAP produce, and why? Who produced the wheat seed technology 

that later catalyzed the Green Revolution, and what does this tell us about the production 

of knowledge in the Global South? Was the wheat improvement program and Green 

Revolution a form of what I call “humanitarian imperialism”?  

This dissertation will provide answers to these questions through a focus on 

scientific sources that reveal the deep historical roots of the MAP’s work on both wheat 

and wheat rust that connected Minnesota, United States and Sonora, Mexico. This 

dissertation accomplishes this using the published scientific articles and unpublished 

papers of three prominent figures employed by the RF to lead the MAP’s wheat program: 

E.C. Stakman’s papers at the University of Minnesota’s archives, J.G. Harrar’s papers at 
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the Rockefeller Archive Center, and the papers of Norman E. Borlaug at the Rockefeller 

Archive Center and Texas A&M University digital archives.36 Embedded within these 

archival sources are Mexican perspectives and contributions to both the MAP and Green 

Revolution. This dissertation also utilizes economic data and reports from a variety of 

sources including official government statistics on Mexican agriculture published online 

and in secondary sources, data from the United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA), data produced for or by international organizations like the United Nations, and 

materials available from the digitized archives of the Centro Internacional de 

Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo (CIMMYT), the successor to the MAP.37 

 
36 Some material from the Rockefeller Archive Center is available online. “The Rockefeller 

Foundation: A Digital History,” Rockefeller Foundation, https://rockfound.rockarch.org/. The 

digital archives for Borlaug located a Texas A&M are available at “Borlaug Archives,” Texas 

A&M university, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and AgriLife Research, 

https://borlaugarchives.tamu.edu/. 
37 For data used for economic analysis on Mexican wheat production in this dissertation I have 

used data derived from Stephen Lewontin’s oft-cited dissertation. Lewontin’s corn and wheat 

data for 1925 to 1965 are official statistics from the Dirección General de Economía Agrícola’s 

“Centro de Investigaciones Agrarias” pages152-153 (corn) and pages 156-157 (wheat). 

Lewontin’s corn and wheat data for 1965 to 1970 are official statistics from the Dirección 

General de Economía Agrícola’s Anuario Estadistico, 1968-1973. Lewontin, “The Green 

Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico Since 1940,” 183-185, 256. 

Reed Hertford’s data derived primarily from the Mexican Agricultural Censuses as well as 

unpublished county-level data and other official sources provided to Hertford by Mexico’s 

national agricultural research institution, Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricolas. 

Hertford received access to this data to while working for the United States Department of 

Agriculture (USDA). The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) asked 

the Economic Research Service (ERS) at the USDA “to study the factors associated with 

differences and changes in agricultural production in underdeveloped countries.” Reed Hertford, 

Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65 (Washington, D.C.: Economic 

Research Service USDA, 1971), ii-iii. Cynthia Hewitt de Alcántara’s work was one of the first 

data-driven reports on the Green Revolution that found it helped affluent Mexican farmers instead 

of campesinos. Her data derive from official Mexican government sources including the 

Agricultural Census, and it was funded by the United Nations. Hewitt de Alcántara, La 

modernización de la agricultura mexicana, 1940-1970. For data used for economic analysis of 

U.S. wheat production in this dissertation I rely on various publications from the U.S. government 

like state-level data from the United States Department of Agriculture available publicly online. I 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/
https://borlaugarchives.tamu.edu/
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Chapter one discusses the global historical process of the introduction of hard red 

spring wheat seed technology into the northern Great Plains (Minnesota, South Dakota, 

and North Dakota) in the mid- to late-nineteenth century.38 The late introduction of hard 

red spring wheat to North America illustrates that the Columbian Exchange, far from 

over, was simply the beginning of a process of agricultural globalization that is still 

ongoing today.39 Humans introduced wheat in multiple waves to North America: 

colonists first introduced white wheats in the sixteenth century and grew them on the East 

Coast, while farmers and scientists introduced red wheats in the mid- to late-nineteenth 

century to be grown in the Midwest. Hard red spring wheats were especially valued as 

being the highest quality wheats in the world, or what I call “luxury” wheats, and millers 

increasingly demanded them to produce high quality flour for bread, restaurants, or as a 

mixing flour to enhance lower quality white wheats. As farmers expanded wheat 

production into the Midwest, they also adopted monoculture farming, at both the farm 

and field level, to take advantage of extensive, mechanized farming to increase profits. 

The introduction and expansion of wheat into the Midwest did not, however, go 

untrammeled: at the turn of the twentieth century, farmers who grew the newly 

 
would like to thank Jean Porter for directing me to his data online and for pulling early data. 

“Quick Stats,” United States Department of Agriculture National Agricultural Statistics Service, 

https://quickstats.nass.usda.gov/. 
38 Courtney Fullilove’s work describes the historical creation of the hard red winter wheat region 

in Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma. Courtney Fullilove, The Profit of the Earth: The Global 

Seeds of American Agriculture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017), 100-138. 
39 Stuart McCook describes the long nineteenth century as the “neo-Columbian” exchange, but I 

would argue that it is better to view this entire period as the birth of agricultural globalization. 

This is more an issue with semantics as we both view a longue durée process in which seeds and 

diseases traveled between continents. Stuart McCook, “The Neo-Columbian Exchange: The 

Second Conquest of the Greater Caribbean, 1720-1930,” Latin American Research Review 46 

(2011). 

https://quickstats.nass.usda.gov/
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introduced luxury hard red spring wheat confronted the problem of wheat rust which 

increasingly decimated production in the region and caused massive outbreaks every ten 

to fifteen years.  

Chapter two describes how plant scientists inflated this threat of wheat rust, an 

economic problem that uniquely harmed hard red spring wheat, into a national security 

threat in the twentieth century. Mark A. Carleton of the USDA first described a rust 

outbreak in 1904 as an “epidemic,” and this outbreak became the impetus for plant 

scientists interested in disease to professionalize their work as a distinct branch of science 

called plant pathology. Minneapolis, the center of milling and baking industries reliant on 

hard red spring wheat, became a center for the science of plant pathology. The University 

of Minnesota (UMN) gave birth to one of the first plant pathology departments in the 

world in 1907, and UMN plant pathologists played a leading role on the RF side of the 

MAP. Fueled by another outbreak of wheat rust in 1916 during World War I, plant 

pathologists crystallized their professional identity as defenders of national security. Plant 

pathologists framed the value of their work not as economic, but as preventing food 

insecurity and food shortages that could translate into social or political unrest. 

Chapter two focuses specifically on the work of E.C. Stakman, an expert on wheat 

rust from UMN, who became the foremost plant pathologist in the world in the twentieth 

century. Stakman devised strategies to mitigate damage from wheat rust through genetic 

control, first through the definition of wheat rust “races” and later through scientific 

breeding efforts. At the same time, Stakman led epidemiological control efforts like a 

barberry eradication campaign that portrayed the environment as the enemy of the state 
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and implored the public to physically destroy barberry bushes which were hosts upon 

which wheat rust survived. Ultimately, the failure of the barberry eradication campaign to 

eliminate rust outbreaks led Stakman to argue that wheat rust was a transnational 

problem. Wheat rust did, in fact, flow cyclically between the hard red spring wheat 

region and northern Mexico, and Stakman argued that wheat rust’s transnational nature 

would require working with Mexican scientists in situ in Mexico. This provided the 

scientific rationale for the MAP’s wheat program in 1943. In hindsight, this construction 

of wheat rust as a transnational problem was only partially true. All new rust races 

mutated in the U.S. and nearly every rust outbreak or “epidemic” originated within fields 

or on barberry in the U.S. Rather than U.S. scientists entering Mexico to work on 

transnational wheat rust, Mexican scientists should have entered the U.S. to stop the 

spread of wheat rust from U.S. fields into northern Mexico.   

Chapter three will provide the historical roots of the MAP from the perspective of 

Mexican history. The MAP was not entirely novel, but rather, a continuation of the 

Mexican government’s support for scientific solutions to increase agricultural production 

to fuel urban-industrial modernity in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Mexican 

government operated under the shadow of what I call the “Green Legend” in which 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century Mexican intellectuals blamed Mexico’s harsh, 

unproductive environment for its perceived underdevelopment and lagging industrial 

modernity compared to the U.S. and Europe. Jeffrey Pilcher argues that Mexican 

intellectuals blamed corn consumption for producing racial inferiority in the Mexican 

population that led to Mexico’s underdevelopment, or what he terms the “tortilla 
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discourse.”40 As this chapter reveals, Mexican intellectuals argued that production, not 

consumption, lay at the heart of Mexico’s underdevelopment. They believed 

underdevelopment in Mexico was the result of a domino effect, and the first domino to 

fall was Mexico’s environment. Mexican intellectuals blamed Mexico’s inhospitable 

environment for providing inferior, uncivilized foods, especially corn, for Indians to 

grow. Environmental limitations forced Indians to sustain themselves on nutritionally 

inferior foods, which in turn, produced a racially-inferior Indian population. Finally, 

Mexican intellectuals argued that this racially inferior Indian population prevented the 

Mexican nation from reaching modernity defined by industrialization. While intellectuals 

blamed corn consumption as the direct cause of racial inferiority, they found the root of 

the problem laid in the Mexican environment’s lack of civilized food, lack of resources, 

and lack of arable land, which was also in line with neo-Lamarckian views on race 

popular in Latin America at the time.41 This environmentally deterministic view of 

Mexican history downplayed the roles of colonization, imperialism, and revolution on 

lagging industrialization and Mexico’s perceived underdevelopment. 

Chapter three focuses on the work of Francisco Bulnes, a prominent politician at 

the turn of the twentieth century, and the work of Manuel Gamio, a globally-recognized 

Mexican anthropologist during the mid-twentieth century. These intellectuals promoted 

 
40 Pilcher, Que vivan los tamales!, 75-100. 
41 See Natalia Priego, Positivism, Science and ‘The Scientists’ in Porfirian Mexico: The 

Philosophy of Herbert Spencer in the Historiography of Mexico (Liverpool: Liverpool University 

Press, 2006); Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, “Other Americas: Transnationalism, Scholarship, and 

the Culture of Poverty in Mexico and the United States,” Hispanic American Historical Review 

89, no. 4 (2009): 608-610; Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, The Science and Politics of Race in 

Mexico and the United States, 1910–1950 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 

2018), 15-20. 
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the Green Legend view of Mexican history, but they believed that science held the power 

to allow Mexico to transcend the apparent limitations imposed upon it by its 

environment. This Green Legend had a tangible impact on Mexican policies, and in the 

early- to mid-twentieth century the Mexican government supported a range of expansive, 

costly governmental projects like irrigation in northern Mexico and the first national 

scientific crop breeding programs. When the RF explored the possibility of working on 

agriculture in Mexico, the Mexican government opportunistically took advantage of the 

RF’s expertise and funds to facilitate increased wheat production to meet this goal of 

industrialization. The MAP was just one in a long line of government-sponsored 

programs that the Mexican government enacted to industrialize agricultural production. 

By becoming self-sufficient in wheat production, the Mexican government could save 

valuable foreign exchange spent on wheat imports and redirect funds towards 

industrialization as well. 

Chapter four discusses the origins of the MAP from the perspective of the 

Rockefeller Foundation (RF). The MAP’s focus on scientific experimentation and 

knowledge reflected the RF’s reorganization in 1928. In 1928, the RF pivoted from 

education and the dissemination of knowledge and decided to focus on the production of 

knowledge. This chapter argues against current scholarship that defines the RF as a 

philanthropy aimed at alleviating rural poverty during the Green Revolution. This chapter 

builds upon the work of John H. Perkins, a biologist by training, who argues that the 

MAP and Green Revolution “had no particular wish to improve the lives of peasant 
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farmers in their capacities as peasant farmers.”42 This chapter unearths the origins and 

motives of the MAP at its inception in 1943 and finds that both the Mexican government 

and RF agreed the MAP should improve staple crop production from the top down, 

principally through the development of rust resistant wheat seed technology and hybrid 

corn seed technology grown by middle- and upper-class farmers in Mexico. Moreover, 

this chapter and the ones that follow counter the recent work of Tore Olsson, who finds 

that the MAP’s original focus in the 1940s was corn, and that the program only shifted to 

wheat in the 1950s in response to the intensification of the Cold War.43  

The MAP privileged its work on wheat, not corn, during its formative years in the 

1940s.44 Stakman, the foremost plant pathologist in the world and expert on wheat rust, 

led the survey team that produced the blueprint for the MAP which also became the 

model for the Green Revolution. The RF wanted Stakman to lead the MAP, but he 

declined and stayed on as the MAP’s preeminent agricultural advisor instead. Stakman 

recommended the RF hire his former student in plant pathology and fellow wheat expert, 

 
42 Emphasis Original. Perkins received a Ph.D. in biology but has also worked in the field of 

history of science in a postdoctoral fellowship. Perkins, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution, 

115. 
43 Olsson, Agrarian Crossings, 150-155. 
44 I intentionally equivocate that wheat was central to the MAP because there is no monograph on 

the MAP’s hybrid corn program. As Olsson says, his work is more a southern history which 

describes the ways in which developmentalist discourse in the U.S. South impacted the work of 

the MAP’s corn program; however, his work requires a more thorough discussion of the types of 

corn seed technology, open-pollinated, synthetic, and hybrid, the MAP worked on to better 

understand the motives and struggles the MAP had in getting farmers to accept MAP corn. It 

could be that the MAP’s corn program was central, but campesinos rejected the MAP’s hybrid 

corn which caused the MAP to focus energies more on wheat. If so, this happened well before the 

intensification of the Cold War would have pushed the MAP to work more on corn. This turn 

towards wheat would then not be due to outside influences and the actions of the RF, but rather, 

campesinos pushed the MAP to focus on wheat by rejecting the MAP’s corn seed technology. 
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J.G. Harrar, as the director of the MAP which he accepted in 1943. Harrar eventually 

worked his way up the ranks of the RF, becoming president of the RF in the 1960s during 

the globalization of the Green Revolution, based upon wheat. In 1944, Stakman 

recommended another former student in plant pathology to take over the MAP’s 

individual wheat program, Norman E. Borlaug, who was later anointed the “father” of the 

Green Revolution.45 From its formal creation in 1943, the MAP privileged research on 

wheat rust and wheat breeding as evidenced by the triumvirate of Stakman, Harrar, and 

Borlaug in its leadership. Most importantly, the Mexican government wanted the MAP to 

prioritize research on wheat rust. Edmundo Taboada, a Mexican scientists who had 

studied under Stakman in the 1930s at UMN, was influential in shaping this directive 

from the Mexican government to make wheat rust a “top priority” of the MAP.46 The 

MAP’s hybrid corn program never received the same scientific support from the RF as its 

wheat program did, and both the Mexican government and RF aligned in their objective 

to combat wheat rust, while the MAP’s hybrid corn program became marred by 

infighting and politicization in the late 1940s.47 

 
45 The moniker of “father” of the Green Revolution has been used extensively in popular media 

and has now become the standard way in which to describe Borlaug. “Norman Ernest Borlaug,” 

Brittanica.com, September 8, 2020, accessed September 15, 2020, 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Norman-Borlaug; “Norman Borlaug Facts,” 

NobelPrize.org, accessed September 15, 2020, 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/borlaug/facts/.  
46 E.C. Stakman, “Report on Agricultural Activities in Mexico, 3 Feb to 20 May 1943,” Record 

Group 1.2, Series 323, Box 10, Folder 60, RAC. 
47 In particular, the Mexican government’s establishment of the National Corn Commission which 

distributed all corn seed technology in Mexico prevented the MAP’s corn program from 

establishing the same scientific authority as the MAP’s wheat program did. 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Norman-Borlaug
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/borlaug/facts/
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Chapters five and six illustrate that the MAP’s wheat program (1943-1970) was 

remarkably consistent in its approach, as laid out by Stakman in the original survey of the 

MAP, to work from the top down and bypass campesinos. The MAP did, however, 

employ different strategies to achieve this goal of higher wheat production, and the 

MAP’s wheat program is best divided into two stages as shown in the Figure 1 During 

the first phase between 1943 and 1953, scientists developed and released resource-neutral 

rust resistant wheat seed technology. During the second phase, between 1953 and 1970, 

scientists pushed farmers to fertilize wheat and bred resource-intensive semidwarf wheat 

seed technology that required high applications of inorganic fertilizers to increase yields 

exponentially. The RF and governments in the Global South would model their Green 

Revolutions starting in the 1960s off of the MAP with one important distinction: they 

skipped the resource-neutral first phase and began with the resource-intensive second 

phase of the MAP’s wheat program. 
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Figure 1: Mexican Wheat Production, 1943-1970 (1,000 Tons)48 

 

 

 

Chapter five describes how the MAP scientists successful converted farmers to 

MAP wheat seed technology during the first phase by tackling the greatest 

environmental-economic problem that hindered wheat production in Mexico, wheat rust. 

The MAP released rust resistant wheat seed technology in 1948, and this allowed 

Mexican farmers in the Northwest to grow wheat profitably without the threat of costly 

rust outbreaks. This rust resistant wheat seed technology was resource-neutral: it boosted 

 
48 Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 

180. 
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production and saved resources by simply reducing losses caused by rust, and this did not 

require additional inputs like water, fertilizer, or pesticides. 

Jonathan Harwood and Olsson argue that scientists bred seed technology – or 

what Harwood describes as “peasant friendly” seeds – before 1950, specifically to benefit 

campesinos.49 Both describe a seemingly altruistic RF which sought to improve rural 

poverty early on, but the rise of communism and neo-Malthusian concerns that food 

instability would lead to political unrest in the Global South thwarted the RF’s 

philanthropic thrust. These historians argue that the RF abandoned research that 

benefitted campesinos as a response to the escalation of the Cold War, and imply the 

Green Revolution would have continued to be “peasant friendly” had it not been for a 

change in direction around 1950.50 Academic scholarship has critiqued the MAP and 

Green Revolution for its failure to spread seed technology that benefitted the rural poor, 

but the historical origins of the MAP show this was never its intent.51 The MAP’s wheat 

program was not a failed philanthropic effort, but rather, a successful collaboration 

 
49 The early phase of the MAP’s wheat program never focused on peasant friendly seed 

technology because wheat was neither grown nor consumed by campesinos. Moreover, the early 

phase of the MAP’s corn program seems to have been rejected almost immediately by the RF. 

Matchett describes how the Mexican government rejected potentially peasant friendly corn 

research on synthetic corn and forced the RF to work on hybrid corn suitable for elite farmers that 

practiced industrial capitalist agriculture. To view the early stages of the MAP as more 

“altruistic” and aimed at benefitting campesinos is unconvincing given current scholarship 

available. Matchett describes how the RF simply wanted to improve corn yields quickly which 

caused them to push synthetic corn varieties en route to work on hybrid corn. Thus, synthetic corn 

was just a stopgap measure to push up corn yields quickly while the MAP could conduct enough 

research and form enough connections to convert enough farmers to hybrid corn. If the end goal 

was always hybrid corn, this meant, not helping campesinos, but eradicating their way of life and 

privileging the growth of the elite farmer class. Olsson, Agrarian Crossings, 100, 150-155; 

Harwood, “Peasant Friendly Plant Breeding.” 
50 Ibid. 
51 Freebairn, “Did the Green Revolution Concentrate Incomes?” 265. 
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between the RF and Mexican government to help affluent farmers increase wheat 

production for urban consumers. 

Few campesinos grew or consumed wheat, and the MAP’s work with wheat never 

attempted to be “peasant friendly.” The MAP did exactly what it set out to with wheat, 

and it successfully converted over 90 percent of middle- and upper- class farmers to MAP 

wheat seed technology, and these farmers produced 490 percent more wheat and 

increased yield by 290 percent between 1943 and 1970. As Deborah Fitzgerald, Delbert 

Myren, and Cynthia Hewitt de Alcántara have shown, the farmers the MAP worked with 

were a homogenous class of “commercial farmers” who worked landholdings of 42 acres 

on average.52 These affluent farmers had access to credit and capital, invested in new 

seed technology, and used fertilizer and irrigation where possible. Fitzgerald argues that 

these affluent Mexican farmers “resembled American hybrid corn adopters rather than 

other Mexican farmers,” but there were important differences within this affluent class of 

wheat farmers that have not been explored by historians.53  

Few scholars have interrogated how the MAP succeeded in converting these 

affluent, commercial farmers to the MAP’s wheat seed technology. This chapter argues 

that middle-class farmers were the early adopters of MAP wheat seed technology while 

upper-class farmers rebuffed the MAP in its formative years. For example, Rodolfo Elías 

Calles, the son of the former president of Mexico Plutarco Elías Calles, was the leader of 

 
52 Fitzgerald, “Exporting American Agriculture,” 469; Delbert Myren, “The Rockefeller Program 

in Corn and Wheat in Mexico,” in Clifton Wharton, ed., Subsistence Agriculture and Economic 

Development (Chicago: Aldine Publishers, 1969), 447-448; Hewitt de Alcántara, La 

modernización de la agricultura mexicana, 1940-1970. 
53 Fitzgerald, “Exporting American Agriculture,” 469. 
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elite Sonoran farmers, and he rejected Borlaug’s advances repeatedly until the late-1940s 

and early-1950s. Upper-class farmers were more risk-averse and content with their 

profits, so they were less open to experimenting with the novel, unproven wheat seed 

technology pushed by the MAP. Farmers like Calles created their own scientific circles 

which they trusted more than the novel MAP that was connected to the Mexican 

government.  

As a result, the MAP’s scientists were pushed to employ a unique strategy of 

working closely with middle-class farmers first. These entrepreneurial middle-class 

farmers were more open to experimentation and sought novel ways to increase 

agricultural profits. Far from passive, many of these middle-class farmers sought out the 

MAP to gain a competitive edge against upper-class farmers. Moreover, Mexican 

agricultural scientists, or agrónomos, also derived from middle-class backgrounds, and 

this facilitated their ability to make connections with these middle-class wheat farmers. 

Finally, the middle-class farmers Borlaug achieved success with early on, like Roberto 

Maurer, had transnational connections with the U.S. having gotten degrees, often in 

agriculture, from U.S or Canadian universities. Evidence from other nations touched by 

the Green Revolution, like Pakistan, suggests scientists used middle-class farmers as a 

wedge to gain acceptance for novel wheat seed technology, and historians need to look 

closely at this historical process of technology transfer during the Green Revolution.  

Finally, this chapter inserts Mexico back into the MAP’s scientific wheat breeding 

work. The MAP’s wheat seed technology was the result of the manual and intellectual 

labor of Mexican farmers, agrónomos, and Mexican agricultural workers. In fact, the 
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RF’s greatest contribution to the MAP was the way it used Mexico as what I call an 

“environmental laboratory” in which to conduct novel, but risky, experiments with wheat. 

Borlaug built upon ideas from agrónomos to establish a practice called “shuttle breeding” 

in which the MAP transported wheat seed technology between the Bajío, the traditional 

breadbasket in central Mexico, and Sonora in the Northwest. This wide testing in diverse 

environmental regions of Mexico allowed the MAP to create first-of-a-kind (FOAK) 

universal wheat seed technology with photoperiod insensitivity and a wide band of rust 

resistance. While Mexico was at the center of the MAP’s scientific work, the MAP’s 

breeding program was just one step in the global historical process that led to the creation 

of the rust resistant wheat seed technology. The MAP’s wheat seed technology derived 

from global wheat seed technology and cannot be attributed to any single individual, 

nation, or organization.54 Rust resistant wheat seed technology was born global.55 

 
54 Similar to Gabriela Soto Laveaga’s work on barbasco, this chapter argues that peasants were 

technical innovators. Though not traditional growers or breeders of wheat, peasants like Reyes 

Vega made important innovations to scientific-technical process of breeding wheat which saved 

the MAP years of labor. For more on the role of peasant scientists in the production of formal 

scientific knowledge in the U.S. see Gabriela Soto Laveaga, Jungle Laboratories: Mexican 

Peasants, National Projects, and the Making of the Pill (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009). 
55 This idea that wheat seed technology was born global was informed by Rebecca Karl’s work on 

Chinese nationalism. Karl’s work argues against the idea that nationalism flowed from Europe 

and the U.S. to Asia or the Global South. She argues that nationalism was a global movement that 

was born on the global stage, even if this global stage was reacting to the rise of U.S. and 

European imperial power. The world was thus “staged” during a “synchronic temporality” during 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as a consequence of globalization. So, too, 

breeding programs that produced new seed technology were a result of globalization. In the late 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, scientists, government officials, and farmers traveled between 

world regions and circulated seed technology globally. This global seed technology from 

disparate world regions then entered breeding programs where scientists crossbred new seed 

technologies. For more on the simultaneous development of nationalism as a global historical 

process see Rebecca Karl, Staging the World: Chinese Nationalism at the Turn of the Twentieth 

Century (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012), 1-25. 
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Chapter six describes the second phase of the MAP’s wheat program between 

1953 and 1970. It was in this phase that the MAP pivoted from its work on resource-

neutral, rust resistant wheat seed technology toward pushing the use of inorganic 

fertilizers in Mexico; however, farmers quickly reached a biological-economic limit on 

the amount of fertilizer they could use on conventional wheat due to a problem called 

“lodging.” The long stalks of conventional wheat could not sustain the top-heavy grain 

increases created by high dosages of fertilizer, and this heavily fertilized wheat often bent 

over or collapsed and became unharvestable. To remedy this, the MAP bred semidwarf 

wheat seed technology with improved plant architecture, shorter, sturdier stalks, to allow 

Mexican farmers to use massive amounts of fertilizer without fear of lodging. The first 

release of this semidwarf wheat seed technology in Mexico between 1961 and 1962 

marked the birth of the Green Revolution. The RF and governments in the Global South 

chose to model the Green Revolution on this resource-intensive semidwarf seed 

technology, ignoring the resource-neutral first phase of the MAP’s wheat program which 

could have inspired a sustainable, even class-neutral green revolution.  

Chapter six also reinforces two important conclusions from chapter five. First, the 

semidwarf wheat seed technology produced in Mexico that underpinned the Green 

Revolution, Pitic 62, Penjamo 62, Siete Cerros, Super X, Lerma Rojo 64, and Sonora 64, 

derived from global wheat seed technology, and cannot be attributed to any one entity. 

This dissertation uses a historical pedigree chart to illustrate that the seeds of the Green 

Revolution were part of a global historical process involving myriad scientists and 

farmers from every inhabited continent. Secondly, this chapter inserts Mexico, both its 
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people and environment, into the history of the development of semidwarf wheat seed 

technology that catalyzed the Green Revolution. Ignacio Narvaez, an agrónomo, took 

over leadership of the MAP’s wheat program from Borlaug in 1959 and led the MAP 

through its first official release of semidwarf wheat seed technology in Mexico. By the 

late 1950s and 1960s, Mexican farmers in the Northwest proactively funded the MAP’s 

research and readily contributed to MAP experiments. In fact, this chapter illustrates that 

farmers in the Northwest aggressively pursued new wheat seed technology to a fault: they 

stole the MAP’s semidwarf wheat seed technology in 1961 and grew it on their fields 

before the MAP sanctioned its growth commercially in 1962. 

This chapter concludes by discussing the south-south transnational connections 

that defined the Pakistan wheat improvement program in the 1960s and agrees with 

Gabriela Soto Laveaga that scholarship on the Green Revolution needs to avoid the 

practice of putting the RF or Global North at the center of agricultural improvement in 

the Global South.56 Borlaug won the Nobel Peace Prize primarily for the improvements 

in wheat production that the flagship programs in Pakistan and India achieved. It was 

Narvaez, however, who led Pakistan’s wheat improvement program, and he worked 

 
56 Gabriela Soto Laveaga and Raj Patel argue for decentering the RF from the Green Revolution. 

While Patel argues for a longue durée view of the Green Revolution, Soto Laveaga argues that 

south-south transnational connections need to be explored more fully. The history of agricultural 

improvement or modernization in the Global South did not begin with the RF; there was a long 

history of scientific breeding in nations prior to the RF arrival. In corn, for example, Pandurang 

Khankhoje, an Indian revolutionary, became a leader in Mexico’s corn breeding program. He 

even befriended Diego Rivera who depicted him as a revolutionary corn breeder in support of 

campesinos. These south-south transnational connections must be fully explored to better 

understand the role of the RF and Green Revolution in improving agricultural production in the 

Global South. Kumar et al., “Roundtable: New Narratives of the Green Revolution,” 409-411; 

Raj Patel, “The Long Green Revolution,” The Journal of Peasant Studies 40, no. 1 (2013). 
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together with Pakistani scientists like Mansur Bawa and Nur Chaudry to experiment with 

and disseminate new wheat seed technology in Pakistan. Mexican farmers and 

agrónomos trained Pakistani scientists in Sonora and Mexican farmers even traveled to 

Pakistan to help farmers. Moreover, Narvaez devised a strategy called microplot testing, 

and thousands of Pakistani farmers became active experimenters and producers of 

scientific knowledge which helped Pakistan push wheat yields up quickly.57  

Scientists named the first semidwarf wheat seed technology released in Pakistan 

“Mexipak” which reveals the south-south nature of the Green Revolution. The Global 

South was an active producer of knowledge, and scientific knowledge circulated globally 

in a multidirectional manner, not simply from Global North to Global South. Historians 

must explore these transnational south-south connections to better understand the prolific 

spread of the Green Revolution through the Global South. As historians increasingly 

interpret the Green Revolution as a negative historical event that has contributed to global 

climate change, this would also mean that Mexico was complicit in the spread of 

resource-intensive agricultural production. This would also mean the scientific expertise 

of agrónomos and scientists in the Global South is needed to put the genie back in the 

bottle and create seed technology and farming practices for a new green revolution 

committed to sustainability and equity. 

The conclusion unravels the myths of the Green Revolution which have had a 

stranglehold on the academic literature on the MAP and Green Revolution. In 1949, the 

RF began to construct its own historical narrative of its work for public consumption. The 

 
57 Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan (Mexico, D.F.: CIMMYT, 1989) 42. 
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RF funded reports and public relations material on the MAP, created its own internal 

history in 1956, and published a widely read history of the MAP and Green Revolution in 

1967. The RF successfully constructed a myth that the MAP was an altruistic 

philanthropy aimed at alleviating rural poverty, and in 1962 and 1964, the RF was 

nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize.58 In 1970, the RF’s construction of history paid off, 

and Borlaug received the Nobel Peace Prize for his development of semidwarf wheat 

while at the RF. The collaborative MAP was never nominated.  

Contemporary historians have become unwitting accomplices in reifying the RF-

constructed myth of its origins as a philanthropy into peer-reviewed historical fact. 

Historians have all too readily accepted the RF’s unofficial history written by William C. 

Cobb at the Rockefeller Archive Center (RAC). Indeed, the greatest strength for 

historians of the Green Revolution, the impeccable organization and abundance of 

materials at the RAC, is also the greatest weakness that hinders the historiography of the 

Green Revolution. Cobb’s unofficial history describes the work of Seaman A. Knapp in 

the U.S. South as the origins of the MAP. He chose Knapp as the origin of the MAP in 

order to argue the foundation operated as a rural philanthropy in Mexico. Knapp’s work 

in the U.S. South focused on extension and working hand-in-hand from the bottom up to 

improve agricultural production, and while the RF did not do this in Mexico, it wanted to 

create the myth that it was a rural philanthropy that worked directly with campesinos.59 

Cobb also highlights the conversations between John A. Ferrell (RF) and Josephus A. 

 
58 “Nomination Archive,” Nobelprize.org, accessed September 15, 2020, 

https://www.nobelprize.org/nomination/archive/. 
59 Olsson, Agrarian Crossings, 12-30. 

https://www.nobelprize.org/nomination/archive/
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Daniels (U.S. ambassador to Mexico) in the 1930s as the direct precursor to the MAP. 

Daniels and Ferrell envisioned an agricultural program in Mexico that would work 

directly with campesinos to improve agricultural production and reduce rural poverty, 

much as Knapp had done to help lower-class farmers in the U.S. South. Again, Cobb, 

emphasized the Ferrell-Daniels conversations because the foundation wished to project 

an image of the RF as a rural philanthropy. 

 Cobb’s unofficial RF history consciously misremembered the motives and 

outcomes of the MAP, and contemporary historians have replicated this mythical origin 

story. Harwood accepts the premise that the RF was a rural philanthropy in his search for 

a “peasant friendly” MAP while Olsson’s recent work reproduces Cobb’s mythical 

historical narrative of Knapp-Ferrell-Daniels-MAP. Olsson’s work has received awards 

in diplomatic history for deepening the myth of the MAP and Green Revolution, and he 

credits Ferrell and Daniels as the “fathers” of the Green Revolution.60 Both scholars 

contributed to deepening the myth created by the RF about its own history by doing the 

historical legwork for Cobb and establishing Cobb’s narrative as historical truth. 

This dissertation shows Ferrell and Daniels had little impact on the intellectual 

formation of the MAP after 1941, and neither was involved in the discussions that led to 

the creation of the MAP nor consulted on the work the MAP conducted after 1943. The 

 
60 Olsson’s monograph received multiple awards for diplomatic history, in part based upon these 

Ferrell-Daniels discussions first outlined by Cobb including the Stuart L. Bernath Book Prize 

from the Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations and the Luciano Tomassini Latin 

American International Relations Book Award from the Latin American Studies Association. It is 

especially worrisome peer reviewers were not familiar enough with the RF sources to see Cobb’s 

work on Ferrell-Daniels derived largely from the official history of the MAP written by Cobb. 

“Tore Olsson,” University of Tennessee Department of History, accessed September 28, 2020, 

https://history.utk.edu/people/tore-olsson/. 

https://history.utk.edu/people/tore-olsson/
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transnational origins of the MAP lay, not in the U.S. South, but in the Midwest: both hard 

red spring wheat and hybrid corn were grown principally by Midwestern farmers in states 

like Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, North Dakota, and Minnesota, not Texas, Louisiana, 

Mississippi, or Alabama. Stakman’s blueprint that informed the creation of the MAP and 

subsequent Green Revolution was the opposite of what Ferrell and Daniels envisioned for 

an agriculture program in Mexico based upon Knapp’s work in the U.S. South. 

The RF also channeled nineteenth-century historians to perpetuate another myth, 

a “great man” theory of the RF’s work in Mexico. In the 1950s and 1960s, RF staff like 

Cobb, Stakman, and Harrar constructed MAP scientists as saviors of humanity or 

“missionaries of science.”61 Stakman echoed previous foundation members who 

described how science, in the hands of great men, had the ability to uplift nations in the 

Global South to modernity. In the 1950s, government officials and intellectuals described 

the Global South as “developing” which thrust it back in historical time compared to the 

“developed” nations in the Global North living in the modern present.62 Describing the 

Global South as “developing” cast it as stuck in a phase of arrested development, but this 

“developing” status was not a product of racial inferiority, economics, or even a historical 

consequence of colonization or imperialism, according to the RF. Instead, the RF argued 

“developing” nations suffered from what I call a “culture of scientific poverty” that 

 
61 Cueto describes this common view at the RF that it was using science to civilize and uplift 

populations much as religious missionaries believed Christianity would civilize colonized 

populations. Marcos Cueto, ed., Missionaries of Science: The Rockefeller Foundation and Latin 

America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994). 
62 Gilbert Rist, The History of Development: From Western Origins to Global Faith (London: Zed 

Books, 1997). 
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prevented them from achieving modernity. Stakman and the original survey team of the 

MAP published Campaigns Against Hunger in 1967 that perpetuated this myth that a 

small group of RF scientists transformed agriculture in both Mexico and the Global 

South. Both popular and academic scholarship on the MAP and Green Revolution erases 

contributions from the Global South, and the historiography of the Green Revolution 

suffers from this flawed approach. 

It is ironic that given the origins of the Green Revolution in Mexico, academic 

scholarship on the Green Revolution reproduces the previous flaws of Latin American 

historiography that placed the Global North, Europe, at the center of historical inquiry 

and vacillated between a “Black Legend” or “White Legend.”63 Some Green Revolution 

scholars support a “Black Legend” of the RF’s work and argue it was a form of 

humanitarian imperialism that destabilized the countryside, heightened inequality, and 

led to violence that was detrimental to the Global South.64 Neo-Malthusian scholars and 

popular accounts support a “White Legend” view of the Green Revolution and believe 

the RF single-handedly prevented the world from anarchy by ensuring ballooning 

populations in the Global South had sufficient food to prevent hunger-induced revolution 

or violence.65 Regardless of whether the scholar celebrates or condemns the Green 

 
63 For more on the various myths about the Spanish “conquest” of Latin America and its impact 

on historiography see Matthew Restall, Seven Myths of the Spanish Conquest (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2004). 
64 Vandana Shiva, The Violence of the Green Revolution: Third World Agriculture, Ecology and 

Politics (London: Zed Books, 1991). 
65 Leon Hesser, The Man Who Fed the World: Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Norman Borlaug and 

His Battle to End World Hunger (Dallas: Durban House Publishing Company, 2006); Dana G. 

Dalrymple, “The Adoption of High-Yielding Grain Varieties in Developing Nations,” 

Agricultural History 53(1979); Lester Brown, Seeds of Change: The Green Revolution and 
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Revolution, they erroneously describe the Green Revolution as a RF-driven transfer of 

technology from the active Global North to the passive Global South. Both the “Black 

Legend” and “White Legend” interpretations of the Green Revolution incorrectly 

downplay the active role of the Global South in the production of scientific knowledge 

and development of technology.  

While the RF may have successfully constructed itself as a rural philanthropy 

beginning in the 1950s, this dissertation will show that from its inception the MAP 

bypassed working with campesinos. Instead, the MAP served middle- and upper-class 

farmers that fed urban-industrial consumers. The RF did not act upon the Global South, 

but rather, governments in the Global South, like Mexico and Pakistan, fully supported 

this mission to improve the production of surplus food for urban industrialization, 

regardless of the cost, socially or environmentally. To come to grips with the current 

global agricultural production system dependent on massive amounts of environmentally-

destructive fertilizers, it is critical to first understand the process by which the world 

arrived at its current state. Within the historical development of the Green Revolution in 

its birthplace of Mexico still lays a model for an environmentally-sustainable green 

revolution with the potential to be equitable. The first step towards this new green 

revolution is debunk the myths of the Green Revolution and to understand that the Green 

Revolution was not class neutral, sustainable, or aimed at working directly with rural 

peasants.  

 
Development in the 1970s (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970); B.H. Farmer, “The ‘Green 

Revolution” in Southeast Asia,” Geography 66 (1981). 
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CHAPTER ONE: “PLANT DISEASES ARE SHIFTY ENEMIES”: GLOBAL 

SEED TECHNOLOGY, LUXURY HARD RED SPRING WHEAT, AND THE 

ENVIRONMENTAL-ECONOMIC PROBLEM OF WHEAT RUST (1842-1912) 

  

 

 

Introduction 

  

Historians privilege the introduction of a new plant species as a seminal moment 

in history, but the historical process through which colonists transported and cultivated 

individual cultivars or varieties of seeds needs to figure more prominently in 

historiography.1 The Columbian Exchange, defined in part by exchanges of plant species 

between (or among) foreign environments, had important environmental, economic, and 

social consequences, but it should not be viewed as a singular rupture in time.2 Wheat 

provides a lens through which to understand the historical process and impact of 

recurrent transfusions or exchanges of individual seed technology. Colonists introduced 

wheat to North America in two stages: once during the initial Columbian Exchange with 

soft white wheat seed technology on the East Coast between the sixteenth and eighteenth 

 
1 For example, Nathan Nunn and Nancy Qian’s article on the Columbian Exchange does not 

describe the distinct seed technologies that were exchanged nor the process by which seed 

technologies were continually exchanged before world regions. Nathan Nunn and Nancy Qian, 

“The Columbian Exchange: A History of Disease, Food, and Ideas,” Journal of Economic 

Perspectives 24, no. 2 (2010). 
2 McCook is one of few historians who see the Columbian Exchange, not as an exact moment of 

rupture, but the start of protracted process of plant and disease exchange. He argues for an 

elongated, neo-Columbian Exchange which extends into the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. McCook, “The Neo-Columbian Exchange: The Second Conquest of the Greater 

Caribbean, 1720-1930.” 
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centuries, and a second time with the introduction of hard red wheat technology to the 

Midwest in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This chapter’s focus on wheat 

illustrates that the Columbian Exchange is best viewed as the dawn of the longue durée 

process of agricultural globalization that is still ongoing with the Green Revolution well 

into the twenty-first century.3 The seed technologies that gave rise to the lucrative hard 

red wheat regions that became the U.S. breadbasket in the nineteenth century were part of 

the larger process of globalization that occurred in waves, and this circulation of seed 

technology globally laid the groundwork for the MAP and Green Revolution.4 

The introduction of hard red wheat seed technologies to North America beginning 

in the nineteenth century had a greater historical impact than the original introduction of 

wheat did during the sixteenth. Hard red wheat unshackled farmers from the 

environmental constraints, namely a very cold, dry climate, that limited the commercial 

growth of wheat in the Midwest. By the turn of the twentieth century, the core states of 

the U.S. breadbasket were Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, North Dakota, and South 

 
3 Plant diseases continue to enter the U.S. for the first time and cause damage to crops. A 

combination of increased global trade and travel as well as more severe weather events are 

dispersing diseases. For example, the corn disease tar spot entered the U.S. for the first time in 

2015 because of a hurricane. Tom Polansek, “Exclusive: Storm suspected of carrying new corn 

disease into U.S.” Reuters, September 23, 2014, accessed January 1, 2010, 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-corn-disease-discovery/exclusive-storm-suspected-of-

carrying-new-corn-disease-into-u-s-idUSKCN0RN28B20150923. 
4 Increasingly historians have found that the mid-nineteenth century was the start of new wave of 

globalization. It was in the nineteenth century that impact of the British Industrial Revolution 

manifested itself, and technological changes beginning in the mid-nineteenth century (railroads, 

telegraph, transportation, etc.) facilitated more rapid and intense global trade and exchanges. Hard 

red wheats were a product of this modern era of globalization as well as force that drove it 

forward. For more on mid-eighteenth century globalization see Jurgen Osterhammel and Niels P. 

Petersson, Globalization: A Shorty History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), 69-111; 

Robbie Robertson, The Three Waves of Globalization (London: Zed Books, 2003), 130-168; 

Peter Stearns, Globalization in World History (New York: Routledge, 2010), 91-123. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-corn-disease-discovery/exclusive-storm-suspected-of-carrying-new-corn-disease-into-u-s-idUSKCN0RN28B20150923
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-corn-disease-discovery/exclusive-storm-suspected-of-carrying-new-corn-disease-into-u-s-idUSKCN0RN28B20150923
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Dakota. Courtney Fullilove describes the historical process by which farmers and 

scientists created the hard red winter wheat region, comprised of Kansas and Nebraska, 

and this chapter fills a gap in the historiography by describing the origins and early 

development of the hard red spring wheat region comprised of Minnesota, North Dakota, 

and South Dakota.5 

Hard red spring wheat produced the highest quality flour for bread in the world, 

and it is best viewed as a luxury staple crop. Had farmers never adopted hard red spring 

wheat, U.S. consumers would have had no problem meeting their caloric needs with a 

range of other staple crops like hard red winter wheat or lower quality white wheats, 

corn, rice, or potatoes. Flour from hard red spring wheat was highly valued because 

millers mixed it with lower quality flours made from white wheats to boost gluten 

content, the quality most needed to produce high-quality bread loaves that were light and 

fluffy. Scientists described hard red spring wheat as the “aristocrat” of wheat, and hard 

red spring wheat became the yardstick for determining commercial grading standards in 

the twentieth century.6 Hard red spring was not, however, a silver bullet scientific 

solution to growing wheat profitably in the colder climate of the Midwest. Millers had to 

acquire technology to process hard red spring wheat into flour that consumers found 

 
5 In Canada, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Manitoba also grew hard red spring wheat adjacent to 

the U.S. hard red spring wheat region. This combined hard red spring wheat region in North 

America became renowned for its high quality wheat. While this dissertation focuses on just the 

U.S. hard red spring wheat region, much of this history is important for understanding the history 

of Canada’s hard red spring wheat region. Scholarship that looks at the transnational connections 

between Canada and the U.S. in the birth of the hard red spring wheat region will be an important 

addition to historiography. 
6 Canadian scientists crossbred a wheat seed technology that they named Marquis for its high 

quality and it became common to refer to hard red spring wheat as the aristocrats of wheat. 
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desirable, and the hard red spring wheat region coevolved with industrial milling 

technology, with each feeding off the other. The largest industrial milling industry 

developed in the heart of the hard red spring wheat region, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 

where iconic brands like Pillsbury and General Mills would produce industrial foods 

using wheat in the twentieth century. 

Farmers also dealt with an environmental-economic problem, a fungus commonly 

known as wheat rust, that disproportionately harmed the hard red spring wheat region. 

Farmers introduced Red Fife from Ukraine and Marquis, a cross of Red Fife and an 

Indian wheat seed technology, which were resistant enough to rust to allow for the 

expansion and intensification of industrial capitalist wheat production in the upper 

Midwest. These foundational hard red spring wheat seed technologies were so successful 

that they led farmers to shift to monoculture farming because they wanted uniform wheat 

plants to mechanize production, but this had important repercussions for the spread of 

disease. Monoculture farming turned the Midwest into one large uninterrupted swath of 

genetically similar wheat plants which was ripe for more destructive outbreaks of wheat 

rust. The origins of and success of the MAP would be driven by this concern for wheat 

rust that harmed the profits of farmers in northern Mexico, southwestern Canada, and the 

U.S. hard red spring wheat region throughout the first half of the twentieth century.  

It was the desire to prevent economic losses to luxury hard red spring wheat that 

led to the development of the science of plant pathology, and plant pathologists would 

argue that they needed to work within Mexico to help stop the flow of wheat rust 

throughout North America. The deep historical roots of the MAP reached back in time 
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and space to the hard red spring wheat region where wheat rust became established as a 

significant threat to hard red spring wheat production. Cognizant of the threat wheat rust 

posed to northern Mexico, the Mexican government asserted that a top priority of the 

MAP was to solve this problem with wheat rust. It would be plant pathologists from 

Minnesota, the center of the luxury hard red spring wheat region, that joined Mexican 

scientists to lead the MAP’s wheat program. 

 

Puccinia Graminis Tritici, Wheat Rust 
 

In the sixteenth century, English colonists introduced wheat along the East Coast, 

so that they could eat the food they were accustomed to back home.7 Up until the 

nineteenth century, farmers along the East Coast predominantly grew soft white wheats 

which performed well in warm, wet climates. Along with wheat, colonists unwittingly 

introduced a destructive plant disease fungus, Puccinia graminis tritici, commonly 

known as wheat rust, into North America from Europe. Wheat rust damaged the 

conductive tissues of the wheat plant and prevented the proper flow of nutrients from 

reaching the grain as it matured, and this pushed yields down tremendously during rust 

outbreaks. Wheat rust was heteroecious, which means it required two unrelated plants to 

serve as hosts to perpetuate different stages of its life cycle. These two plants were wheat 

and the barberry bush, a domestic shrub that English colonists also transplanted from 

 
7 Spanish colonists also introduced wheat to North America during the conquest and it spread 

north and west. It is possible Spanish colonists introduced wheat rust as well, but the historical 

record shows evidence of wheat rust in the British colonies in the 1700s. 
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Europe to North America in the sixteenth century, but barberry had little economic or 

agricultural value to wheat production. 

Wheat rust evolved in the same regions in which wheat and barberry originated. 

Humans first domesticated wheat around 10,000 years ago in southeastern Turkey while 

barberry was native to moderate and semitropical regions of Europe and Asia.8 Current 

evidence also points to a single origin of wheat rust in central Asia and east Africa before 

spanning out throughout Europe, Asia, and Africa.9 K. Starr Chester finds the earliest 

reference of wheat rust comes from the Bible when Moses warned that people that did 

not follow Jehovah’s commandments “would be punished by smut and mildew,” where 

mildew was an early name that described wheat rust.10 Ancient Greeks understood that 

stem rust development was contingent upon environmental conditions, and Aristotle 

mentioned that “grain rust was brought on by the warm vapors.”11 In ancient Rome, 

farmers recognized wheat rust’s destructive red stage, and every April 25th Romans 

organized a festival, Robigalia, in which they sacrificed red animals like foxes, dogs, and 

cows to the god Robigo for crop protection before wheat matured.12 Evidence even points 

 
8 There are also species of barberry in North and South America, but wheat rust relies on Berberis 

vulgaris which is native to Europe. Mohammad Rahimi-Madiseh et al. “Berberis vulgaris: 

specifications and traditional uses.” Iranian Journal of Basic Medical Sciences 20 (2017), doi: 

10.22038/IJBMS.2017.8690.  
9 B.D. McCallum et al., “Comparison of Puccinia graminis f.sp. tritici from South America and 

Europe,” Plant Pathology 48 (1999): 574. 
10 Chester was a scientist focused on plant disease epidemiology, and he also produced literature 

on the early history of rust. K.S. Chester, The Nature and Prevention of the Cereal Rusts as 

Exemplified in the Leaf Rust of Wheat (Waltham, Massachusetts: William Dawson and Sons, 

1946).  
11 Ibid. 
12 James A. Kolmer, Maria E. Orodonez, James V. Growth, “The Rust Fungi,” Encyclopedia of 

Life Sciences, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1002/9780470015902.a0021264.pub2; Anne Reynolds, 

“The Classical Continuum in Roman Humanism: The Festival of Pasquino, the Robigalia, and 

https://doi.org/10.1002/9780470015902.a0021264.pub2
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to cooler, wetter weather causing repeated rust epidemics that caused poor harvests and 

famines that may have contributed to the Roman Empire’s destabilization prior to its 

downfall.13 

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, North American scientists and farmers 

began to record the damage caused by wheat rust to farmers. Wheat rust consistently 

pushed yields down between 5 and 10 percent each year, but heavy infections caused 

losses of 50 to 70 percent, and sometimes wheat rust completely wiped out production on 

individual farmers’ fields.14  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Life Cycle of Wheat Rust in Hard Red Spring Wheat Region15 

 
Satire,” Bibliothéque et Renaissance 49 (1987): 289-307; Jan C. Zadoks, “Fox and Fire – a Rusty 

Riddle,” Latomus 66 (2007): 3-9. 
13 G.L. Schumann and K.J. Leonard, “Stem rust of wheat (black rust).” The Plant Health 

Instructor (2011), doi: 10.1094/PHI-I-2000-0721-01.  
14 “Wheat Stem Rust,” United States Department of Agriculture, accessed August 7, 2016, 

http://www.ars.usda.gov/Main/docs.htm?docid=9910.  
15 Undated Poster, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 11, Folder 1, UMN. 

http://www.ars.usda.gov/Main/docs.htm?docid=9910
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The two principal stages of the life cycle of wheat rust were commonly known as the 

black stage and red stage. In the U.S. and Canada, wheat rust damaged wheat plants in 

the red stage in the spring and summer, and in the fall, it entered the black stage where it 

became dormant on barberry to survive cold winter temperatures. Once wheat rust 

survived on barberry over the winter, also called “overwintering” it entered the red stage 

once again in the springtime and infected wheat plants as the wheat rust’s life cycle 

renewed itself. The reverse occurred in northern Mexico and Texas. Farmers grew wheat 

over the winter months, but wheat could not survive the hot, dry summer in this region, 

so it “oversummered” in mountainous regions where the climate was cooler. The next 

chapter will discuss how wind also connected the U.S. hard red spring wheat region to 

northern Mexico in a second life cycle. 

In the U.S. in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, wheat rust was alternatively 

known as “rust,” “stem rust,” or “black stem rust” because of the color and location of 

infection on wheat plants during these two stages. When wheat rust attacked wheat in the 

spring and summer, the damage it caused to wheat was a reddish color which is why 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century scientists called this the red stage. Wheat rust created 

urediospores which “produce[d] longish, brick-red rust pustules or uredia” everywhere on 

the wheat plant except the roots.16 The pustules contained “brick-red dust (urediospores) 

that look[ed] somewhat like iron rust,” and this is why scientists and farmers commonly 

 
16 H.B. Humphrey et al. “The Rusts of Cereal Crops.” United States Department of Agriculture, 

no. 341, February 1935, page 2-3, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 18, UMN.  
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referred to the disease as “rust.”17 Wheat rust caused the most “conspicuous” damage on 

the stems where the “pustules [broke] through the epidermis of the plant” and gave the 

wheat stalks “a torn, ragged appearance,” so many farmers and scientists alternatively 

called wheat rust “stem rust.”18 As wheat rust transitioned from the red stage to the black 

stage, it produced spores called telia that were a blackish color. In one 1935 United States 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) pamphlet, scientists described how when farmers cut 

their wheat plants the black-colored spores arose “like a fog and cover[ed] the harvesting 

machines, horses, and men working in the field,” and this is why some farmers and 

scientists referred to the disease as “black rust” or “black stem rust.”19 

Wheat rust nourished itself on wheat plants, but barberry was critical to the life 

cycle of wheat rust for two reasons. Wheat required barberry to overwinter and survive 

the inhospitably cold North American winters, and barberry was the origin of all new 

genetic forms of rust or what twentieth-century plant pathologists would call rust races. 

Rust hybridized or mutated into these new genetic forms or races only on barberry, and in 

the early twentieth century, scientists realized that barberry was “an important source of 

genetic recombination” and “these new races are produced principally, if not almost 

exclusively, by hybridization on the common barberry.”20 Moreover, the origin of most 

outbreaks in North America started on barberry because wheat rust first flowed directly 

 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Paul D. Peterson, “‘The Barberry or Bread’: The Public Campaign to Eradicate Common 

Barberry in the United States in the Early Twentieth Century,” American Phytopathological 

Society, accessed August 19, 2019, 2013, doi:10.1094/APSFeature-2013-08; E.C. Stakman, “The 

Promise of Modern Botany for Man’s Welfare through Plant Protection,” The Scientific Monthly, 

44 (1937): 122. 
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from barberry bushes to wheat fields in the spring before proliferating and spreading by 

wind from field-to-field. 

Barberry became increasingly popular in Europe during the Middle Ages and 

humans throughout Europe and Asia lauded its berries as a medicinal product. Both 

Ayurvedic and traditional Chinese medicine employed different species of barberry in 

diverse ways, but early health practitioners used barberry most often to treat infections.21 

In the seventh century B.C.E, Assyrians described the medicinal properties of barberry as 

a blood purifier, and in the thirteenth century, Danish botanist Henrik Harpestraeng paved 

the way for the widespread use of barberry in Europe when he established it as a 

“medical plant.”22 Monks were early disseminators of barberry throughout Europe 

because they mixed the sour barberries with honey or sugar to assuage the thirst of 

feverish patients, and they used barberries to create vinegar as well.23 

During the colonial period, farmers grew these seemingly innocuous barberry 

bushes ubiquitously in North America for a wide range of non-medicinal purposes such 

as ornamental bushes and hedges to demarcate property lines.24 Recent genetic testing 

finds all wheat rust found in the Americas derived from a common origin, most likely in 

 
21 Maria A. Negg, “Berberine: Botanical Occurrence, Traditional Uses, Extraction Methods, and 

Relevance in Cardiovascular, Metabolic, Hepatic, and Renal Disorders.” Frontiers in 

Pharmacology 9 (2018), doi: 10.3389/fphar.2018.00557.   
22 Paul David Peterson, Jr. “The Common Barberry: The Past and Present Situation in Minnesota 

and the Risk of Wheat Stem Rust Epidemics,” Doctoral Dissertation, North Carolina State 

University, 2003. 
23 L. Ogilvie and I.G. Thorpe, “New Light on Epidemics of Black Stem Rust of Wheat,” Science 

Progress 49, no. 194 (1961): 210.  
24 “Destroy the Common Barberry.” United States Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 1058, 

Issued May 1919, Revised February 1923, pages 8-9, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 18, UMN. 

https://dx.doi.org/10.3389%2Ffphar.2018.00557
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Europe.25 These scientific findings support historical evidence that English colonists also 

introduced wheat rust to North America through infected wheat or barberry bushes during 

the early years of the Columbian Exchange. Barberry bushes became popular in North 

America because they propagated quickly and were adaptable to different environmental 

conditions. Colonists also used the berries of barberry to make wine or jelly, they created 

a yellow dye from the bush’s bark, and even made rakes out of its strong, flexible 

branches.26 While some farmers grew these sturdy bushes to keep animals out of their 

fields, taken as a whole, barberry bushes provided little economical value to agricultural 

output: they were largely valued for their cosmetic, visual appeal.  

English colonists’ cultural preference for barberry bushes enabled wheat rust to 

establish itself in North America; had colonists understood the role of barberry in the life 

cycle of wheat rust they could have quarantined barberry in Europe and avoided 

spreading wheat rust to North America in the first place.27 Some European farmers 

recognized a correlation between barberry bushes and wheat rust outbreaks during the 

early modern period, though legislation to eliminate barberry adjacent to wheat fields was 

an outlier, not the norm. In 1660, Rouen, France outlawed the cultivation of barberry 

bushes near grain fields due to the observation that barberry growth near wheat caused 

lower grain yields, while in North America, historical records provide fragmentary 

 
25 B.D. McCallum, A.P. Roelfs, L.J. Szabo, and J.V. Groth, “Comparison of Puccinia graminis 

f.sp. tritici from South America and Europe,” Plant Pathology 48 (1999): 574. 
26 Corey L. Gucker, “Berberis vulgaris,” United States Department of Agriculture, accessed 

August 19, 2019, 2009, https://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/shrub/bervul/all.html.  
27 Spanish colonists would also acquire barberry bushes and bring over wheat, so there is a 

possibility different types of rust or “races” of rust were brought by both Spanish and English 

colonists. McCallum, Comparison of Puccinia graminis, 574. 

https://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/shrub/bervul/all.html
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evidence that wheat rust posed a problem for some farmers before the eighteenth 

century.28 In the late seventeenth century, colonists described the introduction of 

“barberry trees” on the East Coast, and John Winthrop described a disease outbreak in 

1668 that was most likely wheat rust.29 In 1726, Connecticut was the first colony to begin 

a campaign to destroy barberry bushes.30 In 1755, Massachusetts passed “An Act to 

Prevent Damage to English Grain, Arising from Barberry Bushes” that “found by 

experience, that the blasting of wheat [wheat rust] and other English grain is often 

occasioned by barberry bushes, to the great loss and damage of the inhabitants of 

[Massachusetts].”31 This law allowed anyone to enter private property after three months’ 

notice to destroy barberry bushes in order to protect wheat production, and they were 

even able to charge the owners for their labor in removing the barberry.32 

In the nineteenth century, North American scientists did not yet understand the 

complexity of wheat rust, but it became increasingly clear that it was the most important 

factor that prevented the expansion of capitalist wheat production in the Midwest. 

Farmers met the climatic challenges in the Midwest by adopting hard red wheats which 

grew well in cold, dry conditions, but the major reason hard red wheats were so 

 
28 Connecticut first started a campaign to destroy barberry bushes in 1726. “A Dangerous 

Neighbor,” United States Department of Agriculture Bureau of Entomology and Plant 

Quarantine, 1937, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 11, Folder 7, UMN.  
29 Wheat rust was often called “blasting” or “mildew” before the twentieth century. Richard N. 

Mack, “Plant Naturalizations and Invasions in the Eastern United States: 1634-1860,” Annals of 

the Missouri Botanical Garden 90, no. 1 (2003): 84.   
30 “A Dangerous Neighbor.” 
31 “1754-55 Chap. 0020. An Act To Prevent Damage To English Grain, Arising From Barberry-

Bushes, 1754,” Secretary of the Commonwealth, accessed January 1, 2020, 

https://archives.lib.state.ma.us/handle/2452/116321.  
32 Ibid. 

https://archives.lib.state.ma.us/handle/2452/116321
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successful was because of their disease resistance. The USDA described how wheat rust 

was the major “limiting factor” on wheat production in the Midwest in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, and farmers often abandoned the growth of wheat when they were 

unable to locate wheat seed technology that was rust resistant.33 Farmers in the hard red 

wheat regions slowly acquired and tested global wheat seed technology for the genetic 

rust resistance necessary to turn the Midwest into the U.S. breadbasket by the turn of the 

twentieth century. This rust resistance was most important for the hard red spring wheat 

region which was disproportionately harmed by the disease. 

 

Rust Resistance and the Global Origins of the Hard Red Spring Wheat Region, 

1842-1912 
 

In the late-nineteenth century, farmers established the hard red wheat regions 

which remain the core wheat-producing regions in the U.S. breadbasket today.34 In the 

1870s, the German Mennonite farmer, Bernard Warkentin, brought hard red winter wheat 

seed technology from Russia to Kansas and Nebraska which became known as the hard 

red winter wheat region.35 Mennonite immigrant-farmers planted winter-habit wheat in 

the fall, it survived the winter by going dormant, and they harvested it in the spring. 

 
33 Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture: 1918 (Washington: Government 

Printing Office, 1919), 75. 
34 The core states of the U.S. breadbasket are still Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, North Dakota, 

and South Dakota. Additional production of hard red winter wheat occurs in South Dakota, 

Montana, California, Oklahoma, Texas, and Colorado while additional production of hard red 

spring wheat occurs in Montana, Idaho, and Washington. “Wheat Sector at a Glance,” United 

States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, June 26, 2020, accessed November 

1, 2020, https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/crops/wheat/wheat-sector-at-a-glance/. 
35 The hard red winter wheat region expanded to include areas of Oklahoma, Texas, and Colorado 

in the twentieth century. Fullilove, The Profit of the Earth, 99-100. 

https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/crops/wheat/wheat-sector-at-a-glance/
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Further north in the Midwest, the winter was too cold to grow winter wheat, so farmers 

planted spring-habit wheat instead. Farmers that grew spring wheat let their land lie 

fallow over the inhospitable winters, planted wheat in the early spring and harvested it in 

the summer. Early farming of hard red spring wheat seed technology centered around 

Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, but in the late nineteenth century the hard red spring 

wheat region shifted further west to Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota.36  

It is important to see the creation of the U.S. breadbasket in the Midwest as 

product of recurrent transfers of global wheat seed technology. Rather than assign 

ownership of new wheat seed technology to an individual or nation, or a seminal moment 

in history when wheat was introduced to North America, it is better to illuminate the 

global origins of these disparate seed technologies and the micro-histories of their 

development and movement across the globe. Wheat was exogenous to the Americas, so 

historically “all wheat varieties grown in the United States have been derived from 

imported varieties.”37 Courtney Fullilove has already broken ground on the global 

historical process that gave rise to the hard red winter region and the Mennonite farmers 

that established it, but less ink has been spilled on the historical process by which the 

 
36 This is still the center of hard red spring wheat production in the U.S. The hard red spring 

wheat region now extends into parts of Montana as well. The hard red spring wheat region was 

not confined solely within the U.S. Large areas of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba 

comprised Canada’s adjacent hard red spring wheat region. 
37 Dana G. Dalrymple, “The Development and Spread of Semi-Dwarf Wheat and Rice Varieties 

in the United States,” United States Department of Agriculture and United States Agency for 

International Development, Draft #1, July 2, 1979, page 16, CIMMYT Records, Norman E. 

Borlaug Digital Archive, College of Agriculture & Life Sciences, Texas A&M University, 

College Station, Texas, USA (TAMU). 
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hard red spring wheat region was created.38 U.S. farmers proactively acquired seed 

technology from outside U.S. borders to unshackle themselves from the environmental 

constraints of wheat production in the hard red spring wheat region, including wheat rust. 

The creation of the hard red spring wheat region, and the rise of wheat rust as an 

environmental-economic problem laid the groundwork for the origins of the Green 

Revolution in Northwest Mexico where farmers also grew spring wheat and shared 

identical problems with wheat rust as their U.S. counterparts. 

Alan Olmstead and Paul Rhode argue that the “top priority” of nineteenth- and 

early twentieth-century farmers was to find varieties of wheat with “genetic resistance to 

the rust races” within a region.39 They argue “if generations of wheat farmers had simply 

followed in their fathers’ footsteps, their crops would have been ravaged” by diseases, 

pests, and weeds.40 In all, rust resistant wheat seed technology accounted for around 50 

percent of all labor productivity growth on wheat farms in the hard red wheat regions 

between the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.41 Farmers became more productive 

when planting rust resistant wheat simply because yields were not pushed down or 

destroyed by disease. Wheat rust never threatened to cause food shortages in the U.S., but 

 
38 Fullilove’s work describes the origins of the hard red winter wheat region, and she emphasizes 

the need to view wheat production as a result of labor and class. Turkey wheat was productive in 

the hard red winter wheat region because Mennonite farmers were affluent enough to establish 

productive commercial agriculture in the region as they had in Europe. Fullilove, The Profit of the 

Earth, 100-138. 
39 Alan L. Olmstead and Paul W. Rhode, “The Red Queen and the Hard Reds: Productivity 

Growth in American Wheat, 1800-1940,” The Journal of Economic History 62, no. 4 (2002): 947. 
40 Ibid., 960. 
41 Ibid., 929, 959. 
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it was a serious environmental-economic problem that depressed profits for farmers, 

especially in the hard red spring wheat region. 

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, North American colonists introduced 

and grew white wheat seed technologies, but in the nineteenth century, scientists and 

farmers ushered in a second wave of introductions of wheat from around the world, hard 

red types. In 1819, John Gordon imported a semi-hard red winter wheat called 

Mediterranean into Delaware, and farmers on the Eastern seaboard adopted it.42 

Mediterranean wheat most likely came from Genoa, Italy, but it was named 

Mediterranean because its exact origins were unconfirmed.43 Mediterranean wheat gained 

some popularity in New York between 1845 and 1855 because it was less susceptible to 

the Hessian fly, matured earlier which meant it was less susceptible to wheat rust, grew 

well in poor soils, and was high-yielding.44 Mediterranean never achieved a dominant 

market share because millers found it hard to process into flour and consumers still 

preferred soft white wheats for the white colored flour they produced.45  

Up until around 1878, the hard red spring wheat region comprised Minnesota, 

Wisconsin, and Iowa. Gustavus de Neven, a farmer in Wisconsin in the 1850s, named 

Rio Grande and Canada Club as the two “most valuable” wheat seed technologies grown 

in this region at the time “although large quantities of ‘Hedgerow’ and ‘Black Sea’” were 

 
42 M.A. Carleton, “The Future Wheat Supply of the United States,” Science 32, no. 814 (1910): 

164-165; J. Allen Clark, John H. Martin, and Carleton R. Ball, “Classification of American 

Wheat Varieties, 1923” United States Department of Agriculture, Bulletin no. 1074 (1923): 166.  
43 Ball, “History of American Wheat Improvement,” 55. 
44 Clark, “Classification of American Wheat Varieties, 1923,”166. 
45 Ibid. 
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grown by many farmers as well.46 De Neven explained how farmers mitigated the 

damage from wheat rust by sowing wheat “as early as possible” because “the risk of the 

plant rusting is greatly lessened.”47 In the late 1850s and early 1860s, wheat farming 

became prominent in Minnesota, though no one wheat seed technology captured 

overwhelming market share.48 Farmers experimented with a range of global wheat 

technologies in Minnesota including Red River, White China, Black Sea, and Tea.49 As 

in Wisconsin, two of the more popular varieties farmers grew in Minnesota were Canada 

Club and Rio Grande.50  

Rio Grande was a spring wheat technology that first entered Illinois through an 

Englishman that fought in the Mexican-American War “who carried from the banks of 

the Rio Grande a handful in his knapsack and sowed it in his garden.”51 Farmers in the 

hard red spring wheat region adopted Rio Grande, but it ended up having average yield 

and baking qualities, and was “especially susceptible to the effects of rust,” so they 

looked to replace it with more disease-resistant wheat. Canada Club’s origins are more 

difficult to trace because multiple wheat seed technologies went by the name Canada 

Club despite differing characteristics. In the early twentieth century, the USDA would 

begin to certify and establish common names for wheat seed technology through 

classification reports, but in the nineteenth century, farmers relied on local and regional 

 
46 Report of the Commission of Patents, House of Representatives, 33rd Congress, 1st Session, 

1853, pages 152-153.  
47 Ibid.  
48 Merrill E. Jarchow, “King Wheat,” Minnesota History 29, no. 1 (1948): 18-19.  
49 Ibid., 19. 
50 Ibid., 18-19. 
51 Clark, “Classification of American Wheat Varieties, 1923,” 207. 
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names for wheat seed technology.52 One possibility was that the Canada Club popular in 

Minnesota in the 1850s was a wheat seed technology originally called Blood Red that 

became “prolific” in Scotland in the 1830s before being renamed as Canada Club when 

farmers first introduced it in Canada.53 It is more likely that Canada Club was a spring 

wheat seed technology farmers introduced from France to Canada which U.S. farmers 

grew heavily in the hard red spring wheat region between 1850 and 1870. This wheat was 

known in France as petit blé de mars blanc or “small March white wheat.”54 While 

Canada Club and Rio Grande were considered the best wheats by farmers in the hard red 

spring wheat region at the time, neither proved well adapted enough to the climatic or 

epidemiological environment in the long run. 

In 1860, a Wisconsin farmer, J.W. Clarke, published information about a 

successful planting of a new type of hard red spring wheat technology called Red Fife, in 

an agricultural magazine called The Country Gentleman.55 U.S. farmers acquired Red 

Fife from across the border in Canada where farmers had also been experimenting with 

wheat farming since the early nineteenth century. In 1812, Lord Thomas Douglas Selkirk 

of Scotland established a settlement in Western Canada for displaced small Scottish 

landholders. The Selkirk Settlement was founded along the Red River Valley which 

 
52 The first such report classified wheat varieties in 1923. Clark, “Classification of American 

Wheat Varieties, 1923.” 
53 Peter Lawson, The Agriculturalist’s Manual; Being a Familiar Description of the Agricultural 

Plants Cultivated in Europe, Including Practical Observations Respecting Those Suited to the 

Climate of Great Britain; And Forming A Report of Lawson’s Agricultural Museum in Edinburgh 

(Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons: 1836), 9.  
54 Most spring wheat in France was named March because that was “the month in which it [was] 

usually sown.” Clark, “Classification of American Wheat Varieties, 1923,” 206.   
55 Clark, “Classification of American Wheat Varieties, 1923,” 92. 
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encompassed parts of North Dakota, Minnesota, Manitoba, and Ontario. These settlers 

experimented with wheat production, but early efforts to establish wheat farming failed 

due to lack of agricultural knowledge, grasshopper swarms, and Indian raids.56  

One of these early settlers was David Fife, a Scottish immigrant to Canada. Fife 

acquired what became known as Red Fife from a Polish ship departing from the eastern 

European region of Galicia in the nineteenth century. The voyage began at the port of 

Danzig, stopped at Glasgow where Fife’s friend procured it, before reaching North 

America in 1842.57 Charles Arthur Saunders, a famed Canadian wheat breeder, proved 

that Red Fife was actually a “common European variety” called Galician wheat.58 Galicia 

was annexed by the Habsburg dynasty in 1772 and reaffirmed as Galicia after the 

Napoleonic Wars, though in the middle of the nineteenth century it became contested 

territory due to a multinational population that included Lithuanian, Polish, and Russian 

Ukrainians.59 The wheat came from a region described as eastern Galician by the Polish 

 
56 Stephan Symko, “From a single seed: Tracing the Marquis wheat success story in Canada to its 

roots in the Ukraine,” Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (1999): 13-14, 

http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/9.804661/publication.html.  
57 William C. Cobb, ed., “The Rockefeller Foundation: Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 

Rockefeller Foundation, no. 189, July 1958, page 17, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 5, Folder 22, 

University of Minnesota Archives, Minneapolis, Minnesota (UMN); Symko, “From a single 

seed,” 15; A.H. Reginald Buller, Essays on Wheat including the Discovery and Introduction of 

Marquis Wheat, the Early History of Wheat-Growing in Manitoba, Wheat in Western Canada, 

the Origin of Red Bobs and Kitchener, and the Wild Wheat of Palestine (New York: The 

MacMillan Company, 1919), 207, 211. 
58 Charles E. Saunders, Milling Tests of Wheat – New Varieties of Cereals (Ottawa: S.E. Dawson, 

1905), 217.   
59 Larry Wolff, “Galicia and Ukraine: Measuring Distance and Writing History,” Harvard 

Ukrainian Studies 34, no. 1 (2015-2016): 288-289. 

http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/9.804661/publication.html
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or western Halychyna by Russian Ukrainians at the time, and farmers and traders 

described wheat that departed from the port of Danzig as simply “Galician” wheat.60 

The origin stories of the introduction of Red Fife circulated by professional 

scientists at universities or federal agencies, portrayed the development of Red Fife as 

luck or a “gift” to obscure the active effort by Fife and his wife, farmer-scientists, to 

procure and experiment with global seed technology that was suited for North America.61 

Professional scientists perpetuated biased origin stories in an effort to delegitimize 

farmers as purveyors of scientific knowledge. These professional scientists eroded the 

scientific authority of farmers whom they wished to replace as producers of scientific 

knowledge on agriculture and disseminators of new seed technology in the twentieth 

century.62 Early accounts of Fife portray him as a passive recipient of wheat seed 

technology or lucky, almost as if God blessed him with Red Fife: some accounts 

emphasize that one seed of Red Fife produced “three ears” or heads of grain a convenient 

reference to the holy trinity.63 In one iteration of Red Fife’s origin story, the author 

portrayed Fife as incompetent and in another Fife was emasculated and the author argued 

that Fife’s wife was “entitled to share in her husband’s honor, for, discovering the family 

cow contentedly making a meal of the growing clump of grain[Red Fife], she was in time 

to rescue a portion of it before it was too late.”64 Professional scientists often cast Fife as 

 
60 It also appears that this wheat seed technology grew under the name of Hungarian Mountain in 

Hungary at the turn of the twentieth century. Symko, “From a single seed,” 8.  
61 Buller, Essays on Wheat, 207, 215. 
62 For example, Buller and Clark perpetuated these origin stories in their work. Buller, Essays on 

Wheat; Clark, “Classification of American Wheat Varieties, 1923.” 
63 Buller, Essays on Wheat, 207-208, 211. 
64 Ibid., 207. 
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disorganized and haphazard in his testing of new global wheat seed technology, and they 

discredited farmers for their scientific experimentation and investment.  

The success of Red Fife was not luck; it was the result of the Fife family’s capital 

investment and scientific experimentation in search of a new wheat seed technology to 

reap higher profits.65 The account of a town-clerk in Fife’s hometown explains that Fife 

actively sought out new seed technology from abroad and “was anxious to raise a better 

kind of wheat than was locally available,” and “desirous of obtaining improved seed,” 

Fife “sent to Glasgow for samples” of wheat seed technology for experimentation.66 Fife 

wanted climatic adaptability, high quality for milling into flour, and most importantly, 

rust resistance in experimental wheat. At the time of his request, Fife grew a seed 

technology called Siberia that was “particularly fitted to survive the rigors of a Canadian 

winter.”67 Farmers and scientists searched for seeds from global regions that mimicked 

the environmental conditions in their native localities, and Canada and Siberia shared 

similarly cold, damp weather in the winter. Fife’s first experiment with Siberia showed 

 
65 In the late nineteenth century, experimental breeding “grew too large and was increasingly 

taken over” from individual farmers “by farmers’ organisations and some agricultural colleges.” 

So, too, did the federal government replace farmers as scientific breeders. Despite this, farmers 

were, and continue to be experimental scientists. Jonathan Harwood, “Comments on 

Experimentation in Twentieth-Century Agricultural Science,” History and Philosophy of the Life 

Sciences 37, no. 3 (2015); Thomas Wieland, “Scientific Theory and Agricultural Practice: Plant 

Breeding in Germany from the Late 19th to the Early 20th Century,” Journal of the History of 

Biology 39, no. 2, (2006); Helen Anne Curry, “From garden biotech to garage biotech: amateur 

experimental biology in historical perspective,” The British Journal for the History of Science 47, 

no. 3 (2014). The Union of Concerned Scientists has argued that “classical breeding,” which can 

be performed by farmers-scientists, can “outpace” GMO gains at much lower costs. “Seeds of the 

Future: How Investment in Classical Breeding Can Support Sustainable Agriculture,” Union of 

Concerned Scientists, March 24, 2015, accessed November 4, 2020, 

https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2015/03/ucs-seeds-of-the-future-2015.pdf. 
66 Buller, Essays on Wheat, 212-213. 
67 Ibid., 213. 

https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2015/03/ucs-seeds-of-the-future-2015.pdf
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that it was well-adapted to the general climatic conditions in Canada, but it was 

susceptible to diseases. Siberia’s problems with plant diseases prohibited Fife from 

establishing it for commercial growth in the long term, so Fife lost his investment on this 

first shipment of experimental wheat. At three dollars per bushel plus “a considerable 

sum for storage,” this was not an insignificant capital investment at the time for an 

entrepreneurial farmer.68 Fife continued his quest for foreign seed technology and 

invested more money to procure additional experimental seed technology. 

Fife described the qualities needed to grow wheat successfully in Canada to his 

friend in Glasgow, most likely a temporary agricultural laborer who had worked for Fife 

before returning home to Scotland, who helped him seek out seed importers. His friend 

was able to acquire a “well-recommended Russian wheat,” what became known as Red 

Fife.69 Upon his receipt of the wheat shipment from Glasgow in 1842, Fife did “not know 

whether it was a fall or spring variety” so he “concluded to sow part of it that spring and 

wait for the result.”70 There was no system to ensure seed was all one variety, or pure, in 

the nineteenth century, so farmers had to experiment and test all new acquisitions of 

wheat seed technology to better understand the qualities (winter/spring) their wheat seed 

technology possessed. Thus, farmers were experimental scientists.71 Most of the wheat 

 
68 Ibid. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid., 207. 
71 For more on the artificial border between laboratory science and “field” science practiced by 

farmers see Robert E. Kohler, Landscapes and Labscapes: Exploring the Lab-Field Border in 

Biology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002). Scholars continue to argue today for the 

need to view farmers as experimental scientists and leverage their production of scientific 

knowledge. Giuditta Parolini, “Charting the history of agricultural experiments,” History and 

Philosophy of the Life Sciences 37, no. 3 (2015).  
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Fife had received was winter wheat, but he discovered a limited amount of spring wheat 

that he grew the following year. That next spring Fife again tested the wheat under 

difficult growing conditions, and the wheat grew well and showed no signs of being 

susceptible to plant diseases.72 Fife consciously experimented with Red Fife in an area 

conducive to the development of wheat rust: he sowed it “quite late” so that it ripened at 

the same time wheat rust proliferated, and he grew it in a “shady place” which ensured it 

was sufficiently cool and moist for rust to develop.73 Fife’s experiment was successful as 

Red Fife “proved at harvest entirely free from rust,” and farmers quickly moved to adopt 

it in the nineteenth century.74 

Fife and neighboring farmers in Canada multiplied and profited off this rust-

resistant hard red spring wheat which became “desirable to millers all over Canada” 

because of its high quality.75 Eponymously named Red Fife because it was reddish in 

color, Red Fife “largely contributed to the agricultural reputation” of Ontario at the same 

time as it crossed the border where Clarke first documented growing it in Wisconsin in 

1860.76 Red Fife’s rust resistance unlocked the expansion of capitalist wheat production 

in southwestern Canada and adjacent areas of the upper Midwest, and this would form 

one North American hard red spring wheat region. Scientists also used Red Fife to 

produce a cross, Marquis, that farmers overwhelmingly grew in the hard red spring wheat 

 
72 Buller, Essays on Wheat, 207. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid., 214-215. 
76 Red Fife was called many different names including Scottish Fife and Fife. Ibid.; Cobb, 

“Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 17. 
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region between 1912 and 1927 as well. Red Fife, a Ukrainian wheat seed technology 

procured by a farmer-scientist in Canada, became the foundational wheat in the creation 

of the hard red spring wheat region both for direct planting and its genetic material. 

 

“We Eat First with Our Eyes”: Midwestern Industrialization and Taste, 1870-1912 
 

The hard red spring wheat region coevolved with industrialization in the Midwest: 

millers transferred industrial milling technology from Europe to process hard red spring 

wheat into flour that was acceptable to consumers, and the introduction of this new 

industrial milling technology spurred further growth of hard red spring wheat production 

in the Midwest.77 Minneapolis became the “flour milling capital of the world” and 

between 1880 and 1930 it was the global leader in the industrial production of flour.78 

The Minneapolis milling industry was fueled by wheat arriving in rail shipments from the 

adjacent hard red wheat-producing states in the Midwest and imports from Canada’s vast 

hard red spring wheat region as well. As the center of both luxury wheat production and 

industrial milling, it was no coincidence that Minneapolis would also produce businesses 

centered around industrial food production, such as the iconic brands of General Mills 

and Pillsbury.  

In the early nineteenth century, the Minneapolis economy cohered around the 

sawmill industry, but flour milling supplanted the timber industry as capitalist 

 
77 Carleton, “The Future Wheat Supply of the United States,” 165. 
78 David B. Danbom, “Flour Power: The Significance of Flour Milling at the Falls,” Minnesota 

History Magazine (2003); “Minneapolis Flour Milling Boom,” Mill City Museum, accessed 

January 29, 2020, https://www.mnhs.org/millcity/learn/history/flour-milling. 

https://www.mnhs.org/millcity/learn/history/flour-milling
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agricultural production expanded in the Midwest. Before industrializing, Minneapolis 

housed at least twenty stone flour mills that took advantage of hydroelectric power for 

energy.79 Millers preferred purchasing soft wheats which had weak kernels that were easy 

for stone mill technology to grind into flour.  

Millers also preferred white wheats because of consumer demand. Taste, a 

product of both historical and cultural factors, limited the acceptance of hard red spring 

wheat until new milling technology was invented.80 Above all else, U.S. consumers 

preferred flour and bread that that was pure-white colored and privileged the visual over 

sensory taste through the mouth. Red wheat was deemed inferior by consumers because it 

had a dark-brown to reddish bran that encapsulated the wheat kernel, and it produced 

flour that was tinged red.81 To borrow the aphorism of the Roman gourmand Apicius in 

the first century C.E., “we eat first with our eyes,” and the texture and taste of bread was 

 
79 “Minneapolis Flour Milling Boom,” Minnesota Historical Society, accessed November 27, 

2020, https://www.mnhs.org/millcity/learn/history/flour-milling. 
80 Carolyn Korsmeyer describes the cultural construction of taste and its roots in ancient Greek 

philosophy. Carolyn Korsmeyer, Making Sense of Taste: Food and Philosophy (Ithaca: Cornell 

University Press, 1999). 
81 For example, the aforementioned Mediterranean wheat, a semi-hard, red wheat, was rejected by 

millers. A USDA scientist recalled that despite having a range of excellent growing 

characteristics farmers liked “white wheats being the standard, [Mediterranean] was vigorously 

criticized, especially by millers because its red kernels yielded a dark flour and because of the 

thickness of the bran.” Bran has important nutritional value including fiber, minerals, 

antioxidants, and a range of vitamins including vitamin E and vitamin B6. Humans were unaware 

of the nutritional value of bran, and only in the 1960s did whole wheat bread, bread that includes 

both bran and kernel, become popular. Clark, “Classification of American Wheat Varieties, 

1923,”166; Leo Stevenson, Frankie Phillips, Kathryn O’Sullivan, Jenny Walton, “Wheat bran: its 

composition and benefits to health, a European perspective,” International Journal of Food 

Science and Nutrition 63, no. 8 (2012). 
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secondary to visual appeal until the post-World War II organic/health food movements 

that privileged whole grain bread for both cultural and nutritional reasons.82 

At first, millers tried to disincentivize the growth of hard red wheats by offering 

farmers lower prices for them. Despite these lower prices, Midwestern farmers continued 

to grow hard wheats, like Turkey in the hard red winter region and Red Fife in the hard 

red spring wheat region, because their high yields and rust resistance outweighed the 

lower prices millers offered them for quality issues.83 In the 1870s, proactive Minneapolis 

millers embarked upon a quest to industrialize flour production. Millers recognized 

farmers were not going to stop growing hard red wheats because of their environmental 

adaptability, so they searched for technology to better process hard red wheats into flour 

consumers would purchase. Millers looked abroad and imported French technology to 

produce pure-white colored flour from hard red spring wheat. The engineer Edmund 

LaCroix first introduced a middlings purifier which removed the dark bran, or chaff, from 

the wheat kernel, and this produced a much lighter colored flour from hard red wheat.84 

 
82 There was also an economic component to this counterculture movement that rejected white 

bread as being the product of industrial capitalism. Moreover, the counterculture movement 

popularized non-white bread as a healthier, tastier alternative to nutritionally inferior white bread. 

Dietary choices also came to reflect one’s social awareness during the counterculture movement 

as people began to consume non-white bread to reflect their support for non-white social 

movements in the 1960s. Charles Spence et al., “Eating with our eyes: From visual hunger to 

digital satiation.” Elsevier 110 (2016), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bandc.2015.08.006; Warren 

Belasco, Appetite for Change: How the Counterculture Took on the Food Industry (Ithaca: 

Cornell University Press, 1989). 
83 Turkey contained high gluten levels meaning if milled properly it made high quality wheat, and 

select millers worked on adapting this milling technology eventually succeeding in producing 

good quality flour from Turkey. K. S. Quisenberry and L. P. Reitz, “Turkey Wheat: The 

Cornerstone of an Empire,” Agricultural History 48, no. 1 (1974): 105.  
84 Alison Watts, “The Technology That Launched a City: Scientific and Technological 

Innovations in Flour Milling during the 1870s in Minneapolis,” Minnesota History 57, no. 2 

(2000); Robert M. Frame III, “MHS Collections: Mills Machines and Millers: Minnesota Sources 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bandc.2015.08.006
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LaCroix set up this purifier in 1870 in Minneapolis in Cadwallader C. Washburn’s flour 

mill (a forerunner to General Mills), and by 1880 purifying technology was well 

established in the region.85 The adoption of purifying technology “made possible to make 

spring wheat flour that was every bit as good as that milled from the best winter wheat.”86  

Simultaneously, millers shifted from stone to steel mills to grind the harder wheat 

kernel texture of hard red wheats. In 1873, millers from Minneapolis looking to 

industrialize flour production traveled to Hungary to study steel roller mills.87 After 

experimenting with a few mills, millers installed steel roller mill technology in Minnesota 

by 1878 and this “facilitated the grinding of hard wheats” and created “more uniform 

flour, increased yield of flour from the wheat, and increased capacity of the mills.”88 

Washburn had opened up the Washburn A Mill in 1874, but just four years later a flour 

dust explosion decimated the mill and surrounding business and cut the flour production 

capacity of Minnesota by one-third to fifty percent.89 Washburn again looked abroad and 

employed the Austrian engineer William de la Barre to implement safety measures to 

avoid a similar catastrophe in his new industrial mill such as ventilation and dust 

 
for Flour-Milling Research,” Minnesota History 46, no. 4 (1978); Paul R. Fossum, “Early Milling 

in the Cannon River Valley,” Minnesota History 11, no. 3 (1930). 
85 Symko, “From a single seed,” 18. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Judit Klement and Thomas Cooper, “How to Adapt to a Changing Market? The Budapest Flour 

Mill Companies at the Turn of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries,” The Hungarian 

Historical Review 4, no. 4 (2015). 
88 While millers hesitantly accepted hard spring types, millers did not accept hard winter wheats 

as readily. Hard winter wheats did not produce as high quality flour as hard spring wheats. 

Dalrymple, “The Development and Spread of Semi-Dwarf Wheat,” 37; Quisenberry, “Turkey 

Wheat: Cornerstone of an Empire,” 108. 
89 “Washburn A. Mill,” The Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities at the 

University of Virginia, 2009, accessed January 5, 2020, 

http://archive1.village.virginia.edu/spw4s/minnesota/washburn.html. 
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collecting systems.90 In addition, Washburn took advantage of the rebuild to replace stone 

roller technology with steel roller technology, and in 1880, Washburn reopened the 

Washburn A Mill modeled after a cutting-edge industrial mill in Hungary.91 The new 

Washburn A Mill was “the largest and most technologically advanced mill in the world,” 

and this industrial flour mill built out of steel could produce 12 million loaves of bread a 

day or enough to provide almost one-fourth of the U.S. population their daily bread at the 

time.92 More importantly, this mill was used to grind hard red wheats into flour, which 

made high quality bread loaves an everyday luxury for U.S. consumers. 

 

Luxury Wheats of the Hard Red Spring Wheat Region 
 

The industrialization of flour production also revealed that hard red spring wheat 

produced the highest quality flour in the world due to its high protein content, or gluten. 

Hard wheats have a tougher wheat kernel because of this higher gluten content, while soft 

wheats have weaker kernels with more starch and less protein.93 Other than the white 

color, consumers wanted light, fluffy loaves of bread, and this required flour with high 

gluten content above 10 percent.94 Millers began to pay more for hard red spring wheats 

 
90 Raymond H. Merritt, Creativity, Conflict & Controversy: A History of the St. Paul District U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers (Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979): 132.  
91 Watts, “The Technology That Launched a City,” 86-97. 
92 “Washburn A. Mill.” 
93 Faqir M. Anjum and C.E. Walker, “Review on the significance of starch and protein to wheat 

kernel hardness,” Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture 56, Issue 1 (1991); Rohit 

Kumar et al., “Soft and Hard Textured Wheat Differ in Starch Properties as Indicated by 

Trimodal Distribution, Morphology, Thermal and Crystalline Properties,” PLOS ONE 11 (2016). 
94 Today most high quality bread flours have a gluten level between 11 percent and 15 percent. 

The standard, lower quality flour most people use, “all-purpose” flour, is a mix of hard red and 

white wheats with a gluten quality below 11 percent. 
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due to their high gluten content, often between 12 and 15 percent, and this further 

incentivized farmers to grow more hard red spring wheat in the region. While today white 

bread, like spongy Wonder Bread, is viewed as a basic, low cost staple consumed by the 

working classes, at the turn of the twentieth century bread was a luxury staple.95 Hasia 

Diner argues that poor Europeans immigrated to the U.S. in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries in order to consume luxury food items, like wheat bread and meat, 

more frequently.96 While foods like high quality bread loaves and meat were beyond their 

purchasing power in their native countries, immigrants were able to find better paying 

jobs in the U.S. and consume these foods weekly or even daily. Nick Cullather describes 

how bread became an “affordable luxury” in the U.S., and this everyday luxury was made 

possible by the growth of the hard red wheat regions that produced high gluten bread 

flour.97 

Hard red spring wheat is best viewed as a luxury staple crop because of this high 

gluten quality and the high prices it fetched on the market. Scientists named another hard 

red spring wheat that became widely grown in the hard red spring wheat region, Marquis, 

and farmers and scientists began to refer to hard red spring wheats as the “aristocrats” of 

 
95 Aaron Bobrow-Strain, White Bread: A Social History of the Store-Bought Loaf (Boston: 

Beacon Press, 2013).  
96 Consumption became an important way in which U.S. citizens participating in the U.S. empire 

through domestic goods and food. Hasia R. Diner, Hungering for America: Italian, Irish, and 

Jewish Foodways in the Age of Migration (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003); Kristin 

L. Hoganson, Consumer’s Imperium: The Global Production of American Domesticity, 1865-

1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007). 
97 Cullather, The Hungry World, 21. 
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wheat for their high gluten qualities.98 When the U.S. government officially began to 

assign wheat different grades for marketing purposes at the turn of the twentieth century, 

it assigned No. 1 hard red spring wheat as the highest grade due to its high gluten 

content.99 Millers often set aside flour from hard red spring wheat to blend with lower 

quality flours to increase the gluten content. At 12 percent to 15 percent gluten, hard red 

spring wheat was superior to both hard red winter wheats (10 percent to 12 percent) and 

soft white wheats (below 10 percent). Thus, luxury hard red wheat was able to lift the 

low-gluten flour produced by other types of wheats grown in the U.S. and boost all-

purpose flours above 10 percent gluten content, which in turn, was sold at a premium to 

bakers, restaurants, and discerning consumers.100 U.S. consumers would not have starved 

without hard red spring wheat, but they would have been deprived of affordable, high 

quality flour these luxury wheats made possible. It is important to view hard red spring 

wheat as a luxury staple crop to understand that wheat rust never threatened national 

security or starvation because farmers could have switched to lower quality wheats that 

would have provided an ample supply of calories for U.S. consumers; taste shaped the 

historical development of the hard red spring wheat region. 

 
 

 

 
98 To this day the hard red spring wheat continues to be described as the aristocrat of wheat. 

Daniel Lee Kleinman, Abby J. Kinchy, and Jo Handelsman, ed., Controversies in Science and 

Technology: From Maize to Menopause (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2005), 152. 
99 Wilfred Eldred, “The Grain Corporation and the Guaranteed Wheat Price,” The Quarterly 

Journal of Economics 34, no. 4 (1920): 698.  
100 Ibid., 710.  
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Production Increases: 1869-1899 
 

In the late nineteenth century, production of hard red wheats increased so quickly 

that the Midwest established itself as the breadbasket of North America. Between 1869 

and 1878, Minnesota was the only state in what would become the contemporary hard red 

spring wheat region that produced wheat. Minnesota produced around 22 million bushels 

of wheat a year, or around 7.5 percent of all U.S. wheat, while North and South Dakota 

produced nothing.101 Adjacent states, Iowa and Wisconsin, produced a combined 49 

million bushels of wheat or 16.7 percent of all U.S. wheat at this time, and combined, 

Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin comprised the proto-hard red spring wheat region 

between 1869 and 1878.102 A combination of pests, climate, and economics pushed wheat 

production down significantly in Iowa and Wisconsin, and a major outbreak of rust in 

1878 caused farmers to abandon wheat production en masse in Wisconsin and Iowa.103 

After 1878, Wisconsin and Iowa shifted away from wheat farming to dairying and corn 

respectively.104  

Fueled by the spread of Red Fife, the hard red spring wheat region shifted further 

west in the late nineteenth century. In the 1850s virtually no wheat was grown in 

Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota, but by 1889 they produced over 93 million 

bushels of wheat, about 18 percent of the U.S. total.105  

 
101 Data and Statistics, Quick Stats, United States Department of Agriculture, 1866-2019. 
102 Ibid. 
103 Laura M. Hamilton, “Stem Rust in the Spring Wheat Area in 1878,” Minnesota History 20, no. 

2 (1939): 156-157. 
104 By 1899, Iowa and Wisconsin only grew 3 percent of all wheat in the U.S. Data and Statistics, 

Quick Stats, United States Department of Agriculture, 1866-2019. 
105 Ibid. 
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Figure 3: Difference in Wheat Production 1858, 1889106 

 
106 I would like to thank Nathaniel Ayers who provided me copies of the digitized maps produced 

at University of Richmond’s Digital Scholarship Lab. “Atlas of the Historical Geography of the 

United States,” Digital Scholarship Lab, University of Richmond, 
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By 1899, Minnesota alone produced 92 million bushels of wheat, North Dakota 42 

million bushels, South Dakota 60 million bushels: the hard red spring wheat region had 

doubled production in just ten years and now accounted for 27 percent of all U.S. wheat 

production.107 Simultaneous with the development of the hard red spring wheat region, 

the hard red winter wheat region coalesced around the growth of Turkey wheat seed 

technology in Kansas, Nebraska, Texas, and Colorado, and by 1899, the hard red winter 

wheat region accounted for 23 percent of all U.S. wheat production.108 This breadbasket, 

a combination of both the hard red spring and hard red winter wheat regions, accounted 

for half of all U.S. wheat production at the turn of the twentieth century, and these wheats 

all possessed high gluten content.109  

Minneapolis leveraged the growth of the hard red wheat regions it was at the 

center of to become a global leader in the industrial production of wheat flour, just as 

Chicago emerged as the slaughterhouse and meat packing capital of the U.S.110 Rail lines 

proliferated in the late nineteenth century, connecting regional markets to national 

markets, and this streamlined the distribution of food by allowing distant agricultural 

regions quicker and easier access to budding metropolitan markets and the industrial 

working classes living within them.111 While the formation of the hard red wheat regions 

 
107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid. 
109 Ibid. 
110 Chicago remained a center for the grain trade. Ball, “The History of American Wheat 

Improvement,” 56; William Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New 

York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1992). 
111 For more on this agro-industrialization and impact on wider industrialization see Brian Page 

and Richard Walker, “From Settlement to Fordism: The Agro-Industrial Revolution in the 

American Midwest,” Economic Geography 67, no. 4 (1991); David R. Meyer, “Midwestern 
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developed in lockstep with the industrialization of milling in Minneapolis, this growth 

was not untrammeled: the expansion and intensification of monoculture wheat production 

also caused more frequent, severe outbreaks of wheat rust in the late nineteenth century. 

While rust outbreaks that harmed luxury wheat production never threatened the health or 

security of U.S. consumers, rust did pose an economic threat to farmers in the hard red 

spring wheat region in the twentieth century, and wheat rust would provide the scientific 

justification necessary to create the MAP. 

 

Double Monoculture in the Late-Nineteenth Century: Farm and Field Uniformity 
 

In the late nineteenth century, Midwestern farmers increasingly practiced 

monoculture farming for both environmental and economic reasons, though this also 

introduced greater instability into the region. As farmers discovered individual wheat 

seed technologies with rust resistance, they planted a larger percentage of their land to 

just one or two wheat seed technologies. Farmers also committed more land to 

monoculture farming to reap higher profits through extensive, mechanized agriculture. 

This intensification of monoculture farming created a boom and bust cycle for the hard 

red spring wheat region until the 1950s: new rust resistant wheat seed technology 

provided farmers temporary rust protection and allowed them to reap huge profits, but 

every ten to fifteen years they suffered huge economic losses when a new rust outbreak 

struck. This instability of luxury wheat production in the hard red spring wheat region 

 
Industrialization and the American Manufacturing Belt in the Nineteenth Century,” The Journal 

of Economic History 49, no. 4 (1989). 
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became a problem as the U.S. government desired stable production for exports or in 

support of war efforts. 

The primary way wheat farmers increased profits up until the mid-twentieth 

century was through mechanization, and this required uniform plant varieties grown on 

monoculture farms. Between 1866 and 1940 yields vacillated between 10 and 15 bushels 

an acre, but total U.S. wheat production increased 480 percent from under 200 million 

bushels a year to over 815 million bushels a year because farmers planted wheat on more 

land.112 Farmers increased profits through extensive farming, or bringing more land into 

production, than they did through intensive agricultural practices, like yield increases 

through inputs like fertilizers or better cultivation practices (seeding, bed preparation, 

etc.). Extensive wheat production in the U.S. was not due to inefficient or poor farming 

practices. Agricultural labor was expensive, and land was ample and cheap in the U.S., so 

farmers sought to use machines to farm large tracts of land to increase profitability. U.S. 

farmers became highly efficient from a labor productivity standpoint as they mechanized 

seedbed preparation, plowing, seeding, and harvesting of the crop using a range of 

technologies like the McCormick Reaper in the 1830s to the gasoline-powered tractor in 

the 1900s.113 Census data shows that wheat farmers went from needing 373 man-hours to 

produce 100 bushels of wheat in 1800 to 152 man-hours in 1900 to just 47 by 1940.114 

 
112 Ibid. 
113 Bruce L. Gardner, American Agriculture in the Twentieth Century: How It Flourished and 
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114 Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1957: A Statistical Abstract 
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This reduction in agricultural labor freed up labor to enter factories and other industries 

as the U.S. developed into an industrial power at the turn of the twentieth century. As one 

historian aptly describes the rise of mechanized farming, “every farm” became “a 

factory.”115 

To support this shift to mechanized production, farmers adopted both farm 

monoculture and field monoculture. Farmers first shifted towards farm monoculture by 

reducing the diversity of crops they grew on their farms. In the early- to mid-eighteenth 

century, rural capitalism took shape in the U.S. as farmers began to abandon mixed-crop 

farming and subsistence farming, and instead specialized on one or two crops to sell to 

the market. Rather than produce everything they consumed on the farm, farmers 

produced the most profitable crop and used the cash to purchase the goods they wanted 

from the market. This shift to monoculture farms enmeshed farmers in the marketplace, 

and the tentacles of capitalism extended fully into rural areas by the late nineteenth 

century.116 These monoculture farms, however, proved perfect for the spread of plant 
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disease, and wheat rust was able to spread quickly from farm-to-farm, since the same 

crop was grown uninterrupted across large swaths of the hard red wheat region. 

A major rust outbreak in the hard red spring wheat region foreshadowed the 

problems farmers would face with disease in this region throughout the twentieth century. 

In 1878, hard red spring wheat was being grown in southern Minnesota, northern Iowa, 

and Wisconsin, but “with wheat growing at its peak” the rust outbreak “struck one of the 

first blows at the supremacy of king wheat.”117 The 1878 outbreak hit Minnesota 

particularly hard because farmers sowed 69 percent of all cultivated land in the state to 

wheat.118 This overreliance on wheat and farm monoculture meant rust spread very 

quickly across the state, and Minnesota farmers went from average yields of 15 to 17 

bushels of wheat an acre to 12.119 This conservative estimate placed losses at 20 percent 

though anecdotal evidence points to losses of up to 75 percent for many farmers, with 

many cutting their losses and just feeding the wheat to their livestock instead of selling 

the underweight grain.120 Farmers identified unfavorable weather conditions and farming 

practices as the cause of the 1878 rust outbreak, but it was monoculture farming that 

facilitated rust to proliferate so quickly. Had farmers understood monoculture was the 

main culprit of the rust outbreak in 1878, they may have looked to hedge their bets by 

increasing diversity at the farm or field level to avoid similar rust outbreaks in the future, 

 
1992), 12-20; Steven Stoll, Larding the Lean Earth: Soil and Society in Nineteenth-Century 
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117 Iowa and Wisconsin stopped producing significant amounts of hard red spring wheat by the 
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but this was not to be the case. Instead, the rust outbreak pushed farmers in these areas to 

abandon wheat, and the hard red spring wheat region shifted further north and west into 

central/northern Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 

Farmers in the hard red spring wheat region also intensified monoculture farming 

at the field level because mechanized production required uniform wheat varieties that 

matured at the same time, had sufficiently sturdy stalks, and grew to the same height. One 

early twentieth century plant pathologist described how scientists and farmers facilitated 

mechanized agricultural production through breeding or “the development of the science 

and art of modifying the crop plant and its fruit to fit the machines” at the turn of the 

twentieth century.121 Before the twentieth century, farmers grew different types of wheat 

on their farms because it was hard to attain seed that was all one variety. Field diversity 

or a “mixed-stand field” was not the most efficient economic practice for extracting the 

most calories or cash from the environment, but it did serve as an “important natural 

defense of wheat against stem rust.”122 Diverse genetic resistance in each farmer’s field 

meant no one type of rust would wipe out an entire crop; yields were lower on average 

but farmers were insulated from epidemics because “a mixture of types of genetic 

resistance is planted.”123 In 1878, Red Fife was very popular in the hard red spring wheat 

region, but monoculture farming was not fully established and farmers grew a range of 

 
121 The author described how Red Fife’s impact on the adoption of monoculture farming and 

mechanized production has been “overlooked” by scientists and was “just as important” as its rust 

resistance and high quality. Cobb, “The Rockefeller Foundation: Confidential Monthly Report, 

1958,” 19. 
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other types of wheat.124 The 1878 outbreak quickened the pace of field monoculture 

because farmers saw that Red Fife had resisted rust the best compared to the other wheats 

in the hard red spring wheat region. Farmers and scientists did not yet understand that 

wheat rust could mutate or change from season-to-season, and Red Fife was only 

temporarily resistant to rust. 

This double monoculture farming, at both the farm and field level, produced 

epidemiological conditions ripe for the spread of wheat rust in the hard red spring wheat 

region and. In the first half of the twentieth century the U.S. experienced at least seven 

significant outbreaks of rust.125 Prior to 1919, the USDA did not accumulate official 

estimates of the wheat varieties grown in the U.S., but farmers across the three states of 

the hard red spring wheat region grew the same wheat technologies. Farmers grew Red 

Fife and Bluestem, another hard red spring wheat adopted by farmers in the late 1890s, 

on well over 50 percent of their fields during a rust outbreak in 1904, and farmers 

consistently listed these two wheat technologies in their descriptions of losses in 1904.126 

 
124 In addition to Fife, farmers experimented with Red River, White China, Black Sea, Canada 

Club, Rio Grande, Lost Nation, White Russia, Bluestem, and Tea. 
125 The years in which major outbreaks occurred were 1904, 1916, 1923, 1927, 1935, 1937, and 

1951. There were lesser outbreaks in many years as well. 
126 By 1855, farmers grew Bluestem in the U.S.A as a red winter wheat. Farmers brought it west 

and adapted it as a hard red spring wheat as well as making it “harder.” Haynes of North Dakota 

received Bluestem in the 1880s and he spent over a decade to improve it through selection 

eventually “increasing the no. of kernels abreast of the spikelet from three to four, with the fifth 

kernel beginning to make its appearance.” This improvement meant the wheat had “much 

improved in uniformity of color and hardness [higher protein content].” In addition, it reached 

maturity earlier which was important in helping to mitigate damage caused by wheat rust. Hard 

red spring wheat farmers, especially in North Dakota, adopted Bluestem, and along with Marquis 

it came to dominate wheat production at the turn of the twentieth century. Buller, Essays on 

Wheat, 225; Glen S. Smith, Changes in North Dakota Hard Red Spring Wheat Varieties, 1900-

1977 (North Dakota: North Dakota State University, 1978), 17, 
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Ten years after the 1904 outbreak, North Dakota farmers still grew just four varieties of 

hard red spring wheat on 80 percent of their land, and two-thirds of the land was devoted 

to Red Fife (21.5 percent) and Bluestem (44.6 percent) in North Dakota.127 While 

monoculture farming produced higher profits in the short-term, it increased instability as 

farmers were prone to busts when a severe rust outbreak occurred. 

Many farmers and scientists in the hard red spring wheat region incorrectly 

believed that each new wheat they discovered or crossbred was the “perfect” wheat that 

resisted wheat rust, but each time they were proven wrong when a rust outbreak 

decimated production.128 Thus, when Red Fife showed itself to be susceptible to wheat 

rust, farmers simply sought a new wheat seed technology that had not been harmed by 

rust for monoculture farming. U.S. farmers again acquired a hard red spring wheat seed 

technology from Canada named Marquis. Marquis was the first widely planted hard red 

spring wheat seed technology crossed by scientists in North America, a single line cross 

between Red Fife and an Indian wheat seed technology. 
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Science in Support of Everyday Luxury: Breeding Marquis Wheat Seed 

Technology, 1888-1927 
 

Professional scientists looking to insulate luxury hard red spring wheat farmers 

from rust began experiments to produce single-line crosses, a crossbreed of two distinct 

wheat varieties, in the late nineteenth century. Marquis wheat, produced first in Canada, 

marked the development of a new cycle in wheat production in the U.S.: farmers would 

grow a few, improved wheat seed technologies on their farms until a massive rust 

outbreak forced them to switch to new wheat seed technologies. In the twentieth century, 

professional scientists working within the federal government and universities acquired 

global wheat seed technology and produced new wheat seed technologies to address this 

constantly evolving problem with wheat rust and other diseases or pests. As one famous 

plant pathologist described it in the twentieth century, “plant diseases are shifty enemies,” 

and scientists bred new wheat seed technologies to mitigate and rationally control the 

environment’s impact on capitalist agricultural production.129 

From 1888 to 1903, William Saunders, his two sons, A.P Saunders and Charles 

Saunders, and field assistants W.T. Macoun and J.L. McMurray began a concerted effort 

to produce crosses with improved growing and rust resistance qualities on the Central 

Experiment Farm in Ottawa, Canada.130 By 1903, Charles Saunders took over the 

research on wheat and discovered a cross his brother made at an experimental farm in 

Agassiz, British Columbia between Red Fife and Hard Red Calcutta, an early maturing 
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wheat variety from India.131 Saunders sent this wheat, called Marquis, to be tested 

throughout Canada in 1907, and in 1909 the Canadian government officially released 

Marquis to farmers. Between 1912 and 1913, the USDA acquired and tested Marquis 

throughout a network of U.S. experiment stations run collaboratively by USDA and 

university scientists.132 The USDA found that “in consequence of much publicity, a 

strong demand for the seed arose,” and between 1913 and 1914 hard red spring wheat 

farmers imported a “considerable quantity” of Marquis and sowed it on half a million 

acres.133 Marquis wheat “became widely distributed in a very short time,” and by 1919, 

acreage sown to Marquis wheat had risen 2,260 percent and farmers grew Marquis on 

nearly 12 million acres of land.134 

Following an outbreak of wheat rust in 1916, farmers shifted to Marquis, and by 

1919, Marquis wheat comprised at least 60 percent of all the bread wheats in the hard red 

spring wheat region.135 At the time, Marquis was considered “the greatest achievement in 

wheat-breeding history” because of its superior baking qualities and rust resistance.136 

Scientists described how millers “had never had anything that equaled the milling quality 

of the hard red spring wheat Marquis and it became extremely popular…Marquis was 

considered the perfect hard red spring wheat by the milling industry and by the farmers in 

general.”137 For over a decade “Marquis was the king of wheat varieties in the United 
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States,” and it was used as a parent in the scientific breeding of many subsequent 

twentieth century U.S. bread wheat varieties.138  

Marquis ripened “fairly early,” a characteristic derived from its Indian parent 

Hard Red Calcutta, and this “enable[d] it partly to escape rust and drought.”139 Wheat rust 

caused the majority of its damage to wheat during its growth period, so early-maturing 

wheat avoided much of the damage from wheat rust. The enhanced disease resistance 

from India was a key driver of the expansion of the hard red spring wheat region in the 

early twentieth century, but the rust protection it afforded farmers was once again short-

lived.140 Marquis was more rust resistant than other wheat seed technology, but it was 

severely damaged during outbreaks in 1916 and 1927 which proved it was in no way 

permanently rust resistant. Rather than question the viability of monoculture farming in 

1878, 1904, or 1916 when major rust outbreaks occurred, scientists in the hard red spring 

wheat region created a new branch of science, plant pathology, that focused on protecting 

plants from diseases, and wheat rust became the first object of their research agendas. 

Plant pathologists would construct wheat rust as an enemy of the state that threatened 

national security, the subject of the next chapter, but the historical roots of the hard red 

 
138 Dalrymple, “The Development and Spread of Semi-Dwarf Wheat,” 36. 
139 Jacob Allen Clark, “Varieties of Hard Red Spring Wheat, 1930” United States Department of 

Agriculture, Farmer’s Bulletin 1621 (1930): 5; Symko, “From a single seed,” 28. 
140 Current scientific evidence points to the gene that determines early maturity which is critical 

for rust resistance in the hard red spring wheat region deriving from South Asia, and U.S. farmers 

and scientists again benefitted from global wheat seed technology in support of the expansion of 

wheat farming in the hard red spring wheat region. Nestor Kippes, “Identification of the 

VERNALIZATION 4 gene reveals the origin of spring growth habit in ancient wheats from 

South Asia,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 

(2015), https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1514883112.  
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spring wheat region illustrate that wheat rust was an environmental-economic problem 

for farmers that grew luxury wheat in the hard red spring wheat region. 

 

Conclusion 
 

In the twentieth century, the hard red wheat regions allowed the U.S. to become 

an agricultural powerhouse, but the wheat seed technology that underpinned all this was 

not indigenous to North America. The U.S. breadbasket owed its creation to two wheat 

seed technologies from Canadian farmers and scientists: Red Fife, an introduction from 

Ukraine, and Marquis, a cross between Red Fife and the Indian wheat seed technology 

named Hard Red Calcutta. As this chapter illustrated, the adoption of hard red spring 

wheat seed technology was a protracted historical process, and seed technology must be 

decentered from ownership by any one nation, individual, or institution. These seeds 

were global intellectual property exchanged in the era of agricultural globalization which 

began in the fifteenth century and is still ongoing today. The introduction of hard red 

wheat seed technologies to North America turned the Midwest into an agricultural 

powerhouse, but these new wheats also awakened a dormant disease: wheat rust became 

the most important disease in North American agricultural production only after the 

introduction of the hard red wheat seed technologies to the Midwest. The Columbian 

Exchange was still ongoing in the nineteenth century as the introduction of new seed 

technologies created new environmental problems and epidemiological conditions for the 

spread of plant disease. There was no seminal moment wheat was introduced into North 

America: there were recurrent transfusions of different types of wheat seed technologies 
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by colonists, farmers, and scientists to North America that changed the manner in which 

humans were able to extract calories and cash from the environment, and there were 

environmental consequences to this all.  

Of utmost importance to farmers in the hard red spring wheat region was to find 

wheat with rust resistance, and this search would intensify in the twentieth century as 

farming in the Midwest became even more profitable. Moreover, when the MAP came to 

fruition in 1943, the Mexican government demanded scientists make wheat rust a primary 

focus because this plant disease inhibited the creation of an industrial breadbasket in 

northern Mexico. The deep historical roots of the MAP and Green Revolution thus lay in 

the introduction of hard red spring wheat and farmers’ use of monoculture farming in the 

nineteenth century, which in turn elevated wheat rust into a significant environmental-

economic problem that farmers throughout North America grappled with in the twentieth 

century.  

As the next chapter shows, plant scientists constructed rust outbreaks in 1904 and 

1916 as “epidemics” to make these plant disease events visible to farmers and the public. 

On the heels of the 1904 epidemic, plant pathology departments formed, and this discrete 

discipline focused on plant disease professionalized around the construction of wheat 

rust, and the environment that produced it, as a national security risk and enemy of the 

state. While wheat rust was far from a threat to national security, plant pathologists in the 

hard red spring wheat region established their identities as defenders of national security, 

and they continued to project this professional identity during the Green Revolution in 

the latter half of the twentieth century. 
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CHAPTER TWO: A CHANGE IN THE WINDS: PLANT PATHOLOGY, 

NATIONAL SECURITY, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF “TRANSNATIONAL” 

WHEAT RUST IN MEXICO AND MINNESOTA (1904-1940) 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

In 1905, Mark A. Carleton, a plant pathologist at the United States Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) made wheat rust visible and legible to the public when he created a 

new type of historical event: a plant disease “epidemic.”1 Another wheat rust “epidemic” 

struck in the middle of World War I in 1916, and it was a seminal moment for plant 

pathologists who now cast themselves as defenders of national security. Ironically, plant 

pathologists defined their profession as defending national security to differentiate 

themselves from academics focused on the economics of agricultural production even 

though the true purpose of plant pathology was to mitigate economic losses caused by 

wheat rust to luxury wheat in the hard red spring wheat region. While plant pathologists 

described their work as ensuring orderly production to protect national stability, wheat 

rust outbreaks posed little long-term threat to total U.S. wheat production or U.S. food 

sovereignty. 

 
1 Mark Alfred Carleton, “Lessons from the Grain-Rust Epidemic of 1904,” United States 

Department of Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin 219 (1905): 5. 
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There are many different diseases (stripe rust, leaf rust, root rot), pests 

(grasshoppers, locusts), and weather events (drought, late/early frost) that harm overall 

wheat production, but above all else wheat rust threatened profits in the lucrative hard red 

spring wheat region. It is no coincidence that one of the nation’s most prestigious and 

influential plant pathology departments began in Minnesota, at the time both the heart of 

hard red spring wheat production as well as industrial milling and baking. Plant 

pathologists at the University of Minnesota (UMN) had a vested interest in using science 

to buttress farmers’ profits in the region, and they gained national prominence by 

transforming this regional problem into an issue of national importance. Despite repeated 

rust outbreaks that devastated production in the hard red spring wheat region in the 

twentieth century, U.S. consumers never experienced a famine due to wheat shortages. In 

many years when rust outbreaks occurred, bread prices were little moved due to rust 

damage. Instead, depressed yields threatened the growth of U.S. geopolitical power 

because the U.S. exported wheat globally, but even in years with rust outbreaks, U.S. 

farmers produced more than enough to sustain domestic consumption and exports.  

This chapter centers around plant pathologists, especially E.C. Stakman, a 

renowned UMN plant pathologist in the twentieth century. Stakman led the efforts to 

control wheat rust in two ways. First, he developed means of genetic control, by helping 

to breed new rust resistant wheat seed technology and conducting genetic research on 

wheat rust. Second, he worked on tools for epidemiological control, using rust surveys 

and creating a barberry eradication campaign. In terms of the genetic control of wheat 

rust, Stakman discovered that wheat rust existed in different genetic forms, what he 
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called physiological races, and this redefined the way in which scientists studied and bred 

rust resistant qualities into wheat. Stakman also devised a method of identifying these 

different rust races that depended on testing rust on a set of differential wheats, but most 

of these differentials were economically important to just the hard red spring wheat 

region. The science behind wheat rust was hardly neutral or universal: it was regional and 

contingent upon the need to identify and control wheat rust in the hard red spring wheat 

region.2 Stakman also led key epidemiological research that helped mitigate damage 

caused by wheat rust in North America. He coordinated a barberry eradication campaign 

to address the newly minted national security risk posed by wheat rust, and both the 

USDA and plant pathologists turned the environment into an enemy of the state during 

the barberry eradication campaign. This effort eliminated 296 million barberry bushes 

located on 126,000 properties in over 17 states by 1941, and less barberry meant fewer 

local rust outbreaks and a decrease in the creation of new rust races on barberry.3  

In the late 1920s and 1930s, however, Stakman believed he had missed something 

that prevented the eradication of wheat rust in North America. Plant breeders released a 

new hard red spring wheat technology to replaced Marquis in 1927, Ceres, which many 

scientists believed was invincible to rust, and by the 1930s scientists could boast that the 

barberry eradication campaign had destroyed tens of millions of barberry bushes. Despite 

 
2 This science tailored to just the hard red spring wheat region became the global standard for 

identifying rust races and informed breeding rust resistance into new wheat seed technology. 
3 “A Dangerous Neighbor for Wheat, Oats, Barley, and Rye.” USDA Bureau of Entomology and 

Plant Quarantine, revised May 1937, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 11, Folder 7, UMN; “Oral 

History of Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman (1885-1979) (Plant Pathologist – University of 

Minnesota),” Pauline Madow 2, Interview #4, April 28, 1970, page 337, Elvin C. Stakman 

papers, UMN. 
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these successes, continued rust outbreaks, including the most destructive outbreak to-date 

in North America in 1935 caused by rust race 56, forced Stakman to look for another 

origin of rust outbreaks. In truth, the barberry eradication campaign and breeding of rust 

resistant wheats was a protracted process that would take until the 1950s to succeed at 

eliminating rust epidemics in the hard red spring wheat region, but Stakman had no way 

of knowing this in the 1930s.  

Stakman erroneously constructed wheat rust as a transnational problem in the 

1930s to elide the failures of domestic efforts to control wheat rust epidemiologically and 

genetically. This also removed culpability from U.S. citizens who continued to grow 

barberry despite the economic harm it caused to the hard red spring wheat region. 

Stakman led collaborative UMN-USDA rust surveys on the epidemiology of wheat rust 

that tracked the geographic and temporal flow of wheat rust in the U.S. Through the data 

collected over nearly two decades from these surveys, Stakman discovered that wheat 

rust had the ability to survive through a second life cycle. In this second life cycle of 

wheat rust, the wind blew wheat rust from the hard red spring wheat region south in the 

fall where it overwintered in the red stage in Texas and northern Mexico. In the spring, 

wind blew wheat rust back north, still in the red stage, where it reinfected the hard red 

spring wheat region. The lack of topological barriers in the Midwest combined with these 

cyclical winds created one uninterrupted epidemiological zone for the spread of wheat 
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rust. This second life cycle of wheat rust was a unique feature of both the North 

American environment and North American wheat production.4  

Stakman’s discovery of the second life cycle of wheat rust was a legitimate 

contribution to scientific knowledge on the epidemiology of wheat rust in North America. 

The problem was that Stakman incorrectly elevated wheat rust’s second life cycle, now 

defined as a transnational or international, as the origin or cause of wheat rust epidemics 

in the U.S., when it was actually a domestic problem. Stakman’s transformation of wheat 

rust into a transnational environmental problem denied the true origins of wheat rust 

epidemics: U.S. fields and U.S. barberries. Stakman did not construct wheat rust as a 

transnational problem to explicitly blame Mexico, but by arguing it was a shared 

transnational problem, he avoided pinpointing the failure of U.S. scientists to solve the 

domestic wheat rust problem epidemiologically or genetically. 

Between 1937 and 1940, Stakman argued that plant disease protection was a 

shared international responsibility, and he would argue that U.S. scientists should work in 

Mexico to combat transnational wheat rust. The RF selected Stakman, an expert on wheat 

rust, to lead the survey that led directly to the MAP, and the Mexican government 

approved, eventually inviting the RF into Mexico to help Mexican farmers combat wheat 

rust through the MAP. In fact, the reverse should have occurred. Mexican scientists 

should have entered the U.S. to stop the flow of wheat rust into Mexico. This incorrect 

 
4 In India, the wind allowed for oversummering, the opposite of overwintering. See the work of 

K.C. Mehta described in L.M. Joshi, K.D. Srivastava, and D.V. Singh, “Monitoring of wheat 

rusts in the Indian subcontinent,” Proceedings of Indian Academy of Sciences 94 (1985): 387-

406. 
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construction of wheat rust into a shared transnational environmental problem would 

provide the scientific justification for the MAP in 1943. 

 

Making Plant Disease Visible: “Epidemics” in the Hard Red Spring Wheat Region, 

1904 
 

In 1905, the chief of cereal investigations at the USDA, Mark A. Carleton, began 

to construct rust outbreaks as a threat to national security by defining them as 

“epidemics.”5 At the turn of the twentieth century, the U.S. government began to see 

wheat as a source of geopolitical power, and the USDA portrayed wheat rust as a threat 

to U.S. economic security. In his work on the cultural construction of the calorie, Nick 

Cullather argues that in the early twentieth century food “lost its subjective, cultural 

character and evolved into a material instrument of statecraft.”6 The invention of the 

calorie allowed nations to compare diets and assign a hierarchy based upon caloric 

measurements, and Cullather also argues that “wheat was uniquely important as an 

international conveyor of bulk food value” and the U.S. believed “that the interests of 

world peace might ultimately require a global food balance rationale through some form 

of international regulation.”7 Wheat became an important commodity for global trade, 

and by the turn of the twentieth century, there “was a nearly insatiable appetite both in 

 
5 Carleton, “Lessons from the Grain-Rust Epidemic of 1904,” 5. 
6 Nick Cullather, “The Foreign Policy of the Calorie,” The American Historical Review 112, no. 2 

(2007): 338. 
7 Ibid., 342. 
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America and abroad for American farm products, particularly wheat and meat.”8 The 

U.S. leveraged its agricultural production capacity to enter European markets as it 

matured into an imperial power in its own right. U.S. farmers flooded British markets 

with high-gluten, hard red wheat at low costs, and this caused a trade imbalance in favor 

of the U.S.9 The U.S. government saw food as a source of economic power and a 

necessity for national security, and plant disease became a threat to both. Rust outbreaks 

in 1904 and 1916 provided plant pathologists an opening in which to transform wheat 

rust into an issue of national security, and they described outbreaks of plant disease as 

“epidemics” in the twentieth century to magnify their importance in the minds of farmers, 

government officials, and the general public. 

In the late nineteenth century, the U.S. government had already begun to create 

the institutional framework to support the use of food power in geopolitics in the 

twentieth.10 The U.S. government undergirded capitalist agricultural production through 

the creation of a USDA-university complex. The federal government began to fund 

scientific efforts to improve capitalist agricultural production through the creation of the 

USDA in 1862 which became “a great science-producing agency of the government.”11 

 
8 It is important to note that excess meat production was possible in the U.S. due to the rise of 

industrial capitalist corn production in the Midwest as well. The development of hybrid corn in 

the 1920s allowed U.S. farmers to increased corn production. Fitzgerald, Every Farm a Factory, 

18. 
9 Berris Charnley, “Experiments in empire-building: Mendelian genetics as a national, imperial, 

and global agricultural enterprise,” Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 44 (2013): 293; 

Kevin H. O’Rourke, “The European Grain Invasion, 1870-1913,” The Journal of Economic 

History 57, no. 4 (1997): 781-799. 
10 For more on the rise of U.S. food power before the MAP and Green Revolution see Barry 

Riley, The Political History of American Food Aid: An Uneasy Benevolence (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2017), 12-77. 
11 Cochrane, The Development of American Agriculture, 96. 
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Also in 1862, the federal government passed the Morrill Act, which cemented “primary 

responsibility for agricultural research and development” with the federal government.12 

Each state received federal public land which it then sold and turned into an endowment 

for an agricultural or mechanical college.13 The Morrill Act led to the creation of land-

grant institutions that quickly looked to reach farmers and citizens through educational 

outreach and demonstrations.14 Most importantly, this linked the federal government to 

universities in the pursuit of scientific research pertaining to agriculture, especially as the 

hard red wheat regions became populated with new farmers. Rounding out the 

government’s support of agricultural production, Congress passed the Hatch Act in 1887 

which gave funds to each state for agricultural experiment stations.15 Through these 

experiment stations, university and USDA scientists collaborated on original research as 

well as extension. The USDA-university complex disseminated free scientific literature 

on everything from farming practices to new seed technologies to disease information. 

Importantly, the efforts to improve scientific agriculture and increase U.S. farm profits 

predominantly reached the largest, wealthiest farmers, while average farmers often lived 

too far away to access the free demonstrations or were unable (or unwilling) to read the 

 
12 Paul K. Conklin, Revolution Down on the Farm: The Transformation of American Agriculture 

since 1929 (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2008), 19. 
13 Coy F. Cross, Justin Smith Morrill: Father of the Land-Grant Colleges (East Lansing: 

Michigan State University, 1999), 76-80. 
14 Ibid., 80-89. 
15 Alan I. Marcus, Agricultural Science and the Quest for Legitimacy: Farmers, Agricultural 

Colleges, and Experiment Stations, 1870-1890 (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1985); Lou 

Ferleger, “Uplifting American Agriculture: Experiment Station Scientists and the Office of 

Experiment Stations in the Early Years after the Hatch Act,” Agricultural History 64, no. 2 

(1990). 
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literature.16 In the twentieth century, the USDA-university complex even replaced 

farmers as the purveyor of scientific information on agriculture, and the employees of 

both institutions vacillated back and forth between academic research and joint USDA-

university experiments.17  

Carleton’s personal interests dovetailed with the USDA’s desire to use science to 

support capitalist agricultural production. Carleton was especially sensitive to plant 

diseases because it was a novel field in which he held a scientific interest, and it was one 

of the more prominent issues that impacted the lucrative hard red wheat regions he grew 

up in. Thomas Isern describes how Carleton was raised in Kansas where he observed “the 

difficulties of raising winter wheat on the Central Plains, including the destruction 

frequently wrought by black stem rust.”18 Before joining the USDA, Carleton published 

scientific papers with A.S. Hitchcock at Kansas State Agricultural College on grain 

rusts.19 Among their accomplishments was the discovery that oats, barley, and wheat 

were all harmed by distinct types of rust.20  

In 1894, Carleton accepted a job at the USDA for an assistant pathologist in the 

Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology.21 Carleton, as did other scientists 

 
16 Conklin, Revolution Down on the Farm, 21. 
17 Experiments were jointly funded by universities, state governments, and the federal 

government. Sometimes private corporations funded efforts, but most research came from public 

money in the first half of the twentieth century. Kloppenberg similarly describes the importance 

of a land-grant university complex. See Kloppenberg Jr., First the Seed, 19-49. 
18 Thomas D. Isern, “Wheat Explorer the World Over: Mark Carleton of Kansas,” Kansas History 

23 (2000): 12. 
19 Ibid., 15. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Vegetable physiology and pathology departments were the direct forerunners to plant 

pathology. Ibid. 
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concerned with plant disease in the twentieth century, used science as “a sort of fig leaf 

of respectability for activities which were actually aimed at securing money – either as 

returns of capital or as government funding,” as one scholar claims.22 Carleton pushed his 

interest in wheat rust while at the USDA and was able to secure funding to travel abroad 

to locate wheat seed technology for direct planting or as genetic material for wheat 

breeding. In his global search for wheat seed technology, Carleton focused principally on 

finding wheat with rust resistance to protect the highly profitable, and increasingly 

exportable, luxury wheat from the hard red spring wheat region.23 Carleton’s work was 

not limited to hard red spring wheat: he helped establish the hard red winter wheat region 

and brought some of the first durum wheat seed technologies from Russia to be grown in 

the hard red spring wheat region. Durum wheat seed technology was highly resistant to 

rust, though less profitable than bread wheats because it was used to produce semolina 

flour to make pasta.24  

 
22 Charnley’s work describes the professionalization and capitalization of science in Britain, and 

the U.S. mimicked this path as well. Berris Charnley, “Seeds Without Patents: Science and 

Morality in British Plant Breeding in the Long Nineteenth-Century,” Revue économique 64, no. 1 

(2013): 72-74. 
23 It seems Carleton had an interest specifically in the hard red spring wheat region. In addition to 

his work on rust resistant bread wheat, Carleton pushed for the growth of a new wheat seed 

technology, durum, in the hard red spring wheat region. Durum was a highly rust resistant, 

drought tolerant, but lower quality, wheat. It was unsuitable for bread, but it was used to produce 

semolina flour which was used for pasta and macaroni. Carleton believed the soil and 

environment in the hard red spring wheat region was ideal for wheat production, so he pushed 

both luxury bread wheats and the lower quality durums to provide farmers with multiple options 

on their farms. Gary M. Paulsen, “The Agronomic Legacy of Mark A. Carleton,” Journal of 

Natural Resources 30, (2001): 121; Glenn S. Smith, “M.A. Carleton, Pioneer Durum Wheat 

Scientist,” North Dakota Bimonthly Bulletin 7, no. 5 (1945). 
24 Durum wheat became increasingly popular in the hard red spring wheat region for farmers 

because it was highly rust resistant. Demand for pasta also increased due to the Italian influence 

on U.S. foodways. Italian immigrants introduced U.S. consumers to pasta in the early twentieth 

century which became very popular as a tasty, calorie-rich staple, especially during wartime when 
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Part of how scientists like Carleton were able to get farmers to adopt wheat seed 

technology from the USDA or universities was by emphasizing the threats of weather, 

pests, and diseases. Language was especially important to the effort to sway farmers 

through fear. When Carleton first used the term “grain-rust epidemic” to describe the 

damage caused by wheat rust to the hard red spring wheat region in a farmer’s bulletin in 

1904, he emphasized the “unusual havoc” it caused and described it as “probably the 

most severe attack of rust ever known in that region”25 He even laid the groundwork for 

plant pathologists who would professionalize around the idea that they were defenders of 

national security. Carleton argued that the 1904 “epidemic” was a problem of “national 

importance” and threatened national stability.26 

Carleton medicalized wheat rust when he described it as an epidemic because he 

sought to elevate its importance among the public and illustrate its detrimental impact on 

humans. Describing it as an “epidemic” implied wheat rust outbreaks were a threat to 

human safety and health, when they were only economic problems for farmers producing 

luxury wheat in the hard red spring wheat region. Carleton drew upon public health 

lexicon in describing a rust outbreak as an “epidemic” in 1904, but this was a 

misapplication of the word: the word came from “epi” which meant “upon” and “demos” 

 
the U.S. government wanted consumers to eat less bread, so flour could be exported to support 

the Allies. The U.S. government increasingly promoted immigrant foods during World War I as 

healthy, economical alternatives Isern, “Wheat Explorer the World Over: Mark Carleton of 

Kansas,” 15; Massimo Montanari, Italian Identity in the Kitchen, or Food and Nation (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 2013) 42; Gabacia, We Are What We Eat: Ethnic Food and the 

Making of Americans, 123; Helen Zoe Veit, Modern Food, Moral Food: Self-Control, Science, 

and the Rise of Modern American Eating in the Early Twentieth Century, 5. 
25 Carleton, “Lessons from the Grain-Rust Epidemic of 1904,” 5. 
26 Ibid. 
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which meant “people” or “a population.”27 Epidemic was used for thousands of years to 

describe a disease that was highly prevalent in a human population. Hippocrates first used 

the word epidemic medically to describe syndromes, like a cough or illness, “which 

circulates or propagates a country” in a certain time and place.28 The plagues in the 

Middle Ages contributed to the evolution of the word epidemic, and increasingly it was 

used to mean “the propagation of a single, well-defined disease.”29 By the turn of the 

twentieth century, French scientists defined an epidemic as an outbreak of a disease 

caused by the same microbe “species” or “genus.”30 By describing the outbreak as an 

epidemic, Carleton implied it had a detrimental impact on human health like human 

disease epidemics did. Carleton began the process of constructing rust as an enemy of the 

state and threat to the health of the nation. 

 In addition, Carleton overinflated losses wheat rust caused to farmers in 

Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota to heighten the threat of wheat rust in the 

minds of farmers and government officials. In 1904, the region purportedly lost 50 

percent to 60 percent of their wheat crop to rust and “conservative estimates” placed 

losses “at from 25,000,000 to 40,000,000 bushels, or a loss in the farm value of the wheat 

of at least $25,000,000.”31 Carleton used anecdotal evidence from individual farmers hard 

 
27 Paul M.V. Martin and Estelle Martin-Granel, “2,500-year Evolution of the Term Epidemic,” 

Historical Review 12, no. 6 (2006): 977. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid., 976. 
30 The French coined the terms épidémiologie (1855), épidémiologique (1878), and 

épidémiologiste (1896), and similar terms developed in the English language at the same time. 

Ibid., 979-980. 
31 In 2020 dollars, this would be over $700 million. Carleton, “Lessons from the Grain-Rust 

Epidemic of 1904,” 13. 
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hit by the epidemic in order to heighten the damage caused by wheat rust in the 

imaginations of his readers. One large farmer in North Dakota reported that his wheat 

crop “yielded on average about 5 bushels per acre and in a number of instances were unfit 

to cut because of the effect of rust.”32 Another farmer found the wheat rust was 

particularly harmful because before the rust struck “the condition of the wheat crop…was 

better than any year for over twenty years,” but wheat rust reduced yield “about 50 to 65 

per cent and the quality about 25 to 40 per cent.”33 Wheat rust was a dire problem for 

farmers, and it even threatened the profession, according to the USDA. Carleton made 

disease legible to farmers and government officials through these statistics that quantified 

losses from wheat rust and assigned a monetary value to the damage rust caused to 

farmers. By identifying and measuring the losses caused by wheat rust, USDA and 

university scientists believed they could now track the scientific progress of novel disease 

prevention measures and compare economic losses from rust each year in order to ensure 

better rational control over the environment, or at least to mitigate the harm it caused. 

In an effort to elevate the rust outbreak in 1904 into an issue of national 

importance, Carleton provided data that was decontextualized and inaccurate. Carleton’s 

description of losses of over 50 percent in Minnesota and North Dakota were consciously 

inflated when compared to official agricultural statistics from the USDA.34 In 1904, 

Minnesota produced 51 million bushels of wheat and North Dakota 28 million bushels.35 

 
32 Ibid. 
33Ibid., 14. 
34 Ibid., 13. 
35 Data and Statistics, Quick Stats, United States Department of Agriculture, 1866-2019, accessed 

January 5, 2010. 
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Had Carleton been accurate with his claims of losses of 50 percent, the implication was 

that absent rust Minnesota would have produced 102 million bushels and North Dakota 

56 million bushels.36 Minnesota had only produced over 100 million bushels of wheat 

once in its history, and it had averaged 74 million bushels the previous five years leading 

up to the 1904 outbreak.37 By 1904, North Dakota had not yet produced even 50 million 

bushels, and they did not reach 56 million bushels once between 1800 and 1950.38 To be 

sure, wheat rust caused economic losses for farmers in the hard red spring wheat region, 

but Carleton overemphasized these losses in order to elevate the importance of wheat rust 

in the minds of farmers and the public. 

Moreover, wheat rust had a muted effect on consumers at the national level: yield 

declined just 6 percent between 1903 and 1904.39 Wheat rust was undoubtedly the 

principal reason for this 6 percent decline, but this also included losses caused by 

weather, pests, and other plant diseases as well. The greatest impact of the 1904 outbreak 

was on the price of flour which increased around 19 percent from 13.5 cents to 16 cents 

for a 5-lb bag between 1903 and 1904.40 This increase in price was short-lived, however, 

as prices decreased to 14.5 cents for a 5-lb bag of flour and remained unchanged in 1905 

and 1906.41 While the outbreak in 1904 caused economic harm to both producers and 

consumers of wheat, it hardly warranted its description as an “epidemic” which implied it 

 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1957, 129. 
41 Ibid. 
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caused severe harm to the health of human populations or even threatened U.S. food 

supply.  

Finally, Carleton used the 1904 outbreak to argue for the value of science to 

agricultural production, especially when disseminated by the USDA or universities. 

Wheat rust was an invisible enemy before the USDA first documented it, but Carleton’s 

identification and description of 1904 as an “epidemic” now made wheat rust a visible, 

quantifiable problem that farmers and U.S. politicians would need to address. Carleton 

created a new type of historical event, a plant disease event called an “epidemic,” and he 

believed 1904 marked the birth of an era of scientifically-informed wheat production. For 

Carleton, 1904 marked the dawn of a “new” era of scientific agriculture in which the 

USDA-university complex would provide scientific advice to ignorant farmers to protect 

them from this environmental problem going forward.42 The USDA-university complex 

would educate farmers that had “erroneous idea[s]” about the spread of wheat rust, and it 

would make sure the “incorrectness of certain theories” would “be pointed out.”43 

Carleton wanted to “call attention to some of the lessons that may be learned from this 

rust epidemic,” which included new scientific knowledge of wheat rust and the discovery 

of rust resistant wheat seed technology.44 Having established the 1904 epidemic as a 

visibly destructive and significant historical event, Carleton argued that farmers would be 

 
42 Carleton, “Lessons from the Grain-Rust Epidemic of 1904,” 7. 
43 For example, Carleton described how farmers often conflated the red and black stage of wheat 

rust, when in fact, it was two different stages of the same disease. He also said they incorrectly 

believed worn out soils caused the spread of disease. Ibid., 6-7. 
44 Ibid., 5. 
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protected in the future if they simply listened to USDA-university scientists and adopted 

the wheat seed technology they recommended. 

Carleton sought to turn the lemons of this first ever rust “epidemic” into the 

lemonade of scientific progress, and he argued the 1904 epidemic was, counterintuitively, 

a progressive moment in history because of “the fact, now well demonstrated, that there 

are a number of kinds of wheat and other grain sufficiently resistant to rust to give at least 

a good average yield when the disease occurs in the greatest abundance.”45 Carleton 

believed the significant losses from the 1904 epidemic would be “counterbalanced 

several times over” because the USDA-university complex’s would now commit to study 

wheat rust and enlighten farmers on how best to prevent future epidemics.46 Carleton 

considered the 1904 outbreak as a purifying event because the environment had literally 

made inferior wheat seed technology visible to scientists by decimating it. On the other 

hand, the 1904 outbreak also made superior wheat seed technology visible to scientists 

because it was the only wheat still standing ready for harvest in the field. He 

optimistically concluded that 1904 would be the first and last “epidemic” because “it can 

now be seen very plainly what varieties can be depended upon the withstand rust, and if 

such varieties are grown no considerable loss by this fungus need ever again be 

sustained.”47 The USDA did little to question the culpability of monoculture farming in 

the spread of wheat rust, and Carleton believed that scientific breeding, controlled by the 

 
45 Ibid., 9. 
46 Ibid., 5. 
47 Ibid. 
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USDA-university complex, was all that farmers needed to solve the problem with wheat 

rust once and for all. 

Carleton’s magnification of the 1904 rust outbreak into an “epidemic” was part of 

a larger institutional goal of the USDA-university complex to replace farmers as the key 

disseminator of seed technology to farmers. Before 1904, much of the seed farmers 

acquired independently was not “pure” and “were handled in their native localities [by 

farmers] in so primitive and careless a manner that the seed when obtained here [USDA] 

was in every case badly mixed,” according to Carleton.48 The USDA-university complex 

would now verify, multiply, and purify seed, so farmers could be assured the wheat seed 

technology they planted was rust resistant. The USDA would also establish a scientific 

lingua franca for identifying and naming wheat seed technology. Previously, farmers 

would rename wheat seed technology they shared with one another in different regions 

and localities, and the USDA began to publish “classification” reports to identify all these 

disparate names and standardize the names used to describe wheat seed technology across 

regions in the early twentieth century.49 

Immediately following the 1904 outbreak, the USDA and universities 

collaborated to breed new wheat seed technology with rust resistance for monoculture 

farming. Nearly 80 percent of wheat seed technology planted by farmers in the first half 

of the twentieth century would derive from this USDA-university complex, and this 

effectively undermined farmers as scientific authorities on wheat breeding.50 One of the 

 
48 Ibid., 21. 
49 Clark, “Classification of American Wheat Varieties, 1923.” 
50 Ibid., 83. 
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earliest collaborative breeding programs was a joint USDA-UMN venture that looked to 

produce more resilient hard red spring wheat seed technology. William A. Mays, a UMN 

wheat breeder, became assistant secretary of agriculture of the USDA, and in 1905 he 

convinced E.M. Freeman, a prominent wheat pathologist at UMN, to join the USDA to 

work on rusts.51 Freeman’s work with both UMN and the USDA established a 

partnership between the federal government and the university, and UMN became a 

center for collaborative breeding of rust-resistant wheat in the U.S. In 1907, UMN also 

became one of the first universities, along with Cornell University, to formally create a 

distinct plant pathology department. Many of these plant pathologists moved back-and-

forth between university positions, the USDA, and eventually private philanthropies like 

the RF as the USDA-university complex turned into a USDA-university-foundation 

complex over the course of the twentieth century. 

 

“An Army Marches on its Stomach:” Plant Pathologists as Defenders of National 

Security, 1916 

 

Another rust outbreak in 1916 allowed plant pathologists to complete the 

transformation of wheat rust into an issue of national security. The hard red spring wheat 

region accounted for 90 percent of the losses from the 1916 outbreak, and plant 

pathologists claimed losses of wheat production of 61 percent in Minnesota, 70 percent in 

 
51 Cobb, “The Rockefeller Foundation: Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 20; “Oral History of 

Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman” 267; Paul D. Peterson, “E.M. Freeman: Early Research on Cereal 

Diseases and the Rise of Plant Pathology at the University of Minnesota,” Annual Review of 

Phytopathology 39 (2001): 21, 

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/10.1146/annurev.phyto.39.1.13. 
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North Dakota, and 64 percent in South Dakota. 52 The USDA’s Monthly Crop Reporter 

found that “as a result of [wheat] rust, the yield per acre of spring wheat this year is the 

shortest ever recorded.”53 In a trip to record the extent of damage done by the 1916 

outbreak, one prominent plant pathologist claimed he failed to find even one healthy field 

of wheat in a 1,200 mile trip from Minnesota to Montana.54 To be sure, the losses from 

wheat rust caused significant harm to farmers’ pocketbooks in the hard red spring wheat 

region, but this did not rise to the level of national security risk: in 1916, U.S. wheat 

farmers produced enough wheat for every U.S. citizen to consume a loaf of bread per day 

with 200 million bushels leftover to export to Europe for the war effort.  

The 1916 outbreak struck in the middle of World War I, and the Allied forces 

relied upon food exports from the U.S. to sustain their war effort against Germany. Thus, 

the timing of the wheat rust outbreak was a major factor that contributed to the elevation 

of wheat rust into an issue of national security.55 Immediately after the 1916 outbreak, 

plant pathologists emphasized the threat caused by wheat rust and described how “at 

irregular intervals rust develops ravaging epidemics which sweep across great areas of 

the grain-growing region and almost completely destroy immense quantities of grain. 

Some rust epidemics have been so serious and widespread as to cause a decided shortage 

 
52 E.C. Stakman, “The Present Status of the Black Stem Rust Situation,” Radio Address Station 

WCCO, November 18, 1925, page 6, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 10, Folder 15, UMN; 

“Monthly Crop Reporter, 1916” United States Department of Agriculture 1, November 1916, 

page 114. 
53 “Monthly Crop Reporter, 1916” 114.  
54 E.C. Stakman, “Seminar Notes,” April 25, 1977, page 7, CIMMYT Records, TAMU. 
55 “Oral History of Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman,” 268.. 
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of foodstuffs. It is necessary to only recall the terrible epidemics of 1904 and 1916.”56 

The USDA described how the losses to wheat rust were “appalling” and that it was not a 

problem contained to just the hard red spring wheat region because “every one [sic] in the 

country is interested, either directly or indirectly” in destroying wheat rust.57 The 1916 

outbreak was a fortuitous event for plant pathologists because it provided them an 

opportunity to construct wheat rust as a destabilizing force that threatened U.S. food 

sovereignty. They capitalized on the 1916 outbreak to crystallize their professional 

identities as defenders of national security. 

Despite the rhetoric of the plant pathologists that looked to link their work to 

national security, the 1916 epidemic only harmed the unfettered growth of luxury wheat 

production in the hard red spring wheat region. Taken as a whole, U.S. farmers were so 

productive that they were able to absorb losses from the outbreak in wheat rust in 1916 

and still export enough wheat to sustain Europe in the midst of World War I. Even had 

hard red spring wheat been completely decimated, people would not have starved, though 

they may have had to eat lower quality bread sans the luxury hard red spring wheat that 

boosted the quality of flour in the U.S. Between 1905 and 1915, U.S. farmers produced 

around 730 million bushels of wheat a year while between 1910 and 1915 farmers 

averaged 802 million bushels of wheat production a year.58 In 1916, farmers produced 

 
56 E.C. Stakman, “The Black Stem Rust and the Barberry,” United States Department of 

Agriculture, no. 796 (1918): 3. 
57 Ibid., 3-4. 
58 The USDA looked at harvests in 5 or 10 year averages to avoid an overemphasis on year-to-

year changes which could fluctuate based upon economic and environmental factors. Data and 

Statistics, Quick Stats, United States Department of Agriculture, 1866-2019. 
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over 634 million bushels of wheat, which was only a 13 percent drop from the 10-year 

average and a 21 percent drop from the 5-year average.59 The outbreak in 1916 seemed 

worse than it was because 1915 was a bumper crop year, and U.S. farmers produced 1 

billion bushels of wheat, the highest ever recorded at the time. Farmers actually 

overproduced for domestic consumption in 1915: one billion bushels of wheat was the 

equivalent of over one and a half loaves of bread per person per day. The U.S. 

government welcomed this oversupply of wheat, when possible, because it helped 

undergird the spread of U.S. soft power and the growth of the U.S. economy as a new 

exporter of wheat globally. Despite losses from rust in 1916, the U.S. was able to export 

wheat to support the Allied war effort. U.S. citizens consumed around 180 pounds of 

flour a year, or around 450 million bushels a year; even with rust losses in 1916, farmers 

produced 634 million bushels of wheat which was more than enough for domestic 

consumption and 200 million bushels available for export.60  

Why then, did plant pathologists construct wheat rust as an enemy of the state and 

professionalize around an identity as defenders of national security? Plant pathologists 

found that the U.S. lost 200 million bushels of wheat worth $200 million or $4.2 billion 

dollars today due to wheat rust in 1916, and they could leverage these economic losses to 

build support for their profession and secure funding from both businesses connected to 

wheat production and the federal government.61 Within the profession, plant pathologists 

 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid. 
61 “Destroy The Common Barberry,” USDA, Bulletin 1058, Issued May 1919, Revised February 

1923, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 18, University of Minnesota (UMN); E.C. Stakman, 
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described the economic objectives of their work, and one of the earliest plant pathologists 

from Cornell, H.H. Whetzel published a history of the nascent scientific discipline in the 

1918. Whetzel pointed to the outbreak of potato blight that caused the Irish Potato 

Famine in the 1840s as a seminal historical moment because it “suddenly impressed [on] 

everyone, layman and scientist, with the importance of plant diseases in the economic 

welfare of mankind.”62 Whetzel described how “the economic importance of plant 

diseases became the dominating and vitalizing force in phytopathology” in the late-

nineteenth century.63 Plant pathologists also pointed to the creation of Bordeaux mixture 

in the late-nineteenth century as another key moment in the professionalization of plant 

pathologists. Scientists created the Bordeaux mixture to protect grape plants from a 

destructive fungus, and it marked the first time scientists were able to produce a chemical 

solution that prevented economic losses to disease.64 Importantly, scientists developed 

Bordeaux mixture to protect another luxury good, not a necessity for human survival: 

grapes for wine. Much of the scientific research on plant disease derived from the desire 

to protect capitalist investment in agricultural production, and plant pathologists found 

they could secure the most funds for research when they focused on luxury commodities, 

especially ones that elite farmers grew. 

 
“International Problems in Plant Disease Control,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical 

Society 91 (1947): 95; “Monthly Crop Reporter, 1916” 114. 
62 Herbert Hice Whetzel, An Outline of the History of Phytopathology (Philadelphia: W.B. 

Saunders Company, 1918), 43. 
63 Ibid., 62. 
64 G.C. Ainsworth, Introduction to the History of Plant Pathology (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1981): 9-25; Whetzel, An Outline of the History of Phytopathology, 62. 
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In the U.S., staple crop production was increasingly becoming more profitable as 

farmers expanded production through mechanization.65 Scientists interested in plant 

disease recognized the economic harm plant disease caused, and they carved out a 

professional identity focusing not on cash crops, but on everyday staples including luxury 

wheat. The problem for these nascent plant pathologists in the early twentieth century 

was that there were many distinct professionals under the umbrellas of natural and 

agricultural sciences at the time. Plant pathologists struggled with whether they should 

join the ranks of natural sciences (such as mycology), farm economics, or agricultural 

sciences. Eventually, they decided to carve out their own unique identity as plant 

pathologists within the natural sciences due to better access to funding and the potential 

to increase their professional stature by working with the federal government on issues of 

national security. 

Two competing groups, agricultural economists and farm management experts 

professionalized between 1907-1908, and their work overlapped significantly with the 

work of plant pathologists.66 Agricultural economists demarcated themselves from both 

economics and agricultural science as a new discipline aimed at improving profits on 

U.S. farms. while farm management experts, “professionalized by trying to distinguish 

themselves from the economists, but also by attributing to their field higher status” 

 
65 Conklin, A Revolution Down on the Farm, 1-30; Carolyn Dimitri, Anne Effland, and Neilson 

Conklin, “The 20th Century Transformation of U.S. Agriculture and Farm Policy,” United States 

Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Economic Information Bulletin no. 3 

(2005): 2-7 
66 Fitzgerald, Every Farm a Factory, 42. 
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because it involved some scientific work.67 Ultimately, these two professions coalesced 

under economics, but plant pathologists decided to define their work as more than just 

economics or management in order to remain a unique, discrete discipline. Plant 

pathologists would collaborate with economics departments, but they placed themselves 

squarely within natural sciences departments and argued their work protected vital U.S. 

national interests. 

As plant pathologists defined their profession, they overemphasized the harm 

caused by plant disease to elevate the importance of their work as more than just 

economic. This was not conspiratorial, but rather plant pathologists had a genuine belief 

in their work as special and worthy of a distinct department at universities and division at 

the USDA. The construction of rust into “epidemics” was but one way plant pathologists 

stressed the importance of their work. Now plant disease events, “epidemics,” became 

visible national security events, like battles in a war. Plant pathologists argued that their 

scientific research was used to protect U.S. national stability, not just produce scientific 

knowledge like biologists or mycologists did. Plant pathologists could argue they 

produced knowledge and then applied this knowledge, through plant protection measures 

or new seed technology, to protect the U.S. from chaotic food disruptions that threatened 

national stability.68 A mix of natural sciences, economics, and national security, plant 

 
67 Ibid. 
68 Raj Patel and Philip McMichael argue that “the food riot is not simply about the price and 

accessibility of staple foods, but is a more complex phenomenon, and concerns the political 

economy of food provisioning. From a world-historical perspective, the food riot has always been 

about more than food-its appearance has usually signaled significant transitions in political-

economic arrangements.” Food riots broke out globally 1917-1918, but this was not caused by 

starvation. For example, working class Jewish women organized food boycotts to protest higher 

prices because they felt these unfair and Karen Hunt describes how food protests were “usually 
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pathologists understood the need to elevate the importance of their work to prove 

themselves unique in a crowded academic field, and a focus on national security would 

allow them to collaborate with the USDA and gain access to funding other academic 

disciplines could not. 

Plant pathologists emphasized the instability posed by plant disease because they 

understood the U.S. government desired stability in agricultural production. In 1917, the 

U.S. passed a Wheat Price Guarantee Act that produced a floor of $2.20 a bushel for 

wheat to encourage continued oversupply of wheat production. An economist in the 

1920s described how the 1917 Act was “the best way to restore some measure of stability 

to the chaotic wheat market, whose normally smooth running mechanism was in a state 

of almost complete breakdown was to bring the government into the market as a wheat 

purchaser.”69 This legislation “resulted in putting more money into farmers’ pockets in 

1917-1918 than they had ever before received for a wheat crop, for the simple reason that 

they were not at the mercy of a fluctuating market.”70 The price floor of $2.20 also 

fostered the continued growth of wheat production in the U.S., and farmers brought “the 

largest wheat acreage the country had ever seen” under cultivation.71 Consumers bore the 

brunt of these price supports as the price per bushel of wheat increased by over 33 
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percent in 1917, and between 1916 and 1918 the cost of flour increased 52 percent and 

the price of bread 34 percent.72 The U.S. government desired both oversupply and 

stability in wheat production, and price supports were one simple way to artificially boost 

wheat production despite economic and environmental conditions imposing free market 

limitations on production. On the flip side, the U.S. government also put increased 

emphasis into the protection of wheat, and the USDA-university complex constructed 

wheat rust as an environmental problem or enemy of the state. 

The pathologists’ mission was helped by the U.S. entry to World War I in 1917 

which also elevated the importance of wheat in the public’s mind. In announcing the U.S. 

entry into World War I, Woodrow Wilson argued that a German victory in Europe could 

lead to the collapse of democracy globally including the U.S. Wilson argued the U.S. had 

a moral obligation to enter World War I because “the world must be made safe for 

democracy.”73 Wilson framed the U.S. intervention in World War I as necessary in order 

to protect democracy from non-democratic governments that put all of civilization “in the 

balance.”74 Before the U.S. entry into the war, food aid helped sustain the Allied forces, 

and with the U.S. entry into the war, food aid now directly served to protect U.S. 

soldiers.75 The war effort weaponized food as a valuable asset, like bullets, necessary for 

 
72 Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial Times to 1957, 129. 
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Germany,” National Archives, April 2, 1917, accessed September 9, 2019, 
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75 “Our Problem Is to Feed Our Allies This Winter by Sending Them as Much Food as We Can,” 
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victory, and plant disease, especially wheat rust, threatened U.S. democracy and 

sovereignty. 

During World War I, food insecurity hampered the German war effort, while food 

security benefitted the Allies. In the summer of 1916, a potato rust outbreak decimated 

German potato production, and scientists attributed the ensuing famine for the deaths of 

700,000 German civilians.76 In the midst of the war, this plant disease outbreak severely 

hindered the German war effort by destroying about two-thirds of Germany’s potato 

crop, and one plant pathologist argued “this epidemic of late blight did about as much to 

win the war for the Allies as the bullets did.”77 On the other hand, U.S. farmers produced 

enough wheat to buttress the Allied war effort notwithstanding the 1916 epidemic. While 

the U.S. initially proclaimed a neutral stance at the onset of World War I, the U.S. 

government provided food aid to Europeans occupied by Germany through the 

Commission for Relief in Belgium (CRB). Historians estimate CRB provisions saved the 

lives of over 10 million Europeans during World War I, and the New York Times found 

the CRB food aid efforts were one of the most “splendid achievements” of the U.S. 

before formally entering the war.78 In the 1915-1919 period, the U.S. exported 129 

percent more wheat than prewar which amounted to 1.2 trillion bushels of additional 

 
76 Germany did not have enough copper to produce fungicide for potato farmers because it needed 
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wheat.79 These exports offset a 1 trillion bushel decline in production by European Allied 

nations during the war.80 As German civilians starved because of a plant disease 

epidemic, the Allied nations received massive amounts of wheat, and other provisions, 

from the U.S., and this freed up Allied manpower to fight or produce war materials.  

When the U.S. formally entered World War I in 1917, food exports now also 

directly supported U.S. troops that fought to protect what Wilson feared could be the 

collapse of democracy. The U.S. government defined food as a “weapon” in the war 

effort with the creation of the United States Food Administration (USFA) in 1917. The 

USFA produced propaganda and war posters, like the popular slogan “Food Will Win the 

War,” to convince the general public to curtail consumption of foods needed for export. 

Napoleon once said “an army marches on its stomach,” and the USFA aimed to convince 

the public that food was as important to winning the war as bullets by describing food as 

“ammunition.”81 The USFA implored citizens not to waste food and encouraged them to 

grow home gardens which it likened to domestic “munition plants.”82 The USFA wanted 

U.S. citizens to conserve fats, sugar, meat, and most importantly, wheat, and it stressed 
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that “our problem is to feed our Allies this winter by sending them as much Food as we 

can of the most concentrated nutritive value in the least shipping space.”83 It became a 

patriotic duty for U.S. citizens to conserve food, especially wheat which was calorie-rich, 

did not spoil easily, and was logistically easy to export to Allied forces in the form of 

flour. Overall, the U.S. exported one-third of its entire wheat crop during the war rather 

than consume it domestically.84 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: War Posters, Food as Ammunition85 
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Wheat conservation was not compulsory, but the USFA successfully brought 

down domestic wheat consumption through millions of targeted war posters. One poster 

asked “They are giving all – Will you send them wheat?” which asked U.S. citizens to 

sacrifice wheat consumption to help feed U.S. troops.86 Another poster emphasized 

wheat’s importance for providing the energy for winning the war and stated, “Victory is a 

question of stamina – Send the wheat, fats, sugar – The fuel for fighters.”87 Posters 

demanded citizens “Eat Less wheat, meat, sugar and fats to save for the army and our 

allies,” and they encouraged the consumption of alternative staples like corn, oats, rye, 

and potatoes.88 One poster showed a woman baking and proclaimed “she is doing her part 

to win the war” because she was using corn meal, milled oats, and barley instead of 

wheat flour.89 Citizens helped to “win the war” if they could “save a loaf [of bread] a 

week.”90 Posters even catered specifically to different demographics; one poster appealed 

to immigrants, “You came here seeking Freedom. You must now help to preserve it. 

Wheat is needed for the allies. Waste Nothing.”91 The government even sought 
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contributions from children, and posters went so far as to target “Little Americas” to “do 

your bit, Eat oatmeal, corn meal, mush – Save the wheat for our soldiers.”92 
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Figure 5: War Posters, Conserve Wheat93 

 

 

 

 The mere threat of decreased food production during wartime elevated plant 

disease into an issue of national security and “wheat stem rust epidemics [were] deemed a 

national priority not only to protect the U.S. food supply, but also to maintain food 

exports to U.S. allies during the First World War.”94 The U.S. government increasingly 

believed bread was as important to winning the war as bullets, and even more so 

important in winning peacetime. Plant pathologists shaped the view that wheat rust was a 

national security issue because they needed a common identity around which to 

professionalize; they truly believed wheat rust posed a threat to national security, but they 
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communicated this to the public and the federal government through inflated numbers 

that overemphasized the threat caused by wheat rust. Moreover, they were unclear in the 

actual extent of the threat wheat rust posed: it primarily impacted the hard red spring 

wheat region which produced the luxury wheats used to produce high-quality bread, an 

everyday luxury in the U.S.95 Wheat rust rarely, if ever, threatened the U.S. food supply, 

but it was convenient for plant pathologists to describe it as a threat to crystallize their 

professional identities as defenders of U.S. national security. 

 

Enemy of the State: Epidemiological Control of Wheat Rust and the Barberry 

Eradication Campaign, 1918 

 

 As governmental resources coalesced around wheat production, the hard red 

spring wheat region became the center of research on wheat rust. Major efforts focused 

on the epidemiological and genetic control of wheat rust flowed out of UMN. E.C. 

Stakman joined the newly created Department of Vegetable Pathology, later named to the 

Department of Plant Pathology, at UMN in 1909 where he would receive both his 

master’s and doctorate in plant pathology.96 Stakman worked under the aforementioned 

E.M. Freeman who forged an early connection between UMN and the USDA on wheat 

rust, but Stakman would soon eclipse his mentor. Paul D. Peterson describes how UMN 

plant pathology became synonymous with Stakman and “perhaps no institution of plant 

 
95 As discussed in the previous chapter, Cullather described wheat bread as an “affordable luxury” 

in the U.S. in the twentieth century. Cullather, The Hungry World, 21. 
96 C.M. Christensen, Elvin Charles Stakman, 1885-1979 (Washington, D.C.: National Academy 

of Sciences, 1992), 331-336.  
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pathology is linked so intimately with a single, major figure in the science.”97 Following 

the completion of his dissertation, Stakman was named the Department Head of Plant 

Pathology, and he would remain at UMN the rest of his academic career.98 Stakman 

became the “foremost authority in the world on stem rust epidemiology,” and he used his 

expertise to push research into wheat rust which was a regional problem where he lived 

and worked.99 He would lead efforts to destroy the wheat rust that harmed the hard red 

spring wheat region, and he was a principal figure in the construction of wheat rust as a 

concern for national security.  

To combat wheat rust after the 1916 outbreak, plant pathologists began a barberry 

eradication campaign in 1918. This environmental engineering effort focused on 

physically altering the U.S. environment to make it unamenable to wheat rust through the 

removal of barberry bushes in wheat-producing states.100 The USDA portrayed barberry, 

as the enemy of the state, despite the real problem being the expansion wheat production 

and monoculture farming in the Midwest. Stakman was the first coordinator of this 

collaborative campaign that worked with federal, state, and local officials, scientists, 

farmers, private businesses, and most importantly, everyday citizens to identify and 

destroy millions of barberry bushes.101 The barberry eradication campaign disseminated 

literature for educating the general public on the destructiveness of barberry, conducted 

 
97 Peterson, “E.M. Freeman: Early Research on Cereal Diseases and the Rise of Plant Pathology.” 
98 Christensen, “Elvin Charles Stakman: 1885-1979,” 335. 
99 Ibid.; American Institute of Biological Sciences, “Stakman Nomination,” page 2, Elvin C. 

Stakman papers, Box 1, Folder 1, UMN. 
100 Peterson, “‘The Barberry or Bread’”.  
101 E.C. Stakman, “Black Rust of Wheat Caused by the Barbarian Bush,” Extension Pamphlet, 

Undated, page 1, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 18, UMN. 
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surveys of rural properties throughout the U.S. to identify barberry, and produced 

propaganda to pressure U.S. citizens to voluntarily destroy barberry bushes.102 

 

 

  

 
 

Figure 6: Survey of Barberry Bushes in Upper Midwest, 1918-1926103 

 

 

 

The campaign successfully convinced the public and lawmakers that barberry was a 

threat to national security, not just a harmless shrub. As a result, thirteen states, including 

every state in the hard red spring wheat region, passed laws that made it illegal to grow 

 
102 “Final Report,” War Emergency Board, American Plant Pathologists, December 31, 1918, 

page 13, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 13, Folder, 14, UMN. EC7208 
103 Between 1918 and 1926, inclusive, the barberry eradication campaign eliminated 14.3 million 

barberry bushes in the North Central States on almost 75,000 properties. Undated. Stakman 

Papers, Record Group IV2A35, Box 1, Folder 7, RAC. 
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barberry and enacted compulsory eradication by 1919.104 The barberry eradication 

campaign destroyed over 500 million barberry bushes in the U.S. before it culminated in 

the 1970s.105  

Stakman and the USDA employed the public’s help to identify and eliminate 

barberry, claiming that just one bush could potentially ignite an epidemic.106 One strategy 

of the campaign was to construct an image of barberry as a political enemy of the state to 

impress upon the public that barberry was no innocuous ornamental shrub as they 

believed it to be. The barberry eradication campaign started in the final year of World 

War I, and early outreach linked barberry to Germany. Pamphlets called barberry the 

“Kaiser’s Ally” and proclaimed that the “barberry bush is a kin of the Kaiser.”107 

Following the war, the campaign framed barberry as a threat to national security during 

peacetime by casting it as an “anarchist.” One USDA pamphlet entitled “Destroy the 

Common Barberry” indicted barberry as “a red-handed anarchist bush. It has a long 

career of crime behind it. It has a longer and more terrible career of crime before it if we 

don’t put a stop to it. It has destroyed billions of bushels of wheat and other grains in the 

past.”108 The pamphlet asked U.S. citizens, 

If you saw an anarchist with a blazing torch in his hand sneaking through the 

grass to your ripe wheat field, intending to set it on fire, what would you do? If 

you saw several of his companions in crime sneaking to your granary with oil and 

matches, what would you do? If you saw a mob of wild-eyed anarchists running 

 
104 “Destroy he Common Barberry,” USDA, Bulletin 1058, Issued May 1919, Revised February 

1923, pages 4-5, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 18, UMN. 
105 Peterson, “The Common Barberry: The Past and Present Situation in Minnesota, 2. 
106 E.C. Stakman, “The Common Barberry and Black Stem Rust,” 1925, Folder 15, Box 10, Elvin 

C. Stakman Papers, Box 18, UMN. 
107 Peterson, “‘The Barberry or Bread.’” 
108 “Destroy the Common Barberry,” 8-9. 
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amuck with firebrands and destructive intent, what would you do? You would 

shoot the first, you would shoot as many of the small group as you could, and you 

would call for help to exterminate the whole breed.109 

 

The USDA anthropomorphized wheat rust and barberry to stress they were as dangerous 

to national security as political enemies, like anarchists, who used terror to undermine the 

government. One barberry bush could produce over 64 million infectious rust spores, 

while one infected wheat plant could produce over one million rust spores.110 Thus, just 

one lone wolf, “anarchist” barberry bush could terrorize U.S. wheat production by 

inciting an epidemic that harmed orderly capitalist wheat production and cost millions of 

dollars in damage. Pamphlets consistently portrayed barberry as an “outlaw” and a 

“criminal bush” that worked “secretly” outside the law to subvert and destroy wheat.111 

The USDA emphasized the laws that sought to protect citizens from barberry: “the 

barberry bush is under the ban of the law; will we stand by the bush or will we stand by 

the law?”112 The USDA “charged” barberry with conspiring to destroy wheat production 

and judged it “guilty” of threatening national stability much like illegal, anti-government 

anarchist plots aimed to sow chaos and destruction.113 

 Some of the outreach material went a step further and portrayed barberry, as not 

just an enemy of the state, but as an enemy of civilization as whole. One pamphlet 

described how “if we want to grow wheat we will have to stop growing barberry,” and a 

 
109 Ibid. 
110 “A Dangerous Neighbor,” USDA Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, 1937, Elvin C. 

Stakman papers, Box 11, Folder 7, UMN. 
111 “Destroy the Common Barberry,” 4-5. 
112 Stakman, “Black Rust of Wheat Caused by the Barbarian Bush,” 1. 
113 E.M. Freeman, “The Story of Black Stem Rust of Grain and the Barberry,” University of 

Minnesota Agricultural Extension Division, Special Bulletin 27, 1918, pages 6-7, Elvin C. 

Stakman Papers, Box 18, UMN. 
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graphic showed a barbarian wearing tattered clothing emblazoned with the words “wheat 

rust” jumping from barberry onto the back of an anthropomorphized wheat plant.114 The 

USDA’s cartoon was a play on the late-nineteenth century poem the “White Man’s 

Burden,” which depicted Western colonizers as forces of good that uplifted uncivilized, 

infantile people in the Global South. The USDA evoked this cartoon to depict plant 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: USDA Cartoon, “The Wheat Man’s Burden”115  

 
114 “The Wheat Man’s Burden,” Spring Wheat Crop Improvement Association, Undated, page 1, 

Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 18, UMN.  
115 Ibid. 
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pathologists as defenders of both national security and civilization as a whole. The 

“wheat man’s burden” in the first half of the twentieth century was clear: protect 

democratic-capitalist civilization from the destructiveness of the natural environment. 

The USDA and plant pathologists cast the environment as an enemy of both the political 

state and civilization, and the USDA described the “Barbarian Barberry” was anti-

civilizational.116 The campaign implored citizens “don’t let the common barberry run 

wild” and described how barberry “escaped” civilization and was now growing “wild” 

and wreaking havoc on capitalist agricultural production.117 Stakman warned that “we 

must get rid of the rust or the rust will get rid of the wheat.”118 Other posters produced 

images of wheat rust as the devil, and this devil flowed out of a barberry bush which 

represented hell.119 This construction of barberry and wheat rust as evil incarnate 

communicated to the public that barberry was a threat, not just to the government, but to 

civilization, albeit Christian civilization, as a whole.120 

The USDA’s campaign mimicked efforts of the USFA campaign during World 

War I to solicit help from the public. One USDA pamphlet found that the government 

“cannot alone find all the bushes. The success of the fight against the barberry depends 

on the public interest.”121 The USDA pressured citizens to conduct self-surveillance as 

 
116 Stakman, “Black Rust of Wheat Caused by the Barbarian Bush,” 1. 
117 “Destroy the Common Barberry,” 7-8. 
118 Stakman, “Black Rust of Wheat Caused by the Barbarian Bush,” 1. 
119 Peterson, “‘The Barberry or Bread.’” 
120 In Christianity and Judaism, bread is a “symbolic food.” Christians utilized bread as part of the 

Eucharist while Jews utilize unleavened bread for Passover. This religious use of bread 

contributed to bread as a central tenet of identity in North America. Louise O. Fresco, 

Hamburgers in Paradise: The Stories behind the Food We Eat (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 2015), 83-102.  
121 Stakman, “Black Rust of Wheat Caused by the Barbarian Bush,” 2-3. 
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well as surveillance on their communities in order to eradicate barberry.122 The USDA 

found that “mere laws will not eradicate barberries, we want men with shovels and 

grubhoes. Above all, men, women, and children who know the barberry when they see it. 

Learn to know the common barberry and destroy it.”123 Barberry eradication was the 

“public duty of every citizen” and the campaign told citizens to identify barberry on 

neighbors’ land and “get the owner to dig it out – if he refuses, report it.”124 The barberry 

eradication campaign even mimicked the USFA and sought to employ children for 

surveillance with a “Rustbusters Club” which awarded medals to children who identified 

barberry on anyone’s property. The USDA effectively created a new war during 

peacetime: the environment became the enemy of the state that threatened national 

stability, and the USDA implored the public to help plant pathologists defend the nation 

by destroying barberry bushes. The USDA cast the barberry eradication campaign as a 

war to protect national security from the destabilizing force of an environment run amok, 

and plant pathologists were on the front lines. Barberry and wheat rust became the foil 

against which plant pathologists reified their public identities as defenders of national 

security. 

 

 

 
122 Veit discusses a similar campaign by the USFA to pressure the population to conduct self-

surveillance and self-discipline with food consumption during World War I. Veit, Modern Food, 

Moral Food, 19-40. 
123 Stakman, “Black Rust of Wheat Caused by the Barbarian Bush,” 2-3. 
124 Ibid. 
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Regional Science: Wheat Rust “Races” and the Genetic Control of Wheat Rust, 

1917-1922 
 

Concurrent with the epidemiological control effort of the barberry eradication 

campaign, plant pathologists conducted less publicized work on the genetic control of 

wheat rust by identifying specific rust races and breeding rust resistant wheat seed 

technology. Stakman was again the prominent figure in early genetic research to control 

wheat rust which yielded the first rust resistant wheat seed technology, Ceres, that plant 

pathologists suggested farmers adopt in the hard red spring wheat region following a rust 

outbreak in 1927. Stakman devised a method of identifying different genetic forms of rust 

that attacked the hard red spring wheat region, what he and UMN plant pathologists 

described as rust “races.” While his work was cast as neutral and a universal scientific 

discovery, Stakman’s construction of wheat rust races was developed through a regional 

lens. Stakman’s regional scientific work succeeded in allowing farmers to produce more 

calories and cash from the environment as wheat rust “epidemics” ceased to be an 

economic problem in the 1950s in the hard red spring wheat region. 

Stakman’s work on wheat rust complemented the research by Charles Darwin on 

hybridization, and plant scientists’ rediscovery of Gregor Mendel’s laws of inheritance.125 

Plant scientists utilized Darwin and Mendel to crossbreed new wheat seed technology 

more accurately and efficiently once they had identified wheat seed technology that 

 
125 For more on Mendel and Darwin’s discoveries used by plant scientists see Edward Edelson, 

Gregor Mendel: And the Roots of Genetics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999); Kingsbury, 

Hybrid: The History and Science of Plant Breeding; Timothy J. Motley, Nyree Zerega, Hugh 

Cross, ed., Darwin's Harvest: New Approaches to the Origins, Evolution, and Conservation of 

Crops (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006). 
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possessed rust resistance. Stakman’s contemporaries at UMN credited him with 

“revolutionizing” the process of breeding disease resistance into a variety of crops.126 In a 

posthumous biography for the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 

Medicine, a contemporary of Stakman described his research as “pioneer” work and said 

it “made reasonable and understandable order where before confusion had reigned.”127 

Similarly, the American Institute of Biological Science nominated Stakman for the 

National Medal of Science and pointed to Stakman’s work on the “physiologic 

specialization in species and varieties of fungi” because it “influenced the entire concept 

of a species. It helped establish the basic principles of genetic variability in 

microorganisms and laid the groundwork for modern biochemical genetics.”128 

Stakman’s contemporaries believed he transformed the concept of species “as much as 

any other single discovery in biology.”129  

In the nineteenth century, scientists believed that wheat rust assumed one genetic 

form, so they incorrectly believed all they needed to do was identify one perfect wheat 

seed technology with total rust immunity. Many were also still influenced by waning 

Lamarckian science and believed that the environment caused wheat rust to evolve which 

caused new rust outbreaks each season.130 Stakman proved wheat rust differed at the 

genetic level, and he formulated the idea that rust existed in genetically diverse forms that 

 
126 J.J. Christensen and Helen Hart, “Stakman Nomination,” 1961, page 2, Elvin C. Stakman 

papers, Box 1, Folder 1, UMN. 
127 Christensen, “Elvin Charles Stakman: 1885-1979,” 335. 
128 American Institute of Biological Sciences, “Stakman Nomination.” 
129 Christensen, “Stakman Nomination,” 2. 
130 J.J. Christensen, “Untitled,” page 2, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 1, Folder 6, UMN. 
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he called rust “races” in his 1914 dissertation, “A Study in Cereal Rusts: Physiological 

Races.”131 Stakman discovered wheat rust appeared to be identical morphologically, but 

physiologically, or genetically, wheat rust varied greatly. Stakman’s work overturned the 

accepted theory that the environment caused wheat rust to evolve and attack wheat. His 

work also overturned the “bridging hosts theory” that cautioned scientists not to try to 

breed rust resistance into new wheat seed technology.132 The bridging hosts theory held 

that if scientists crossbred a rust resistant wheat with a susceptible wheat, the new wheat 

would serve as a bridge for wheat rust to mutate. Stakman’s dissertation demonstrated 

that the environment did not cause wheat rust to mutate each season, but rather, a range 

of genetically variable wheat rust races harmed wheat plants. As such, many scientists 

who had previously refrained from trying to breed rust resistance into wheat began to 

experiment with the genetic control of wheat rust through crossbreeding experiments.  

For the first half of the twentieth century, plant pathologists did not have the 

technological capability to identify genetic differences in wheat rust at the molecular or 

genomic level.133 Unable to identify differences at the genetic level of either wheat plants 

 
131 E.C. Stakman, “A Study In Cereal Rusts: Physiological Races,” Doctoral Dissertation, 

University of Minnesota, Agricultural Experiment Station, Plant Pathology and Botany Division, 

1914, accessed November 28, 2020, https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/183903.  
132 J.C. Zadoks, “Plant Disease Epidemiology in the Twentieth Century: A Picture by Means of 

Selected Controversies.” Plant Disease 85, no. 8 (2001): 809-811. 
133 As late as 1962, Stakman described this inability to discern differences in wheat rust at the 

molecular level and found “the ultimate aim in classification of rust races is a system based on 

adequate knowledge of genetic relationships. Until the necessary information is obtained, 

however, it is important to continue using a uniform set of standard differential varieties for 

grouping biotypes that have a no. of distinctive characters in common and can therefore be 

designated as races.” E.C. Stakman, D.M. Stewart, and W.Q. Loegering, “Identification of 

Physiologic Races of Puccinia Graminis Var. Tritici,” United States Department of Agriculture 

(1962), 6. 

https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/183903
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or wheat rust, Stakman selected twelve wheat seed technologies, what he called 

“differentials,” that he used to identify and categorize all rust races. Stakman exposed the 

differential set to wheat rust and constructed a definition of each rust race based on 

subjective observations of the harm the rust race caused to the differentials. Each new 

rust race scientists identified was defined using a table like the one below which provides 

the definition or key for rust race 56: 

 

 

 

Table 1: Definition of Rust Race 56134 

Little 

Club Marquis Reliance Kota Arnautka Midnum Spelmar Kubanka Acme Einkorn Vernal Khapli 

4 3+ 3+ 3+ 1= 1= 1= 3+ 3+ 1= 1= 1= 

 

 

 

Zero denoted the wheat variety was “immune” with “no uredia nor other indications of 

infection” while four meant it was “very susceptible” with “uredia large, and often 

coalescing; no necrosis, but chlorosis may be present under unfavorable growing 

conditions.”135 Plant pathologists exposed the differentials to all the wheat rust prevalent 

in the region and recorded their observations of the rust’s impact in various rust 

laboratories: a rust race was thus defined through aggregated, subjective observations of 

damage caused to the differentials. Thus, the definition or key for the identification of 

rust race 56 seen above was a rust that caused infection type-4 on Little Club (very 

 
134 Ibid., 18-20.  
135 Ibid., 20. The +/-/= scale allowed further subjective variation within the numerical observation 

scale. 
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susceptible), infection type-3 on Marquis (moderately susceptible), infection type-3 on 

Reliance (moderately susceptible)….and infection type-1 on Khapli (very resistant).  

While this differential methodology would become the global standard to identify 

rust races, UMN plant pathologists really created a regional science.136 Not only were the 

observations of stem rust subjective as humans had to classify the severity of damage, but 

eight of the twelve differentials chosen by Stakman were important only in the hard red 

spring wheat region.137 Rust races would be categorized differently if wheat-growing 

regions created a set of differentials important to production in just that region. 

Depending on when farmers planted wheat and when it matured, many differentials 

might be unimpacted by wheat rust, which again would change the definition of rust 

races. Eleven of the twelve differentials were grown only in the hard red spring wheat 

region, and eight of ten differentials Stakman selected were important commercially 

between a short window between 1917 and 1922.138 Thus, global rust race definitions 

 
136 Regional science never achieved status as a separate discipline, but its practitioners continue to 

make contributions today. Epidemiology and Stakman’s construction of genetically-distinct “rust 

races” illustrate the regional nature of scientific inquiry in the first half of the twentieth century. 

There are opportunities to work across disciplines, such as history and science, to help inform a 

more regional view of scientific inquiry in the natural sciences which is often see as simply 

“universal.” Andrew Isserman, “The History, Status, and Future of Regional Science: An 

American Perspective.” International Regional Science Review 17, no. 3 (1995).   
137 Stakman and plant pathologists did not study any non-capitalist utility of wheat rust because 

wheat was valued as a purely capitalist commodity. Corn disease, huitlacoche, was viewed as a 

delicacy in Mexico. Disease does not always need be viewed as destructive, as shown in Mexico. 

It is interesting to note the difference between capitalist production of wheat and non-capitalist 

production of corn and their differing definitions and uses of disease plants. 
138 As new wheats were adopted in the hard red spring wheat region, supplemental differentials 

were added in the mid-to-late twentieth century. A.P. Roelfs and D.V. McVey, “Low Infection 

Types Produced by Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici and Wheat Lines with Designated Genes for 

Resistance,” Phytopathology 69 (1979): 722.  
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became contingent on the growing conditions and varieties popular in the hard red spring 

wheat region. 

 

 

 

Table 2: Differential Wheat Set Created by Stakman and UMN, 1917-1922 

Differential Type139 End-Use Region Date Origin 

Little Club Intro Cookies/Cake White 16th Chile 

Marquis Cross Bread Hard Red Spring  20th  Ukraine, India140 

Reliance Cross Bread Hard Red Spring  20th  

Russia, Crimea, 

India141 

Kota Intro Bread Hard Red Spring  20th  Russia 

Arnautka Intro Pasta Hard Red Spring  Late-19th  Ukraine 

Mindum Intro Pasta Hard Red Spring  19th—20th  Russia 

Spelmar Intro Pasta Hard Red Spring  19th—20th Russia 

Kubanka Intro Pasta Hard Red Spring  Late-19th Russia 

Acme Intro Pasta Hard Red Spring  19th  Italy 

Einkorn Intro N/A N/A Unknown Turkey 

Vernal/ 

Emmer Intro N/A N/A Unknown 

Turkey, Germany 

Switzerland, Russia 

Khapli Intro N/A N/A 19th—20th  India 

 

 

 

Five of the differentials were durum wheats grown only in the hard red spring wheat 

region Arnautka, Mindum, Spelmar, Kubanka, Acme), while three differential wheats 

were bread wheats that farmers grew predominately in the hard red spring wheat region 

 
139 Ten of the twelve differential wheats were introductions to North America, which further 

argues that the Columbian Exchange was really the beginning of a new phase in world history I 

described as agricultural globalization in Chapter 1. These wheats were introduced in the 

nineteenth century, and many of the durums were introduced at the turn of the twentieth century. 

Mediterranean also went by the name Acme. 
140 Crossed in Canada. 
141 Crossed by USDA. 
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(Marquis, Reliance, Kota).142 Three of the differentials were “ancient” wheats that 

farmers did not grow extensively for human consumption (Einkorn, Vernal, Khapli). 

Only one differential, Little Club, was a white wheat which was introduced along the 

West Coast, and no major wheat varieties from the hard red winter wheat region or the 

wheat producing areas east of the Mississippi River were included.143  

Stakman’s creation of this concept of a rust race was borne of a desire to 

understand the biological world to better control it for capitalist agricultural production in 

only the hard red spring wheat region. Stakman became the principal figure working on 

wheat rust globally, but his scientific discoveries were less about the production of basic 

knowledge or understanding the world objectively: his science was wedded to capitalist 

production in the region he had a vested interest in, paid for, in part, by businesses reliant 

upon lucrative hard red spring wheat.144 Stakman’s capitalist construction of wheat rust 

races was representative of the entire plant pathology profession: plant pathologists 

presented their scientific work as neutral or objective, but in reality it was an applied 

science that produced a knowledge of the natural world ordered around the goal of 

protecting farmers from incurring economic losses from plant diseases. Basic research 

would have involved creating a differential set that included wheats from every region, 

but this would have taken longer and may have proven less effective in helping mitigate 

 
142 Farmers grew durum, a lesser quality wheat used specifically to produce macaroni, in the hard 

red spring wheat region because of its rust resistance, and plant breeders increasingly looked to 

breed durum. One of Reliance’s parents was a hard red winter wheat. 
143 Kanred, a hard red winter wheat, was used in the cross that produced Reliance. 
144 UMN plant pathologists established a Rust Prevention Association and received funding from 

industrial flour and food producers like General Mills and railroads that profited from 

transporting wheat in the region after World War I. Stakman was a leader in creating this private-

university collaboration to combat wheat rust in the hard red spring wheat region. 
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damage from rust to the hard red spring wheat region. As an applied scientist, Stakman’s 

research centered on luxury wheats in the hard red spring wheat region, and he was 

successful in devising a system that helped scientists breed rust resistant wheat seed 

technology to allow for continued monoculture farming. Farmers had created an 

environmental-economic problem, wheat rust, when they brought hard red spring wheat 

into the Midwest and intensified monoculture farming. Scientists now created a new 

discipline, plant pathology, to solve this problem created by farmers. This genetic control 

of wheat rust through plant breeding was the principal reason plant pathologists were able 

to eliminate major outbreaks of wheat rust in the hard red spring wheat region in the 

1950s. 

 

First-of-a-Kind (FOAK) Wheat Seed Technology: Rust Resistant Ceres, 1927 
 

The release of Ceres wheat in 1927 reflected the first practical attempt to 

genetically control wheat rust by breeding new wheat seed technology for the hard red 

spring wheat region which held rust resistance. After the 1916 rust outbreak, plant 

pathologists immediately began to look for wheat seed technology with enhanced rust 

resistance to replace Marquis.145 Plant pathologists spent a decade identifying rust races 

and wheat seed technology with resistance to specific rust races in the hard red spring 

wheat region in anticipation of another major outbreak which occurred in 1927.  

 
145 Farmers continued to grow Marquis after 1916 because it performed better than other wheat 

seed technologies under heavy rust conditions, but it was in no way fully protected from wheat 

rust. 
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Scientists utilized global wheat seed technology from the Ukraine, India, and 

Russia to produce Ceres in the 1920s. Ceres was a cross between Marquis, itself a cross 

of Red Fife (Ukraine) and Calcutta (Indian), and an introduction named Kota from 

Russia.146 Ceres’s parents reflected over eighty years of effort by North American 

farmers and wheat breeders to improve wheat for growth in the hard red spring wheat 

region. While Red Fife’s introduction to North America occurred in 1842, Kota was 

introduced by H.L. Bolley, a professor from North Dakota Agricultural College (NDAC) 

in 1903. Bolley traveled to Europe to study flax for the USDA, and he brought back a 

mix of spring and winter wheats from Russia for experimentation.147 Bolley tested this 

Russian seed at an experiment station near Fargo, North Dakota, and identified one seed 

from the Tambof Government of Belachov as BR3.148 In 1911, Bolley distributed BR3 to 

L.R. Waldron of NDAC and J.A. Clark of the USDA for experimentation at the 

Dickinson substation in North Dakota.149 Clark and Waldron believed they had received 

durum wheat for testing, but when BR3 was unharmed by the 1916 outbreak they 

realized that Bolley had accidentally included this hard red spring wheat in the mix. Clark 

and Waldron renamed this wheat Kota, short for Dakota, and increased it because of its 

excellent rust resistant qualities.150  

 
146 Both Kota and Marquis were also differential wheats used to define and identify rust races 

prevalent in the hard red spring wheat region. 
147 J. Allen Clark and L.R. Waldron, “Kota Wheat,” United States Department of Agriculture, 

Department Circular 280 (1923): 1. 
148 Ibid., 2. 
149 Clark would also be a primary author of the USDA classification reports that standardized the 

names for wheat in the U.S. in the early twentieth century. J. Allen Clark, “The Hard Red Spring 

Wheats,” United States Department of Agriculture, Farmer’s Bulletin 1281 (1922): 22.  
150 While many wheat seed technologies in the nineteenth century were named after the individual 

farmers that acquired or popularized them in a region, in the twentieth century naming 
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Before Kota, the USDA found that “resistance to stem rust of wheat was a quality 

not known to be reported upon in any variety of hard red spring wheat grown in the 

United States.”151 Earlier wheats grown by farmers like Red Fife and Marquis were more 

resilient during rust outbreaks than other wheats, but scientists could not describe them as 

rust resistant. Bolley distributed Kota to farmers for direct growth and experimentation in 

1911, but it “did not become commercially established” because it had weak straw, 

“unsatisfactory milling qualities,” and was susceptible to other wheat diseases because it 

“brought the smuts back.”152 While scientists realized Kota would not be a profitable 

wheat for direct growth, they lauded it for its rust resistance and used it in their nascent 

breeding programs. Thus, in 1918, scientists first crossed Kota and Marquis to produce 

Ceres, and after eight years of testing, they released it a year before the 1927 epidemic in 

the hard red spring wheat region.153  

Scientists named Ceres after the Roman goddess of agriculture and grain. Ceres 

was viewed as the “personification of grain” during Roman times and lauded for her 

service to humanity by providing ample grain harvests.154 So, too, did plant pathologists 

attempt to position themselves as providing a service to humanity by releasing rust 

 
conventions shifted. Individual scientists did not often name the seed technology they developed 

after themselves, but instead named it after the region, experiment station, or a general name for 

marketing (i.e. Marquis/Ceres). This change in names of wheat seed technology also reflected the 

growing control of the USDA-university complex on the dissemination of wheat seed technology 

to farmers. “Oral History of Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman,” 540. 
151 Clark, “Kota Wheat,” 2. 
152 Ibid,; “Oral History of Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman,” 540; E.C. Stakman, “Development of 

Stem Rust, 1937,” no. 4, 1937, page 5, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 19, Folder 17, UMN. 
153 B.B. Bayles and J. Allen Clark, “Classification of Wheat Varieties Grown in the United States 

in 1949,” United States Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin 1083 (1954): 135.  
154 Barbette Stanley Spaeth, “The Goddess Ceres in the Ara Pacis Augustae and the Carthage 

Relief.” American Journal of Archaeology 98, no. 1 (1994): 70.  
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resistant wheat seed technology to protect wheat from the threat posed by wheat rust. 

After the 1927 outbreak, UMN scientists recommended all farmers in the hard red spring 

wheat region cease growing Marquis and shift production entirely to Ceres, which most 

did out of fear of another rust outbreak. By 1935, farmers had replaced over 5 million 

acres of Marquis wheat with Ceres in the U.S. and Canada, and “in the minds of a lot of 

people including its promoters and seed sellers” it became the “perfect wheat.”155 Ceres 

provided eight years of rust resistance, but this overcommitment to Ceres set the stage for 

the most severe wheat rust outbreak in U.S. history in 1935 caused by rust race 56.156  

Plant pathologists did not know it at the time, but the combined efforts of the 

barberry eradication campaign and the genetic control of wheat rust, beginning with the 

release of Ceres, were all that were necessary to end major rust outbreaks.157 Unaware 

that their genetic and epidemiological control efforts would ultimately be successful in 

the 1950s, plant pathologists incorrectly saw the rust outbreaks in 1927, 1935, and 1937 

as an indication that there was another origin of wheat rust. Stakman’s search for the 

origins of wheat rust in the 1930s led him to Mexico, when the answer was to be found 

domestically on U.S. barberry bushes. Stakman would construct wheat rust as a 

transnational problem, and while inaccurate, this would provide the scientific justification 

for the MAP’s wheat program in 1943.  

 
155 Cobb, “Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 21; Stakman, “Seminar Notes,” 10. 
156 Ibid. 
157 By the 1950s the barberry eradication campaign had removed millions of barberry bushes 

from the hard red spring wheat region. Plant pathologists had also identified most every 

destructive rust race in North America by the 1950s, so they were able to release new wheat seed 

technology in anticipation of rust epidemics. 
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A Change in the Winds: The Second Life Cycle of Wheat Rust and the Construction 

of “Transnational” Wheat Rust, 1937-1940 

 

The three rust outbreaks in 1927, 1935, and 1937 pushed Stakman to redefine 

wheat rust from an environmental problem caused by barberry into a transnational 

environmental problem enabled by the wind. Stakman’s construction of wheat rust as a 

transnational problem was based upon a legitimate scientific discovery, a second life 

cycle of wheat rust, but he incorrectly blamed this second life cycle as the origin or cause 

of rust outbreaks in the U.S. This second life cycle was dependent upon the primary life 

cycle of wheat rust between wheat plants and barberry bushes. In this second, contingent 

life cycle, the wind transported wheat rust cyclically between the hard red spring wheat 

region and northern Mexico. When Stakman redefined wheat rust as a transnational 

environmental problem he obscured the origins of wheat rust on U.S. farms and U.S 

barberry. Every wheat rust epidemic Stakman identified originated in the U.S: new rust 

races that harmed North America mutated on U.S. barberry bushes and the starting point 

of each wheat rust epidemic occurred when wheat rust first migrated from barberry to the 

hard red spring wheat region in the spring or early summer. Wheat rust was a domestic 

problem in the U.S. that harmed Mexican farmers across the border, not a shared 

transnational problem caused equally by all parties. 

Stakman pushed this view of wheat rust as a transnational environmental problem 

after an outbreak of rust race 56 in 1935. Like plant pathologists before him, Stakman 

overemphasized the impact of rust in 1935, saying the outbreak “left a wake of social and 

economic disaster beyond the scope of statistics to express, and utterly demolished Ceres 
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as a commercial variety.”158 Plant pathologists calculated hard red spring wheat 

production decreased over 50 percent from 273 million expected bushels to only 125 

million bushels, and this cost U.S. farmers approximately $123 million (over $2.3 billion 

in 2021 dollars).159 South Dakota suffered losses around 30 percent while North Dakota 

and Minnesota each suffered losses around 60 percent.160 This epidemic caused 

significant economic harm to luxury hard red spring wheat production, but plant 

pathologists overinflated the threat rust posted to U.S. security when in fact losses were 

negligible at the U.S. level. Between the 1933/34 growing season and the 1935/1936 U.S. 

wheat production actually increased nearly 14 percent from 552 million bushels to 628 

million bushels, and yield increased 9 percent.161 Moreover, UMN plant scientists had 

foreseen the rise of rust race 56 and had a replacement wheat, Thatcher, which they told 

farmers to plant instead of the now susceptible Ceres wheat.162 

Since the 1920s, Stakman and UMN had conducted yearly rust surveys, called the 

Rust Reporter, which tracked the epidemiological flow of wheat rust throughout the 

U.S.163 Throughout the 1920s, Stakman had probed the possibility that there was a second 

 
158 Cobb, “Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 23. 
159 “Rust Reduces Wheat Half,” Minneapolis Star, July 31, 1935, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 

11, Folder 6, UMN. 
160 “Oral History of Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman,” 422, 859; E.C. Stakman, “The Promise of 

Modern Botany for Man’s Welfare through Plant Protection,” The Scientific Monthly 44, no. 2 

(1937): 118. 
161 Data and Statistics, Quick Stats, United States Department of Agriculture, 1866-2019. 
162 H.K. Hayes et al., “Thatcher Wheat,” University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station 

and USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin 325 (1936), 

https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/163794/mn-ext-bltn-325.pdf?sequence=1  
163 The Rust Reporter was suspended between 1934 and 1936, but in 1937 Stakman and UMN 

revived it. The new surveys were called “The Development of Stem Rust” or “Observations 

on…” “The Development of Stem Rust in 1937,” Summary no. 1, 1937, page 1, Elvin C. 

Stakman Papers, Box 19, Folder 17, UMN. 

https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/163794/mn-ext-bltn-325.pdf?sequence=1
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life cycle of wheat rust that flowed between the hard red spring wheat region and 

northern Mexico, but the rust outbreaks between 1927 and 1937 pushed him to 

investigate the possibility of this second life cycle more carefully. Stakman was a pioneer 

of a new type of science, aerobiology, in the 1920s in which he attached Vaseline strips 

to hot air balloons and military planes to track the potential of wheat rust to be carried by 

the wind. In the 1930s, he would use these aerobiological experiments and rust surveys to 

educate other scientists about this second life cycle of wheat rust, sustained by cyclical 

wind patterns.164 

In the 1930s, Stakman now blamed the second life cycle of wheat rust for causing 

rust outbreaks in the hard red spring wheat region in internal reports meant only for plant 

pathologists. Stakman clearly described wheat rust as a transnational problem in the 1937 

surveys, and he explained how the second life cycle of wheat rust was the principal cause 

of outbreaks in the hard red spring wheat region. Stakman argued that rust race 56 had 

blown north from both Texas and northern Mexico in 1935/1936 and proclaimed that 

“there was conclusive evidence that the uredial [red] stage of rust overwintered to a 

considerable extent in the winter of 1934-1935 in northern Mexico and Texas.”165 

Stakman published his findings on transnational wheat rust for the public in successive 

 
164 Stakman outlined his work in aerobiology in E. C. Stakman and Clyde M. Christensen, 

“Aerobiology in Relation to Plant Disease,” Botanical Review 12 (1946). F.C. Meier of the 

USDA coined this term aerobiology in the 1930s. F.C. Meier, “Collecting microorganisms from 

winds above the Caribbean Sea,” Phytopathology 26, 102 (1936); F.C. Meier, “Effects of 

conditions in the stratosphere on spores of fungi,” National Geographic Society 2 (1936); F.C. 

Meier and A.C, Lindbergh “A. Collecting micro-organisms from the arctic atmosphere,” 

Scientific Monthly 40, (1935); F.C. Meier et al., “Spores in the upper air,” Phytopathology 23 

(1933). 
165 Stakman, “The Development of Stem Rust in 1937,” Summary no. 1, 1937, page 1, Elvin C. 

Stakman Papers, Box 19, Folder 17, UMN. 
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publications in 1937 and 1940, and he also called for the U.S. to conduct transnational 

research to protect U.S. agriculture. Stakman blamed the second life cycle of wheat rust 

for causing harm to the hard red spring wheat region because the previous genetic and 

epidemiological control efforts to limit rust had not proven entirely successful. Puzzled 

by the continued outbreaks of wheat rust in the region, Stakman became convinced that 

rust blowing north from northern Mexico was the principal cause for continued rust 

outbreaks in the U.S.  

Stakman’s work also reflected a growing professional interest in international 

research that would culminate when the RF selected him to lead the survey in Mexico 

that would inform the creation of the MAP. Stakman was a part of a larger trend of 

transnational scientists and academics that worked across the border with their Mexican 

counterparts in a range of fields including anthropology, racial science, and engineering, 

to name just a few. Stakman had been visiting Mexico for nearly twenty years, working 

collaboratively with Mexican farmers and scientists on rust research often through USDA 

programs. In 1937, Stakman argued that more research needed to be done on plant 

disease by U.S. scientists in foreign countries in the article “Botany and Man’s Welfare.” 

Stakman argued that plant pathologists needed to conduct transnational research on plant 

diseases in order to protect capitalist agricultural production in the U.S., and he described 

how “a primary obligation of botanical science is to help promote what may be termed 

plant public health.”166 This concept of plant public health involved a wide spectrum of 

work: scientific research, better farming techniques and practices, and public outreach to 

 
166 Stakman, “The Promise of Modern Botany for Man’s Welfare through Plant Protection,” 119. 
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create “better social attitudes” in support of plant protection measures like the barberry 

eradication campaign.167 In particular, Stakman argued for the need to impose plant 

quarantines in order to protect plants from the introduction of new diseases and provided 

historical examples of plant diseases that human travelers inadvertently introduced into 

the U.S. from distant regions.168 Stakman argued that quarantines and other plant public 

health measures would prevent “the promiscuous interchange of dangerous plant 

pathogens between regions and countries,” and this illustrates the protracted nature of the 

Columbian Exchange: in the mid-twentieth century, Stakman still worried that new plant 

diseases were being introduced from foreign regions and this could have devastating 

economic consequences.169  

While quarantines were a defensive measure, Stakman also encouraged more 

proactive scientific research “to find out where potential as well as present danger 

lurks.”170 Stakman believed the only way to protect plants, like wheat, from diseases, like 

wheat rust, was by “studying diseases over as wide a territory as is necessary, whether 

domestic or foreign.”171 For Stakman, “plant disease surveys,” like the UMN-USDA rust 

surveys he led for many years were “essential” and “among the most important in the 

whole realm of plant protection.”172 Stakman believed that “in addition to domestic plant 

disease surveys, every country should interest itself in the diseases of other countries, 

 
167 Ibid. 
168 Ibid. 
169 Ibid. 
170 Ibid., 120. 
171 Ibid. 
172 Ibid., 120-121. 
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especially those that grow the same kinds of crops.”173 For Stakman, the discovery of 

wheat rust’s second life cycle was proof that transnational surveys and collaborative 

research would benefit farmers in both Mexico and the U.S. Moreover, the discovery of 

the second life cycle of wheat rust now justified the need for a collaborative program on 

agriculture that would become the MAP in 1943. Stakman’s 1937 article provided a 

general philosophical argument for the importance of plant public health and the need to 

enter foreign countries to conduct research to protect U.S. national security, and of course 

collateral benefits would accrue to the countries that collaborated with U.S. plant 

pathologists.  

Stakman published his first major article that constructed wheat rust as a 

transnational problem in 1940, “Observations on Stem Rust Epidemiology in Mexico.” 

Stakman’s article reflected the ongoing collaboration between U.S. and Mexican 

scientists on wheat rust research prior to the MAP. Stakman described how he was 

“indebted” to the help of the Mexican scientist, Alfonso Dampf “for his helpfulness” in 

the early years, and he was “greatly indebted” to José Figueroa, the director of the 

Biotechnical Institute at the Department of Agriculture in Mexico for “his courteous, 

enthusiastic, and helpful cooperation in the studies made in Mexico.”174 Many USDA and 

university scientists conducted research and rust observations in Mexico in the 1930s like 

Stakman and his colleagues at UMN. W.T. Butler, a USDA agent, collected rust and 

“made many observations in Texas, and northern Mexico, and some of those in southern 

 
173 Ibid., 121. 
174 E.C. Stakman, W. L. Popham, and Robert C. Cassell, “Observations on Stem Rust 

Epidemiology in Mexico,” American Journal of Botany 27 (1940): 90. 
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Mexico,” and S.B. Fracker of the USDA “made observations both in northern and 

southern Mexico” in support of Stakman’s research.175 

Stakman reviewed the data accumulated by these transnational scientists 

interested in the spread of wheat rust and argued that transnational wheat rust caused 

damage throughout all of North America. Stakman described wind as the key element 

which sustained his novel discovery of a second life cycle of wheat rust in North 

America. “Northers” or winds that blow from north to south, blew rust in the red stage 

into Mexico and Texas in the fall where it survived the winter principally in Mexico.176 

Mexican farmers sowed corn in the summer, and in the late summer and fall they 

harvested corn and sowed their land with wheat to grow over the winter. While Mexican 

farmers grew wheat during the winter, the varieties of wheat they grew were spring-habit, 

much like the wheats grown in the hard red spring wheat region. The timing of the wind 

was critical because as the wind blew rust into Mexico in late summer and fall, Mexican 

farmers sowed their wheat and wheat rust was able to establish itself on wheat during its 

formative growth period.177 After overwintering in northern Mexico, weather conditions 

became ideal for the rust to proliferate during March, April, and May at the exact time in 

which seasonal winds blew from south to north, and the rust flowed back across the 

border into the hard red spring wheat region.178 A cycle existed whereby every fall, the 

 
175 S.B. Fracker was the Chief of the Division of Plant Disease Control, Bureau of Entomology 

and Plant Quarantine at the USDA and W.T. Butler was a USDA agent in Texas. This work first 

started under the direction of H.B. Humphrey, a UMN scientist who led this effort for the USDA 

with both university and USDA scientists. Ibid. 
176 Ibid. 
177 Ibid. 
178 Ibid. 
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winds blew rust from the U.S. and Canada south into Texas and northern Mexico, while 

every spring winds blew rust north from northern Mexico and Texas into the northern 

U.S. and Canada. These seasonal winds allowed rust to survive independent of barberry 

and all three nations suffered from transnational rust damage, even though the origin of 

each outbreak began in the U.S. on barberry bushes. 

Stakman argued that “northern Mexico and the Mississippi Basin of the United 

States (naturally, western Canada also) constitute a natural area in which devastating 

epidemics can occur, because the north and the south are mutually complementary, and to 

a considerable extent interdependent, as concerns the development of stem rust.”179 

Wheat rust was “interdependent” in these regions because of the wind, and Stakman 

believed that “the relation between northern Mexico and the United States seems very 

much more intimate as concerns stem rust epidemiology than that between even northern 

Mexico and southern Mexico.”180 By collapsing northern Mexico into the U.S., Stakman 

ignored the political boundary, but this political boundary mattered. Mexican national 

interests were harmed by wheat rust that emanated from the U.S., but Stakman’s 

construction of wheat rust turned a domestic problem into a transnational problem which 

ignored the origins of wheat rust in the U.S. 

Stakman believed northern Mexico was an extension of the U.S. wheat belt 

because he identified similar rust races in both northern Mexico and the U.S.181 The 

graphs in Figure 8 on the next page show the three most destructive races that impacted 

 
179 Ibid. 
180 Ibid., 97. 
181 Ibid., 98. 
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both the U.S. and northern Mexico in the 1930s: 38, 19, and 56. The increase or decrease 

in prevalence of these rust races in northern Mexico and the U.S. aligned in most years in 

the 1930s, and Stakman confidently asserted that wheat rust was a transnational problem 

that was caused by the wind, ignoring the role of the U.S. as the origin of rust outbreaks. 
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Figure 8: Percent of Total Rust Isolates by Rust Race (38, 49, 56)182 

 

 

 

The graphs above are derived from data presented in Stakman’s article, and the timing of 

the outbreak of rust race 56 best illustrates how wheat rust originated in the U.S. despite 

Stakman’s claims. In 1934, rust race 56 went from 4 percent of all isolates in the U.S. to 

33 percent, but in Mexico it remained at 2 percent. The wind blew rust race 56 south in 

the fall of 1934, and Mexican farmers in the north would only be impacted by rust race 

56 in the early winter months of 1935 when they harvested their spring wheats. Had 

Mexico, or what Stakman called transnational wheat rust, been the origin of outbreaks in 

the hard red spring wheat region, the graphs above would need to depict a spike in a rust 

race occurring a year earlier in Mexico before impacting the U.S. Instead, rust race 56 

increased to 25 percent of all rust isolates in Mexico in 1936, a year after rust race 56 

increased to 44 percent of all isolates in the U.S. and caused significant damage to the 

hard red spring wheat region.  

 
182 Ibid., 97. 
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The lockstep movement of rust visualized in the graphs above illustrates that 

wheat rust began in the U.S. and infected Mexico, not vice versa. To be sure, rust 

infected the hard red spring wheat region from northern Mexico, but this was a 

downstream effect: the first outbreak of wheat rust always started in the hard red spring 

wheat region on barberries. Stakman highlighted the details of this relationship saying, 

“the North could be independent of the South because of the existence of barberries, 

although it seldom is completely independent; but the South…is not normally 

independent of the North.”183 Stakman chose not to emphasize the real origin of 

epidemics as barberry or hard red spring wheat farmers that refused to follow planting 

guidelines or refused to adopt rust resistant wheat seed technology that might have 

prevented epidemics. He did however describe how northern Mexico and Texas 

“constitut[e] a menace for the wheat farther north, because the distance to which spores 

can be carried is almost unlimited.”184 In future publications, Stakman repeated this 

language describing the south as a “menace” to the hard red spring wheat region, though 

he never described how the south was, in fact, a victim of hard red spring wheat region’s 

farmers’ inability to adopt rust resistant seed technology or eliminate barberry. 

Published a year before Stakman led the survey for the MAP in 1941, Stakman’s 

article established that wheat rust epidemics were a shared transnational problem and that 

the U.S. needed to work in Mexico, or at least incorporate Mexican scientists and wheat 

farmers, in order to prevent wheat rust from infecting the U.S. from Mexico in the spring. 

 
183 Ibid., 91. 
184 Ibid. 
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As the foremost authority on wheat rust in the world at the time, Stakman’s view that 

northern Mexico and the southern U.S. formed one coherent epidemiological zone for the 

spread of wheat rust were adopted by the wider scientific community. He continued to 

publish on the subject during the early years of the MAP, and collapsed northern Mexico 

into the U.S. 

The United States could be divided into zones and sub-zones with respect to 

aerobiological relationships of the cereal rusts. The two major zones repeatedly 

referred to in describing epidemics are the southern and the northern. The 

southern zone includes northern Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, at least part of 

Kansas, and areas at about the same latitude eastward and westward in the inter-

mountain region.185 

 

For Stakman, ecological zones formed more coherent boundaries than constructed 

political boundaries, and he considered northern Mexico a part of the U.S. because of 

North American wind patterns. Stakman’s identification of the second life cycle of wheat 

rust was a legitimate, scientific discovery, but Stakman used this discovery to elide the 

culpability of U.S. farmers and citizens that grew barberry and provide cover for U.S. 

scientists who had yet to figure out how to eliminate rust outbreaks.  

 In order to protect vital U.S. national interests, food, the U.S. needed to cross the 

border and incorporate Mexican science and Mexican wheat farmers into the U.S. wheat 

belt, according to Stakman. The year after the MAP started, Stakman and J.G. Harrar, 

Stakman’s hand-picked director of the MAP co-authored an article on plant pathology in 

Mexico. Stakman described how stem rust was the “most pressing plant disease problem” 

in Mexico, but “its importance is not limited to Mexico alone.”186 Stakman described 

 
185 Stakman “Aerobiology in Relation to Plant Disease,” 237. 
186 Stakman and Harrar, “Plant Pathology in Mexico,” 53. 
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how wheat rust was “in reality an international problem” and “the control of stem rust of 

wheat in Mexico is almost as important to the United States and Canada as to Mexico 

herself.”187 In an effort to eliminate wheat rust epidemics and solve what the barberry 

eradication campaign and genetic breeding could not, Stakman constructed wheat rust as 

a transnational problem. He was unaware that in the 1950s plant breeders and plant 

pathologists would successfully respond to the last major wheat rust epidemic in North 

America with rust resistant wheat seed technology. The construction of wheat rust as a 

transnational problem did not contribute important discoveries that eliminated rust 

epidemics in North America. The genetic control of wheat rust and identification of rust 

races pioneered by UMN and Stakman and development of new rust resistant wheat seed 

technology did. 

 

Conclusion: Minnesota at the Heart of the MAP’s Wheat Program  
 

Immediately following Stakman’s paper describing the shared environmental 

problem of transnational wheat rust between northern Mexico and the hard red spring 

wheat region, the RF hired Stakman to lead a survey of Mexican agriculture that would 

serve as the blueprint for the MAP and subsequent Green Revolution. The RF held 

Stakman in high esteem as a monumental figure in science and credited Stakman’s 

discovery of rust races as the “beginning of the modern period of wheat breeding for stem 

rust resistance.”188 Both the Mexican government and the RF valued Stakman because of 

 
187 Ibid. 
188 Cobb, “Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 8-9, 21. 
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his expertise with wheat rust, and the MAP’s work would privilege work on wheat under 

the guidance of Stakman in the 1940s and 1950s.  

The hard red spring wheat region centered around Minnesota served as the 

genesis for the MAP’s wheat program. Stakman’s role in the creation of the MAP reveals 

a previously unexplored connection between Mexico and the hard red spring wheat 

region that justified the creation of the MAP’s wheat program aimed at mitigating 

damage caused by wheat rust. The chapters to follow will outline this influence: Stakman 

led the survey that became the blueprint for the MAP and Green Revolution, he served as 

the principal scientific advisor to the MAP, and he shaped its research agenda around his 

expertise in wheat rust and his concern with its impact on the hard red spring wheat 

region. The key figures that led the MAP and Green Revolution were all the intellectual 

progeny of UMN’s plant pathology department, and the MAP was a culmination of 

Stakman’s work on both the genetic and epidemiological control of wheat rust in the 

1930s. 

Stakman constructed wheat rust as a transnational problem because he believed 

the genetic and epidemiological control efforts were failing to protect the hard red spring 

wheat region due to repeated outbreaks of rust in 1927, 1935, and 1937. The great benefit 

of constructing wheat rust as a transnational problem was that it concealed the fact that 

wheat rust outbreaks and new destructive of wheat rust races originated on U.S. soil. 

Ironically, the U.S. caused Mexican wheat fields to become infected with rust, and the RF 

and Mexican government, unaware that the true origins of wheat rust laid in the U.S., 

agreed to combat wheat rust in Mexico through the collaborative MAP. This construction 
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of wheat rust as transnational problem provided an entry point for the RF to enter Mexico 

and provide agricultural assistance. The MAP successfully disseminated rust resistant 

wheat seed technology in Mexico which the RF then leveraged to construct itself as a 

rural philanthropy. The deep historical origins of the MAP’s wheat program and Green 

Revolution thus lay in the environmental-economic problem, wheat rust, created by U.S. 

farmers in the hard red spring wheat region.  
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CHAPTER THREE: THE GREEN LEGEND: AGRICULTURAL 

TECHNOLOGY, WHEAT RUST, AND MEXICO’S INDUSTRIAL TURN (1876-

1940) 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

While in the U.S., hard red spring wheat helped make bread an everyday luxury 

for all social classes, in Mexico, bread was sill consumed by only a little over half the 

population by 1950.1 Wheat bread consumption in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

was beyond the means of the rural poor in Mexico, also known as campesinos, so 

Mexican farmers that grew wheat catered to urban consumers with purchasing power. 

Historically, wheat was consumed by the middle and upper classes, as a sign of both 

economic and racial superiority, but by the twentieth century wheat consumption came to 

define an urban-rural divide. As Mexico embarked upon the path to urban-

industrialization, wheat bread consumption would eventually become an everyday luxury 

for the urban workers that drove industrialization. By 1950, 95 percent of Mexico City’s 

residents consumed wheat, while less than 30 percent of consumers in predominantly 

rural states ate bread consistently.2 

 
1 “Séptimo Censo General de Población 1950,” Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía, 

C22, Distribución porcentual de la población de 1 año y más, por entidad federativa y sexo, según 

características de alimentación y calzado, 1953, accessed November 11, 2020, 

https://en.www.inegi.org.mx/app/biblioteca/ficha.html?upc=702825412432. 
2 For example, Tlaxcala, Guanajuato, Querétaro, and Zacatecas were under 30 percent wheat 

consumption. Ibid. 

https://en.www.inegi.org.mx/app/biblioteca/ficha.html?upc=702825412432
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 As with the U.S. hard red spring wheat region, wheat rust was a damaging plant 

disease that limited the expansion of wheat production in Mexico. The Mexican 

government had to import wheat to meet urban demand, but in the twentieth century the 

Mexican government sought to reduce its foreign exchange deficit by producing more 

wheat domestically.3 Thus, the Mexican government would throw its support behind the 

RF and the creation of the MAP’s wheat program to achieve these goals of urban-

industrialization and reduced foreign exchange deficit. Campesinos were neither the 

primary consumers nor producers of wheat in Mexico, and it is important to understand 

that the subsequent MAP crop programs did not look to improve crops grown or eaten by 

campesinos.4 

At the heart of nineteenth- and twentieth-century definitions of civilization, 

modernity, and development lay industrialization: Mexican intellectuals and government 

officials consistently identified industrialization as the major difference between what 

they saw as an economically inferior Mexico and an economically superior Global North 

comprised of Europe and the U.S. During the dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz in the late 

nineteenth century, in which the Mexican government sought to modernize and 

industrialize the economy, Mexican intellectuals first developed what Jeffrey Pilcher 

calls the “tortilla discourse.”5 Pilcher argues that the proponents of the tortilla discourse 

 
3 Perkins, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution, 113. 
4 Steven Sanderson, The Transformation of Mexican Agriculture: International Structure and the 

Politics of Rural Change (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986): 190; Enrique C. Ochoa, 

Feeding Mexico: The Political Uses of Food since 1910 (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 

2001): 11. 
5 Jeffrey M. Pilcher, Que vivan los tamales!, 78-90. 
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blamed corn’s nutritional deficiencies for producing a racially inferior population at the 

heart of Mexico’s underdevelopment. In the postrevolutionary twentieth century, the 

tortilla discourse pivoted away from explicitly blaming corn consumption and racial 

inferiority for Mexico’s underdevelopment. Karin Rosemblatt describes how the Mexican 

government and intellectuals began to blame Indian culture, of which corn consumption 

and production was just one aspect, for Mexico’s lagging modernity, and this became a 

veil for racialist assumptions about Indian inferiority.6 

This chapter argues that there was continuity between the nineteenth and 

twentieth century discourse on Mexico’s underdevelopment in relation to agricultural 

production. The Mexican government operated under the shadow of what I call the 

“Green Legend” of Mexican history in both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Intellectuals constructed this Green Legend in which they blamed the Mexican 

environment for a lack of arable land and natural resources. They believed this paucity of 

natural resources explained Mexico’s delayed modernization. At the root of the “tortilla 

discourse” was the view that the Mexican environment caused Mexico’s perceived 

underdevelopment because the environment was only able to produce nutritionally 

deficient corn, which in turn, produced a racially inferior Mexican population. This 

chapter focuses on two prominent Mexican intellectuals: Franciso Bulnes, a Porfirian 

científico at the turn of the twentieth century, and Manuel Gamio, a famed Mexican 

anthropologist and indigenista who influenced postrevolutionary policies on rural 

 
6 Rosemblatt, “Other Americas,” 608-610; Rosemblatt, The Science and Politics of Race in 

Mexico and the United States, 1910–1950, 15-20. 
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development. Both Bulnes and Gamio believed harsh environmental constraints in 

Mexico caused low agricultural output, and their Green Legend informed agricultural 

development policies from the late nineteenth century to the start of the MAP. 

When viewed within the context of the historical development of agriculture in 

Mexico, it becomes clear the MAP was no philanthropic endeavor to alleviate rural 

poverty. The MAP was simply a continuation of previous Mexican governmental 

programs and policies aimed at using science and technology to transcend Mexico’s 

perceived environmental deficiencies. The Mexican government supported transnational 

scientific collaboration to produce wheat seed technology that was rust resistant, 

produced high quality flour for bread, and ultimately, able to yield drastically more wheat 

when farmers applied fertilizer. Post-revolutionary governments believed that northern 

Mexico held the potential to become the new breadbasket of an industrial Mexico due to 

its temperate climate and access to irrigation water. In the 1930s, Mexican farmers tried 

to establish the Northwest, starting with Sonora, as a core wheat-producing region, but 

wheat rust prevented the profitable expansion of wheat production. The Mexican 

government used the MAP to develop rust resistant wheat seed technology in the 1940s 

that unlocked the commercial potential in the north. 

 

Fueling the Industrial Turn: The Porfiriato, 1876-1911 

   

During Porfirio Díaz’s dictatorship of 1876 to 1911, also known as the Porfiriato, 

the Mexican government accelerated its push for industrialization as it sought to reorient 
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its economy away from the “silver capitalism” that defined the colonial era.7 Porfirian 

policy-makers viewed industry as necessary for Mexico to survive, and eventually 

compete, in a quickly globalizing world economy. Luis Bértola and Jeffrey Williamson 

describe the late nineteenth century as the “first ‘modern’ globalization of the 

international economy,” and governmental policies during the Porfiriato aimed to 

“cushion” Mexico from the “external shocks” of economic globalization.8 One strategy 

the Díaz administration employed to navigate this globalizing economy was to court 

foreign investment in railroads, silver, copper, and oil in order catalyze industrial 

development.9 Some scholars argue that Mexico became a shell for foreign investment 

and was “subjugated by the imperatives of international finances,” but the Mexican 

government actually took advantage of this foreign investment and expertise in order to 

facilitate its industrial turn.10 So, too, would the Mexican government leverage U.S. 

expertise to boost agricultural production in the mid-twentieth century through the MAP.  

In the late-nineteenth century, the Mexican government worked to build over 

11,000 miles of railroad track to facilitate the exchange of goods and link resources and 

agricultural commodities between previously unconnected Mexican states.11 The 

construction of railroads was also part of nation-building, and the Mexican government 

 
7 John Tutino, The Mexican Heartland: How Communities Shaped Capitalism, a Nation, and 

World History, 1500-2000 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2018): 173. 
8 Luis Bértola and Jeffrey Williamson, “Globalization in Latin America before 1940,” in Victor 

Bulmer-Thomas et al., ed., The Cambridge Economic History of Latin America (Cambridge, 

2006), vol. II, pp. 1-28. 
9 Tutino, The Mexican Heartland, 205-206. 
10 Paolo Riguzzi, “From Globalisation to Revolution? The Porfirian Political Economy: An Essay 

on Issues and Interpretations,” Journal of Latin American Studies 41, no. 2 (2009): 366.  
11 Sandra Kuntz Ficker, Empresa Extranjera y Mercado Interno: El Ferrocarril Central 

Mexicano (1880-1907) (Mexico City: College of Mexico, 1995). 
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believed railroads had the “potential to transform Indians into modern citizens” by 

making them productive citizens and wage laborers that were integrated into the national 

economy.12 The Mexican government’s policies, what Paolo Riguzzi describes as 

“institutional innovation,” helped facilitate domestic commerce: these policies included 

reinforcing uniform property laws, “formalizing economic transactions,” and 

“liberalizing and opening up spaces for economic activity.”13 

One major objective during the Porfiriato was the “diversification of agricultural 

exports” to replace silver exports, and Mexican farmers took advantage of improved 

transportation infrastructure and global trade to export large amounts of coffee, cotton, 

sugar, sisal, vanilla, and henequen.14 For example, Mexico employed foreign technology 

and experts to build a henequen industry in southern Mexico, and by 1900, 85 percent of 

all the binder twine in the U.S. came from Mexico.15 Sterling Evans describes the 

henequen industry as a “double dependency” because U.S. farmers were completely 

reliant on Mexican henequen to bale their wheat, while the Yucatán became essentially a 

one-crop economy that exported henequen to the U.S.16 One of the new spaces that 

opened up for economic activity was in northern Mexico, which profited from 

transnational economic ties with the U.S. Mexican cattle ranchers raised beef cattle in 

northern Mexico and then sold them to the U.S. to be finished on corn before they were 

 
12 Michael Matthews, The Civilizing Machine: A Cultural History of Mexican Railroad, 1876-

1910 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2014): 23-25.  
13 Riguzzi, “From Globalisation to Revolution?” 354. 
14 Richard Salvucci, “The Economic History of Mexico,” EH.net, accessed October 1, 2019, 

https://eh.net/encyclopedia/the-economic-history-of-mexico/#_ftnref38.  
15 Sterling Evans, “Dependent Harvests: Grain Production on the American and Canadian Plains 

and the Double Dependency with Mexico, 1880-1950,” Agricultural History 80, no. 1 (2006): 40. 
16 Evans, Bound in Twine, xvii. 

https://eh.net/encyclopedia/the-economic-history-of-mexico/#_ftnref38
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slaughtered for U.S. consumption.17 Ultimately, the Mexican government and farmers 

leveraged both U.S capital and scientific/technical expertise to improve agricultural 

production in support of the transformation of Mexico into an industrial economy.18 The 

transnational connections Mexican farmers and agricultural industries forged with the 

U.S. would be critical as Mexico looked to bolster agricultural production for domestic 

consumption. Northwest Mexico would become inextricably linked to the hard red spring 

wheat region during the MAP, and transnational scientists would work collaboratively on 

improving wheat production to fuel Mexico’s industrial turn.19 

 

Green Legend: Racial and Cultural Underdevelopment as a Product of the 

Environment 
 

During the Porfiriato, so-called científicos sought to use science and technology to 

address Mexico’s perceived problems with underdevelopment. These government 

officials and intellectuals were heavily influenced by the positivism of Auguste Comte as 

 
17 Kristin Hoganson, “Meat in the Middle: Converging Borderlands in the U.S. Midwest, 1865-

1900,” The Journal of American History, Vol. 98, no. 4 (2012): 1044-1051; Jeffrey M. Pilcher, 

The Sausage Rebellion Public Health, Private Enterprise, and Meat in Mexico City, 1890-1917 

(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2006). 
18 This transnational flow of technical and scientific expertise was not limited to just north-south 

transfers; Jeri L. Reed’s work describes how a Mexican banker and landowner, Zeferino 

Dominguez, conducted agricultural experiments which he published and shared with U.S. farmers 

in tours throughout the U.S. in the early twentieth century. Jeri L. Reed, “The Corn King of 

Mexico in the United States: A South-North Technology Transfer,” Agricultural History 78, no. 2 

(2004). 
19 Under Cardenas, the Mexican government worked with U.S. engineer experts to develop the La 

Laguna region in Northeast Mexico for cotton and dairying and to a lesser extent wheat as well. 

Mikael D. Wolfe, Watering the Revolution: An Environmental and Technological History of 

Agrarian Reform in Mexico (Durham: Duke University Press, 2017). 
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well as the blend of Social Darwinism and Lamarckism of Herbert Spencer.20 

Lamarckians believed that race was shaped by the environment, broadly described as 

natural, social, and cultural, but it fell out of favor at the turn of the twentieth century in 

the Global North with the rise of Mendelian genetics which held that race was fixed by 

one’s blood or genetics.21 In Mexico, Lamarckian views remained prominent, especially 

in political circles, because they were more palatable in a nation with many mixed-race 

citizens.22 Científicos, therefore, consistently rooted Mexico’s underdevelopment in its 

inferior natural environment which produced a racially inferior population. Científicos 

believed the nation was salvageable, and they believed scientific and technical solutions 

would help transcend the limitations imposed upon the Mexican nation by its 

environment. 

 
20 Scholars still debate the influence of both Darwin and Lamarck on Spencer, but it is clear both 

had profound influence on his thinking. Increasingly, scholars find that Darwin and Lamarckian 

schools of thought coevolved and drew upon one another in different ways to explain evolution 

and racial and social differences. See Priego, Positivism, Science and ‘The Scientists’ in Porfirian 

Mexico, 22-27. 
21 Nations that adhered strongly to Mendelian genetics also enacted stricter eugenics policies. 

Robert Wald Sussman, The Myth of Race: The Troubling Persistence of an Unscientific Idea 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2014), 43-63; Norberto Serpente, “More than a Mentor: 

Leonard Darwin's Contribution to the Assimilation of Mendelism into Eugenics and Darwinism,” 

Journal of the History of Biology 49, no. 3 (2016); D. B. Paul, Controlling Human Heredity: 

1865 to the Present (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press, 1995). 
22 Lamarckian views may see a revival as the new science of epigenetics has shown that 

environmental factors can actually shape gene expression. Richard Burkhardt describes how a 

“conference volume entitled Transformations of Lamarckism, promoted the view that at least 

certain kinds of modern work on developmental plasticity, epigenetic inheritance, and biological 

individuality can be properly construed as representative of a ‘Lamarckian problematics,’ 

characterized by a ‘‘developmental-variation first’ approach to evolutionary problems.’” Emily 

Singer, “A Comeback for Lamarckian Evolution? Two new studies show that the effects of a 

mother’s early environment can be passed on to the next generation,” MIT Technology Review, 

February 4, 2009, accessed November 1, 2020, 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2009/02/04/216134/a-comeback-for-lamarckian-evolution/ ; 

Richard W. Burkhardt, Jr. “Lamarck, Evolution, and the Inheritance of Acquired Characters,” 

Genetics 194 (2013). 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2009/02/04/216134/a-comeback-for-lamarckian-evolution/
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These nineteenth- and twentieth-century intellectuals promulgated what I call the 

“Green Legend”: an environmentally deterministic view of Mexican history which 

ascribed Mexico’s problems, particularly its slow industrialization, to a deficient, 

inhospitable natural environment. This Green Legend cast Mexico as the victim of an 

environment that lacked both natural resources and arable land for food production. 

Proponents of the Green Legend, like Francisco Bulnes and Manuel Gamio, believed 

agricultural production, not consumption, was at the heart of Mexico’s 

underdevelopment. This inefficient, anachronistic agricultural production was not 

Mexico’s fault, but was a product of living in Mexico’s natural environment. This Green 

Legend conveniently allowed Mexican intellectuals to depoliticize a history of 

colonization, imperialism, and revolution and blame a common enemy instead: the 

environment. This also allowed Mexican intellectuals to soften the blame they heaped 

upon Indians who they perceived to be racially inferior and the cause of Mexico’s lagging 

modernization. Indians were not at fault because they were dealt a bad environmental 

hand, but science and technology would be Mexico’s ace in the hole that could be used to 

uplift Indians. 

 

Pre-Revolutionary Green Legend: Francisco Bulnes, 1899 
 

 In 1899, Francisco Bulnes published The Future of the Hispanic-American 

Nations (El porvenir de las naciones Hispano-Americanas) which outlined the ways in 

which corn produced a Mexican nation that was economically, militarily, and culturally 

inferior to Europe and the U.S. Bulnes was a prominent científico and politician during 
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the Porfiriato who defended Diaz’s attempts to transform Mexico into an industrial nation 

modeled after the U.S. and European nations.23 Bulnes promoted the Green Legend to 

explain how the harsh Mexican environment imposed constraints on Mexico’s inhabitants 

and caused what he saw as their low civilizational level.24 To be sure, he believed Indians 

were racially inferior to European populations, but he implied they were passive victims 

of Mexico’s natural environment with the potential to be reformed. 

Historians describe how prominent nineteenth-century liberal reformers in 

Mexico like Bulnes, Lorenzo de Zavala, José María Luis Mora, and Ignacio Ramírez saw 

Indians as “savages and understood Indians as irredeemable.”25 Natalia Priego describes 

how Bulnes “explained that the Mexican people had been born for submission and that 

this condition was natural because it was a racial characteristic of the country’s 

indigenous people.”26 By the turn of the twentieth century, however, I argue that the 

Green Legend promoted by Bulnes did allow for the redemption of Indians. The Green 

Legend was important because it provided the intellectual space for Indians to be 

incorporated into the Mexican nation; they were not unsalvageable or irredeemable, but 

 
23 He would later become a critic of Diaz’s methods, but not the idea that Mexico was 

underdeveloped and needed to industrialize to achieve modernity. Claudio Lomnitz describes 

how Bulnes “identified lack of generational turnover and Díaz’s corruption of the intellectual 

class as core causes of the regime’s cataclysmic finale.” Claudio Lomnitz, The Return of 

Comrade Ricardo Flores Magón (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014), 53. 
24 There was no exact definition of what made Indians inferior according to Bulnes, but rather, it 

was a combination of semi-subsistence corn farming, deficient nutrition, lack of a scientific 

mindset, and alcohol abuse, to name a few. What bound all these together was that the 

environment had caused Indians to develop these unproductive, unmodern cultural and racial 

characteristics. 
25 Alexander S. Dawson, “From Models for the Nation to Model Citizens: Indigenismo and the 

‘Revindication’ of the Mexican Indian, 1920-40,” Journal of Latin American Studies 30, no. 2 

(1998): 280.  
26 Priego, Positivism, Science and ‘The Scientists’ in Porfirian Mexico, 22. 
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rather, victims of the environment. The implication was that if science or education could 

transcend environmental limitations, or if Indians were provided a more civilized 

environment, they would cease to be racially inferior. There were two major thrusts to 

Bulnes’s environmentally deterministic argument for Mexico’s underdevelopment: 

Mexico lacked natural resources, like coal, necessary for a higher civilizational level, and 

Mexico lacked sufficient arable land suitable to produce temperate zone crops or other 

foods that produced a racially superior population, like wheat. Nutritionally inferior corn 

was the only staple crop the deficient Mexican environment provided to the Indian 

population, and this forced overreliance on corn consumption produced a racially inferior 

Mexican population that caused the Mexican nation to lag behind European nations and 

the U.S. in its development.27 

Bulnes identified the differences in natural resources between Mexico and 

Western nations, like gold and coal, and concluded that a dearth of these resources 

contributed to Mexico’s underdevelopment. While Latin America had gold, Bulnes 

argued the value of gold in Latin America was insignificant when compared to gold mine 

production in the U.S., Australia, and Russia.28 Mexico and Peru did have ample silver 

resources, but the quality of specie had declined with the disruptions of the Latin 

 
27 Pilcher is correct that the “tortilla discourse” held that the direct cause of underdevelopment 

was corn consumption; however, intellectuals did not believe Indians in Mexico had any better 

option because for millennium there were no “superior” food products like wheat. The 

environment was the root cause of underdevelopment because the best staple crop it produced 

was corn, which científicos defined as nutritionally inferior and insufficient to sustain civilization 

or modernity. 
28 Bulnes failed to provide a reason for Andean nations underdevelopment despite their large 

deposits of silver. Francisco Bulnes, El porvenir de las naciones hispano-americanas (Mexico 

City, 1899), 64. 
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American wars, and silver demand from China had been on the decline since the 1820s.29 

Bulnes argued silver deposits were insufficient to make Mexico rich, and he lamented 

that Mexico lacked other natural resources that were found in abundance in temperate 

zone environments like copper, iron, zinc, lead, tin, mercury, bismuth, antimony, sulfur, 

or borax.30 These natural resources may not have been valuable in the colonial period, but 

with the rise of industrialization globally, these resources became valuable commodities 

on the global market.  

Bulnes argued that gold was a mirage of modernity, and the real source of 

national power and wealth came from just one resource, coal, which Mexico’s 

environment also lacked. Bulnes privileged industrialization as the most progressive state 

a nation could attain, and coal was its fuel. Well before contemporary historians like 

Kenneth Pomeranz described the discovery of coal in Britain as a key factor which led to 

the “great divergence” that allowed the Britain to industrialize before China, Bulnes 

identified the lack of coal in Mexico as causing its divergence with the Europe and the 

U.S.31 Bulnes described how humanity existed in a semi-barbarous state for thousands of 

years until the discovery of coal. He argued that coal, not religion, was the “great civilizer 

of humanity.”32 Bulnes argued that coal literally acted upon and transformed populations 

 
29 Many scholars have argued that the rise in the opium trade also negatively impacted the silver 

trade with Mexico and Peru, but Alejandra Irigoin shows that much of this was a supply-side 

issue caused by the wars of independence. A decline in the specie quality caused by disruptions 

exogenous to China caused demand for silver from Latin America to decline. Alejandra Irigoin, 

“The End of a Silver Era: The Consequences of the Breakdown of the Spanish Peso Standard in 

China and the United States, 1780s-1850s,” Journal of World History 20, no. 2 (2009). 
30 Bulnes, El porvenir de las naciones hispano-americanas, 64-66. 
31 Kenneth Pomeranz, The Great Divergence: China, Europe, and the Making of the Modern 

World Economy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
32 Bulnes, El porvenir de las naciones hispano-americanas, 63. 
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from barbarity to modernity, and in “less than one hundred years” since the discovery of 

coal, European populations had been catapulted into a higher civilizational level by its 

use. Without coal reserves the “advanced” U.S. and European nations “would be poor, 

their people ragged, miserable, stupid, evil.”33  

While coal “opened the great doors of civilization up to the world” according to 

Bulnes, this was not the case in Latin America.34 Bulnes believed the “curse” of Latin 

America was its environment that lacked the coal necessary for industrial modernity.35 

He lamented that coal “almost does not exist in the tropical” countries, while in the U.S. 

and Europe the environment was “profligate” for providing ample coal resources.36 Even 

in areas of Mexico where there was coal or other “dazzling” resources useful for 

industrialization, the environment again prevented their exploitation: Bulnes described 

how too many of Mexico’s natural resources were found in dangerous, inaccessible 

locations, like mountainous terrain, that made it difficult to extract and uneconomical to 

bring to market.37 On the other hand, Europe’s environment not only provided large 

quantities of coal, but it was easily accessible. Bulnes compared coal mine production 

across all nations in 1897 and found that temperate zone nations produced over 634 

million tons of coal while tropical nations only produced a little over 25,000 tons. He 

correlated civilizational level with coal use and believed the more coal a nation used, the 

 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid.  
35 Ibid.  
36 Ibid.  
37 Ibid., 64-66. 
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more advanced its civilizational level.38 The Mexican environment’s dearth of coal was 

an “immense calamity” that predetermined Mexico’s current state as a non-industrial, 

inferior nation in the eyes of Bulnes.39 

Lack of coal and other natural resources notwithstanding, Bulnes also argued that 

Mexico’s environment did not provide the nutritional crops, animals, or enough arable 

land to support the development of a racially superior population. Bulnes believed the 

direct cause of racial inferiority was nutrition, and he separated and ordered the races 

hierarchically according to the staple foods they consumed: Europeans, at the top, 

consumed wheat, then came Indians in the Americas who consumed corn, followed by 

the weakest race, Asians, who consumed rice.40 Bulnes believed that “it is the food of 

man that decides the vigor of his race,” and Pilcher describes this view that nutrition 

produced racial differences as the “tortilla discourse.”41 Bulnes explained that the 

nutritional deficiencies in both corn and rice were the “main cause of physical and mental 

weakness” in Asian and Indian-American populations which caused them to be easily 

conquered and subjugated by the U.S. and Europe.42 

Again, the Mexican environment was to blame for the nutritional deficiencies that 

produced a racially inferior Indian population in Bulnes’s mind. While Pilcher is correct 

that the policy-makers who developed the tortilla discourse directly blamed corn 

consumption for Mexico’s racial inferiority, these intellectuals actually believed the root 

 
38 Ibid., 64. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid., 5. 
41 Ibid., 24. 
42 Ibid., 9. 
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cause of Mexico’s inferiority was Mexico’s environment. Bulnes blamed Mexico’s 

nutritional problems on the dearth of nutritional foods that were native to Mexico and 

lamented that Indians were forced to rely on a range of “disgusting” foods that lacked 

nutritional value like iguanas, ants, snakes, and worms.43 For most of their history, 

Indians did not have access to civilized European foods: wheat, chickens, pigs, cows, and 

the byproducts of European animals like milk and cheese.44 According to Bulnes, this 

reliance on inferior native foods found in Mexico condemned Indians to a state of racial 

inferiority while Europe benefitted from a superior environment that bestowed nutritional 

foods upon European nations. Progress occurred one bite at a time, but Mexico was 

starved of modern foods by its environment.  

The primary staple Indians relied on, corn, was the best the Mexican environment 

had to offer, and Bulnes argued that it lacked the nutrition necessary to produce a 

racially-strong population.45 Bulnes denigrated Indian staples like corn and potatoes as 

“tasteless,” but he refrained from attacking the Indian diet as a choice.46 Instead, he said 

Mexico was “ravaged by the lack of food that civilizes,” and he cast the nutritionally 

deficient diet and subsequent racial underdevelopment of Indians as a predetermined 

outcome of living in the inhospitable Mexican environment.47 Bulnes even mounted a 

 
43 Ibid., 13. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid., 123. 
47 Ibid., 13. 
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lukewarm defense of Indians. They could not be found “guilty” of “barbarism” or 

“natural decay” when the Mexican environment gave Indians no other options to eat.48 

Even with the arrival of European livestock and staple crops, the Green Legend 

held that Mexico’s deficient environment constrained agricultural development. Bulnes 

argued that most Mexicans ate corn because it was cheap to produce, not because they 

liked how it tasted. Bulnes believed the inhospitable Mexican environment made it too 

expensive to grow wheat and said wheat was “inedible because of its high price.”49 

Bulnes believed taste was objective and that given a choice, any civilized human would 

choose wheat because it was naturally delicious and superior nutritionally. The problem 

in Mexico, according to the Green Legend, was that the environmental conditions were 

“detestable for wheat culture,” and these environmental-economic constraints relegated 

wheat to its status as a “luxury item” for the rich.50  

Even where wheat production was possible, the Mexican environment produced 

inferior quality wheat and irregular growth. Farmers struggled to grow wheat in Mexico 

because it did not mature at the same time and did not grow uniformly.51 Bulnes followed 

the French intellectual M. Sagot who created a dyad between tropical and non-tropical 

nations, and Bulnes lumped Mexico into the category of tropical countries saying “it is 

necessary to admit as incontestable truth, that hot countries are much less advantageous 

than temperate region for cereal culture and the cereals that support the climate of hot 

 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid., 188. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid., 39. 
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countries are far inferior economically to those of temperate countries.”52 More 

importantly, Mexican wheat was of lower “nutritional quality of the grain,” the 

“hardness” of wheat was of poor quality for “easy grinding” into flour to be used to make 

bread, and the hot and damp Mexican environmental conditions prevented the 

preservation and storage of wheat in “good condition.”53  

In sum, Bulnes argued that tropical environments, like Mexico, prevented the 

development of modern, industrial nations. As evidence, Bulnes pointed to the fact that 

there did not exist even one rich, civilized, densely populated sovereign nation in a warm 

climate. He described an environmentally deterministic view of history by saying “this 

great failure” of civilization and industrialization was “due to the environment, to that 

tropical environment.”54 The Green Legend’s historical narrative replaced the “Black” 

and “White” Legends which pointed to the Spanish invasion as the seminal moment in 

Mexican history.55 Instead, the Green Legend claimed that Mexico’s history was 

predetermined by its deficient natural environment since its geological formation. For 

Bulnes, “the great calamity of Latin America, its great curse” was that most of its land 

 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid., 38. 
55 Intellectuals that perpetuated the Black Legend argued that the arrival of the Spanish destroyed 

Indian culture and colonization prevented Latin America from developing into a modern region. 

The Black Legend began in England at the turn of the seventeenth century as England and Spain 

became rivals, but its power over the historiography of Spanish arrival and colonization extended 

into the twentieth century. On the other hand, intellectuals that perpetuated the White Legend 

argued that Latin America was backward and uncivilized before the arrival of the Spanish. They 

argued the Spanish brought Christianity, civilization, and modern technology which uplifted the 

region. The White Legend still distorts the historical interpretations of the Spanish arrival in Latin 

America. Jessica Leinaweaver, “Transatlantic unity on display: the “white legend” and the “pact 

of silence” in Madrid’s Museum of the Americas,” History and Anthropology 28 (2017); Restall, 

Seven Myths of the Spanish Conquest, 118-119. 
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was tropical, not temperate, and the Mexican environment, not the arrival of Europeans 

was the curse that Mexico had to overcome. The Conquest was “insignificant” and 

redeemable; it was the environment that “prevented [Mexican] civilization.”56 The Green 

Legend held that the environment forced Indians to rely on foods, especially corn, that 

both represented and created racial inferiority in Indians population. In turn, this Green 

Legend fed into the tortilla discourse that found racially inferior Indians held Mexico’s 

national development back. This Green Legend effectively denied a history of European 

colonization and extractive imperialism and created one common enemy that had kept 

Mexico back throughout historical time: the environment. Proponents of the Green 

Legend believed, however, that scientific and technical solutions could be deployed to 

transcend the limitations imposed by Mexico’s environment and uplift it into modernity. 

 

Postrevolutionary Green Legend: Manuel Gamio 1920-1940 

  

The Porfiriato collapsed in 1910 when the Mexican Revolution began. Alan 

Knight describes how the Mexican Revolution was essentially a backlash against the 

Porfiriato: “the central state had imposed its capricious authority on rural society; and 

agrarian Mexico had undergone rapid commercialization, involving the expansion of 

haciendas (large estates) and the expropriation of peasant landholding.”57 Pancho Villa, 

led a faction during the revolution that promised social and economic justice to 

increasingly discontented Mexicans in the north that felt left out of the export-oriented 

 
56 Bulnes, El porvenir de las naciones hispano-americanas, 45. 
57 Alan Knight, “The Myth of the Mexican Revolution,” Past & Present, no. 209 (2010): 232.  
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capitalism that had enrichened large landowners and transnational industries like mining, 

oil, and agribusinesses.58 In the south, Emiliano Zapata represented a more revolutionary 

faction of the conflict that included rural communities, with large Indian populations. 

These rural communities in the south wanted more autonomy, large haciendas broken up, 

and land expropriated and redistributed to rural communities for subsistence farming.59 

Ultimately, Constitutionalists, ideologically similar to nineteenth-century liberals, proved 

victorious, and they enshrined their commitment to political and individual rights and 

secularization in the 1917 Constitution.60  

Venustiano Carranza, president from 1917 to 1920, attempted to backtrack on 

promises of land reform and workers’ rights, but Álvaro Obregón ensured that some of 

the more “radical social provisions” made their way into the 1917 Constitution such as 

“the rights of communities to land (article 27), of labor to organize and gain fair pay and 

working conditions (article 123), and of the nation to control subsoil deposits (also in 

article 27).”61 As John Tutino writes, Obregón “set the course of postrevolutionary 

Mexico” by “giving Zapatistas positions in his government and promising agrarian 

 
58 Friedrich Katz, The Life and Times of Pancho Villa (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 

1998). 
59 Arij, Ouweneel, “What Was Behind Mexico's Peasant Revolution?” European Review of Latin 

American and Caribbean Studies 48 (1990); Dennis Gilbert, “Emiliano Zapata: Textbook Hero,” 

Mexican Studies 19, no. 1 (2003). Many contemporary accounts of Pancho Villa use John 

Womack’s work as a starting point. John Womack, Jr., Rebellion in Chiapas: An Historical 

Reader (New York: New Press, 1999); John Womack. Jr., Zapata and the Mexican Revolution 

(New York: Knopf, 1968). Scholars have questioned Womack’s interpretations of the Mexican 

Revolution including Patrick McNamara who emphasizes generational conflicts. See Patrick J. 

McNamara, “Rewriting Zapata: Generational Conflict on the Eve of the Mexican Revolution,” 

Mexican Studies 30, no. 1 (2014). 
60 Knight, “The Myth of the Mexican Revolution,” 231-232. 
61 Ibid., 237; Tutino, The Mexican Heartland, 314-315. 
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reform as a national program,” when he assumed the presidency between 1920 and 

1924.62 Postrevolutionary governments struggled to balance the need to improve 

agricultural production to facilitate industrialization with the promise of land reform for 

rural communities that were hesitant to become agricultural producers to support urban-

industrialization. The Mexican government continued to believe that Indians prevented 

Mexico’s industrialization, and in the postrevolutionary era, intellectuals sought to 

identify the proper role for Indians. The Mexican government needed to placate 

campesinos’ desire for autonomy and land while at the same time they wanted to 

acculturate them into the nation as productive workers and modern citizens.63  

It is no surprise that Mexican intellectuals founded the indigenismo movement 

between 1920 and 1940 which “sought to incorporate Indian communities into the 

national society of modern Mexico.”64 A leading intellectual within this movement was 

Manuel Gamio who became globally recognized for his studies of Indians in Mexico. 

 
62 Tutino, The Mexican Heartland, 316 
63 For example, Mary Kay Vaughan describes how the Mexican government tried to use rural 

education to assimilate Indians into the nation. Mary Kay Vaughan, Cultural Politics in 

Revolution: Teachers, Peasants, and Schools in Mexico, 1930-1940 (Tucson: University of 

Arizona Press, 1997).  
64 For more on Gamio and indigenismo see David A. Brading, “Manuel Gamio and Official 

Indigenismo in Mexico,” Bulletin of Latin American Research 7, no. 1 (1988), 76; Casey Walsh, 

“Eugenic Acculturation: Manuel Gamio, Migration Studies, and the Anthropology of 

Development in Mexico, 1910-1940,” Latin American Perspectives 31, no. 5 (2004). For more on 

indigenismo see Roberto J. González, “From Indigenismo to Zapatismo: Theory and Practice in 

Mexican Anthropology,” Human Organization 63, no. 2 (2004); Guillermo Palacios, 

“Postrevolutionary Intellectuals, Rural Readings and the Shaping of the ‘Peasant Problem’ in 

Mexico: El Maestro Rural, 1932-34,” Journal of Latin American Studies 30, no. 2 (1998); 

Marjorie Becker, Setting the Virgin on Fire: Lázaro Cárdenas, Michoacán Peasants and the 

Redemption of the Mexican Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995); Claudio 

Lomnitz-Adler, Exits From the Labyrinth: Culture and Ideology in the Mexican National Space 

 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). 
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Gamio’s work, best described as applied anthropology, supported the Mexican state’s 

goal of identifying any cultural problems with Indians and how best to incorporate them 

into the industrializing nation. Gamio was the first Mexican to acquire a postgraduate 

degree in anthropology in the U.S., and he helped construct a unique Mexican eugenics 

ideology between 1920 and 1940 in dialogue with global intellectuals, in particular his 

U.S. counterparts.65 Gamio’s early training came under the influential U.S. anthropologist 

Franz Boas at Columbia University, who argued against a strictly biological view of race. 

Instead, Boas argued that so-called racial differences were shaped by culture. Boaz 

believed that environment, upbringing, ethnicity, class, and other factors contributed to 

racial differences rather than just one’s blood. 

Karin Rosemblatt finds that Gamio “drew selectively from the cultural relativism 

of Boas, seeking to identify, preserve, and combine only those aspects of indigeneity and 

of Mexicanness he deemed positive.”66 Gamio was the “undisputed leader” of the 

indigenismo movement which lauded some aspects of Indian culture, like native art forms 

and the cultural achievements of previous Indian civilizations, but indigenistas largely 

desired to erase Indian culture which they saw as unmodern.67 Gamio believed that 

through assimilation and intermixing, or mestizaje, Indians could be reformed.68 Gamio 

and other twentieth-century intellectuals softened their views of Indian inferiority, and 

Gamio veiled his racialist views: instead of explicitly blaming blood or genetics, Gamio 

 
65 Rosemblatt, The Science and Politics of Race in Mexico and the United States, 1910–1950, 44. 
66 Ibid., 31. 
67 He was also famous for his studies of Teotihuacan, a pre-Columbian archaeological settlement 

outside Mexico City. Ibid., 18; Rosemblatt, “Other Americas,” 610. 
68 Rosemblatt, The Science and Politics of Race in Mexico and the United States, 1910–1950, 18. 
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and other twentieth-century social scientists pivoted to blame Indian culture or economics 

for Mexico’s lagging modernization.69 Gamio’s contributions to indigenismo allowed 

Mexican social scientists to “become part of a universal scientific fraternity by 

articulating a science that was national,” and this nationalist science was shaped by the 

specific environmental, historical, and cultural-racial conditions found within Mexican 

borders.70 

Gamio, like Bulnes, believed Mexico’s natural environment was at the heart of 

Indian underdevelopment, and he reproduced Bulnes’s argument that there was a dearth 

of arable land in Mexico. Gamio argued that the historical cause of all violence in Mexico 

stemmed from the deficient Mexican environment.71 Gamio indicted the Mexican 

environment for causing all of Mexico’s land conflicts and said that “the Mexican 

agrarian problem had its origin in remote antiquity.”72 Gamio believed thinly distributed 

arable land and natural resources in Mexico were not a problem in ancient times when the 

population was extremely low; however, as new groups migrated to Mexico or rose in 

power, like the Aztec, Toltec, and Maya between 1200 and 1400 C.E., conflicts arose as 

the now crowded population fought to control the scant arable land available. After the 

 
69 Rosemblatt discusses the manner in which Franz Boas’ concept of culture impacted 

anthropology and social sciences in Mexico. By the 1930s Mexican intellectuals vacillated 

between culture and economics to discuss the underdevelopment of campesinos whom they 

conflated with Indians. Ibid., 15-20; Rosemblatt, “Other Americas,” 608-610. 
70 Rosemblatt, The Science and Politics of Race in Mexico and the United States, 1910–1950, 44. 
71 This section focuses predominantly on two articles, though embedded throughout his writings 

are similar conclusions on the role of the Mexican environment in producing Mexico’s 

underdevelopment. Manuel Gamio, “Mexico’s Agrarian Problem,” Foreign Affairs 4, no. 3 

(1926) and Manuel Gamio, “Geographic and Social Handicaps,” The Annals of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science 208 (1940). 
72 Gamio, “Geographic and Social Handicaps,” 9. 
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Spanish invasion in the sixteenth century, Mexico’s lack of resources and arable land 

precipitated continued violence and instability, now between Indians and newly-arrived 

colonizers. For Gamio, the Green Legend was a long durée view of Mexican history, and 

as Bulnes also argued, the impact of the arrival of the Spanish in the sixteenth century 

was muted when compared to the violence caused by the Mexican environment’s lack of 

arable land.  

Gamio, and other disseminators of the Green Legend, used it to depoliticize class 

and racial conflicts, like the recent Mexican Revolution, and instead constructed the 

environment as the enemy of the state and its people.73 Gamio found that “the colonial 

uprisings and the revolutions of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have been only the 

“inevitable repetition of the agrarian conflicts of archaeological times.”74 The view that 

these agrarian conflicts were inevitable illustrates the same strand of environmental 

determinism, almost fatalism, that defined the work of Bulnes: Mexico’s problems were 

 
73 It was as important in the construction of the nation to identify a common enemy which all 

citizens were unified against as it was to locate organic similarities between citizens, or an 

“imagined community,” that tied them together. Benedict Anderson and Eric Hobsbawm describe 

the construction of what Anderson calls “imagined communities” through shared experiences, 

news, and information. Part of creating these imagined communities involved creating traditions 

which produced bonds between disparate people that shared little in common. National holidays 

and celebrations were the necessary “invented traditions” upon which nation-states grew. On the 

other hand, the construction of the nation often involved describing or defining an “other” that a 

nation was not. Edward Said describes how the West “othered” non-white nations, and this 

process of defining a common enemy was important in the Global South during postcolonial 

movements. Former colonies were able to create national identities by defining themselves as 

different from the colonial governments and people. Mexican intellectuals created the 

environment as the enemy of the state, and this internal enemy helped intellectuals and 

government officials obscure racism and classism that had created massive inequality. Benedict 

Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (New 

York: Verso, 1983); Eric Hobsbawm, The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1983); Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979).  
74 Gamio, “Mexico’s Agrarian Problem,” 494. 
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pre-determined by Mexico’s inhospitable natural environment. Gamio argued that the 

most recent violence in Mexico, the Mexican Revolution, occurred because the “hungry 

masses” wanted more land from the large landholders who were “monopolizing the great 

fertile domains.”75 Gamio implied there was little that was unique about the Mexican 

Revolution: it was just another iteration of environmentally-produced violence 

originating in the ancient pre-Conquest period that pitted “the tribe which cultivated a 

fertile region and the tribe which desired that region because they could not subsist on 

their own sterile territory.”76 For Gamio, this “sterile” environment caused class tension 

that precipitated the Mexican Revolution, and to avoid violence in the postrevolutionary 

period, the state would need to find solutions to transcend these environmental problems. 

More important than blaming the environment for historical conflicts to Gamio 

was to identify and explain problems with Indian culture that seemingly held Mexican 

development back. Gamio refrained from attacking Indians for depressed agricultural 

production because he claimed the root cause of low production laid in the inhospitable 

Mexican environment. He said that half of Mexico was comprised of “mountains, cliffs, 

and gorges – that is to say, rugged land…and in these regions farming and even the 

exploitation of raw materials is very difficult if not impossible.”77 Gamio calculated that 

Mexico had very little arable land available for farming: according to him, only seven to 

eight percent of Mexico was “by nature suitable for agricultural purposes.”78 Moreover, 

 
75 Ibid. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Gamio, “Geographic and Social Handicaps,” 4. 
78 Ibid., 6; Gamio, “Mexico’s Agrarian Problem,” 494. 
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he argued that less than six percent of the land was suitable for non-irrigated agriculture, 

or “dry-farming.”79 This implied that the lack of water for agriculture in Mexico would 

require expensive and sophisticated irrigation projects to make Mexican land fertile 

enough to grow crops.80 Gamio believed that depressed agricultural production in Mexico 

was not farmers’ fault because they “cannot conjure the mountains into arable plains nor 

compel the clouds to send down rain on the sterile fields.”81  

Gamio described the environment as a “geographic handicap” that hindered 

Mexico’s social and economic development. He argued that Mexico’s “very rough and 

highly diversified” environment and “peculiar climatic conditions” “adversely” affected 

the social development of the Mexican population because they were unable to raise their 

living standards through agricultural production.82 As with Bulnes, Gamio highlighted the 

historical “absence of other cereals, such as wheat and rice, which were only introduced 

into Mexico after the discovery of America.”83 Gamio found that the historical diet of 

Mexico, “consisted basically of maize and chile” and was of “low quality” because it 

lacked “certain important proteins, fats, and vitamins which are indispensable for the 

normal functioning of the human organism.”84 For Gamio, Mexicans had “always 

suffered” from a “low quality” diet because the Mexican environment was unable to 

 
79 Ibid. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Gamio, “Mexico’s Agrarian Problem,” 494. 
82 Ibid.; Gamio, “Geographic and Social Handicaps,” 4. 
83 Gamio, “Mexico’s Agrarian Problem,” 496. 
84 Gamio, “Geographic and Social Handicaps,” 6. 
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produce enough vegetables and protein in the form of meat or animal byproducts like 

milk and cheese. 

This shift to blaming, not just corn, but the entire Indian diet for its lack of 

nutrition reflected the rise of nutritional science globally in the twentieth century.85 In the 

1930s Gamio conducted analyses of Indian diets for the Cárdenas administration, and he 

identified poor diets as a problem that prevented development in the countryside.86 

Scientists were unable to find explicit proof that corn was nutritionally deficient when 

compared to wheat, so intellectuals instead argued that the entire Indian diet was 

impoverished compared to urban diets.87 Gamio found that “unfavorable geographic 

conditions have made the volume of agricultural production inadequate to meet the needs 

of the people.”88 Both Gamio and Bulnes argued that the Mexican environment was 

unable to produce sufficient milk, meat, and vegetables necessary for a modern diet, and 

worse, Mexican corn was a substandard staple nutritionally.  

 
85 Moramay López-Alonso, Measuring Up: A History of Living Standards in Mexico, 1850–1950 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2012). 
86 Ibid., 160. 
87 In the early twentieth century studies found that corn was not nutritionally inferior to wheat. 

Veit finds that U.S. scientists conclusively decided that corn was a “healthful grain” between 

1900 and 1920. In Mexico, the state supported the development of nutrition and hygiene studies 

to provide mothers with advice on how best to feed their children. Additionally, the Mexican 

government supported nutritional studies on both corn and Indian diets. Many of these studies 

were unable to conclusively prove that Indian diets were inferior to urban diets. Corn and wheat 

were similar enough nutritionally and any nutritional differences occurred because many poor 

Indians were unable to afford high levels of protein consumption. Veit, Modern Food, Moral 

Food, 110; Sandra Aguilar-Rodríguez, “Cooking Modernity: Nutrition Policies, Class, and 

Gender in 1940s and 1950s Mexico City.” The Americas 64, no. 2 (2007): 177-187; López-

Alonso, Measuring Up, 193. 
88 Gamio, “Geographic and Social Handicaps,” 6. 
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Gamio focused on environmentally-induced corn production as the most 

significant “handicap” to Mexican development.89 He described how tropical regions 

were defined by the production of native crops, like corn, and cash crops for export, 

while temperate regions were defined by transplanted European crops like oats, barley, 

grape vines, apples, and most importantly, wheat. Gamio argued that the temperate 

regions like northern Mexico were more productive because “the climate is agreeable and 

much more salubrious” and that allowed labor to be more “efficient” and productive.90 

These “superior” environmental conditions made farming more productive and provided 

the population with better foods, like wheat, so “consequently living conditions…are 

superior to those prevailing in the tropical regions.”91 Gamio implored Mexicans to 

“abolish” the “habit of restricting cultivation almost exclusively to corn” because corn 

production was both “uneconomic and anachronistic.”92 He believed that corn production 

was not profitable, and this contributed to the inferior cultural-economic culture of 

Indians which in turn prevented the Mexican nation from industrialization.  

Corn consumption may have been the direct cause, but it was never at the root of 

Mexico’s problems in the minds of intellectuals that promulgated the Green Legend in 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The antiquated, non-capitalist, non-industrial 

agriculture practiced by campesinos that farmed corn, was what undermined Mexico’s 

development. Both Pilcher and Rosemblatt discuss how Mexican intellectuals cast 

 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid., 5. 
92 Gamio, “Mexico’s Agrarian Problem,” 496. 
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Indians, first as racially inferior due to corn consumption in the nineteenth century, and 

then “culturally” inferior for a set of unmodern practices in the twentieth century, like 

corn production and consumption. The Green Legend illustrates that at the root of 

Bulnes’s and Gamio’s arguments was a view that the environment produced this Indian 

inferiority. This inferiority was not a choice because the Green Legend of Mexican 

history blamed a harsh, unproductive environment for providing Indians no other options. 

As such, the environment was at the heart of Mexico’s inability to industrialize. This 

environmental discourse provided material for technocratic arguments that Mexicans 

should utilize the resources of the state to support industrial farmers with scientific and 

technical solutions to boost agricultural production, and this would privilege middle- and 

upper-class farmers.93 Campesinos with Indian backgrounds could be saved, in theory, 

but in practice, the Mexican government deployed scientific and technical assistance that 

privileged affluent farmers, not campesinos. The RF would not transplant this top down 

philosophy of the MAP; the Mexican government had already utilized this strategy to 

support urban-industrialization in the 1920s and 1930s and as far back as the Porfiriato.  

 

Conquering the Green Legend: Irrigation Technology in Mexico, 1920-1940 

  

The Green Legend was a major contributor to the Mexican government’s 

preference for scientific and technical solutions to transcend the perceived physical and 

developmental limitations imposed upon Mexico by its natural environment. In the lead 

 
93 José Luis Moreno, “‘A Never-Ending Source of Water’: Agriculture, Society, and Aquifer 

Depletion on the Coast of Hermosillo, Sonora,” Journal of the Southwest 54, no. 4 (2012). 
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up to the formation of the MAP, the Mexican government supported two key 

technologies, irrigation and seeds, to help Mexican farmers combat the limitations of the 

environment and allow for the shift from an agrarian to an industrial economy. These 

“envirotechnical” solutions helped boost agricultural production quickly, but the 

environmental consequences were ignored because Mexican scientists and government 

officials believed that they could always find a scientific solution in the future to address 

any new problems they created.94 From the perspective of Mexican history, the creation 

of the MAP in the 1940s is best seen as a continuation of Mexican governmental policies 

in the 1920s and 1930s aimed at using science and technology to increase agricultural 

production in the countryside which would catalyze industrialization in the city. 

The ultimate goal of irrigation projects was not to improve campesinos’ lives, but 

to support industrial capitalist farmers who produced a surplus for export or to feed 

urban-industrial areas, like Mexico City.95 Mikael Wolfe describes how the Mexican 

 
94 Envirotech history became prevalent in the 1990s, but its adoption by Latin American 

historians has been delayed. The envirotech special interest group of the Society for the History 

of Technology describes how “envirotech, by requiring that technologies share the privileged 

space at the center of the historical narrative frame with environment challenges what maybe 

could be called historical solipsism in which human projects are the primary subject of interest.” 

Mikael Wolfe’s work is an important contribution to Latin American historiography for this 

envirotechnical approach which he says, “denotes an interdependence between human ingenuity 

and nonhuman nature” but this does “not mean that the technology people deployed to modify 

natural processes was ecologically harmonious or functioned sustainably.” The MAP’s rust 

resistant wheat seed technology could have been used to develop sustainable agriculture; 

however, the MAP created a new envirotechnical solution, semidwarf wheat, to produce more 

calories and cash from the environment using fertilizers. These two approaches to wheat breeding 

are discussed in chapters five and six. John M. Staudenmaier, “John M. Staudenmaier: What does 

Envirotech Mean?” Envirotechhistory.org, March 4, 2005, accessed November 2, 2020, 

https://www.envirotechhistory.org/category/resources/essays/; Wolfe, Watering the Revolution, 

1-7. 
95 Agricultural policies and land reform ultimately sought to empower capitalist farmers that 

produced for Mexico City or export, not for self-sufficiency. Jeffrey M. Banister, “Patria Fugáz: 

https://www.envirotechhistory.org/category/resources/essays/
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government deployed federal engineers, or técnicos, that served as mediators between the 

state and farmers in harnessing the power of the Nazas River and lakes in the Laguna 

region in Northeast Mexico. Wolfe describes how “when técnicos and others advocated 

conserving water by regulating rivers via dams, they imagined technology dominating an 

unruly nature, transforming the latter into a productive force for nature. By contrast, 

when they called for conserving groundwater, it was in response to humanity’s excessive 

technological invasion of finite and fragile aquifers.”96 Both these narratives about the 

environment, one claiming that it was too harsh and the other claiming it was too weak, 

reflected the Green Legend view that Mexico’s environment was a problem that only 

scientists and technologists would be able to either tame or make useful. 

The irrigation projects in Sonora in the 1920s and the 1930s, which would 

become the center of the MAP’s wheat program, laid the foundation necessary for the 

explosive gains in wheat production during the second phase of the MAP’s wheat 

program. From 1920 to 1934, the federal government was largely controlled by Sonoran 

politicians, and during this timeframe the government created the National Commission 

on Irrigation and passed the 1926 Law on Irrigation with Federal Waters. These 

initiatives gave the federal government the power to step-in where irrigation projects 

were absent as well as to “control and develop the water resources” shared between the 

U.S. and Mexico.97 Postrevolutionary Mexican governments funded irrigation and other 
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developmental projects to shore up political support and tie “rights and reforms to the 

state, thus limiting the autonomies at the heart” of the Mexican Revolution.98 This 

expansion of the state over water culminated in in the early years of the MAP when 

Secretary of Agriculture Marte R. Gómez altered the 1917 Constitution to federalize 

control of groundwater; this would be critical in the late 1950s and 1960s as 

Northwestern farmers required massive amounts of water for fertilized wheat.  

In the 1930s, the Mexican government also engaged in seemingly revolutionary 

land reform program, especially under President Lázaro Cárdenas between 1934-1940. 

On the surface, land reform appeared as a vehicle through which to bring social equality 

to the countryside, but in reality, land reform efforts were aimed at ensuring stability in 

Mexico in order for the state to consolidate power and industrialize. The Mexican 

government expropriated land from hacendados and redistributed them into ejidos, 

communally-held land in rural communities that campesinos, now called ejidatarios, 

farmed collectively.99 The Mexican government did not envision ejidos as an alternative 

 
98 Knight aptly describes the 1920s and 1930s as the “institutionalization” of the state. Alan 

Knight, The Mexican Revolution, vols. 1 &2 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990): 517-

530; Tutino, The Mexican Heartland, 322. 
99 Campesinos had the right to work the land, but they did not technically own it. They could not 

sell, exchange, or use it to pay off debts. Under Cardenas private land ownership fell from 95 

percent in 1930 to 29 percent in 1940, though this data has come into question. Many campesinos 

simply rented their land back to hacendados. In many cases, campesinos received sub-standard 

land and did not receive institutional support to make it more productive (access to capital/credit, 

technology, public investment in infrastructure). Still, many campesinos welcomed this land 

because it afforded them limited autonomy which they did not have as tenant farmers or 

sharecroppers. Today, ejidos are reverting back to private hands. Eric P. Perramond, “The Rise, 

Fall, and Reconfiguration of the Mexican ‘Ejido.’” Geographical Review Volume 98, no. 3 

(2008); Lois Stanford, “The Privatization Of Mexico's Ejidal Sector: Examining Local Impacts, 

Strategies, and Ideologies,” Urban Anthropology and Studies of Cultural Systems and World 

Economic Development 23, no. 2 (1994); Warren C. Whately, “Ejido or Private Property: 

Mexican and American Ways out of Rural Backwardness,” Agricultural History 60, no. 1 (1986); 
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form of agricultural production or as a way to strengthen the native economy. William 

Beezley and Colin Maclachlan argue that Cárdenas believed “large expanses of 

communal land [ejidos] duplicated the advantages of commercial agriculture’s scale.”100 

The goal was to collectivize campesinos to mimic the economies of scale and production 

surpluses of agribusiness. Moreover, land reform never fulfilled its promises of social-

leveling because campesinos were granted parcels of lower quality land and received less 

access to infrastructure improvement, credit, or technology than affluent farmers. 

Hacendados were able to retain the best land which included any agricultural 

infrastructure improvements, and the government distributed the remaining land, often 

sub-marginal, to ejidos.101 As a result, the limited amount of land that was redistributed to 

ejidos in the Northwest was “unimproved” and “without irrigation infrastructure.”102  

Instead of finding ways to provide campesinos with access to water, Jeffrey 

Banister describes how the federal government used water rights and irrigation projects to 

support “colonization schemes” and channeled water resources to industrial capitalist 

farmers.103 According to Banister, the Mexican government placed land and irrigated 

water rights into the hands of farmers who approached “agricultural production in a 

systematic, indeed scientific way, maximizing the use of surface water for commercial 

crop production.”104 Luis Aboites’s landmark study similarly demonstrates how 
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governmental water policies resulted in private agribusinesses gaining more control over 

irrigation waters in the Northwest. Irrigation projects privileged upper-class farmers that 

produced more surplus crops for export or to provision urban-industrialization.105 This 

federal support for expanding irrigated farming turned the Northeast into a center of dairy 

production for Mexico City, and the Northwest would become a center for wheat and 

garbanzo bean production, as well as export crops. With access to irrigation water, 

Sonora, which would become a focal point of the MAP and Green Revolution, became 

“one of the nation’s primary agricultural producers” in the late 1920s and 1930s, well 

before the MAP came to fruition.106 Northern Mexico continued to receive the lion’s 

share of federal money for irrigation during the MAP as well: between 1940 and 1960 

northern Mexico received 70 percent of the federal government’s expenditures on 

irrigation.107 The development of irrigation technology undergirded the growth of 

industrial capitalist agriculture in Sonora, but Mexican farmers also needed new seed 

technology to take advantage of these newly irrigated lands in the Northwest. 

 

Precursor to the MAP: Scientific Breeding Work and Seed Technology, 1930-1940 

  

Historians have focused less attention on the Mexican government’s support for 

another form of agricultural technology that helped boost yields: seeds.108 
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Postrevolutionary scientific breeding programs were the direct precursor to the MAP. As 

with irrigation technology, the Mexican government focused predominantly on 

improving seed technology to bolster industrial capitalist agriculture. Hebe Vessuri 

describes 1918 to 1940 as the period in which Latin America experienced an 

“institutionalization of experimental science” in which the state “tied together most of the 

scientific activity.”109 It was only in the 1930s that the Mexican government began to 

fund scientific breeding programs more judiciously, and many of these breeding 

programs were modeled after U.S. hybrid corn breeding programs that were emblematic 

of industrial capitalist agriculture.110 

The focus on the U.S. hybrid corn belt as the model for Mexican agriculture and 

breeding programs in the 1930s and early 1940s is critical to understanding why the 

Mexican government created the MAP’s corn program. First, hybrid corn was necessary 

for industrial food products to support Mexico’s urban classes. More importantly, the 

Mexican government wanted to boost the use of corn feed for cattle, pigs, and chickens to 

increase meat production for the urban classes, principally the middle and upper classes. 

Finally, hybrid corn was both more profitable and productive for just one group of 

farmers: affluent, large-scale farmers that produced for the market. Successful ejidos that 
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were able to mimic largescale production would also adopt hybrid corn, but everyday 

campesinos would benefit little from this hybrid corn research. 111 

Prior to the MAP, the Mexican government aided plant scientists like Eduardo 

Limón and Edmundo Taboada who focused principally on corn. Both the liberal 

Cárdenas (1934-1940) and center-right Camacho (1940-1946) governments supported 

Taboada because he sought to improve both wheat and corn seed technology specifically 

for industrial capitalist agriculture. Taboada was the first Mexican scientist with graduate 

degrees in plant science, which he acquired in the U.S. In 1932, Taboada studied the 

genetics of wheat and corn as well as seed technology improvement at Cornell University 

under Rollins Adam Emerson, and in 1933 H.K. Hayes extended an invitation to Taboada 

to study plant pathology at UMN.112 

It was at UMN that Taboada worked directly under Stakman, who would later 

create the model for both the MAP and Green Revolution, on wheat rust or chahuixtle as 

it was known in Mexico.113 Taboada formed an early transnational connection at UMN 

which was strengthened further during the MAP which was heavily influenced by UMN 

scientists connected to Stakman. Stakman’s tutelage imprinted on Taboada the 

importance of plant pathology and plant genetics in the protection and improvement of 
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farmers used chahuixtle interchangeably to describe fungus on either corn or wheat, even though 

these diseases were genetically different. Barahona, “Introduction and Institutionalization of 

Genetics in Mexico,” 279. 
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industrial capitalist agriculture: Taboada produced the first general textbook on genetics 

in Mexico, and he was the first to teach plant genetics at Mexico’s National Agricultural 

College at Chapingo in the 1930s.114 Historians find that Mexico became the first Latin 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Edmundo Taboada115 

 

 

 

American nation to formally introduce plant genetics into education and government-

sponsored agricultural research due to the expertise of Taboada.116 This transnational 

connection that Taboada forged with UMN became an important element of the MAP. 

Taboada was at UMN while Stakman was constructing wheat rust as a transnational 

environmental problem that required international research and cooperation, and Stakman 

 
114 Ibid. 
115 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 142. 
116 Echeverría, “The History of Science and the Introduction of Plant Genetics in Mexico,” 155.  
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communicated the importance of working collaboratively to stop the flow of wheat rust 

throughout North America. Taboada provided recommendations to the Mexican 

government on agricultural improvement, and the Mexican government would demand 

the MAP work on wheat rust to boost Mexican wheat production in the 1940s. Taboada’s 

experience working with Stakman at UMN in the 1930s impacted the research directives 

of the MAP in the 1940s.  

A major impediment to the growth of professional agricultural science in Mexico 

was a lack of institutional support for experiment stations and extension efforts in the 

early twentieth century. The Mexican government addressed this through the creation of 

ten experiment stations dispersed across Mexico under the Office of Experimental 

Stations (OCE) in 1940.117 Taboada directed the breeding and research directives of the 

OCE which included work on both staple and export crops like wheat, corn, beans, rice, 

sesame, cotton, sugar, olive, potato, hemp, and guayule.118 Taboada actively acquired 

global wheat seed technology, including Marroqui (from Tunisia/France) and Mentana 

(from Italy) to test in northern Mexico. The MAP built upon Taboada’s breeding program 

and utilized these two wheats, with high rust resistance and shorter, sturdier stalks, in the 

first major release of MAP wheat seed technology in 1948. The MAP would continue to 

build upon these wheat seed technologies from Taboada’s breeding program to create the 

semidwarf seeds that catalyzed the Green Revolution as well. U.S. scientists also 

commented favorably upon Taboada’s corn breeding programs saying they were “very 

 
117 Ana Barahona and Francisco J. Ayala, “The emergence and development of genetics in 

Mexico,” Nature Reviews Genetics 6 (2005): 862. 
118 Ibid. 
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comprehensive and employ[ed] the latest methods of field-plant technique.”119 Taboada 

focused corn research at four experiment stations where he hoped to first use mass 

selection to isolate the best corn seed technologies and then produce inbred lines. 

Scientists created inbred lines to set the genetic characteristics of a corn seed technology, 

and these inbred lines were then used to create double-cross hybrid seed technology.  

The inspiration for Taboada’s work on corn at OCE derived from another 

Mexican scientist, Eduardo Limón, who like Taboada, received a degree in the U.S where 

he made transnational connections with U.S. farmers and scientists. Limón received a 

graduate degree in animal husbandry from Iowa State College in the 1930s, but he 

subsequently shifted to work on corn breeding upon returning to Mexico.120 Limón 

focused his work on inbreeding, and he tested thousands of native and U.S. corn seed 

technology to identify the best for Mexican farmers. The Mexican government provided 

support for Limón’s corn breeding program at La Huerta, Michoacán, where he “began a 

hybrid corn program modeled after those in the United States.”121  

With sophisticated irrigation projects already developed, Mexico needed to 

develop, or import, new seed technology to increase agricultural yields to sustain the 

growth of the Mexican population.122 Hybrid corn was necessary to increase meat 

 
119 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 14. 
120 Matchett, “Untold Innovation: Scientific Practice and Corn Improvement in Mexico, 1935-

1965,” 67. 
121 Matchett, “At Odds over Inbreeding,” 356-357. 
122 Between 1921 and 1940 Mexico’s population grew nearly 38 percent from 14.3 million to 19.7 

million. From 1900 to 1940, the percentage of the population living in urban areas nearly 

doubled. Crescendo Ruiz Chiapetto, “Distribution of the Mexican Population During the 

twentieth Century: Interpretation of an article,” in José Luis Lezama, José B. Morelos, ed., 

Population, City and Environment in Contemporary Mexico (Mexico City: College of Mexico, 
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production demanded by the rapidly growing urban population, and in the middle of the 

twentieth century, hybrid corn would become an important input in the industrially 

produced food items, including corn flour. Karin Matchett describes how Taboada 

“mandated” the OCE “undertake hybrid corn programs similar to Limón’s.”123 In 1940, 

the father of hybrid corn in the U.S., Henry A. Wallace, visited Limón’s experiment 

station, and his interest helped Limón garner even more support and funding from the 

Mexican government. On this same trip, Wallace discussed the MAP with the Secretary 

of Agriculture, Marte R. Gómez, and Gómez communicated the need for scientific and 

technical assistance in Mexican agriculture. The Mexican government was not interested 

in supporting campesino farmers that it believed were too traditional and backward to 

support industrialization. Instead, the Mexican government sought to import and replicate 

the U.S. model of industrial capitalist agriculture that empowered U.S. hybrid corn belt 

farmers and wheat farmers to reap larger profits from the environment.124  

 

Mexico’s Industrial Breadbasket: Northern Mexico and Wheat Rust 
 

The rise of institutionalized plant science and breeding programs in Mexico in the 

1930s allowed Mexican scientists to identify unique needs that farmers faced depending 

on the crop they grew. With its temperate climate and the postrevolutionary influx of 

 
2006), 365; Francisco Alba and Joseph E. Potter, “Population and Development in Mexico since 

1940: An Interpretation,” Population and Development Review 12, no. 1 (1986): 50. 
123 Matchett, “At Odds over Inbreeding,” 358. 
124 Fitzgerald argues that the MAP ultimately sought to model itself after U.S. agriculture. 

Fitzgerald, “Exporting American Agriculture,” 459. 
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investment and irrigation, northern Mexico was primed to become Mexico’s new 

industrial wheat breadbasket, save for its problem with wheat rust. As in the U.S., wheat 

rust did not threaten Mexico national stability nor food security. Wheat was a luxury 

staple in Mexico, and wheat rust was an economic problem for farmers and the Mexican 

government that wanted to import less wheat and even export it to reduce its foreign 

exchange deficit.125 The MAP’s wheat program, far from a philanthropic effort, would be 

geared towards solving an environmental problem that farmers of luxury wheat in both 

the U.S. and Mexico suffered from.  

Enrique Ochoa describes the influx of state programs that sought to regulate the 

flow of food into Mexico City and to protect farmers growing basic grains for city 

consumers in the 1930s and 1940s as the State Food Agency (SFA). He argues that 

“government attention to urban consumers quickly became the mainstay of food policy 

during the Cárdenas administration,” and wheat was the most important staple needed to 

provision the urban-industrial workforce.126 For example, the government propped up 

wheat farmers to ensure a steady supply of wheat by instituting price floors for wheat. In 

the 1930s, wheat farmers also organized a convention in which they agreed to 

“government intervention in the agricultural economy” in order to increase their profits, 

and they sought to sell directly to government facilities instead of middlemen like the 

 
125 For more on the necessity of producing more wheat to reduce foreign exchange deficit see 

Ochoa, Feeding Mexico: The Political Uses of Food since 1910; Perkins, Geopolitics and the 

Green Revolution, 115. 
126 Ochoa, Feeding Mexico: The Political Uses of Food since 1910, 11, 63; Robert V. Kemper 

and Anya Peterson Royce, “Mexican Urbanization Since 1821: A Macro-Historical Approach,” 

Urban Anthropology 8 (1979). 
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Basque-controlled monopoly of millers that controlled much of the flow of flour into 

Mexico City.127 Ochoa finds that “demands for government intervention came from the 

wheat producers” who were “market-oriented farmers with access to capital.”128 These 

industrial capitalist farmers needed support from the government, not just with pricing, 

but with the wheat rust that continually constrained the growth and profitability of this 

nascent industrial breadbasket in northern Mexico. 

Wheat rust in northern Mexico posed problems to both intensive and extensive 

wheat production: epidemics reduced yields on irrigated land where farmers already grew 

wheat (intensive) while the threat of wheat rust prevented many farmers from opening up 

new land or converting existing land to wheat production (extensive).129 Northern 

Mexican farmers refrained from extending wheat production acreage and from investing 

too heavily in technology or inputs needed to allow for a yield take-off because they 

feared a rust epidemic might wipe out their entire investment. While the aforementioned 

breeding programs of Limón and Taboada incorporated some research on wheat, the 

Mexican government privileged funding of hybrid corn research in the 1930s. In the 

1940s the RF was able to offer the Mexican government expertise it was looking for to 

improve both crops. The RF could position itself as able to help improve hybrid corn 

 
127 Ibid., 43. While growers preferred to sell directly to the Mexican government, when not 

available, they preferred these Basque millers because they bought large quantities of wheat and 

provided financing and credit to ensure they received sufficient wheat supply. On the control of 

Mexico City bakeries by Basque businessmen see Weis, Bakers and Basques: A Social History of 

Bread in Mexico.  
128 Ochoa, Feeding Mexico: The Political Uses of Food since 1910, 43. 
129 Intensive agriculture means working the land harder or utilizing farming techniques or inputs 

to produce more food from the land. Extensive agriculture means simply expanding acreage to 

produce more food. 
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production because U.S. scientists and farmers had produced this novel corn seed 

technology in the 1920s. More importantly, the RF could address a perceived weakness 

in Mexican scientific research because wheat was underfunded disproportionately to 

hybrid corn in Mexico. Ironically, the MAP’s wheat program would build its scientific 

authority in Mexico to address a problem, wheat rust, that emanated from the U.S. The 

birth of the MAP needs to be viewed in the wider context of the Mexican state’s 

expansion and desire to transform Mexico into an urban-industrial economy.  

In the twentieth century, Mexican farmers produced wheat in two separate 

epidemiological zones defined by elevation. In the high elevation zone farmers grew 

wheat over 4,000 feet above sea-level. This high elevation farming was geographically 

dispersed throughout all of Mexico, but the majority occurred in central and southern 

Mexico. Wheat rust epidemics often caused catastrophic losses to this zone, and plant 

disease kept yields too low to provision Mexico City. In 1906 and 1915, Puebla suffered 

severe epidemics, during which many farmers lost 100 percent of their wheat to rust 

damage.130 Throughout the 1920s “Mexico was invaded by the rust hounds,” as Stakman 

characterized it, and farmers consistently suffered losses from both wheat rust and yellow 

stripe rust.131 Scientists found that at high elevations the “stem rust organism frequently 

survives” especially on “volunteer plants” in southern Mexico.132 In southern Mexico, 

many semi-subsistence farms grew many different types of crops, so “volunteer” wheat 

 
130 “The Rust Reporter,” Volume 3, no. 1, June 6, 1923, page 3, Elvin C. Stakman Papers, Box 

19, UMN.  
131 Ibid. 
132 Norman E. Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and Its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem 

Rust in North America,” Phytopathology 44, no. 8 (1954): 399. 
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plants were “common in the corn and bean fields during the summer.”133 The summers at 

higher elevations were cool enough to allow wheat rust to oversummer, and these 

volunteer wheat plants provided a safe haven for wheat rust to survive before reinfecting 

farmers’ fields following the very hot Mexican summers. 

In the other epidemiological zone of wheat production, the low elevation zone, 

farmers grew wheat between 0 to 500 feet above sea-level. The low elevation zone 

comprised much of the land in northern Mexico, including the heavily irrigated land 

along the Pacific Coast that was to become center of the MAP’s wheat program and 

eventually the new industrial breadbasket of Mexico. As in the high elevation zone, 

farmers only grew wheat as a winter crop in the low elevation zone because the summers 

were extremely hot with wildly “unpredictable” rains.134 Starting in January each year, 

wheat rust became prevalent in northern Mexico, and until the 1930s Mexican scientists 

and farmers did not understand the cause of this wheat rust. While some wheat rust blew 

down from nearby mountains, the majority of wheat rust in the low elevation zone of 

northern Mexico emanated from the U.S. It was only with Stakman’s research in the late 

1930s that plant scientists on both sides of the border understood the transnational 

movement of wheat rust. Mexican scientists did not view the U.S. as a problem, but 

rather, followed Stakman’s arguments that wheat rust was a two-way, transnational 

environmental problem. Moreover, while there was a free exchange of wheat rust 

between northern Mexico and the U.S., Mexico’s mountainous topography and wind 

 
133 Ibid. 
134 Ibid. 
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patterns only allowed for wheat rust from northern Mexico to infect southern Mexico, not 

vice versa. 

In many years, rust destroyed 60 percent of wheat in the Northwest as well as in 

parts of northern Mexico like Nuevo León, and this meant farmers failed to turn a profit 

on wheat.135 Rust was so problematic in Mexico that many farmers refrained from 

monoculture wheat farming or reverted back to mixed field stands for wheat farming in 

the twentieth century. In the 1940s, plant pathologists found “virtually all the area planted 

to wheat was seeded with ‘native’ varieties of unknown varieties” in Mexico.136 

Scientists found “it was common to encounter 10-20 morphologically different type of 

wheats, belonging to 3 different species in a single field. These types differed greatly in 

maturity, height, resistance to lodging, shattering, and in grain texture, resulting in 

complicated harvesting, milling, and baking procedures.”137 A major rationale for the 

mixed fields was as an insurance policy against the myriad races of rust that impacted 

wheat production on a yearly basis. Some Mexican farmers resisted wheat monoculture 

because wheat rust led to too many bust years. Instead, they made the rational choice of 

steady, albeit depressed yields under non-monoculture wheat farming. This use of non-

monoculture wheat farming was not the result of Mexican farmers being backwards or 

conservative. Without rust resistant seeds, farmers adapted growing strategies and grew 

mixed-stand fields because they chose to mitigate the risk of rust losses despite lower 

profits. The Mexican government, however, needed more production from wheat farmers 

 
135 Stakman and Harrar, “Plant Pathology in Mexico,” 54. 
136 Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and Its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 400  
137 Ibid. 
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to reduce wheat imports, and rust resistant wheat seed technology could incentivize the 

expansion of monoculture farming to feed Mexico City. 

Where Mexican farmers did practice monoculture farming in northern Mexico, 

they grew seed technology that was rust resistant, but the rust resistant wheat seed 

technology they had identified was lower yielding and lower quality: they only grew 

these seed technologies because they offered a modicum of rust resistance. Taboada had 

begun research in Northwest Mexico on bread wheat seed technology he had acquired 

from around the world that showed the potential for rust resistance, but he was forced to 

abandon his research due to health issues.138 Between 1938 and 1939, Mexico 

experienced “disastrous stem rust epidemics on bread wheats,” so reminiscent of the U.S. 

epidemics in 1916, that Mexican farmers switched en masse to durums and very low 

quality “humpback” bread wheats that had not been decimated by rust.139  

The kernels of humpback wheats had a protuberance similar to a humpback 

whale, and they were first catalogued in Minnesota around 1898. Humpback wheat 

became popular for a short time because of its disease resistance, but it was “generally 

discriminated against by the grain trade because of its alleged inferior milling 

qualities.”140 It, however, became the most prevalent wheat grown in northern Mexico, 

even though a U.S. Farmers’ Bulletin found it “is not a high-yielding wheat under 

favorable conditions. It also has inferior milling and baking qualities, and because of this 

 
138 “A Cultural History of Heredity IV: Heredity in the Century of the Gene,” 119. 
139 Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and Its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 400. 
140 Levi Morton Thomas, “The origin, characteristics, and quality of humpback wheat,” United 

States Department of Agriculture (1916): 2. 
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it always brings a low price on the market. The growing of Humpback, therefore, should 

be discontinued.”141 Mexican farmers were so desperate for any rust resistance that they 

resorted to planting a humpback wheat that U.S farmers deemed to be commercially 

ungrowable. Similarly, Mexican farmers decided to grow durum wheats because of their 

rust resistance even though they were much less profitable and intended for making pasta, 

not the bread demanded most by urban consumers. 

Between 1936 and 1937 Mexican wheat production and yields decreased 22 and 

18 percent respectively, and wheat rust destroyed half of all Mexican wheat harvests from 

1938-1942.142 Despite irrigation improvements, Mexican wheat yields increased only one 

percent a year between 1938 and 1942, and this contributed to both higher wheat prices 

and the need to import wheat which proved to be a drain on Mexico’s foreign 

exchange.143 It was during this period of wheat rust epidemics in the midst of the 

Mexican government’s desire to expand wheat production in the Northwest that the 

Mexican government showed an interest in a collaborative agricultural program with the 

RF. Following the birth of the MAP, Stakman explained: 

Stem rust is not only the most destructive disease of wheat in Mexico but is 

considered by informed Mexican agriculturalists as one of the important problems 

in crop production….it also limits the areas in which wheat can be grown 

profitably. As the Mexican government desires an expansion of wheat growing, 

control of stem rust is their most pressing plant disease problem. And its 

importance is not limited to Mexico alone.144 

 
141 J. Allen Clark and John H. Martin, “The Hard Red Spring Wheats,” United States Department 

of Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin no. 1281, accessed November 2, 2018, 

https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc6204.  
142 Hesser, The Man Who Fed the World, 44. 
143 Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in,” 180. 
144 Stakman, “Plant Pathology in Mexico,” 53; Perkins, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution, 
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Wheat rust was the most important economic problem for both U.S. and Mexican wheat 

farmers in the twentieth century, and the MAP’s wheat program would prioritize disease 

resistance from its start. When Stakman constructed wheat rust as a transnational problem 

in the 1930s, he provided the scientific justification needed to start a collaborative 

agricultural program based in Mexico, and the Mexican government would require the 

MAP to prioritize research on wheat rust. Ultimately, the MAP’s wheat program was able 

to increase wheat production in Mexico because the Mexican government and RF aligned 

on the scope and direction of the scientific work of the MAP’s wheat program, in part 

because both U.S and Mexican farmers were negatively harmed by wheat rust.145 

 

Conclusion 
 

The goal of the MAP was to use science and technology to transcend the 

constraints of the Mexican environment. Borlaug described how Mexico’s Secretary of 

Agriculture Marte R. Gómez, “simply told [the RF] to see what we could do about 

increasing wheat production. He backed the programme faithfully, but openly state that 

he did not expect miracles. The belief was widespread that Mexico had neither the soil 

nor climate to become self-sufficient in wheat production.”146 At the start of the MAP, 

Mexican officials like Gómez still operated under the shadow of the Green Legend that 

 
145 Absent this shared environmental problem, the MAP’s hybrid corn program would not achieve 

comparable increases in production. 
146 Norman E. Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and its Impact on World Food Supply,” Third 

International Wheat Genetics Symposium, 1968, page 3, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 3, Folder 

20, UMN. 
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espoused an environmentally deterministic view of Mexican history that blamed 

Mexico’s lagging modernity and industrialization on the harsh, deficient Mexican natural 

environment. Postrevolutionary Mexican governments marked a continuation with the 

Porfiriato, as both sought to transform Mexico from an agrarian to an industrial economy, 

and the first step towards this industrial future was through the improvement of staple 

crop production. Farmers that produced more food would help with this industrial 

transition in two ways: if urban demand could be met domestically, this would reduce 

foreign exchange spent on wheat imports, and less demand for agricultural labor freed up 

manpower for an urban-industrial workforce.  

The MAP was neither novel nor philanthropic; it marked a continuation of the 

Mexican government’s technocratic solutions to improve agricultural production. Of 

utmost concern for the Mexican government in the creation of the MAP’s wheat program 

was to complete the transformation of northern Mexico into a new breadbasket to literally 

feed Mexico’s industrialization. By the late 1930s, Stakman’s construction of wheat rust 

as a transnational problem went unquestioned, and it became clear that rust resistant 

wheat seed technology and cooperative, transnational research into wheat rust were the 

keys to boosting wheat production in Mexico. In the minds of North American scientists 

and officials, wheat rust was a shared environmental problem between the hard red spring 

wheat region and northern Mexico. This transnational problem was unique to the MAP’s 

wheat program which would address it with the development of rust resistant wheat seed 

technology in the 1940s. This alignment of interests, however scientifically inaccurate, is 
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the primary reason the MAP’s wheat program succeeded and ultimately wheat, not 

hybrid corn, became the model for the Green Revolution. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: WHEAT AND MEAT: “ADVANCING KNOWLEDGE,” 

TRICKLE DOWN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, AND THE CREATION OF 

THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION-MEXICAN AGRICULTURAL 

PROGRAM (1928-1943) 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

This chapter adds a third distinct historiographical strand to the history of the 

MAP that builds upon previous chapters on Mexican agricultural history and wheat rust 

in the hard red spring wheat region. This chapter describes the Rockefeller Foundation 

(RF) programs that were precursors to the MAP, and it points out the current failures of 

the historiography on the MAP. Broadly construed, all RF philanthropy programs aimed 

to strengthen capitalism. With its myriad public health programs, the RF looked to 

protect and strengthen the health of workers whose labor undergirded capitalist 

production. The RF defined philanthropy, not as altruistic charity, but as an investment, 

and this is critical in understanding the MAP.1 The MAP was an investment, not in the 

rural poor, but in middle- and upper-class farmers producing food for the urban-industrial 

 
1 Recent scholarship also shows that academics are imprecise when they use the term “corporate 

philanthropy.” The RF sheds light on one way in which corporations invest in improvements that 

might ultimately help business interests. Foundation staff consistently described the RF’s early 

twentieth century giving as an “investment.” In a survey of literature on philanthropy, Gautier and 

Pache find that just 17 percent of articles define “philanthropy.” Arthur Gautier and Anne-Claire 

Pache, “Research on Corporate Philanthropy: A Review and Assessment.” Journal of Business 

Ethics 126, no. 3 (2015): 346.  
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classes; the RF hoped that the return on its investment would be Mexican national 

stability and industrialization. 

Recent scholarship has argued the origins of the MAP lie in the early twentieth-

century grants that John D. Rockefeller’s General Education Board provided to Seaman 

A. Knapp for agricultural improvement in the U.S. South. Torre Olsson argues “the green 

revolution was born in the domestic laboratory of the early twentieth-century U.S. 

South,” and he finds that the entire MAP was a product of the U.S.-Mexican agrarian 

dialogue in the 1930s.2 Olsson builds upon Jonathan Harwood’s view that the MAP 

worked on “peasant friendly” seed technology in the early years of the MAP between 

1943 and 1949. These scholars believe the MAP privileged research on scale-neutral, 

synthetic corn seed technology to directly benefit campesinos in the MAP’s early years.3 

This nostalgic view of an early period of the MAP when the RF worked on technology 

that was directly beneficial to campesinos misconstrues the motivations of both the RF 

and Mexican government at the inception of the MAP.4 While the RF’s early work with 

the MAP may have been “friendlier” for campesinos than its work in the 1950s, the MAP 

never operated as a rural philanthropy. Thus, this chapter rejects the views of scholars 

 
2 Olsson, Agrarian Crossings, 100. 
3 Olsson argues that the MAP pivoted away from class- and scale-neutral synthetic corn in the 

late 1940s due to the onset of the Cold War and focused instead on breeding seed technology that 

supported industrial capitalist agricultural production, principally wheat. Harwood, “Peasant 

Friendly Plant Breeding and the Early Years of the Green Revolution in Mexico.”; Olsson, 

Agrarian Crossings, 150-155. 
4 Much of the scholarship on the Green Revolution scholarship conflates the crops the MAP 

worked on. The MAP’s corn program was not the emphasis in the 1940s. As this dissertation 

shows, the entire MAP was tilted more towards work on wheat than corn. Regardless, historians 

need to disaggregate the MAP by crop before they can produce a synthesis view of the entire 

MAP. 
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such as Olsson and Harwood who argue that there was a “peasant-friendly” stage of the 

MAP modeled after the RF’s earlier work in the U.S. South.  

In 1928, the RF turned away from the dissemination of knowledge that defined 

the foundation’s earlier work in agriculture and public health in the U.S. South. The RF 

underwent a massive reorganization in 1928 that redefined the foundation’s goal as the 

“advancement of knowledge” or the production of knowledge.5 The MAP would follow 

this new philosophical commitment to scientific research and experimentation that began 

at the RF in 1928, and this clearly demarcates the MAP from the RF’s work in the U.S. 

South. The MAP would treat Mexico as an environmental laboratory in which to produce 

knowledge on wheat rust and wheat seed technology, and this research paved the way for 

the Green Revolution.6  

This chapter builds upon John Perkins’s argument that that RF and Mexican 

government “had no particular wish to improve the lives of peasant farmers in their 

capacities as peasant farmers.”7 The MAP consciously bypassed working with 

campesinos by focusing on hybrid corn and wheat, crops that campesinos did not produce 

nor consume on a daily basis. In 1941, Stakman led a survey team that produced a report 

that became the blueprint for the MAP and subsequent Green Revolution. This survey 

 
5 “The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report 1928,” The Rockefeller Foundation, accessed 

November 20, 2019, https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/governance-reports/annual-

reports/; William H. Schneider, “The Men Who Followed Flexner: Richard Peace, Alan Gregg, 

and the Rockefeller Foundation Medical Divisions, 1919-1951,” in William H. Schneider, ed., 

Rockefeller Philanthropy and Modern Biomedicine: International Initiatives From World War I 

to the Cold War (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 33. 
6 In 1963, the RF again reorganized back to the dissemination of knowledge when its failed 

campaigns of the Green Revolution began. It was in this interregnum between 1928 and 1963 in 

which the RF focused on scientific research and experimentation that the MAP was borne. 
7 Perkins, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution, 115. 

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/governance-reports/annual-reports/
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/about-us/governance-reports/annual-reports/
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explicitly rejected bottom up extension work with campesinos and stressed the need to 

operate from the top down. The Mexican government and RF agreed with the survey’s 

recommendations, and the MAP was born in 1943. It is important to see that the RF and 

Mexican government shared this vision to work from the top down and put scientific 

research and experimentation at the center of the MAP. 

Despite the same goals, there were different outcomes to the MAP’s individual 

crop programs: the corn program converted less than 10 percent of farmers to MAP 

seeds, while the wheat program converted over 90 percent.8 It is outside the scope of this 

dissertation to go into details of the MAP’s corn program, but evidence points to 

disagreements between the RF and Mexican government inhibiting this individual crop 

program.9 The RF and Mexican government were unable to align on the best research 

agenda for the MAP’s corn program: the RF pushed synthetic corn seed technology while 

the Mexican government wanted the MAP to focus solely on hybrid corn seed technology 

modeled after the U.S. corn belt, the epitome of industrial capitalist agriculture in the 

mid-twentieth century.10 While wheat rust was a natural point of agreement between the 

 
8 Jennings described how only 8 percent of Mexican corn production came from MAP hybrid 

seeds by 1950. Jennings, Foundations of International Agricultural Research, 68; Wellhausen, 

“Annual Report of the Oficina de Estudios Especiales, S.A.G. September 1, 1952 - August 31, 

1953.” 
9 Matchett is the only scholar to date who has taken a commodity-centered approach to the 

MAP’s corn program with her article based upon her dissertation. Matchett, “At Odds over 

Inbreeding,” 356-357. 
10 The U.S. hybrid corn belt was defined by monoculture farming of scientifically-improved seed 

technology. Farmers were completely reliant on the market for this type of farming. Each year 

they had to purchase new hybrid corn seed technology on the market because it lost its high-yield 

quality after the first year it was planted. Farmers also had to purchase fertilizers on the market to 

boost production, and eventually other chemicals like herbicides and insecticides. Finally, these 

farmers were highly profitable because they utilized machine technology to farm huge tracts of 

land and took advantage of economies of scale. 
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Mexican government and the RF, the MAP did not have any one singular environmental 

problem that harmed Mexican corn farmers.11 Ultimately, the Mexican government 

wanted more hybrid corn, not for direct consumption by campesinos, but as a feed crop. 

Hybrid corn was a means to an end for higher meat consumption, and scholars have 

missed this key aspect of the MAP’s hybrid corn program. The MAP’s hybrid corn 

program achieved less than half the yield increases of the MAP’s wheat program as a 

result of these disagreements.  

On the other hand, both the RF and Mexican government aligned with research to 

combat the discrete environmental problem of wheat rust: the RF hired the foremost 

wheat rust expert on the planet, Stakman, to help inform the MAP’s research, and the 

Mexican government pushed wheat rust to be a “top priority” of the MAP from its 

inception.12 Wheat rust was thus a well-defined objective for the MAP to tackle, and 

research and experimentation were exactly what were needed to solve what both sides 

viewed as a shared, transnational environmental problem. From its inception, the goal of 

the MAP was to cater to a relatively homogenous group of middle- and upper-class 

farmers that produced food, hybrid corn and wheat, for urban consumers. The MAP 

helped feed city dwellers, but the benefits of the MAP failed to trickle down to the 

 
11 As will be discussed in the conclusion of this dissertation, the MAP’s corn program may have 

achieved similar success to the wheat program. There were millions more corn farmers than 

wheat farmers in Mexico that pushed this adoption rate down, so a 10 percent adoption rate of 

MAP corn seed technology was no failure. In 1950, the Mexican agriculture census reported no 

improved or hybrid wheat being grown on farms under 12 acres, or campesino farms, and this 

means the MAP only reached affluent corn farmers. The adoption rate was most likely very high 

among these middle- and upper-class corn farmers much as it was amongst wheat farmers with 

the same class background. “Censos Agropecuarios 1930, 1940 y 1950,” 15. 
12 Stakman, “Report on Agricultural Activities in Mexico, 3 Feb to 20 May 1943.” 
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masses in the countryside which meant the MAP only widened the gulf between affluent 

farmers and campesinos in Mexico. 

 

Public Health and the Dissemination of Knowledge before 1928 
 

In 1913, John D. Rockefeller Sr., provided the endowment to create the 

Rockefeller Foundation (RF) under which the Rockefeller family centralized all of its 

disparate charitable endeavors in the twentieth century.13 Until 1928, the RF focused on 

disseminating knowledge and educating the public on the benefits of public health. 

Rockefeller Sr.’s first advisor on philanthropy and former Baptist minister, Frederick T. 

Gates, described how “disease is the supreme ill of human life, and it is the main source 

of almost all other human ills – poverty, crime, ignorance, vice, inefficiency, hereditary 

traits, and many other evils.”14 Gates captured this commonly-held view at the RF that 

disease caused economic poverty, and the RF provided funds for public health campaigns 

to educate the public about disease and recommend best practices in public health to 

 
13 The Rockefeller family lobbied Congress to grant it a formal charter which it received in 1913, 

also known as the “Rockefeller Bill.” The Rockefeller family created the RF partly as a vehicle to 

avoid taxes. In 1914, the U.S. government imposed a federal income tax which progressively 

taxed the richest Americans, but the Rockefeller Bill provided legal precedent to allow the 

Rockefellers to use the foundation to offset its tax burden. Rather than giving its money to the 

U.S. government, the RF became a way to rechannel taxes owed by Standard Oil towards projects 

controlled by the Rockefeller family that ultimately benefited their interests or businesses. 
14 Gates was a Baptist minister in Minnesota before he helped the Rockefeller family raise money 

for the University of Chicago’s endowment. Gates shifted the Rockefeller’s goal of charity from 

spreading religious values to scientific values. The RF mistakenly viewed disease as a cause of 

poverty when in actuality disease was a symptom of poverty. Frederick T. Gates is credited with 

this quote found in Raymond B. Fosdick, Adventure in Giving: The Story of the Rockefeller 

Foundation (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Transaction, 1989), 23-24; John S. Baick, “Cracks in 

the Foundation: Frederick T. Gates, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the China Medical Board,” 

The Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 3, no. 1 (2004). 
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mitigate the damage caused by diseases. Ultimately, the goal of RF charity was to 

strengthen capitalism by eliminating diseases that threatened a healthy, productive, and 

most importantly, profitable workforce.  

John Farley describes the RF’s unique view that “philanthropy was an 

investment” that “should be offered to government agencies, not individuals.”15 Wickliffe 

Rose, one of the most influential trustees of the RF before 1928, wanted the RF to “make 

the peaks higher” by supporting scientific experts at medical institutions, universities, and 

government agencies because he believed these institutions guaranteed the best return on 

investment.16 George E. Vincent, the first RF president and former president of UMN, 

summarized how public health programs helped businesses and facilitated commerce by 

keeping workers healthy and saving communities money: effective public health 

measures decreased calls to physicians over 90 percent, and the per capita cost of 

malaria’s impact on the community writ large declined almost 70 percent.17 The earliest 

 
15 John Farley, A History of the International Health Division of Rockefeller Foundation (1913-

1951) (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 4.  
16 Raymond D. Fosdick, “Introduction,” in George W. Gray, Education on an International 

Scale: A History of the International Education Board, 1923-1938 (New York: Harcourt, Brace 

and Company, 1941), vii. 
17Vincent was summarizing an RF experiment with malaria control measures in Arkansas in order 

to illustrate how RF philanthropy could benefit capitalist production. The RF also tested public 

health initiatives on large plantation-style farms and found malaria campaigns decreased per 

capita healthcare costs 78 percent from $5 to $1.08 per capita. Vincent described the per capita 

cost savings of the malaria campaign in order to illustrate that public health investment, not 

charity, was an ineffective way to increase profitability. Vincent argued that public health 

measures were “feasible scientifically and economically,” and businesses that prevented costly 

health problems or prevented disease outbreaks were more profitable. While “community 

progress and human happiness” were important byproducts of public health campaigns, Vincent 

prioritized the benefits decreased worker health costs had on profits. A healthier workforce was 

both cheaper to maintain and more productive. George E. Vincent, “The Rockefeller 

Foundation,” The Journal of Education 90, no. 14 (1919): 374. 
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public health work conducted by the RF focused on hookworm, also known as the “germ 

of laziness” in the early twentieth century.18 At this time, many parts of the world, 

including the U.S. South, lacked proper sanitation and sewage facilities and people 

defecated outside which passed this parasite into the ground. Many rural residents could 

not afford shoes, and they subsequently contracted hookworm by walking barefoot on 

hookworm-contaminated soil.19 It is no surprise that the Rockefeller’s focal point was on 

hookworm, a disease that purportedly prevented people from reaching their full potential 

as productive, capitalist workers.  

The Rockefeller family also established the RF in 1913 in order to expand its 

philanthropic work abroad, and the official charter of the RF declared that the foundation 

would have a global mindset and would seek to “promote the well-being of mankind 

 
18 While early twentieth-century public health initiatives blamed disease for causing poverty, 

poverty was in most cases the cause of the spread of disease. The Rockefeller family’s interest in 

public health began in 1909 when Charles Stiles, a zoologist who worked at both the USDA and 

U.S. Public Health Service, convinced John D. Rockefeller Sr. to start the Rockefeller Sanitary 

Commission (RSC). Stiles believed that the lack of public health awareness in the U.S. South was 

necessary to stop the spread of hookworm which was the cause of poverty and economic 

underdevelopment in the region. There was a racial component to this construction of hookworm 

as a germ of laziness as it disproportionately harmed the U.S. South. Rather than address the role 

racism had upon health outcomes in the U.S. South, the RF and other agencies simply sought 

medical explanations for the economic poverty faced by African-Americans. Rockefeller Sr. 

donated $1 million dollars in 1909 which equates to around $30 million in 2019 dollars to form 

the RSC which the RF absorbed later. For more on the hookworm campaign in the U.S. South see 

John Ettling, The Germ of Laziness: Rockefeller Philanthropy and Public Health in the New 

South (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981); James H. Cassedy, “The ‘Germ of 

Laziness’ in the South, 1900-1915: Charles Wardell Stiles and the Progressive Paradox,” Bulletin 

of the History of Medicine 45 (1971); Ibid. 
19 Today, hookworm remains a disease caused by poverty: 740 million individuals still suffer 

from hookworm infections due to lack of adequate sanitation and sewage facilities, and recent 

studies show hookworm is still prevalent in the U.S. South today. Megan L. McKenna et al., 

“Human Intestinal Parasite Burden and Poor Sanitation in Rural Alabama,” The American 

Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 97, Issue 5 (2017); “Parasites – Hookworm,” Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention, accessed November 24, 2019, 

https://www.cdc.gov/parasites/hookworm/index.html. 

https://www.cdc.gov/parasites/hookworm/index.html
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throughout the world.”20 This included the establishment of the International Health 

Division (IHD) that funded public health programs and the improvement of medical 

education.21 The IHD entered Latin America in the 1920s, namely Mexico, where the RF 

feared a lack of public health knowledge would facilitate the spread of disease that might 

harm the Rockefeller family’s business interests.22 The RF hoped improvements in public 

health in Mexico would remove the threat of hookworm and “prepare vast regions for 

commerce, investment, and increased productivity.”23 Bruce Jennings describes how a 

public health campaign against another disease in Mexico, yellow fever, was aimed at 

providing oil companies with a “healthy and productive work force” that was sedentary.24 

Far from altruistic charity, the RF’s work consistently looked to invest in programs that 

would strengthen capitalist labor or support the Rockefeller family’s businesses.  

The RF also shifted its gaze to the international arena in the 1910s to avoid 

domestic backlash from the increasingly powerful Progressive party in the U.S. The 

Rockefeller name “was viewed by many Progressives as one of the great problems of the 

day” because corporate power was increasing at alarming rates, and Progressives worried 

 
20 “The Rockefeller Foundation Charter,” The Rockefeller Foundation, accessed November 2, 

2018, https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Rockefeller-Foundation-

Charter.pdf. 
21 The IHD would work in over 80 countries in the twentieth century. 
22 Jonathan C. Brown, Oil and Revolution in Mexico (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1993). 
23 Anne-Emanuelle Birn and Armando Solórzano, “Public health policy paradoxes: science and 

politics in the Rockefeller Foundation's hookworm campaign in Mexico in the 1920s,” Social 

Science and Medicine 49 (1999): 1198. 
24 The RF found businesses had to continually import labor because disease limited worker 

productivity, but it also found migrants exacerbated public health problems by spreading even 

more disease. The IHD hoped it could eliminate yellow fever, and this would obviate the need for 

migratory labor and ultimately ensure a stable, healthy, and more productive workforce in 

Mexico. Jennings, Foundations of International Agricultural Research, 31. 

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Rockefeller-Foundation-Charter.pdf
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Rockefeller-Foundation-Charter.pdf
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about the impact of untrammeled capitalism on the social fabric of the U.S.25 

Progressives sought stricter controls on corporate power and higher commitments of 

corporate responsibility to combat the rise of powerful companies, and the Rockefeller 

family’s Standard Oil became a poster child for the Progressive movement.26 The 

Progressive party attacked Standard Oil’s anti-competitive, cut-throat business practices 

aimed at building monopoly power, and in 1911, it successfully pressured the Supreme 

Court to find Standard Oil was a trust and ordered it to be broken up.27  

In 1914, the Rockefeller reputation reached its nadir after it incited the bloody 

Ludlow massacre against striking miners, and the federal government charged the 

Rockefellers for using money to influence politics.28 The Rockefeller family charities had 

been funneling money to the USDA to hire extension agents to support Seaman A. 

Knapp’s demonstration work in the U.S. South which aimed to disseminate knowledge 

on scientific agriculture to farmers. The federal government passed the Smith-Lever Act 

in 1914 which created a federal extension service in agriculture using only federal 

money, and the RF largely exited work on agriculture after the federal government 

rebuked it for using money to influence federal agencies.29 Many Progressives believed 

 
25 Baick, “Cracks in the Foundation,” 67-68. 
26 Ibid. 
27 By the late nineteenth century, Standard Oil controlled nearly all oil refineries and pipelines in 

the U.S., and it pressured the railroads to provide it favorable freight rates, and its competitors 

higher rates. Standard Oil engaged in a wide range of business practices that would be described 

as anti-competitive today like purchasing all the chemicals needed to refine oil to block any 

competition. 
28 For more on the impact of the Ludlow massacre on organized labor see Fawn-Amber Montoya, 

ed., Making an American Workforce: The Rockefellers and the Legacy of Ludlow (Boulder: 

University of Colorado Press, 2014). 
29 The RF did run a small-scale agricultural program in China in the 1930s, and foundation 

members discussed it as a model for the MAP. More work is needed to explore the connections 
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Rockefeller charity was just a blunt attempt to buy better public relations or political 

influence using “tainted money” derived from Rockefeller businesses like Standard Oil.30 

With the tide of public opinion rising against the Rockefeller name domestically, Gates 

pushed the Rockefeller family to look abroad for an outlet for its philanthropy.31 It was 

this shift to international work at the IHD coupled with the 1928 reorganization that 

would inform the creation of the MAP in 1943, not the RF’s domestic work.   

While the RF trustees were united in their view of philanthropy as an investment, 

there was a crucial philosophical split at the newly minted RF on the best strategy for 

running its programs. Jerome D. Greene, a founding trustee of the RF, described how 

these differences were “divisible into two main divisions, the discovery of new 

knowledge bearing on human welfare, and the dissemination of this knowledge by 

various educational methods.”32 The RF’s internal history highlights this debate as a 

 
between the RF’s work in China and Mexico. For more on the RF’s work with agriculture before 

the MAP see Randall E. Stross, The Stubborn Earth: American Agriculturalists on Chinese Soil, 

1898-1937 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986); David Ekbladh, “To Reconstruct the 

Medieval: Rural Reconstruction in Interwar China and the Rise of an American Style of 

Modernization, 1921-1961,” The Journal of American-East Asian Relations 9, no. 3 (2000). For 

China’s experience with the Green Revolution see Sigrid Schmalzer, Red Revolution, Green 

Revolution: Scientific Farming in Socialist China (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2016). 
30 Baick, “Cracks in the Foundation,” 67-68. 
31 Gates, a Baptist minister, convinced a fellow Baptist, John D. Rockefeller Sr., to provide the 

funds to establish the University of Chicago in 1892, and as the “right-hand man” to Rockefeller 

Sr., Gates provided guidance to the Rockefeller family on both investments and international 

philanthropy throughout the twentieth century. James E. Fell, Jr., “Rockefeller’s Right-Hand 

Man: Frederick T. Gates and the Northwestern Mining Investments,” The Business History 

Review 52, no. 4 (1978): 537, 544. 
32 Jerome Greene, “Principles and Policies of Giving,” October 22, 1913, Document 12, Program 

and Policy, Series 900, Box 21, Folder 163, RAC.  
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“crossfire between opposing and contrary philosophies of systematic philanthropy.”33 It 

is critical to understand that before 1928 the RF focused on education and the 

dissemination of knowledge, not the production of knowledge, as evidenced by its 

support of Knapp in agriculture and its public health work on hookworm.34 Rose directed 

the early domestic work on hookworm at the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission between 

1909 and 1915, and he carried this experience over to the IHD which he directed between 

1915 and 1923.35 Under Rose’s leadership, the domestic hookworm campaigns funded 

physicians and other public health officials who “travelled to countless rural communities 

in eleven states in a bid to educate more than a million poor Southerners about 

hookworm…and to convince inhabitants to wear shoes and to build and use latrines.”36 

Rose also collaborated with local health boards and government agencies as well as 

 
33 William C. Cobb, “The Historical Backgrounds of the Mexican Agricultural Program,” Chapter 

1, page 31, Rockefeller Foundation Records, Projects, Record Group 1.2, Series 323, Box 9, 

Folder 62, RAC. 
34 The RF celebrated Stiles for “bringing [hookworm] to the public’s attention and in creating 

awareness of its many consequences. His tireless efforts led to permanent solutions in the field of 

hygiene and sanitation – changes that can be directly attributed to helping to modernize the 

American South and to change opinions about public health issues.” “Charles Wardell Stiles,” 

The Rockefeller Foundation: A Digital History, accessed November 24, 2019, 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/charles-

wardell-stiles?. 
35Between 1914 and 1915, the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission shuttered and the IHD absorbed 

its work. In 1913 the RF created the International Health Commission which was renamed to the 

International Health Board in 1916. It was renamed again in 1927 to the IHD. For simplicity, I 

use IHD to describe the International Health Commission, International Health Board, and IHD. 
36 Anne-Emanuelle Birn, “Public health or public menace? The Rockefeller Foundation and 

public health in Mexico, 1920-1950,” International Journal of Voluntary and Nonprofit 

Organizations 7, no. 1 (1996): 39. 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/charles-wardell-stiles?
https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/charles-wardell-stiles?
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clubs, churches, and other local institutions to disseminate public health information to 

stop the spread of hookworm.37  

The IHD’s work with hookworm in Mexico also followed Rose’s view that “an 

elite group of scientists trained in modern medicine and public health would disperse 

their acquired knowledge into society,” according to historian Anne-Emanuelle Birn.38 

The IHD set up rural health units in collaboration with Mexican public health 

professionals to work directly with the rural population because “these nationals would 

be in a better position to disseminate theory and practice in a culturally relevant 

manner.”39 The Mexican government leveraged assistance from the RF in public health to 

increase its authority, and it was not a passive recipient of the RF’s so-called 

philanthropy. Armando Solórzano finds the RF was “vital in legitimizing the position of 

the new revolutionary Mexican state” because the RF’s public health campaigns “were 

instrumental in presenting the Mexican government as a motive force in the improvement 

of the health conditions of the population.”40 Benefits may have flowed unevenly from 

 
37 This bottom up approach to public health in the U.S. South also resembled the RF’s support of 

another domestic initiative in the early twentieth century: Seaman A. Knapp’s bottom up 

extension work and demonstration efforts which attempted to disseminate scientific knowledge 

on agriculture to small farmers in the U.S. South. Both these twentieth-century efforts by the RF 

in the U.S. South were bottom up approaches that looked to disseminate knowledge, but they 

ultimately had little influence on the creation of the MAP which was a top down program aimed 

at the production of knowledge that explicitly rejected the type of bottom up extension work of 

Knapp. 
38 Birn, “Public health or public menace?” 39, 48. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Cueto, Missionaries of Science, 67. 
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Rockefeller philanthropy, but there was still a two-way flow in which the RF and the 

object of RF funding extracted benefits from one another.41 

Outside Mexico, the RF also disseminated knowledge by training medical experts 

(doctors, nurses, scientists) in Europe and China. The RF sought to convince Europeans 

to reform their medical education system along the lines of the U.S.’s Flexnerian system, 

named after Abraham Flexner, who published high-profile critiques of higher education 

in the U.S. in the early twentieth century. Among other things, Flexner argued that the 

U.S. needed to standardize scientific practices and remove non-professional scientific 

knowledge from medical schools.42 Similarly, the RF started the China Medical Board in 

1914 which supported the Peking Union Medical College’s effort to educate “a Chinese 

medical elite” in Western science.43 The outcomes of many of the RF’s philanthropic 

efforts before 1928 were ineffective however, and as one historian puts it, the RF’s 

 
41 In the 1920s and 1930s the IHD provided over 600 Mexican health officials, nurses, and 

sanitary inspectors with technical training, provided 56 doctors, nurses, and sanitary engineers 

with fellowships to study abroad, and awarded 21 travel grants. Up through the 1940s the RF 

spent $1.2 million on training and education alone. Cobb, “The Historical Backgrounds of the 

Mexican Agricultural Program,” Chapter 1, page 21. 
42 Flexner produced a critique of the U.S. medical education system in the early twentieth century 

following his general critique of U.S. higher education in 1908. Flexner’s reports caused many 

medical institutions to initiate massive reforms or shut down due to substandard practices. 

Flexner argued that basic scientific classes and laboratory science should be required to receive a 

medical degree. After his reports, Flexner helped allocate over $500 million in funds through the 

RF to help reform medical institutions in the U.S. Internationally, the RF conducted this top down 

assistance throughout Europe including Britain, France, Ireland, and Eastern Europe. His brother, 

Simon Flexner, worked for the RF in China on medical education. See Schneider’s edited volume 

on the IHD’s work in Europe. William H. Schneider, ed., Rockefeller Philanthropy and Modern 

Biomedicine; Lawrence Dille, “Perspective: 100 Years Later, the Flexner Report is Still 

Relevant,” The Hastings Center Report 40, no. 5 (2010). 
43 Baick, “Cracks in the Foundation,” 85. 
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programs were “characterized more by hubris than hegemony.”44 In response to the 

limited success of the RF to educate or disseminate knowledge, the RF shifted to the 

other model of philanthropy the aforementioned Greene mentioned: the production of 

scientific knowledge. With this pivot, the RF would find the success and affirmation it 

craved for which included two RF members winning Nobel Prizes. 

 

Precursor to the MAP: The 1928 Reorganization and the “Advancement of 

Knowledge” 
 

The 1928 reorganization is the most useful starting point for better understanding 

the historical origins of the MAP from the perspective of the foundation’s history. The 

failures of the public health campaigns to induce change as expected by the RF trustees 

provided an opening for Raymond D. Fosdick to prioritize the production of knowledge 

at the RF in 1928. Fosdick, a trustee of the RF and close family friend of the 

Rockefellers, engineered a reorganization of the RF in 1928 to mimic the organizational 

efficiency of a corporation. The foundation’s new “infrastructure functioned like a well-

oiled machine,” and the “vision of a philanthropy that would run like a corporate 

business” came to “fruition” in 1928.45  

Most importantly, Fosdick was the main architect behind the RF’s new 

philosophy which it described as the “advancement of knowledge” or the production of 

 
44 Frank Ninkovich, “The Rockefeller Foundation, China, and Cultural Change,” The Journal of 

American History 70, no. 4 (1984): 817. 
45 “The Advancement of Knowledge,” 100 Years: The Rockefeller Foundation, accessed 

November 11, 2020, https://rockfound.rockarch.org/the-advancement-of-knowledge. 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/the-advancement-of-knowledge
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knowledge. The 1928 reorganization marked a fundamental break with the RF’s earlier 

work focused on the dissemination of knowledge. In the midst of the 1928 

reorganization, Rose, a strong proponent for the dissemination of knowledge, retired 

while Fosdick would go on to become the president of the foundation between 1936 and 

1948 when the MAP was formally created.46 The 1928 reorganization reflected the RF’s 

realization that the strategy of using disease to inculcate populations with modern values 

was not working as planned, and it became increasingly clear that disseminating 

knowledge was a poor investment because it was too time-consuming and costly.47 In 

1928, the RF charted a new course for its work and committed to scientific research and 

experimentation, and the MAP would reflect this broad shift precipitated by Fosdick. The 

MAP treated Mexico like an environmental laboratory to develop novel seed technology 

that catalyzed the Green Revolution, and the MAP would have little in common with the 

RF’s previous work in the U.S. South despite what current historiography claims.  

The 1928 Annual Report of the RF described how one of the “essential features of 

the reorganization” would be “the extension of the scope of the new Foundation's 

 
46 Max Mason, the former president of the University of Chicago became president of the RF in 

1929. Mason was devoted to scientific research throughout his career. During World War I, he 

helped develop the “Mason Hyrdophone” which helped identify the exact location of German 

submarines. While president of the RF, he became interested in “behavioral research” and 

“initiatives in psychiatry flourished under his supervision.” Mason continued to work for the RF 

after his presidency, and in 1936 he helped lead the construction of the Palomar Observatory in 

California which “allowed Mason to return to physics.” “Max Mason,” 100 Years: The 

Rockefeller Foundation, accessed November 11, 2020, 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/ 6ygcKECNI1nb/content/max-

mason.  
47The RF essentially admitted its hookworm programs aimed at using disease to educate or 

civilize people had failed with this shift in 1928. Farley, A History of the International Health 

Division, 27; Cueto, Missionaries of Science, x. 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/%206ygcKECNI1nb/content/max-mason
https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/%206ygcKECNI1nb/content/max-mason
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activities to include not only public health, but the advancement of knowledge in the 

medical sciences, in the natural sciences, in the social sciences, and in the humanities.”48 

An internal memo at the IHD discussed how this division would carve out a new path for 

its work that focused on producing knowledge. The unauthored memo, a collective effort 

of IHD leadership, described how “one of the chief duties of those responsible” for the 

IHD going forward was “to attempt to permeate the staff with a scientific attitude of 

mind, that is, the spirit of inquiry and desire to increase knowledge.”49 The memo 

discounted the importance of public health professionals that lacked an “inquiring mind,” 

and it encouraged scientists that would produce knowledge rather than disseminate it.50 

 The memo described how, “if the IHD is to make the greatest progress in the 

prevention of” disease, it “is bound to take steps to investigate these diseases, and the 

nature of their spread, with the best modern scientific methods.”51 The IHD would now 

focus on conducting research and experimentation to produce cures for diseases instead 

of educating people on the best public health practices to combat the spread of disease. 

The memo also reflected the continued view at the RF that the organization was not 

charity, but an investment. The IHD believed a corporation was profitable because “a 

very considerable part of its expenditure goes into research.”52 Following the 

reorganization, the IHD believed its work should mimic research and development 

 
48 “The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report 1928,” page 2. 
49 There is no official author of this article, and it was most likely written by multiple members in 

the IHD’s leadership. Rockefeller Foundation, “Memorandum concerning future developments in 

the International Health Division of the Rockefeller Foundation,” Record Group 1.1, Series 100, 

Box 11, Folder 91, page 3, RAC. 
50 Ibid., 3, 6.  
51 Ibid., 4.  
52 Ibid., 3.  
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(R&D) efforts at large corporations like General Electric and American Telephone and 

Telegraph Company (AT&T).53 As a corporate philanthropy, the RF would employ 

business practices and strategies to get the most out of its investment, and RF staff 

believed that scientific research to produce new vaccines was one of the most efficient 

ways to eradicate disease because it required just one shot to the arm.  

After 1928, the IHD’s compass now pointed towards research “both in the field 

and in the laboratory,” and it would “cultivate the spirit of investigation in the members 

of the staff.”54 The IHD believed that “laboratories in the ordinary sense are essential” for 

curing disease but the experimental approach taken by scientists in laboratories was even 

more valuable.55 The IHD believed it would be beneficial for public health officials to 

have greater “contact with the exact methods employed in the laboratories” by scientists 

focused on research and experimentation.56 The division wanted all employees, including 

public health officials working in the field, to contribute to the production of scientific 

knowledge because “an extraordinary opportunity exists for the scientific investigation of 

the epidemiology of diseases under a great variety of conditions.”57 The IHD believed 

that the only way for it to produce meaningful scientific knowledge was to completely 

shift its thinking, and the memo emphasize the need for the division to become 

“permeated with an attitude of inquiry.”58  

 
53 Ibid., 5.  
54 Ibid., 6.  
55 Ibid., 5.  
56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid., 6.  
58 Ibid.  
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Producing Knowledge: Yellow Fever Vaccine, 1928-1951 
 

After 1928, the RF focused much of its resources on diseases carried by non-

human vectors like mosquitoes, principally malaria and yellow fever, the latter being the 

disease the IHD achieved the most success with. Between 1924 and 1945 the IHD spent 

at least two-thirds of its annual budget on mosquito-transmitted diseases, and yellow 

fever alone accounted for 50 percent to 60 percent of its budget between 1925 and 

1937.59 Humans were the vector that spread the hookworm parasite, so the RF believed it 

had to transform human behavior to slow the spread of that disease. The RF told 

populations infected with hookworm that their way of life, sanitation practices, latrine 

use, lack of shoes, and lack of education caused them to suffer from a disease that made 

them unproductive and poor. The RF believed it had no other recourse than to critique the 

way of life of rural populations to prevent the spread of hookworm, but this made it 

difficult to convert people when they were told they had been infected because of cultural 

reasons or their everyday lifestyle. 

In contrast, the RF’s shift to diseases spread by non-human vectors, like 

mosquitos, allowed it to blame the environment. The RF constructed yellow fever as an 

environmental problem caused by mosquitos, not a cultural problem caused by human 

behavior. Humans infected with yellow fever were not vectors, but victims, and their 

symptoms were acute and included high fevers, pain, headaches, and nausea. Rather than 

educate these victims of yellow fever, the RF looked to conduct scientific research and 

 
59 Farley, A History of the International Health Division, 89. 
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produce a scientific solution, a vaccine, to protect them from this environmental menace, 

a mosquito-borne disease. Following the 1928 reorganization, the IHD created an 

“organized research department” devoted to yellow fever and built a yellow fever 

laboratory, housed at the Rockefeller Institute, to work on a yellow fever vaccine.60 The 

MAP’s work on wheat rust imitated the IHD’s work on yellow fever: rust resistant wheat 

seed was a scientific solution that made wheat plants immune to rust disease much as 

vaccines made humans immune to yellow fever disease. 

The creation of the yellow fever laboratory reflected the new experimental 

approach that permeated the RF after 1928, and RF scientists would successfully produce 

a yellow fever vaccine; however, the RF consistently rushed to employ its scientific 

discoveries on the “objects” of its philanthropy. The RF was less rigorous in verifying its 

scientific findings and affirming the safety of its vaccines, and this shifted risk to the 

“objects” of RF philanthropy.61 Whether a RF vaccine was successful or not, the object of 

RF philanthropy assumed the risk, and this risk was an invisible contribution the objects 

of RF philanthropy provided to the RF. In 1937, the IHD celebrated the development of a 

yellow fever vaccine, but in a “rush to vaccinate” experimental populations in Africa and 

South America, the RF downplayed reported cases of jaundice outbreaks.62 Rather than 

 
60 Ibid., 169; Rockefeller Foundation, “Memorandum concerning future developments in the 

International Health Division of the Rockefeller Foundation,” 4 
61 The RF also killed “objects” of its philanthropy in Latin America when it experimented on 

hookworm cures. See Steven Palmer, “Toward Responsibility in International Health: Death 

following Treatment in Rockefeller Hookworm Campaigns, 1914–1934” Medical History 54, no. 

2 (2010).  
62 Farley, A History of the International Health Division, 169-172. 
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investigate these cases of jaundice seriously, the RF ignored them which led to deaths 

and sickness linked to the yellow fever vaccine. 

The negative side effects of the yellow fever vaccine surfaced again when the RF 

knowingly provided its vaccine to the U.S. Army despite the associated risk. When 

World War II broke out, the U.S. Army feared the Japanese would use biological warfare 

against U.S. troops, so the War Department collaborated with the RF to administer 8 

million doses of the yellow fever vaccine.63 A jaundice outbreak occurred amongst U.S. 

troops during World War II which sent some members of military into a panic; 50,000 

troops got sick and 81 died.64 In truth, when the RF released the yellow fever vaccine to 

the U.S. Army, it did not know if there were worse side effects than jaundice. Had there 

been worse side effects that had not materialized in the early, rushed experiments in 

Africa and South America, this may have proven catastrophic for the war effort. As with 

all RF programs, the people it collaborated with on experiments, this time the U.S Armed 

Forces, made an invisible contribution in the form of the risk they assumed.65 So, too, 

would Mexican farmers assume risk during the MAP which treated Mexico as an 

environmental laboratory and pushed farmers to experiment with novel wheat seed 

technology and breeding concepts which could have had negative consequences. 

 
63 It was the military that had convinced the Rockefellers to initiate a global yellow fever 

campaign during World War I to protect U.S. national security from a disease outbreak. Farley 

describes how Surgeon General of the U.S. Army, William C. Gorgas, convinced the RF to 

globalize its yellow fever work. Ibid., 88, 172-173, 178. 
64 Ibid., 178. 
65 In 2019, a suit was allowed to proceed against the RF for experiments that it allegedly carried 

out with the U.S. government that infected hundreds of Guatemalans with syphilis and other 

sexually-transmitted diseases during the 1940s. Jonathan Stempel, “Johns Hopkins, Bristol-Myers 

must face $1 billion syphilis infections suit,” Reuters, January 4, 2019, accessed November 11, 

2020, https://www.reuters.com/article/ us-maryland-lawsuit-infections-idUSKCN1OY1N3.  
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Ultimately, the RF discovered that using human serum to create the first vaccine 

caused the jaundice outbreaks, and a RF scientist, Max Theiler, developed a new vaccine 

using chicken embryo pulp that ultimately eliminated post-vaccination jaundice. Theiler 

won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for the corrected yellow fever vaccine in 

1951.66 Norman Borlaug followed in Theiler’s footsteps and received a Nobel Peace 

Prize in 1970 for the MAP’s risky experiments that produced semidwarf wheat seed 

technology in the environmental laboratory in Mexico.67 Both the MAP and IHD 

produced Nobel Prize winners due to this philosophical shift to the production of 

knowledge: from the perspective of the historiography of the RF, 1928 marks the starting 

point for the MAP, not the foundation’s programs in the U.S. South that focused on 

education before 1928. 

 

The Stars Align: World War II, Fascism, and the U.S. Government-RF 

Collaboration in the Creation of the MAP, 1940-1941 

 

In the 1930s Josephus Daniels, the U.S. Ambassador to Mexico, and John A. 

Ferrell, a prominent official at the IHD, held multiple exploratory discussions on the 

possibility of the RF starting an agricultural program in Mexico. Ferrell and Daniels 

proposed that the RF base an agricultural program in Mexico on the RF’s early twentieth 

century work on agriculture with Seaman A. Knapp in the U.S. South, but the Ferrell-
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Daniels idea fell on deaf ears. In 1935, Ferrell wrote to Daniels saying, “you spoke of the 

urgent need of aid in agriculture and in other directions which would tend to elevate the 

economic level of the people in rural communities. I am sorry I have not been able to find 

a way for securing aid in this direction.”68  

In 1936, Fosdick, became president of the RF, and Ferrell again probed possible 

interest in an agricultural program in Mexico and suggested that “two or three qualified 

persons might be sent to study its agricultural programs and possibilities and then outline 

broadly a constructive program.”69 Ferrell hinted that the Mexican government was 

receptive to an agricultural program and said that Saturnino Cedillo, “the former minister 

of Agriculture who served with President Calles assured me he would welcome such 

cooperation, and I believe the present government would do so.”70 Ferrell kept Daniels 

abreast of his suggestions to the RF, and Daniels responded that Ferrell’s ideas for a 

program in Mexican agriculture were “excellent” and that “seeing that this is the nearest 

neighbor [Mexico] of the United States and that people are trying resolutely with small 

funds and with a population largely rural and uneducated, to improve agricultural 

conditions and the public health, I have hoped that the Rockefeller Foundation would 

cooperate in a larger way with the authorities and the people here.”71 Daniels believed an 

agricultural program would contribute to improved public health more broadly, and the 

 
68 John A. Ferrell to Josephus Daniels, November 6, 1935, General Correspondence, reel 64, 
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Series 323, Folder 62, RAC.  
70 Ibid. 
71 “Josephus Daniels to John A. Ferrell,” November 11, 1936, Record Group 1.2, Series 323, 

Folder 62, RAC. 
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RF should undertake an agricultural program to pay back Mexico for Standard Oil’s 

exploitative extraction of Mexican oil.72 Despite the support of Ferrell and Daniels, the 

RF refrained from expanding its work in Mexico in the 1930s because it feared the far-

left, socialist policies of Lázaro Cárdenas: the combination of land redistribution and oil 

expropriation that occurred under Cárdenas proved to be a non-starter for an agricultural 

program funded by the RF.73 

A convergence of events in 1940, the onset of World War II, the perceived threat 

of fascism in the Western Hemisphere, and the election of a business-friendly Manuel 

Ávila Camacho, finally led the RF to take concrete steps to create the MAP. World War 

II inhibited the RF’s work abroad, and in 1940, Fosdick described how “the conception of 

knowledge as an international responsibility has vanished. The free flow of ideas across 

boundary lines between laboratories and universities has dried up. Everywhere the 

exigencies of the war have erased the possibility of intellectual and cultural life.”74 

Fosdick found that “as the Foundation is driven out of Europe, and perhaps out of Asia, 

its greatest opportunity is going to be in Central and South America.”75 The RF perceived 

 
72 Josephus Daniels Diary, November 28, 1936, Series 1, Box 9, Josephus Daniels Papers, Library 

of Congress, Manuscript Division, Washington, DC. 
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74 “The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report 1940,” The Rockefeller Foundation, accessed 
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that the war had turned “the stony indifference which greeted the Daniels-Ferrell 

proposal” in the 1930s “into an eager search for programs in less vulnerable parts of the 

world” like Mexico “to replace those which war had shattered.”76 

With a change in the political winds in 1940, the U.S. and RF welcomed the pro-

business Ávila Camacho as Mexico’s next president. His election signaled a shift away 

from the far-left policies of Cárdenas, and Ávila Camacho supported a close economic 

relationship with the U.S. as a strategy to quicken the pace of Mexican industrialization. 

The U.S. government also believed the election of Ávila Camacho would facilitate the 

implementation of Roosevelt’s Good Neighbor Policy which sought to strengthen U.S. 

hegemonic power in the Western Hemisphere through increased trade and commercial 

ties.77 The election of Ávila Camacho may have assuaged U.S. officials’ concerns about 

Mexican socialism, but the onset of World War II generated a new threat to U.S. national 

security in the Western Hemisphere: fascism.  

According to Gisela Cramer, “U.S. policy makers feared that Nazi Germany’s 

vastly enhanced power would have profound repercussions” in Latin America if not met 

by U.S. resistance, and U.S. intellectuals believed Latin American and European 

authoritarianism were “compatible in practical policy terms.”78 The U.S. government 
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believed Nazi influence might infiltrate weak Latin American governments, and it feared 

that there were a large contingent of fifth columns in Latin America sympathetic to the 

Axis powers.79 World War II also caused economic disruptions to Latin America which 

the U.S. government worried might lead to an economic recession that would provide 

amenable conditions for the rise of fascism as well.80 With these worries in mind, the 

U.S. government was eager to enter Latin America to spread U.S. soft power and stem 

the rising tide of fascism; the RF’s entry into Mexico through the MAP to combat the 

spread of fascism thus foreshadowed the RF’s entry into the Global South during the 

Green Revolution in the 1960s in an effort to combat the spread of communism. 

The discussions between Ferrell and Daniels on an agricultural program in 

Mexico illustrate that the RF was closely intertwined with the U.S. government; in some 

ways the RF operated as a semi-autonomous agent of the U.S. government. The RF, 

nominally a non-profit, non-governmental organization, was controlled by a family with 

extensive connections to the U.S. government and a vested interest in U.S. prosperity. 

While the RF was technically not an arm of the U.S. government, its work often 

supported the U.S. government, and the RF undertook its philanthropic programs with at 

least implicit consent and support from the U.S. government.81 Moreover, many RF 

 
79 Ibid.; André Luiz Vieira De Campos, “The Institute of Inter-American Affairs and Its Health 

Policies in Brazil during World War II,” Presidential Studies Quarterly 28, no. 3 (1998): 524. 
80 De Campos describes that Latin America provided much of the raw materials that rebuilt 

Germany’s war capabilities prior to World War II. Ensuring Latin America did not continue to 

contribute to Germany was another reason why the U.S. wanted to increase soft power in the 
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81 Cyrus Schayegh describes the RF’s work with the American University of Beirut as part of a 

“new university-foundation-development-missionary complex.” The RF would eventually 

support the creation of the first postgraduate school in agriculture in Mexico. Cyrus Schayegh, 
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trustees held important positions in the U.S. government before or after their tenure at RF 

including secretary of state, treasury secretary, and secretary of defense, to name a few.82 

U.S. geopolitical concerns and the spread of U.S. soft power were always in the 

background of the RF’s global work.  

Two events between 1940 and 1941 further illustrate the way the U.S. 

government and the RF worked together to push U.S. soft power in Mexico to combat 

fascism. Between 1940 and 1941, Franklin Delano Roosevelt established the Office of 

Inter-American Affairs (OIAA) in order to “provide for the development of commercial 

and cultural relations between the American Republics and thereby increasing the 

solidarity of this hemisphere and furthering the spirit of cooperation between the 

Americas in the interest of hemisphere defense.”83 Roosevelt appointed none other than 

Nelson Rockefeller to run the OIAA which focused on the spread of U.S. soft power 

through movies, media, and education.84 While the OIAA ceased in 1946 after the end of 

World War II, the U.S.-backed RF stayed in Mexico in hopes it could spread U.S. 

influence through the MAP by working with Mexican farmers and scientists. 
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More important to the discussion of the start of the MAP, Roosevelt sent his vice 

president (1940-1944) and former secretary of agriculture (1933-1940), Henry A. 

Wallace, to Ávila Camacho’s inauguration in 1940. Wallace had a general interest in 

Latin America and sought to take a vacation in Mexico before he officially became vice 

president, but Roosevelt turned it into a working vacation and asked Wallace to attend 

Ávila Camacho’s inauguration as “Ambassador Extraordinary.”85 The goal of this trip 

was to signal U.S. support for both Ávila Camacho and democracy in Mexico. Life 

magazine covered the trip and noted that Wallace’s visit to Mexico aimed to “defend this 

hemisphere against the power-hungry Axis” which was a “chief problem” at the time.86 

Ambassador Daniels wrote that Mexico City was a battleground “between the forces of 

fascist reaction and those of democratic resistance” when Wallace visited.87 

This battle touched Mexico’s presidential election in 1940 between Ávila 

Camacho and Juan Andreu Almazán, who U.S. officials worried had ties to Nazi 

sympathizers.88 When Almazán lost to Ávila Camacho, many Mexicans believed that 
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Ávila Camacho’s Partido de la Revolución Mexicana (PRM) had organized riots and 

other violence to repress voters that supported Almazán, and that the U.S. had helped rig 

the election.89 Life magazine covered Wallace’s visit, and its photographer captured a 

crowd outside the U.S. embassy in Mexico City shouting “Viva Almazán” and “Death to 

the Gringo” as Wallace arrived for dinner with Mexican government officials.90 Despite 

the street protests, the Mexican government communicated its support to Wallace and the 

U.S. government. Wallace was “deluged with confetti” and received a standing ovation 

from Mexican officials upon entering the U.S. embassy for dinner.91 The friendly visit 

between Wallace and Mexican officials communicated that both sides were open to Pan-

Hemispheric solidarity at a polarizing time during the early stages of World War II.92 

Sending a high-ranking government official like Wallace established the legitimacy of 

the newly elected Ávila Camacho, and Daniels found that “no man could have served so 

well as Wallace as a symbol of democracy to Mexicans.”93 

Daniels described how Mexicans saw Wallace, not only as a politician, but as a 

“world-recognized authority on the breeding of corn. During this whole visit he held a 

sort of corn clinic for all comers.”94 Wallace was also a symbol of industrial capitalist 

agriculture buttressed by science, and this was exactly the type of agricultural production 

system the Mexican government wanted to strengthen. Specifically, Wallace was an 
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expert on hybrid corn, and according to Daniels, Wallace’s reputation preceded him as 

the man who “developed high-yielding hybrid corn that had revolutionized the American 

corn belt the previous decade.”95 Wallace was instrumental in the creation of the U.S. 

hybrid corn belt in the 1920s and 1930s, successfully developing the model of hybrid 

corn production that would undergird U.S. industrial food and meat production.96 Many 

viewed him as the inventor of hybrid corn which was a cutting-edge technology that was 

quickly gaining market share on U.S. farms because of its high-yield ability: farmers 

averaged 30 bushels an acre in the 1930s, 40 bushels an acre in the 1940s (33 percent 

increase), and 60 bushels an acre in the 1960s (100 percent increase).97 The Mexican 

government saw potential for this new corn seed technology in Mexico, and as the 

previous chapter discussed, it had begun to fund national breeding programs to 

experiment on hybrid corn in the 1930s. Before departing Mexico, Wallace met with 

outgoing President Cárdenas and Secretary of Agriculture Marte R. Gómez, who told 

Wallace he was “concerned because per capita food production was falling despite the 

agrarian reforms.”98 The Mexican government was alarmed because the increase in the 
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Mexican population was outpacing increases in food production, and it wanted scientific 

assistance with breeding hybrid corn and wheat to help boost crop production.99  

After Wallace’s trip, Daniels returned home to the U.S. and met with Ferrell. 

Ferrell reported that “probably in anticipation of ending his service as Ambassador to 

Mexico” Daniels “evidenced greater anxiety than previously with regard to securing aid 

for Mexico in the fields of health and agriculture.”100 Daniels convinced Ferrell to reopen 

his push for a RF program in agriculture in Mexico, and in February 1941 Ferrell and 

Fosdick, now the president of the RF, visited Wallace to solicit his input on the viability 

of an agricultural program in Mexico. Fosdick recounted that Wallace “suggested to the 

Rockefeller Foundation the desirability of our cooperating with the Mexican government 

in carrying out researches and demonstrations in various fields of agriculture.”101 Wallace 

reported to the RF on the “the shocking character of Mexican corn, and their great need 

for improvement of their basic food crops.”102 Both Wallace and the Mexican 

government believed that the way to improve corn production was to replicate the U.S. 

corn belt in the Midwest, like Wallace’s home state of Iowa. Wallace also believed that 

more hybrid corn production had the potential to improve nutrition in Mexico, but he had 

no data or evidence that Mexican diets lacked calories. Still, Fosdick recalled that 

Wallace said the RF program “should include both health and agriculture. Health by itself 
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is not enough. With no improvement in agriculture, as the death rate declines, the 

inevitable result is a lowered standard of living.”103  

Following the Ferrell-Daniels-Wallace discussions, the RF took concrete steps 

toward the creation of the MAP, but that is the extent of their impact on the formation of 

the MAP. Neither the RF nor Mexican government made nutrition, a higher standard of 

living in the countryside, or rural poverty their concern. The Ferrell-Daniels-Wallace 

discussions illustrate the interconnected nature of the RF and U.S. government, but 

ultimately their vision for an agricultural program in Mexico was ignored. Instead, the RF 

and Mexican government followed the advice of Stakman and created a MAP that 

operated from the top down and privileged research and experimentation over extension 

work with campesinos.104  

 

Blueprint for the Green Revolution: Trickle Down Agriculture and the Survey of 

Mexican Agriculture, 1941 

 

On the heels of Wallace’s visit to Mexico and discussion with the RF, Mexico’s 

Secretary of Agriculture, Gómez, formally requested assistance from the RF in improving 
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agricultural research and scientific training for agronomists and agricultural scientists, 

known as agrónomos in Mexico.105 In response, the RF commissioned a survey on 

Mexican agriculture in 1941 that became the philosophical blueprint of the MAP and 

subsequent Green Revolution. The survey flat out rejected bottom up, grassroots 

extension and demonstration work with campesinos, and instead favored an exclusively 

top down approach focused on scientific research and experimentation. 

The RF ignored campesinos but did not entirely forget them. The RF hoped the 

benefits of scientific agriculture would eventually trickle down to the campesinos in the 

countryside and allow them to both produce and consume more food; however, the real 

goal of increasing food production in Mexico was to feed the burgeoning cities divorced 

from agricultural production that facilitated Mexico’s industrialization. The RF did little 

to test or study this theory of trickle down agricultural economics, but instead blindly 

hoped that one day the benefits of top down agriculture would flow to the masses below. 

In truth, the RF was little interested in the struggles of campesinos and did little to study 

their way of life nor their needs or wants. Moreover, the RF would later construct itself as 

a philanthropy that fed the countryside, but internal reports painted a different picture. 

Internal RF reports on nutrition in Mexico’s countryside in the 1940s hardly described a 

hungry countryside, yet the RF continued to work on new seed technology to boost 

agricultural production in the 1950s and 1960s under the guise of food philanthropy.106  
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Fosdick organized a meeting of all RF representatives in different divisions on 

February 18, 1941 to discuss an agricultural program in Mexico. At this meeting, Fosdick 

appointed A.R. Mann, Frank B. Hanson, and Harry M. Miller Jr. to a committee to 

present to the RF trustees on a potential program on agriculture in Mexico.107 The 

immediate goal of this committee would be to locate the very best scientists to send to 

Mexico to conduct a survey of Mexican agriculture.108 Mann claimed that “experience 

has shown that the greatest practical contributions to agriculture come through the fields 

of genetics and plant breeding, plant protection, soil science, livestock management, and 

general farm management.”109 Ultimately, the RF committee selected three survey 

members with expertise in plant breeding, plant pathology, and soil management.110 The 

MAP did not fall under the purview of the IHD nor any public health work. Instead, the 

RF placed the MAP under the Division of Natural Sciences, and it rejected 

recommendations to assign a social scientist to the program. A social scientist would 

have contributed important observations and recommendations on the logic of the native 

economy, class dynamics, and any contribution race, ethnicity, or culture might have had 

in causing or perpetuating rural poverty. The RF did not thoroughly investigate the root 
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108 “Minutes of the Staff Conference, RF,” February 18, 1941, Record Group 1.2, Series 323, Box 

10, Folder 63, RAC. 
109 A.R. Mann memo to H.M. Miller, February 10, 1941, Record Group 1.2, Series 323, Box 1 

Folder 1, RAC. 
110 Mangelsdorf suggested Richard Schultes a recent doctoral student from Harvard in economic 

botany join the survey to help as a translator as well. Schultes would later become the “father” of 

modern ethnobotany which is the study of native uses of local plants. Richard Evans Schultes and 

Siri Von Reis, Ethnobotany: Evolution of a Discipline (Portland: Timber Press, 1995) ,174. 
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causes of rural poverty, but instead, constructed the problem of poverty as a lack of 

science.111 

Miller put in the majority of the legwork between February and July of 1941 to 

canvas the U.S. for experts to conduct the survey, and he conferred with prominent 

agrónomos and Mexican officials in the lead up to the MAP.112 Mann, the former dean of 

the School of Agriculture at Cornell University recommended Richard A. Bradfield at 

Cornell University to serve as the survey’s soil specialist.113 Hanson took the advice of 

D.F. Jones, a key figure who helped develop double-cross hybrid corn, and suggested 

Paul M. Mangelsdorf from Harvard University to serve as the geneticist and plant 

breeding expert. Finally, Miller followed the recommendation of a former RF fellow now 

at Cambridge University to select Stakman to serve as the plant pathology expert on the 

survey.114 

 
111 The survey team provided a wealth of observations through a social scientific lens, but with 

little to no expertise in history, anthropology, economics, or other social science fields, these 

observations were used as background information not for analytical purposes. The RF’s 

inclusion of Schultes seems to be less based on his expertise than his ability to help provide 

translation services for the survey team. Stakman missed the first leg of the trip in northern 

Mexico because he was conducting a survey on rubber production in Latin America for the 

USDA, and Schultes was valuable for helping Mangelsdorf and Bradfield in Stakman’s absence. 
112 He met with Marte R. Gómez (secretary of agriculture), Alfonso Gonzalez Gallardo (sub-

secretary of agriculture), Edmundo Morillo Safa (head of dirreción general de agricultura), Dario 

L. Arrieta (section of nurseries), Edmundo Taboada (section of experimental farms), and Eduardo 

Limón (director of León’s experiment station). Miller traveled 26,700 miles to conduct 167 

interviews at 47 different institutions, and he wrote up summaries for the RF committee to review 

in its search for the survey members. Cobb, “The Historical Backgrounds of the Mexican 

Agricultural Program,” Chapter 2, pages 15-16. 
113 Bradfield was also recommended by William I. Myers, dean of Cornell in 1941 and a trustee 

of the RF. 
114 Cobb, “The Historical Backgrounds of the Mexican Agricultural Program,” Chapter 2, pages 

19-20. 
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Stakman became the defacto leader of the survey team, and he would become a 

key intellectual force that shaped the MAP’s leadership and research objectives towards 

both wheat and disease resistance. Stakman was the only survey member who had 

already conducted ample research abroad in Mexico, on transnational wheat rust, so he 

became the natural leader of the survey.115 He was also the only one who spoke Spanish 

or had a working knowledge of the Mexican environment, culture, and history at the 

time. Stakman synthesized the other members’ observations into the authoritative survey 

report, and as its primary author and final editor, Stakman ensured his observations were 

most prominent in the survey.116 More importantly, the survey’s recommendations had 

little in common with the original Ferrell-Daniels proposal in the 1930s, and these two 

disappear from the history of the MAP following Stakman’s arrival in 1941. Stakman 

consciously rejected the Ferrell-Daniels proposal that an agricultural program should 

mimic previous extension work in the U.S. South. Instead, Stakman made 

recommendations for a top down program that focused on scientific research and 

experimentation, and both the RF and Mexican government responded favorably to the 

survey. 

 
115 Following a USDA-funded survey aimed at finding suitable zones of production for rubber 

production in Latin America now that wartime threatened the U.S. supply from Asia-Pacific, 

Stakman joined the survey team. In the 1920s Stakman had performed similar work for Firestone 

on rubber production and disease in Africa. Stakman skipped the northern leg of the trip because 

he already had knowledge and expertise of agricultural production in this area due to his research 

on transnational wheat rust. James M. Sutherland, “U. of M. Expert Urges Projects as Vital to 

Hemispheric Solidarity,” Minneapolis Star Journal, March 30, 1941; E.C. Stakman Collection, 

Record Group IV2A35, Box 1, Folder 1, RAC.  
116 At one point Stakman described himself within the report as the author of it. 
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The diverse range of Mexicans the survey team interviewed on their trip also 

shaped the survey’s final recommendations. The survey’s recommendation that the MAP 

should focus on research and experimentation perfectly aligned with the formal request 

from Gómez for help from the RF in which he requested “technical assistance in training 

a corps of young Mexican scientists and also to set up and strengthen agricultural 

research.”117 The survey team conducted interviews with Mexican scientists, university 

professors, farmers, and “high government officials,” including Gómez and 

undersecretary of agriculture, Alfonso Gonzalez Gallardo, on the survey trip.118 Stakman 

was clearly influenced by these interactions and the survey reflected the needs of 

Mexicans, not simply the views of the three-man survey team. In fact, Mexicans 

effectively communicated the Green Legend to Stakman, and Stakman reproduced 

arguments on the need for scientific solutions to transcend environmental limitations that 

kept agricultural production low in Mexico. 

Stakman described how environmental constraints prevented farmers from 

growing enough food for the Mexican population, and as a result, the Mexican diet was 

“deficient” and lacked milk and meat.119 Stakman wrote that “Mexico is a relatively poor 

country agriculturally” where “good, sufficiently well-watered agricultural land is 

scarce.”120 Stakman described how there was three-quarters of an acre of land per capita 

in Mexico compared to three in the U.S., and at minimum a nation needed two acres of 

 
117 Borlaug, “Speech Transcript: Stakman Day.” 
118 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 1. 
119 Ibid., 31-35. 
120 Ibid. 
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land per capita to provide the population with enough food.121 Echoing the Green 

Legend, Stakman blamed the limited amount of arable land for inhibiting agricultural 

production saying much of the “cultivated land is either marginal or submarginal” in 

Mexico.122 As a result Stakman said, “it is small wonder, then, that the average Mexican 

farmer, and his ancestors before him, subsisted principally on the cheaper primary 

products of the soil, corn and beans, than on the more expensive secondary products, 

meat and milk.”123 Not only did the harsh Mexican environment make it difficult for 

farmers to produce enough food, but ranchers were unable to produce enough meat 

domestically because much of the grazing land was “poor” due to “irregular and 

insufficient rainfall.”124 Stakman was clearly influenced by his discussions with 

Mexicans connected to agriculture on the survey as evidenced by his inclusion of the 

Green Legend in the survey. Both the RF and Mexican government agreed with the 

survey’s findings and both sides committed to technical solutions, breeding new seeds, to 

boost agricultural production to fuel urban-industrialization. The MAP would focus on 

scientific research and experimentation and operate from the top down: this proved to be 

an effective investment that boosted agricultural production, but it was not a rural 

philanthropy. 

 

 

 
121 Ibid. 
122 Ibid. 
123 Ibid. 
124 Ibid. 
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Scientific Research and Experimentation 
 

Stakman found the “immediate need” in Mexico was the improvement of 

agriculture through “scientific facts and principles.”125 The survey compared U.S. 

agriculture to Mexican agriculture saying: 

A few years ago agricultural scientists in the United States were reproached for 

having made too much scientific progress with insufficient consideration of its 

social implications. If the Mexicans were to be reproached, it would have to be for 

attempting to render too much social service with insufficient scientific basis. In 

one case science outstripped social service; in the other, attempted social service 

outstripped science.126 

 

Stakman was sympathetic to land reform and the ideals of the Mexican Revolution, but 

he believed these social programs had outrun scientific research on agriculture. The only 

way to improve Mexican agricultural production in the 1940s was through a commitment 

to scientific research in the natural sciences, or “hard” sciences.127 The survey held that 

“the need for research is acute” in Mexico and nothing could “be more useful to an 

agricultural nation than sound research in agricultural problems.”128 Stakman believed 

there was “very little agricultural research in Mexico” and that the research being done 

was “so small in proportion to needs” that it was “almost negligible.”129 The solution to 

Mexico’s problem with agricultural production was clear to Stakman: “bring about a 

greater realization of the indispensable value of precise information – of research – as a 

 
125 Ibid., 3-4. 
126 Ibid., 25; Karin Rosemblatt’s recent work argues that Mexican social scientists influenced 

developmentalist discourse and social scientists in the U.S, and the survey reflected Stakman’s 

belief that Mexico was a leader in the social sciences. Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, The Science 

and Politics of Race in Mexico and the United States, 1910–1950. 
127 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,”53. 
128 Ibid., 56. 
129 Ibid., 53. 
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basis for procedures. Eventually the realization may even come that the most 

fundamental research is likely to be the most practical in the end.”130 The 

developmentalist rhetoric produced by the RF during the Cold War, discussed in the 

conclusion of this dissertation, would hold that the Global South suffered from economic 

poverty because of a culture of scientific poverty, much as Stakman argued in the survey.  

Experimentation was the vehicle through which Mexico would be able to produce 

scientific knowledge to improve agricultural production. In particular, the survey paid 

attention to opportunities for the RF to contribute to the education system in Mexico and 

reviewed rural schools, vocational schools, and universities with programs in agriculture. 

The survey was critical of Mexico’s premiere university in agriculture, the National 

School of Agriculture at Chapingo, and described how an “almost complete lack of any 

experimental work, even simple field experiments, was unfortunately conspicuously 

noticeable” at Chapingo.131 The survey argued that “the development of the experimental 

attitude throughout the agricultural school system would go far toward making for a 

better agriculture.”132 Stakman believed that government officials needed to increase their 

presence in agricultural research, and officials from Mexico’s Department of Agriculture 

“should visit experimental institutions and the various experimental farms, remaining 

long enough to assist in planning experiments and giving advice with respect to methods 

and interpretations, thus immediately helping to orientate Mexican agronomists of 

 
130 Ibid., 26. 
131 Ibid., 51. 
132 Ibid., 45, 63. 
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purpose and enthusiasm.”133 Much as the RF had reorganized to conduct scientific 

research and experimentation in 1928, Stakman argued that Mexico’s universities and 

federal agencies working on agriculture needed to reorganize and focus on the production 

of scientific knowledge to better inform agricultural improvement.  

 

Top Down 
 

The survey argued strongly that the MAP needed to employ a top down strategy 

that privileged working with largescale farmers and agrónomos interested in Western 

agricultural science and experimentation.134 The survey considered a bottom up approach 

for the MAP that would have directly benefitted campesinos, but decisively concluded 

that the, 

most rapid progress can be made by starting at the top and expanding downward. 

The alternative would be to start at the bottom and work toward the top. A 

program of improving the vocational schools of agriculture and of extension work 

directed toward the farmers themselves might be undertaken. But the schools can 

hardly be improved until the teachers are improved; extension work cannot be 

improved until extension men are improved; and investigational work cannot be 

made more productive until investigators acquire greater competence.135  

 

Stakman believed that extension work would fail in Mexico because neither the extension 

men nor agrónomos lacked the requisite scientific knowledge to advise farmers. Bottom 

up change in Mexico would be difficult, time-consuming, and costly, and there was no 

guarantee it would even improve agricultural production. This was clearly not what the 

 
133 Ibid., 2. 
134 Fitzgerald, “Exporting American Agriculture,” 469. 
135 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 4. 
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RF looked for in an investment. Instead, Stakman believed the MAP should concentrate 

on scientific research to help affluent farmers: “although it may seem to be weighted 

heavily on the scientific side, it seems the most feasible and practical under Mexican 

conditions” to work from the top down.136 Stakman believed that “extension downward 

to reach the Mexican farmer and potential farmer directly could well follow” a top down 

approach “but it should await more thorough study.”137 The survey team rejected working 

directly with campesinos and disapproved of the RF working with smaller, vocational 

schools most in touch with campesinos. Stakman repudiated the agricultural program 

originally espoused for by Ferrell and Daniels; there would be no “peasant-friendly” 

iteration of the MAP in its early years, just a commitment to top-down assistance without 

extension to campesinos. The goal would be to produce new seed technology to boost 

production for affluent farmers, not educate them. 

The survey’s recommendations to work from the top down privileged affluent 

farmers who possessed the necessary economic resources to invest in technology and 

farm inputs, and that were open to experimenting with novel scientific seeds or farming 

practices. In theory, these middle- and upper-class farmers and agrónomos created a 

bridge to campesinos, and over time the RF believed the success of affluent farmers 

would compel campesinos to participate in industrial capitalist agriculture.138 The survey 

did not map out any method or plan in which these collateral benefits would flow down 

 
136 Ibid. 
137 Ibid. 
138 The Mexican government similarly hoped that the MAP’s seed technology would convince 

ejidos to collectively work land in the same way as largescale agribusinesses and farmers did. 
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to campesinos. Stakman hoped benefits might accrue to campesinos below at some point 

in time, but the survey did not explore how exactly these benefits might eventually trickle 

down to the masses. The survey’s trickle-down agricultural improvement through science 

was exactly the ideology the Mexican government wanted to operationalize 

improvements in food production to reduce its foreign exchange deficit and feed, 

literally, its aspirations of becoming an urban-industrial nation. Rather than support 

working directly with campesinos to improve agricultural production, the Mexican 

government agreed with Stakman’s top-down approach of providing scientific assistance 

to affluent farmers, and Stakman’s view that the MAP “must progress from the top 

downward” became the guiding philosophy of both the MAP and Green Revolution.139 

 

Feeding the City: Wheat and Meat 
 

Not only would the MAP cater its scientific support to affluent farmers instead of 

campesinos, but the crops that the MAP would focus on were destined for urban 

consumers. On the one hand, the survey described the importance of improving wheat 

production, especially by controlling wheat rust, which was Stakman’s area of expertise. 

Wheat was a luxury commodity in Mexico and the urban staple of the industrial future. 

On the other hand, the survey described the importance of hybrid corn as a feed crop to 

increase meat production, and this surplus meat was destined for more affluent 

consumers, predominantly in urban areas. Finally, the survey engaged little with how to 

 
139 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 50. 
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improve bean production. As the poor man’s meat, beans were the primary source of 

protein in the campesino diet, and a philanthropic MAP committed to rural poverty would 

have prioritized bean research above all other crops. Instead, the RF and Mexican 

government focused their research on creating enough surplus food to allow urban 

consumers to eat more wheat and meat. 

 

Hybrid Corn 
 

The survey team clearly understood the differences between hybrid corn, for feed, 

and open-pollinated corn, consumed by campesinos. The survey described the myriad 

ways in which campesinos utilized the diversity of open-pollinated corn types in Mexico 

ranging from culinary uses to even serving as a type of technology. To draw a parallel to 

the U.S., the survey pointed out that “the utilization of corn in Mexico, in short, is almost 

as complete as the utilization of pork in a modern packing plant where, it is said, only the 

squeal of the pig is wasted.”140 Corn was ubiquitous in Mexico, and campesinos used 

every single element of the corn plant in their lives, but there was a key difference 

between the use of pork in the U.S. versus the use of open-pollinated corn in Mexico. 

Pork was an industrial animal that was utilized by industrial food and manufacturing 

businesses within a capitalist framework in the U.S., but open-pollinated corn had 

important non-capitalist uses as part of the native economy in Mexico. 

 
140 Ibid., 12. 
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Campesinos did not just grow open-pollinated corn for profit or sale to market. 

The survey described how Mexicans used tender young ears/cobs to make soup, roasted 

ears of corn as a type of street food, consumed “elotes” as a vegetable, broiled corn 

following bullfights, and green corn was ubiquitous at all local markets for barter or 

purchase.141 The survey described how campesinos used non-edible parts of the plant like 

the shucks for cigarette rolling, basket weaving, mattress stuffing, and tamale 

wrappers.142 The stalks and green tops provided fodder for animals, and the silks of corn 

were used medicinally as part of a concoction to cure dysentery.143 The survey even 

observed that unique corn varieties served as fencing in some parts of Mexico, and in 

others corn was a crude form of technology.144 Campesinos created a corn sheller out of 

corn cobs tied together, and farmers rubbed newly harvested corn on this rough surface to 

remove the corn kernels.145 Campesinos went so far as to find a use for diseases that 

attacked corn plants: huitlacoche, known as corn smut in the U.S., was “harvested, boiled 

and eaten as a vegetable” or local delicacy in Mexico.146 Campesinos took advantage of 

the diversity of open-pollinated corn varieties in Mexico and utilized them in creative and 

flexible ways as an integral part of everyday life other than just a crop that could be sold 

to market for profit. 

 
141 Ibid., 11. 
142 Ibid. 
143 Ibid. 
144 Ibid., 12. 
145 Ibid. 
146 Commonly known as huitlacoche, this corn disease or “excrement of the gods” became a part 

Mexican national identity in the late nineteenth century as chefs incorporated it into crepes, and 

this connection to French haute cuisine “removed the lower class stigma.” Ibid.; Pilcher, Que 

vivan los tamales!, 131. 
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The survey’s authors were aware of this diversity of uses and yet did not include 

them in their thinking about the role of corn agriculture in Mexico going forward. 

Stakman’s inattention to ways to improve open-pollinated corn production was shaped by 

his interviews on the trip and the directives coming from the Mexican government. The 

Mexican government communicated its desire for the MAP to focus solely on hybrid 

corn from its inception, and it would later force the RF to abandon other research agendas 

with open-pollinated or synthetic corn.147 The survey foreshadows this tension that would 

develop between the RF and Mexican government over hybrid corn in the 1940s: the 

survey team questioned if the Mexican government’s strategy to improve hybrid corn 

would boost production enough to provision urban areas. Stakman mistakenly thought the 

only way to feed the city was to improve corn production among the millions of semi-

subsistence, open-pollinated corn farmers in Mexico; instead, the MAP would just “make 

the peaks higher” and help industrial capitalist corn farmers boost production with hybrid 

corn seed technology, and later, fertilizers.148 

The survey team was hesitant about working on hybrid corn because “there still 

remains the question of introducing hybrid corn if and when it has been developed, into 

hands of the Mexican farmer. Seed of hybrid corn must be purchased anew each year, 

and the small farmer in Mexico has neither the cash nor the initiative to do this.”149 The 

double cross hybrid corn seed recently created by U.S. scientists showed explosive yield 

 
147 Matchett describes how the Mexican government forced the RF away from research on 

synthetic corn varieties. Matchett, “At Odds over Inbreeding.”  
148 Fosdick, “Introduction,” vii. 
149 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 14. 
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increases in only the first year in which it was planted, a phenomenon described as 

heterosis or “hybrid vigor.”150 If farmers saved hybrid seed after the first planting and 

tried to reuse it the next year, yields would dramatically fall off, so to continue to realize 

the explosive yield increases, farmers had to purchase hybrid corn seed anew each year. It 

was clear from the survey that the RF and Mexican government understood that 

campesinos would reject hybrid corn because it required campesinos to purchase seed on 

the market, and this would erode their autonomy. Hybrid corn, however, was never 

intended to benefit campesinos. Instead, the Mexican government wanted to develop 

hybrid corn for the agribusinesses and affluent farmers who grew corn on large farms 

utilizing tractors and other kinds of machine technology and had access to cash or credit 

to afford inputs like fertilizers and pesticides.  

The survey suggested that improved “cultural practices” like better seed bed 

preparation and planting dates would immediately help campesinos boost production, but 

this would have entailed extension work.151 The Mexican government rejected this in 

favor of scientific breeding assistance to improve hybrid corn. The Mexican 

government’s rejection of farming advice other than on hybrid corn made sense. 

Campesinos had been growing open-pollinated corn varieties for thousands of years, so 

the Mexican government believed the yields were as high as they were going to get. U.S. 

farmers and scientists were known for their expertise with hybrid corn, and the Mexican 

government believed this new seed technology, produced by scientists not peasants, was 

 
150 James A. Birchler, Hong Yao, and Sivanandan Chudalayandi, “Unraveling the genetic basis of 

hybrid vigor,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 103, no. 35 (2006).  
151 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 13-15. 
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the best way to increase production in Mexico. This research on hybrid corn was already 

under way in the experiments of Limón and Taboada, and the MAP would strengthen 

hybrid corn breeding in Mexico further. The survey described how the Mexican 

government hoped “to develop hybrid corn combinations which are as successful in 

Mexico as the hybrid corn, which now occupies 90 percent of the corn acreage in Iowa, 

has been throughout the [U.S.] corn belt.”152 The objective of the MAP, according to the 

Mexican government, was to replicate the industrial capitalism of the U.S. hybrid corn 

belt, devoid of peasant farmers. While the survey team questioned the desire of the 

Mexican government to develop hybrid corn seed technology, they acquiesced to 

Mexican directives and concluded that at the start of the MAP “the important thing” 

would be “the technical work of developing improved strains” of hybrid corn.153  

Finally, it is important to interrogate the end use of hybrid corn. The survey made 

it clear that hybrid corn was a means to an end of increased meat consumption, not for 

direct consumption as a staple. The Mexican government needed to keep up with the 

growing population and the increased demand for meat in the industrializing city. 

Between 1928 and 1937, the survey found that “the number of all animals used for food 

[in Mexico] has increased considerably”: beef consumption increased by 36 percent, pig 

 
152 Ibid. 
153 The RF tried to switch research to synthetic corn seed technology in the early years of the 

MAP, but the Mexican government would block this. The Mexican government also created a 

National Corn Commission in 1947 which distributed all the corn seed technology developed in 

Mexico, including those created by the MAP. This created a great deal of tension with the MAP’s 

corn program and inhibited its success relative to the MAP’s wheat program in which the RF and 

Mexican government were aligned from the start. Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and 

Problems in Mexico,” 14. 
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by 48 percent, and sheep by 35 percent.154 Stakman found that supply could not keep up 

with demand and “meat consumption is still too low in Mexico, and the quality also 

leaves much to be desired.”155 The survey believed the MAP could play a role in using 

science to improve the production of feed crops, which in turn would boost meat 

production. 

The survey said increased meat production “would require first of all greater 

efficiency in the production of feed crops such as corn, barley, alfalfa, and other legumes 

and grasses.”156 While open-pollinated corn was for direct consumption, hybrid corn was 

a feed crop that was imperative for the “specialized beef industry” that provisioned 

consumers in Mexico City.157 Stakman described how Northwest Mexico exported cattle 

across the border to serve the U.S. market, while Northeast Mexico served domestic 

markets with lesser quality cattle.158 Stakman described how ranchers in Northeast 

Mexico sent their underweight cattle to agricultural regions surrounding Mexico City to 

be finished on corn and alfalfa. Farmers needed to produce more hybrid corn for feed to 

better fatten up these cows and produce more meat for urban consumers. So, too, was 

hybrid corn necessary for more pork production, another critical need according to 

Mexican officials.159 The survey found that the “increase in production of much needed 

pork in Mexico is essentially an agricultural problem.”160 To solve this problem, Stakman 

 
154 Mexican demand had only decreased for goats in this time period. Ibid., 29. 
155 Ibid., 31. 
156 Ibid., 33. 
157 Ibid. 
158 Stakman described how a future goal of the MAP would be to improve breeds of cattle in 

Mexico, especially the “scrub” cattle in the Northeast. Ibid., 31-35. 
159 Ibid. 
160 Ibid., 31. 
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argued that the MAP would need to help affluent farmers that already grew feed crops: 

“there is no reason why land now devoted to growing feed crops should not produce 

more and better feed.”161 The Mexican government controlled the research objectives of 

the MAP and forced it to focus on hybrid corn in the 1940s, and in the late 1950s the 

MAP also began research to improve sorghum production, another critical feed crop, 

rather than conduct research on open-pollinated corn.162 In order to appease the growing 

appetite for meat in urban areas, the Mexican government demanded research on hybrid 

corn, but this was a crop that the millions of campesinos neither grew nor consumed. 

 

Wheat 
 

While hybrid corn was undoubtedly a significant concern of the MAP, the 

expertise of the MAP’s leadership as well as the Mexican government’s wishes would tilt 

the MAP towards a focus on wheat. The survey provided recommendations about how 

the MAP could help improve wheat production, the luxury staple of the urban-industrial 

classes. Rather than include an individual section on wheat, the survey focused its section 

on plant diseases on wheat rust, which reflected the expertise of Stakman.163 Wheat 

became the only crop the MAP succeeded in converting Mexican farmers to en masse 

because the MAP’s wheat program focused first and foremost on wheat rust. 

 
161 Ibid, 35 
162 DeWalt, “Mexico's Second Green Revolution: Food for Feed.” 
163 Olsson says wheat was “relegated to the sidelines” in the survey report. It was the focal point 

of the section on plant disease because this was the principal problem that impacted wheat 

production in Mexico. Olsson, Agrarian Crossings, 150. 
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Stakman learned that the Mexican government and farmers believed there might 

be a market for wheat exports, among other agricultural commodities, if they could make 

Mexican lands more productive. Europe’s capacity for agricultural production was 

decimated during World War II, and John Perkins finds Mexican farmers looked to profit 

off of wheat exports while the Mexican government believed wheat exports could help 

reduce Mexico’s foreign exchange deficit.164 The survey described how the Ávila 

Camacho administration was trying to shift farmers from producing crops like cotton that 

were “non-exportable” and to “substitute food crops such as wheat” as well as cash crops 

like “rubber, cacao, vanilla, coffee, and bananas” that were all exportable.165 A key way 

to improve production was through plant pathology, and Stakman argued that plant 

diseases of all crops hindered production in Mexico, though wheat rust was the most 

destructive of all.166  

Stakman described wheat rust as the major “limiting factor” in wheat production 

in many parts of Mexico, and he found “enough information is available to justify the 

statement that plant diseases and insect pests are a major factor in Mexican agriculture 

and that a better comprehension of their nature and more intelligent and widespread 

application of control measures are requisite to improvement of agriculture in general.”167 

Stakman argued that “the basic facts on which rust control must be based in Mexico are 

 
164 Perkins, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution, 113. 
165 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 59. 
166 Sigatoka disease of banana was also discussed prominently in the survey, but losses to wheat 

far outvalued losses of bananas caused by plant disease. 
167 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 20. 
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known,” and the MAP could further enhance research on wheat rust.168 Stakman 

lamented that “there is not a single plant pathologist in Mexico devoting full time to 

research,” but this actually provided a niche for the nascent MAP to fill.169 Stakman 

described how the agrónomo in charge of rust protection in northern Mexico was “a 

bright young man” but very inexperienced.170 Stakman believed the MAP would be a 

vehicle through which U.S. plant pathologists could share their expertise on wheat rust, 

and plant disease more widely, with Mexican scientists.  

The Mexican government wanted to open up new lands for wheat production in 

Northwest Mexico through irrigation projects as well as converting existing farmland 

from other cash crops to wheat, but Stakman made it clear that the MAP needed to 

develop rust resistant wheat seed technology first. Stakman stressed that wheat rust was 

“devastatingly epidemic” in Mexico, especially in the north.171 He wanted to impress 

upon the Mexican government and scientists the need for rust control before planting 

wheat in Northwest Mexico because “to encourage wheat growing in areas where rust is 

almost sure to cause heavy damage would be most unfortunate for Mexico.”172 To 

demonstrate what would happen if rust resistant wheat seed technology was not first 

released to Mexican farmers, Stakman presented the example of how the Don Martín dam 

 
168 The survey did find two scientists understood the importance of wheat rust control. One was 

European and one was a Mexican that went to the U.S. extensively. This illustrates the bias RF 

scientists had against Mexican scientists they believed to be outside the orbit of U.S./Western 

science. The survey found “the head of the Departmento Fitosanitario in the National Department 

of Agriculture state to the writer that the disease ‘is not very important.’” Ibid. 
169 Ibid., 25. 
170 The problem was that the scientist “had inadequate scientific education,” and the key to 

improving wheat production, as all crop production in Mexico, laid in more research. Ibid., 23. 
171 Ibid., 21. 
172 Ibid. 
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allowed farmers to start planting wheat and cotton in Northeast Mexico, but in the early 

1940s, 

wheat growing has been almost entirely abandoned because of the destructiveness 

of rust. Wheat never should have been grown in the region, and yet the Secretary 

of Agriculture now has a plan to supplant cotton with wheat in the same general 

area. Stem rust destroyed at least 60 percent of the wheat in the Sabinas Hidalgo 

area, about half way between Monterrey and Laredo, in the spring of 1941, and 

the writer has frequently seen similarly destructive epidemics in various other 

areas of Mexico.173 

 

Stakman believed that the Mexican government’s plan to produce more wheat in 

Northwest Mexico was doomed to fail like its plan for Northeast Mexico without further 

scientific study. It was not that wheat was unfit for growth in the environment of northern 

Mexico; Stakman believed a techno-scientific solution, new seed technology, was needed 

to eliminate the threat from wheat rust. Stakman was well-positioned to advise the MAP 

on how to unlock the commercial potential in northern Mexico, which was especially 

complex because of the impact of transnational wheat rust. 

Prior to the survey, Stakman understood from his own research that wheat rust 

was a major problem in North America, and the Mexican government expressed 

concerned with rust’s impact on Mexican wheat production. Stakman described wheat 

rust as a transnational problem in the survey, and this provided the scientific justification 

for the MAP: it served interests in both Mexico and the U.S. Stakman described how 

wheat rust threatened all of North America because “not only does it cause heavy losses 

in Mexico but the infection spreads into the United States and Canada.”174 Stakman 

 
173 Ibid., 22. 
174 Ibid., 21. 
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repeated arguments he had recently made in published scientific articles saying that 

wheat rust coming from Mexico was a “real menace to the wheat crop in extensive areas 

of the United States.”175 The survey reflected Stakman’s recent construction of wheat rust 

as a transnational problem that elided its origins in the U.S. Wheat rust was a shared 

environmental problem that required transnational research and collaboration from both 

the U.S. and Mexico.  

 

Centering Wheat and Wheat Rust: The Formal Creation of the MAP, 1941-1943 
 

 The survey report was well received by the RF, and Stakman became a principal 

figure involved in the subsequent meetings between the RF and the Mexican government 

between 1941 and 1943 that led to the formal creation of MAP in 1943. The RF wanted 

Stakman to lead the MAP, but Stakman refrained from accepting the position because of 

his prior commitments.176 Instead, he placed his former students into positions of 

leadership within the MAP and was a key figure that drove the MAP’s research 

objectives. Stakman hand-picked J.G. Harrar to become the director of the entire MAP. 

Harrar had spent four years after receiving his master’s at Iowa State University in plant 

pathology working as the head of the Biology Department at the University of Puerto 

 
175 Ibid., 22. 
176 The RF was so set on Stakman to lead the MAP they waited months and multiple delays from 

Stakman in the hope he would accept the position. Ultimately, Stakman told the RF he would 

have to decline because he had accumulated data that he felt obligated to publish, and he would 

not have the time or energy to publish his findings and lead the MAP. It also appeared Stakman 

believed a younger director would have more energy to deal with both the science, breeding, and 

political work needed at the MAP. “Frank Blair Hanson letter to George C. Payne,” January 19, 

1942. Record Group 1.1, Series 323, Box 1, Folder 3, RAC. 
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Rico where he learned to speak Spanish fluently.177 In 1934, Harrar left his university 

post to accept a fellowship through from Firestone to complete his doctorate in plant 

pathology under Stakman at UMN, where he worked on fungus diseases that harmed 

rubber trees, another interest of Stakman’s.178 The two became close friends, and 

Stakman had no problem convincing him to leave the Plant Pathology Department of 

Washington State University in 1943 to run the MAP.179  

Stakman also selected Norman E. Borlaug in 1944 to run the MAP’s wheat 

program. While born in the heart of what became the hybrid corn belt in Iowa, Borlaug’s 

career would be devoted to wheat, and he became popularly known as the father of the 

Green Revolution. Borlaug was an institutional product of UMN, having spent his entire 

academic career there which included a master’s and doctorate in plant pathology and 

additional work in plant genetics. Borlaug, too, was greatly influenced by Stakman under 

whom he worked, as well as the prominent hybrid corn breeder at UMN, H.K. Hayes.180 

Borlaug had the ability to not only lead the MAP’s individual wheat program, under the 

supervision of Harrar and Stakman, but he could help on the corn experiments led by 

Edwin J. Wellhausen. Wellhausen received his bachelor’s degree in plant pathology and a 

doctorate in genetics and plant breeding from Iowa State University where he focused on 

 
177 John J. McKelvey, Jr., “J George Harrar: December 2, 1906-April 18, 1982,” National 

Academy of Sciences, 1987, pages 29-30, http://www.nasonline.org/publications/biographical-

memoirs/memoir-pdfs/harrar-j-g.pdf. 
178 Ibid., 30. 
179 Ibid., 32. 
180 “100 Years of Improving Plants & the Lives of People,” University of Minnesota Department 

of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, accessed November 11, 2010, 

https://agronomy.cfans.umn.edu/sites/agronomy.cfans.umn.edu/files/apg-100-2.pdf. 

http://www.nasonline.org/publications/biographical-memoirs/memoir-pdfs/harrar-j-g.pdf
http://www.nasonline.org/publications/biographical-memoirs/memoir-pdfs/harrar-j-g.pdf
https://agronomy.cfans.umn.edu/sites/agronomy.cfans.umn.edu/files/apg-100-2.pdf
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hybrid corn before joining the MAP as the head of the corn program.181 Wellhausen 

became adept in dealing with the politics of working on a highly visible and politicized 

crop like corn in Mexico, but he was less successful in developing new seed technology 

to improve corn production. Moreover, Wellhausen had to split his time and energy 

between work on corn and beans, the latter receiving little attention.  

As a whole, the MAP privileged its scientific work on luxury wheat and rust 

research above all else. In meetings with the RF leading up to the creation of the MAP, 

the Mexican government specifically demanded the RF work on wheat rust, and Gómez 

wanted wheat rust to be a “top priority” of the MAP’s work.182 In February 1943, 

Stakman, Harrar, and Miller visited Mexico to iron out the details of the MAP, and 

Stakman drafted a memorandum of understanding that outlined the research objectives of 

the MAP. During these discussions, Stakman was pleasantly surprised that Gómez and 

Ávila Camacho pushed research on wheat rust to be central to the MAP.183 Stakman was 

happy to oblige this request to focus on transnational wheat rust, and as the survey 

outlined, wheat rust would have been a primary focus of the MAP’s wheat program 

regardless of Mexico’s request.  

 
181 “Edwin Wellhausen,” 100 Years: The Rockefeller Foundation, accessed November 11, 2020, 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/sydnor-h-

walk-1.  
182 Joseph Cotter, Troubled Harvest: Agronomy and Revolution in Mexico, 1880-2002 (Westport: 

Praeger, 2003), 148. 
183 Stakman may have been surprised given he did not think the Mexican government was 

interested in work in Northwest Mexico. The survey trip included parts of northeast Mexico, 

centered primarily around states in the Bajío and adjacent to Mexico City like Puebla, Mexico, 

Hidalgo, Michoacán, Jalisco, Guanajuato, and Querétaro, but no visits to the Northwest. It 

appears the Mexican government wanted rust to be the focus because they wanted the Northwest 

to become the new industrial breadbasket of Mexico. Stakman, “Report on Agricultural Activities 

in Mexico, 3 Feb to 20 May 1943.” 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/sydnor-h-walk-1
https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/sydnor-h-walk-1
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Both Stakman and the Mexican government tilted the MAP’s overall focus 

towards research on wheat rust and wheat breeding, and Mexico’s request to work on 

wheat rust empowered the three plant pathologists from UMN at the MAP. The MAP 

officially began on February 10, 1943 when the Mexican government and RF signed the 

memorandum of understanding making research on improved corn seed technology and 

wheat rust the two focal points.184 Gómez successfully communicated the wishes of the 

Mexican government to the RF: “the most important single problem” that hindered 

Mexican agriculture was wheat rust, and the MAP followed directives from the Mexican 

government to make rust resistant wheat seed technology its first objective.185 Harrar 

arrived in Mexico first in 1943, and he immediately began to work on planting 

experimental plots of wheat outside Mexico City.  

 

Conclusion 

   

The scholarship on the Green Revolution suffers because historians too often 

conflate the different crops of the Green Revolution. It is important to disaggregate the 

MAP by individual crop to understand why wheat, not corn, became the centerpiece of 

the MAP and subsequent Green Revolution. Unlike previous authors, this dissertation 

 
184 The RF originally wanted the Mexican government to sign an agreement the RF drafted in 

New York, but Stakman pushed for the RF to sign the memorandum of understanding created in 

Mexico which drew heavily upon his understanding of Mexico’s agricultural problems and the 

survey report. “Harry M. Miller Jr. letter to Frank B. Hanson,” February 10, 1943, Record Group 

1.1, Series 323, Box 1, Folder 4, RAC; “Henry M. Miller Jr. to Frank B. Hanson,” March 17, 

1943, Record Group 1.2, Series 323, Box 10, Folder 63, RAC; “Raymond B. Fosdick to Marté R. 

Gómez,” March 17, 1943, Record Group 1.2, Series 323, Box 10, Folder 63, RAC. 
185 “Jacob George Harrar Diary, February 8– 9, 1943, Officer Diaries microfilm, RAC. 
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argues that wheat must be central to any history of the MAP.186 To privilege the U.S. 

South and corn in the historiography of the MAP, as historians like Olsson do, denies the 

centrality of both wheat and the Midwest in the history of the MAP.187 The U.S. South 

was neither a primary producer of corn nor wheat; the U.S. hybrid corn and wheat belts 

were located in the U.S. Midwest. The triumvirate of plant pathologists from UMN, 

Stakman, Harrar, and Borlaug would become the principal figures on the RF side that 

helped catalyze the Green Revolution. Stakman served as the elder statesman at the MAP 

that consulted on wheat research throughout, and he would author a history of the MAP 

and Green Revolution that stills informs scholarship on the Green Revolution today. 

Stakman also made transnational connections with Mexican scientists, like Taboada, that 

were influential in government circles. Stakman’s former students also held prominent 

positions at the MAP and RF. Harrar was the director of the MAP until 1953 when he 

joined the RF home offices to direct its global agricultural programs. Harrar was also 

president of the foundation between 1961 and 1972 during the globalization of the Green 

Revolution. Borlaug, known popularly as the father of the Green Revolution, would win a 

Nobel Peace Prize in 1970 for his work at the MAP. He received this award for his work 

on wheat, and the MAP’s corn program was relegated to the dustbin of history.  

 
186 For example, Olsson disregards wheat during the early MAP and consistently describes the 

MAP as a program focusing solely on beans and corn. Olsson makes no mention of wheat in his 

introduction and writes the MAP “sought to increase the yields of the nation’s staple food crops, 

primarily corn and beans.” Olsson, Agrarian Crossings, 7.  
187 Olsson agrees that after 1950 the MAP and subsequent Green Revolution were modeled after 

the “idealized Midwest.” Olsson, Agrarian Crossings, 156. 
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Campesinos were neither major producers nor consumers of wheat. This is critical 

to understand, and it calls into question the view that the RF aimed to eradicate rural 

poverty. A better description of the RF and Mexican government’s collaborative work 

with the MAP was that it aimed to support the urban-industrial classes increasingly 

divorced from agricultural production. It was no coincidence the Green Revolution 

modeled its work on the MAP’s wheat program. The origins of the Green Revolution 

were about the ascent of urbanization and state-led industrialization: the myth of the 

Green Revolution was that it sought to alleviate rural poverty or was in any way “peasant 

friendly.” The MAP hoped trickle-down agricultural economics might one day improve 

poverty in rural areas, but the benefits of this trickle down philanthropy failed to flow 

down to campesinos. This was a conscious choice at the MAP as both the RF and 

Mexican government agreed to bypass campesinos. History repeated itself during the top 

down Green Revolution, focused on wheat, as well.  

In the early years of the MAP, scientists leveraged their research that solved the 

environmental-economic problem of wheat rust to turn the MAP into the scientific 

authority on wheat in Mexico in the early 1950s. Stakman constructed wheat rust 

outbreaks as a transnational problem that would require transnational research and 

collaboration, and even though this was incorrect, the desire to solve the problem with 

wheat rust in North America was a powerful impetus for the RF to enter Mexico for 

scientific research. In Mexico, wheat rust was the major inhibitor of wheat production, 

and the Mexican government prioritized wheat rust at the MAP because it wanted to 

expand production in Northwest Mexico. The RF filled the most important positions of 
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the MAP with plant pathologists with expertise in wheat, and as a result, the MAP’s 

wheat program effectively mitigated the damage caused by wheat rust through a scientific 

solution by breeding rust resistant wheat seed technology. This alignment of the RF 

expertise with a problem directly related to this expertise with full support from the 

Mexican government is the reason why the MAP’s wheat program was so successful in 

converting Mexican wheat farmers to its seed technology.  

.
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CHAPTER FIVE: MEXICO AS ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY: RUST 

RESISTANT WHEAT AND THE FIRST PHASE OF THE MEXICAN 

AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM (1943-1953) 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

The MAP’s wheat breeding program is best broken down into two phases. In the 

first phase between 1943 and 1953 the MAP’s wheat program focused its research on rust 

resistant wheat seed technology, while in the second phase between 1953 and 1963 it 

focused on fertilizer-responsive semidwarf wheat seed technology. Much of the 

scholarship on the Green Revolution misses the importance of this first phase of the 

MAP.1 This chapter argues that rust resistant wheat seed technology provided the 

necessary foundation for farmers to profit greatly from increased use of fertilizers. 

Without the success of the MAP’s rust resistant wheat seed technology, there would have 

been no second phase in Mexico and no Green Revolution.  

From an environmental perspective, the MAP’s first phase was vastly different 

from the second phase because rust resistant wheat seed technology helped conserve 

natural resources. During the first phase, farmers produced more wheat at a smaller cost 

 
1 Even scholarship that seeks to understand the MAP in historical context does not accurately 

depict the early years. Patel, “The Long Green Revolution.”; Jorge Fernandez-Cornejo and C. 

Richard Shumway, “Research and Productivity in Mexican Agriculture,” American Journal of 

Agricultural Economics 79, no. 3 (1997). 
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to the environment by eliminating wasteful losses from rust without requiring more 

water, fertilizers, or other inputs. Rather than using harmful chemicals to prevent losses 

from disease, the MAP used the science of plant genetics to breed rust resistant wheat 

seed technology. While the first phase of the MAP’s wheat program was never “peasant 

friendly,” because few campesinos grew or ate wheat, it was environmentally friendly 

and resource neutral. The Green Revolution could have been a sustainable green 

revolution had the RF used the first phase of the MAP’s wheat program as a model for 

later agricultural programs. This would have required, however, a far different political 

end goal. Instead, the RF and Mexican government bypassed campesinos and worked 

with middle- and upper-class farmers who produced wheat for the cities, and it privileged 

higher yields as quickly as possible regardless of the cost to the environment. The 

resource-intensive Green Revolution predicated on fertilizer use described in the next 

chapter has caused soil erosion, poisoned local ecosystems and waterways due to 

fertilizer runoff, and agricultural production accounts for around one-fifth of greenhouse 

gas emissions.2 

Rust resistant wheat seed technology was the wedge through which the MAP 

gained access to farmers’ fields, and the MAP converted over 80 percent of farmers to the 

MAP’s rust resistant wheat seed technology by 1953. The MAP’s wheat program worked 

 
2 The industrialization of staple crop production using fertilizers has also allowed for a rise of 

meat consumption as well. Meat production accounts for around 41 percent of agricultural 

emissions. Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” United Nations 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, page 88, 2015, accessed October 1, 2010, 

https://archive.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/syr/; P.J. Gerber et al., “Tackling climate change through 

livestock – A global assessment of emissions and mitigation opportunities,” Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, page xii, 2013, accessed October 1, 2010, 

http://www.fao.org/3/i3437e/i3437e00.htm. 

https://archive.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/syr/
http://www.fao.org/3/i3437e/i3437e00.htm
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primarily with middle- and upper-class farmers, and evidence suggests that the MAP’s 

early success hinged upon collaboration with entrepreneurial farmers in the middle class. 

Elite farmers followed once the MAP had proven itself, but it was middle-class farmers 

who showed themselves open to taking risks and actively experimenting with the MAP in 

its formative years. Ultimately, the success of rust resistant wheat seed technology turned 

the MAP into the scientific authority on wheat production in Mexico. The MAP 

leveraged the success it achieved with rust resistant wheat seed technology to get farmers 

to adopt fertilizers which led to massive gains in wheat production during the second 

phase of the MAP between 1953 and 1970. 

The RF is at the center of conventional historical narratives of the MAP, and the 

RF has received the credit for the development of rust resistant and semidwarf wheat seed 

technology. The next two chapters argue that the ownership of the wheat seed technology 

produced by the MAP must be problematized. These chapters seek to insert Mexico’s 

contributions into the history of the Green Revolution: Mexico, both its environment and 

people, lay at the heart of the MAP’s work on wheat. Both professional scientific and 

non-professional workers in Mexico made the MAP possible including field technicians, 

agrónomos, plant pathologists, plant breeders, and manual agricultural laborers. More 

importantly, the greatest asset of the MAP’s wheat program was the Mexican 

environment. The MAP’s success was predicated on treating Mexico as what I call an 

“environmental laboratory” in which to conduct expansive testing. The MAP leveraged 

Mexico’s environmental diversity to screen thousands of types of wheat and 

experimented with a novel practice called “shuttle breeding” that halved the amount of 
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time it took U.S. breeders to produce new wheat seed technology. This vast testing in the 

environmental laboratory of Mexico allowed MAP scientists to produce seed technology 

with “universal” qualities which allowed for the rapid spread of the Green Revolution in 

the Global South. 

Seeds should not be viewed as proprietary technology created or owned by any 

one individual or nation, least of all the RF. The MAP’s wheat breeding work, led 

primarily by agrónomos, was one discrete step in the global historical process that led to 

the creation of rust resistant wheat seed technology. The MAP utilized wheat seed 

technology from all around the world, including Australia, Brazil, France, Italy, Kenya, 

Morocco, Tunisia, Russia, Ukraine, and the U.S. to produce rust resistant wheat seed 

technology. Each seed technology used by the MAP had its own individual history 

involving agricultural workers, farmers, scientists, and governments where the breeding 

work occurred. MAP wheat seed technology was thus born global.3 

 

Transnational Scientific Breeding: Agrónomos, Mexican Students, and RF Scientists 
 

The triumvirate of plant pathologists from UMN, Stakman, Harrar, and Borlaug, 

brought expertise on disease resistance to the MAP’s wheat breeding work.4 When the 

 
3 Karl seeks to “reroot” nationalism in globalization to prevent the view that nations are the result 

of Western domination or emulation. She argues nations were globally produced and part of the 

synchronous experience of globalization. This chapter similarly argues that seed technology was 

not diffused from the Global North to the Global South. The historical pedigrees of wheat seed 

technology illustrate breeder utilized wheat seed technology derived from across the world to 

produce rust resistant and semidwarf wheat seed technology. Karl, Staging the World, 1-25. 
4 Fitzgerald argues the RF staff represented the U.S. land grant system of agriculture that 

supported the creation of large industrial capitalist farms in the U.S. Fitzgerald, “Exporting 

American Agriculture,” 463. 
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director of the MAP, Harrar, first arrived in Mexico in 1943, he immediately surveyed 

Mexico for wheat varieties, and he set up rudimentary experimental plots to test wheats 

from Mexico and government-university collections from the U.S. Harrar set up these 

initial plots in Toluca where conditions were similar to the Bajío, the traditional 

breadbasket in southern Mexico, but progress faltered early on.5 To help provide more 

manpower for the wheat program, Stakman recruited another of his former UMN 

students, Borlaug, to bolster the MAP’s work on wheat rust in 1944.6 By the summer of 

1945, Harrar relinquished control of the MAP’s individual wheat program to Borlaug and 

focused primarily on the politics of running the MAP. Stakman continued to provide the 

MAP scientific advice and guide research on wheat, and he mediated disputes between 

Harrar and Borlaug.7 Stakman described how Harrar and Borlaug were both too “strong-

willed” and “aggressive,” and on at least one occasion Stakman helped save the MAP’s 

wheat program from falling apart when the two butted heads.8  

While many RF-centered narratives of the Green Revolution erase the historical 

contributions of Mexicans, Borlaug’s memoirs and oral history illustrate the value and 

importance of Mexicans to the success of the MAP’s wheat program. Agrónomos, and 

undergraduates training to be agrónomos worked hand-in-hand with RF scientists to 

 
5 The plots were very close to the RF office in Mexico City as well, and much of Harrar’s job was 

working with Mexican officials, so he needed to be located near Mexico City. The premiere 

agricultural school in Mexico was located at Chapingo near Mexico City as well. 
6 As World War II wound down, Borlaug was freed from wartime restrictions keeping him at 

DuPont and joined the MAP. 
7 Borlaug recalls Stakman told him that Harrar and Borlaug were “too much alike” which caused 

friction at times. Norman E. Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 1990, pages 53-58, 

International Maize Wheat Improvement Center Collection, Norman E. Borlaug Digital Archive, 

TAMU. 
8 Ibid. 
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crossbreed wheat, set up experimental plots, and carefully select the most promising 

wheats from trials in the early years of the MAP. Breeding programs required a great deal 

of manual and intellectual labor like the technical-scientific work of crossing different 

wheat plants and the manual work of planting and harvesting wheat. Moreover, the 

process of “selecting” wheat required scientific knowledge to carefully observe, record, 

and identify wheats with desirable or unique qualities for further breeding. The MAP 

divided up this work between RF and Mexican staff, and as the MAP’s wheat program 

grew, agrónomos operated various aspects of the MAP’s breeding programs 

independently. In aggregate, Mexican scientists, students, and field technicians 

contributed more hours of manual and intellectual labor than RF scientists because of the 

greater number of Mexicans who worked for or volunteered at the MAP. In 1945, the 

MAP employed seven U.S. scientists compared to twenty-two Mexican scientists, and 

this number does not include volunteers.9 

 

 
9 For most of the MAP’s tenure, over three-fourths of scientists working at the MAP were 

Mexican. “The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report 1945,” Rockefeller Foundation, 1945, 

accessed September 1, 2020, https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Annual-

Report-1945-1.pdf.   

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Annual-Report-1945-1.pdf
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Annual-Report-1945-1.pdf
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Figure 10: University Students/Agrónomos Conducting Wheat Breeding Experiments10 

 

 

 

When Borlaug arrived, the head of the corn program, E.J. Wellhausen, 

immediately had him help with some corn and bean work. Borlaug joined three other 

Mexicans, José Roberto Osoyo, Anastasio, and José Enciso, that would go on to have 

long careers in the MAP and agricultural research outside the MAP.11 The MAP’s wheat 

and corn work was not siloed off in the early years, and these three Mexican scientists 

contributed to the MAP’s wheat research as well. Borlaug recalled at least six other 

Mexicans that contributed to the MAP’s wheat program in its formative years. Harrar met 

Pepe Rodriguez, who focused on plant protection at the Universidad Autónoma 

 
10 “Photographic Selection of Institutional Memories (Part 3 of 6).” CIMMYT, Series: Special 

Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18080. 
11 No last name is available for Anastasio in Borlaug’s memoirs. Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s 

Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 28. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18080
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Chapingo, and through Rodriguez he also met Leonel Robles. Harrar directed Borlaug to 

meet with Robles on wheat rust to learn more about the struggles with Mexican wheat 

production early on, and from the Rodriguez-Robles network, the MAP employed 

Benjamin Ortega Cantero and Jose Guevara.12 Robles, Ortega, and Guevara were integral 

in setting up the MAP’s early wheat breeding nurseries and conducting crosses with 

Borlaug. In 1945, Borlaug and Robles prepared a winter nursery together, and in the 

spring they were joined by two female Mexican students, Angelita Melendez and 

Marthita Zentena Cebada, to conduct the first round of wheat crosses for 

experimentation.13 A littler later in the summer, Ortega and Guevara arrived and helped 

with the experiments.14  

Mexican scientists participated in the formal production of scientific knowledge 

and published scientific papers or attended conferences on wheat and wheat rust while 

working with the MAP. While at the MAP, Mexican scientists like Teodoro Enciso, 

Aristeo Costa, Jose Rodriguez, Manuel Garcia Alvarez, Alfredo Campos, Ruben Perez 

Rincón, and Federico Castilla Chacón, to name just a few, published academically.15 

 
12 Ibid., 46-48. 
13 Ibid., 3. 
14 Ibid., 37-38. 
15 While Bruce Jennings argues that “the authority exercised by international agricultural 

scientists is predicated on the destruction of knowledge as much as a production of techniques,” 

his negative view of the MAP is impacted by his conflation of the corn and wheat programs. 

Many Mexican scientists gained professional recognition for their work in the MAP’s wheat 

program. A list of co-authored scientific publications with Mexican authors resulting from 

research conducted with the MAP includes Norman E. Borlaug, Ignacio Narvaez, and Teodoro 

Enciso, “The Rapid Increase and Distribution of Ste Rust Race 49 Further Complicates the 

Program of Developing Stem Rust Resistant Wheats for Mexico,” Report of the International 

Wheat-Stem-Rust-Conference, 1953. Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 18, UMN; A. Acosta, R. 

Rodriguez, and M. Garcia, “Sources of resistance to Puccinia graminis tritici which have been 

used or are now being used in the Mexican breeding program,” Report of the Third International 
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They also took advantage of the MAP as a steppingstone to go onto more prestigious or 

higher paying jobs at universities, government agencies, or in private agricultural 

companies as seen below. 

 

 

 

Table 3: Selected Former MAP Scientists and Volunteers16 

Name Type Employer/Job 
Rufino Carbajal Government Banco Nacional de Crédito Ejidal 

Federico Carillo Government Banco Nacional de Crédito Ejidal 

Benjamín Ortega Government Ministry of Agriculture/Water Resources 

Ruben Perez Rincón Government Banco Nacional de Crédito Ejidal 

Federico Castilla Chacón Government INIA, wheat quality director 

Ricardo Rodríguez Government INIA/CIMMYT 

Silvestre Espino Tejeda Government INIA, rice 

Neftali Calixto Cruz Government INIA, rice 

Manuel Navarro Franco Government INIA, barley 

Adolfo Fernández Sánchez Government Defensa Agrícola 

Rodolfo Moreno  Government INIA 

Carlos Barbosa Private Coker de México 

Pepe Rodriguez Private Coker de México 

Alberto Lacy  Private Private Seed Company 

Alfredo Campos Private Private Seed Company 

Teodoro Enciso Private Green Giant Packing Company 

Alfredo Garcia Private World Seeds Inc. 

Jacob Ortega Castro Private World Seeds Inc. 

Gregario Vasquez Private DeKalb 

Manuel Garcia Alvarez Private Insecticide/Fertilizer Company 

Leonel Robles University Universidad de Monterrey 

Manuel Rojas University Universidad de Monterrey 

Aristeo Costa University Professor Cytology 

Augustín Martín Cruz University Professor 

Antonio Marino University Professor at UNAM 

Martha Zenteno University Professor of Mycology at UNAM 

 
Wheat Rust Conference, 1956; N.E. Borlaug, J. Rodriguez, and F. Curiel, “Field resistance and 

tolerance of certain varieties to stem rust and the difficulties of adequately evaluating this very 

useful type of resistance,” Report of the Third International Wheat Rust Conference, 1956; R. 

Perez, A. Campos, N. E. Borlaug, “A technique which has been useful in classification of 

seedling and adult plants for resistance to stem rust under field conditions,” Report of the Third 

International Wheat Rust Conference, 1956; J. Rodriguez, F. Castilla Chacón, and J. Salazar 

Thedaldi, “The rust problems of the important wheat producing areas of Mexico,” Report of the 

Third International Wheat Rust Conference, 1956. 
16 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 25-40. 
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Two MAP scientists, in particular, became globally recognized for their 

contributions to staple crop production as well. Ignacio Narvaez, who received his 

doctorate in agriculture from Purdue University, replaced Borlaug as the head of the 

MAP’s wheat program in 1959. It was Narvaez who led the MAP’s wheat program 

through its release of semidwarf wheat seed technology and was indispensable in the 

spread of the Green Revolution in South Asia, the subject of the next chapter.17 Borlaug 

would receive the Nobel Peace Prize, in part, for the increases in wheat production that 

Pakistan achieved while Narvaez led its wheat program.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Ignacio Narvaez in a Field of Lerma Wheat18 

 
17 Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan (Mexico, D.F.: CIMMYT, 1989), 13. 
18 “Photographic Selection of Institutional Memories (Part 1 of 6).” CIMMYT, Series: Special 

Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18051.  

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18051
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The MAP also employed Evangelina Villegas in a variety of scientific roles, 

before she settled on pursuing a career in chemistry. Villegas earned a master’s in cereal 

technology from Kansas State University and doctorate in cereal chemistry and breeding 

at North Dakota State University. Villegas became one of the most respected chemists in 

Mexico and helped set up a chemical laboratory for Florencio Sánchez, a prominent 

miller that provided Pan Bimbo bakery, today the largest bakery in the world, with high 

quality flour for industrial foods.19 Villegas became the scientific arbiter of taste and 

quality for the MAP in the 1950s and 1960s, and she ran the MAP’s quality control 

laboratory which is discussed in the next chapter. Villegas published widely in the 

academic sphere, and she eventually branched out into corn to help create quality protein 

maize (QPM) for which she won the World Food Prize in the 2000.20 

 

 

 

 
19 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 12-15. 
20 QPM is an important type of corn that helps provide the poor with needed protein in their diets. 
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Figure 12: Evangelina Villegas, Head of MAP Quality Laboratory, 1950s and 

1960s21 

 

 
 

The contributions of Mexican scientists to the MAP have been overshadowed by a 

historical narrative of the MAP and Green Revolution that places the RF at its center. 

This is historically inaccurate, as the MAP was hardly dominated by the RF. It is best to 

view the MAP as a transnational, collaborative endeavor that succeeded because of 

scientific expertise on both sides of the border. As Harrar summed it up in an internal 

memo at the RF, “the success of the program in Mexico” was due in large part to “the 

 
21 “Photographic Selection of Institutional Memories (Part 5 of 6).” CIMMYT, Series: Special 

Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18082.  

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18082
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quality of the technical personnel, both national and foreign.”22 When research agendas 

aligned between the RF and Mexican scientists, as it did with wheat, the MAP was able 

to release wheat seed technology that nearly eliminated the threat posed by wheat rust 

and boosted wheat production. This work was not done in the vacuum of a laboratory, 

however, as MAP scientists leaned heavily upon Mexican farmers for help with their 

scientific work as well. 

 

Top Down Collaboration with Entrepreneurial, Middle-Class Farmers   
 

The first experiments the MAP conducted on wheat following Borlaug’s arrival in 

late 1944 were not on rainfed land owned by campesinos, but irrigated land to which 

middle- and upper-class farmers had access.23 These early experiments signaled that the 

MAP’s wheat program would follow Stakman’s original recommendation that “progress 

can be made by starting at the top.”24 Upon invitation from Ricardo León Manso, the 

director of an experiment station in the Northwest, Borlaug began to work in Sonora in 

1945 as well. Borlaug realized that it would be much easier to improve national wheat 

production if he could redirect his energy to the Northwest. The MAP’s rust resistant 

wheat seed technology would benefit northern states like Durango, Chihuahua, and 

Coahuila, but the MAP quickly made the Northwestern states its focus by devoting to 

 
22 J.G, Harrar, “Draft of Agriculture and the Rockefeller Foundation,” Rockefeller Foundation, 

1951, page 5, Rockefeller Foundation Collection, Record Group 31., Series 915, Box 3, Folder 

20, RAC. 
23 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 35. 
24 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 4. 
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long-term experimentation in Sonora.25 The Mexican government had already invested 

heavily in agricultural development in the La Laguna region and the adjacent states in the 

north focused on cotton and dairying. Moreover, states in the northeast like Coahuila and 

Chihuahua were established cattle-grazing regions that provided beef domestically, so the 

Mexican government did not wish to disrupt this domestic supply of beef to consumers. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Principal Wheat Growing Regions in Mexico, 1950s26 

 
25 There was a major wheat producing region in northern Mexico centered around Torreón, 

Coahuila. The MAP focused on Sonora above all regions in its early work, followed closely by 

work in Sinaloa. Spurred on by the success there, farmers in the Northwestern states of Baja 

California and Baja California Sur also began to grow wheat as well. 
26 Norman E. Borlaug, “II. The Impact of Agricultural Research on Mexican Wheat Production,” 

Transactions of the New York Academy of Sciences 20, 1958, page 280, Elvin C. Stakman papers, 

Box 18, UMN. 
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The MAP’s work in the Northwest disproportionately helped affluent farmers 

increase yields relative to smaller farms or ejidos. The innovations in rust resistant wheat 

seed technology, in conjunction with the Mexican government’s economic policies 

discussed in the next chapter, led Northwestern farmers to increase the land they devoted 

to wheat production, and Sonora became the heart of Mexico’s new industrial 

breadbasket. Over 90 percent of the increase in wheat production in northern Mexico 

occurred on private farms over 12 acres between 1940 and 1960, and over half of the 

increase in wheat production in northern Mexico occurred in Sonora alone.27 By the 

1960s, northern Mexico produced 71 percent of all wheat in Mexico, mainly due to 

increases in yield.28 Whitney Hicks finds that prior to the arrival of the MAP, affluent 

farmers only averaged 10 percent higher yields than either smaller farmers (under 12 

acres) or ejidos; by 1960, the yield gap had risen to 50 percent due to the MAP’s 

support.29 

Deborah Fitzgerald describes how the MAP found it easier to convert farmers in 

the Northwest because they were similar culturally and technologically to the industrial 

capitalist farmers of the U.S Midwest.30 These largescale farmers had access to capital or 

credit for input purchases and utilized irrigation and machine technology for farming.31 

 
27 W. Whitney Hicks, “Agricultural Development in Northern Mexico, 1940-1960,” Land 

Economics 43, no. 4 (1967) 396. 
28 Ibid., 393; Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and its Impact on World Food Supply,” 10. 
29 Hicks, “Agricultural Development in Northern Mexico, 1940-1960,” 397. 
30 Fitzgerald, “Exporting American Agriculture,” 469. 
31 Ibid.. 
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Borlaug emphasized what he saw as a stark difference between wheat production in 

Sonora and the rest of Mexico:  

Cultural practices were primitive in every area except Sonora which was 

mechanized. In all other areas the Egyptian wooden plough, pulled either by oxen 

or mules, was the only implement used in land preparation and planting 

operations. In all areas except Sonora, harvesting was done with a hand sickle and 

the threshing was done with small stationary threshers or more commonly by 

treading out by oxen and mules, and the grain was cleaned by 

winnowing…Yields were low and stagnant…soils were impoverished and 

fertilizers unknown.32 

 

Farmers in the Bajío were a more diverse mix and included many campesinos who 

produced on semi-subsistence, mixed crop farms.33 While Borlaug saw farmers in the 

Bajío as primitive for a supposed lack of technology, machine technology was highly 

effective only on monoculture farms, not mixed agriculture. Even though Borlaug 

denigrated campesino farmers, on average, they were more productive farmers per acre 

than larger farmers in the Northwest.34 

  Both the RF and Mexican government privileged the middle- and upper-class 

farmers in the Northwest because they produced wheat specifically for Mexico City.35 

 
32 Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and its Impact on World Food Supply,” 3. 
33 Northwest farmers would also be easier to work with because they were familiar with U.S. food 

businesses, principally with raising livestock that was then exported to the U.S. and “finished” on 

corn before slaughter. See Roger Horowitz, Jeffrey M. Pilcher, and Sydney Watts, “Meat for the 

Multitudes: Market Culture in Paris, New York City, and Mexico City over the Long Nineteenth 

Century,” The American Historical Review 109, no. 4 (2004); Jeffrey M. Pilcher, “Fajitas and the 

Failure of Refrigerated Meatpacking in Mexico: Consumer Culture and Porfirian Capitalism,” 

The Americas 60, no. 3 (2004). 
34 Smaller farmers working land under 12 acres were slightly more productive per acre of land 

than largescale farmers, while ejidos were marginally less productive than largescale farmers. On 

average, ejidos produced around 10 percent less than largescale farmers. Hertford, Sources of 

Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 7. 
35 Also, in the first half of the twentieth century the Mexican government supported largescale 

irrigation projects in the Northwest, including the El Novillo dams in the 1940s that would allow 

the Yaqui Valley to flourish in the production of wheat, cotton, and soybeans. Stakman and 
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Farmers in the Northwest utilized machine technology like combines, harvesters, and 

tractors, to farm larger tracts of land, and scientists like Borlaug believed this use of 

technology was a sign of a better farmer. At minimum, farmers in the Northwest worked 

landholdings over twelve acres, but many farmers were large-scale industrial producers 

who owned hundreds of acres and rotated between cash crops like wheat, cotton, soy, 

garbanzo beans, and increasingly vegetables for export like tomatoes.36 On average, 

farmers in the Northwest worked around 42 acres of land each.37 Machine technology 

may not have made a farmer more productive per acre, but it did allow this smaller group 

of middle- and upper-class farmers to reduce the labor needed to produce food for 

burgeoning cities. Large, affluent farmers used one-third less labor than small farmers or 

ejidos, and this capital-intensive farming freed up agricultural labor to enter the urban-

industrial workforce while still ensuring sufficient surplus production to feed 

consumers.38 

While Fitzgerald and other scholars are correct in identifying that farmers in 

Northwest Mexico were affluent, had access to capital and credit, and utilized technology 

and input, these scholars provide little granularity about the differences within this class 

 
Harrar, “Plant Pathology in Mexico,” 54-55; Pamela A. Watson, ed., Seeds of Sustainability: 

Lessons from the Birthplace of the Green Revolution (Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 2012), 17. 
36 Most farmers were export-oriented in the Northwest, and the rise in tomato production 

highlights the transnational nature of farming in this region. For more see Hoenig, Garden 

Variety: The American Tomato from Corporate to Heirloom; John Hoenig, “A Tomato for All 

Seasons: Innovation in American Agricultural Production, 1900-1945,” The Business History 

Review 88, no. 3 (2014). 
37 Myren, “The Rockefeller Program in Corn and Wheat in Mexico,” 447-448. 
38 Hertford, Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 26. 
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of affluent farmers which included both middle- and upper-class farmers.39 Evidence 

shows that upper-class farmers in Sonora rejected the MAP’s wheat seed technology in 

the early years, while middle-class farmers were the first to adopt it.40 

Borlaug often references the importance of three of the wealthiest Sonoran 

farmers, Rodolfo Elías Calles, Jorge Parada, and Eduardo Vargas in his oral history and 

recollections. These upper-class farmers waited for the MAP to prove itself, however, 

and they did not actively collaborate with the MAP in its formative years. The most well-

known of the three, Calles was governor of Sonora from 1931 to 1934, and was the son 

of Plutarco Elías Calles, the former president of Mexico.41 Calles was an elite farmer with 

ties to business and government that allowed him to profit handsomely from agriculture. 

While governor, Calles built a state-of-the-art experiment station for agricultural research 

and “stocked it with two blood lines of cattle – the best money could buy – poultry and 

swine – machinery and beautiful buildings.”42 Calles collaborated with Edmundo 

Taboada to conduct research on wheat at this experiment station, but wheat rust 

decimated production between 1939 and 1941. Borlaug learned that “with the rust 

epidemic Calles became bitter” about the potential for scientific research to improve 

wheat production in Sonora.43  

 
39 Fitzgerald, “Exporting American Agriculture,” 469; Hewitt de Alcántara, La modernización de 

la agricultura mexicana, 1940-1970. 
40 A thorough economic study on the benefit of being an early-adopter awaits and whether the 

middle-class farmers achieved any Schumpeterian rent. 
41 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 63. 
42 Ibid., 35. 
43 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 79-80. 
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It was not that Calles did not believe in using science to improve agricultural 

production. He grew pessimistic on the ability of scientists paid for by the federal 

government to improve wheat production in the Northwest. He also echoed the Green 

Legend and believed the environment, in this case wheat rust, would not allow farmers to 

profitably farm wheat in the Northwest, so farmers in Sonora would have to rely on other 

cash crops like soy or cotton to stay profitable in lieu of wheat. Borlaug describes how 

Vargas and Parada also “turned sour on the research, bitter by the failure of” the Calles 

experiment station.44 By 1943, the station had fallen into disuse and was in shambles.45 

When Borlaug arrived, he implored Calles to experiment and collaborate with the MAP, 

but he rebuffed Borlaug’s advances on multiple occasions. At the earliest, Calles became 

more open to experimentation only around 1949 after the rust resistant wheat seed 

technology had been proven effective.46 Even then, he only experimented on a small part 

of his landholdings, and it took him a further three years before he acquiesced and 

became a full supporter of the MAP’s work on wheat. 

While elite farmers in Sonora were bystanders early on, farmers a step below 

them in the upper middle class, actively participated with the MAP’s research and were 

the early adopters of MAP wheat seed technology. These middle-class farmers sought out 

the MAP, shared scientific knowledge with the MAP, and even produced scientific 

knowledge by helping the MAP conduct experiments. Middle-class farmers provided the 

 
44 Ibid. 
45 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 35. 
46 He did not actively block the MAP’s work, however, and he allowed Borlaug to use the 

abandoned experiment station and hold the first field day in Sonora there in 1948. Ibid., 36. 
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wedge through which the MAP gained acceptance in the Northwest, and without their 

contributions and acceptance of risk, the MAP’s wheat program would never had been 

successful.  

Pablo and Roberto Maurer were the two most active middle-class farmers who 

supported the MAP’s early work. Before the Mexican Revolution, the Maurer family had 

been largescale farmers with livestock and vast orchards including avocados in Atlixco, 

Puebla. Pablo Maurer described to Borlaug how his “father was killed in an ambush and 

during the land restructuring [the Maurer family] lost all of the land except [25 acres].”47 

The Maurers were clearly not upper-class farmers like Calles who owned hundreds to 

thousands of acres of land, but neither were they campesinos. At 25 acres, the Maurers’ 

holdings placed them squarely in the middle class. The Maurer brothers were also 

entrepreneurial and owned a small flour mill that provided them their day-to-day income 

as they tried to build back up the family’s farming businesses. 

As entrepreneurial farmers, the Maurers were motivated by aspirations of upward 

mobility. They embraced risks and experimented more freely in search of higher profits 

rather than taking stable returns as elite farmers did. These entrepreneurial middle-class 

farmers experimented directly on their fields, which came with an opportunity cost of 

time as well as money. Middle-class farmers did not necessarily have the liquidity or 

access to credit to expand landholdings greatly to increase profits, so they looked to 

increase yield and profit on their current landholdings. The promise of increased 

production per acre offered by rust resistant wheat seed technology, and later fertilizer-

 
47 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 91. 
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responsive semidwarf wheat seed technology, were exactly the type of innovations they 

desired. This pattern of middle-class farmers adopting new wheat seed technology 

appears to have been a characteristic of the subsequent south-south Green Revolution, 

discussed in the following chapter as well. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14: Pablo Maurer and Roberto Maurer at a Celebration for Norman Borlaug48 

 

 

 

Middle-class farmers like the Maurers proactively sought out the MAP and made 

first contact with RF scientists, not vice versa. In 1947, Pablo Maurer was in his twenties 

and a student at Texas A&M University. Maurer reached out to Borlaug and told him “I 

would like to work during the summer, to do whatever that’s useful that will be helpful 

 
48 “Norman Borlaug Street (Part 2 of 2).” CIMMYT, Series: Special Series, 1968, 

https://repository. cimmyt.org/handle/10883/19021. 
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for me to learn about technical agriculture.”49 Borlaug accepted this offer of Maurer’s 

time and labor in exchange for the MAP’s scientific and technical knowledge, and he 

quickly introduced Borlaug to his elder brother Roberto Maurer. The elder Maurer was in 

his thirties and was already interested in the newest agricultural practices, like fertilizer 

use, which he experimented with unsuccessfully on his farm in Sonora. He was one of 

only a handful of farmers who attended the MAP’s first field days because he was 

inquisitive about the scientific work of the MAP, and he asked Borlaug to come see his 

experimental plots with fertilized wheat. Borlaug seized upon this opportunity to provide 

Maurer free scientific advice to improve production, and Maurer became “one of the 

first” to adopt MAP wheat seed technology during the first phase, and one of the first to 

adopt fertilizers leading into the second phase.50 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Norman Borlaug (far left) Speaking with Mexican Wheat Farmers 

Including Roberto Maurer (far right)51 

 
49 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 90. 
50 Ibid., 101. 
51 N. MacLellan, “Norman Borlaug and Frank Zillinsky with visitors at El CIANO.” CIMMYT, 

Series: Special Series, 1968, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/4341.  

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/4341
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The whole Maurer family was entrepreneurial, and Roberto Maurer’s wife, 

Teresa, also developed her own farming business in the 1940s and 1950s. Borlaug 

described how she visited experiment stations across the border in Arizona and “became 

the poultry woman importing chicks and she understood about nutrition.”52 She also kept 

apprised of the latest scientific developments on disease, and she had Borlaug vaccinate 

her chickens for New Castle disease in the 1950s as it became a significant economic 

problem in other poultry-producing regions. Maurer staunchly operated her business 

independently from her husband saying “this is my operation, and I don’t want Roberto 

coming here and mess[ing] this thing up.53 While it is unclear what feed Maurer used for 

her agricultural business, Borlaug described her as an “entrepreneur” farmer, and she 

probably grew or bought either hybrid corn or a forage/feed crop like alfalfa or 

sorghum.54  

The whole Maurer family saw in Borlaug an opportunity to gain access to the 

MAP’s novel scientific research, and they were open to taking risks and experimenting 

across the agricultural sector to boost their profits. The risk paid off, and Borlaug 

described how Roberto Maurer “had grown in stature” by the end of the first phase, and 

“he’d become one of the respected people” and even became president of the farmer’s 

credit union in Sonora established by Calles.55 Borlaug described how the Maurers 

became like “family” to him, and Roberto Maurer would even help spread the Green 

 
52 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 98-100. 
53 Ibid., 98. 
54 If she did not grow this feed, it would be easily available for purchase in Sonora. Ibid., 104. 
55 Maurer once again lost his land under Echverria’s land reform in Sonora in the 1970s. He 

bought 18 acres of land in Colina where he started his operations over again. Ibid., 104-105. 
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Revolution by teaching Pakistani scientists and farmers about his farming practices using 

MAP wheat seed technology in the 1960s.56  

Borlaug also described two other entrepreneurial farmers in the upper middle 

class, Rafael Angel Fierros and Aureliano Campoy, who were “critical to [the MAP’s] 

success.”57 Fierros and Campoy allowed the MAP to borrow equipment and 

experimented with the MAP on their land in the MAP’s formative years. They took 

advantage of the early connections they forged with the MAP to multiply the MAP’s 

wheat seed technology for release in Mexico in 1948 and became major seed salesman in 

the region.58 At the time he met Borlaug, Fierros was “a new farmer just getting started,” 

and he helped the MAP get machine technology to aid with planting and harvesting. As a 

novice, Fierros was open to the MAP’s advice and experimentation to give him an edge 

against more established, veteran farmers like Calles, and he allowed the MAP to 

experiment freely on his land.59 Campoy was an older farmer, and while profitable, 

Borlaug described how Campoy was “not nearly as good a farmer as some of the other 

people.”60 Campoy did, however, value scientific experimentation, and he, too, actively 

sought out Borlaug. Borlaug recalls that Campoy approached him after observing 

Borlaug working on the experiment station in Sonora to inquire about his work. Intrigued 

 
56 Ibid., 101. 
57 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 72; Norman E. Borlaug, “Sixty-two years 

of fighting hunger: personal recollections,” Euphytica 147 (2007): 289. 
58 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 72. 
59 Ibid., 63. 
60 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 131. 
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by the potential to access Borlaug’s scientific knowledge early on, he volunteered to let 

Borlaug use his tractor on Sundays. 

Campoy became such a supporter of Borlaug’s work that he wrote a letter to 

Harrar in praise of Borlaug and thanked the MAP for putting in the effort to experiment 

with wheat in the Northwest. Campoy lived adjacent to the Sonoran experiment station, 

yet he thanked the MAP for helping farmers like himself out for the “first” time.61 The 

implication was that the experiment station first set up by Calles had been created to 

benefit only upper-class farmers, not middle-class farmers, and Campoy was grateful for 

access to novel scientific research and experiments on wheat production. This letter 

arrived in the middle of a dispute in 1947 between Borlaug and Harrar in which Harrar 

told Borlaug that he needed to spend more time working in the Bajío and forget about 

working in Sonora.62 Borlaug resigned when told he had to stop working in Sonora, but 

Stakman described how Campoy’s letter had been a major reason that Harrar relented and 

allowed Borlaug to continue to split his time between the Bajío and Sonora.63  

 
61 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 62.  
62 Borlaug insinuates that the language Harrar used to describe the Bajío echoed how Wellhausen 

described it. The implication was that Wellhausen had convinced Harrar to make Borlaug stop 

working in Sonora. Stakman described how Campoy’s letter was a major reason why Harrar 

backed down when Borlaug threatened to quit if he had to stop work in Sonora. Stakman also 

influenced Harrar’s decisions because he saw the potential for Sonora to improve wheat 

production as Borlaug did. While Wellhausen may have temporarily convinced Harrar to shutter 

research in Sonora, Stakman’s advice held more weight. It was Stakman who would often have 

the final say on contested matters and the MAP would follow his recommendations above all 

others. “William Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 33. 
63 Stakman was also critical in convincing Harrar to let Borlaug keep up his work in the 

Northwest. Stakman understood this area had great potential for commercial wheat production, 

and it was highly important in the transnational spread of wheat rust that his later career focused 

on. Ibid., 33. 
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Campoy, Fierros, and Maurer proved to be ideal collaborators in the early years of 

the MAP. They had an appetite for taking risks and experimenting with novel “scientific” 

wheat seed technology from the MAP, and they were affluent enough to absorb the 

opportunity costs associated with experimentation. They proactively sought to forge 

connections with the MAP and became first adopters of the MAP’s wheat seed 

technology while the upper-class farmers waited. Once the MAP’s wheat seed technology 

proved effective on middle-class farms, it trickled, not down, but up to upper-class 

farmers. 

 

Building Scientific Authority through “Brown” Collar Work 

 

Not all farmers sought out the MAP, so the MAP leaned heavily upon agrónomos 

to reach out to Mexican farmers and help establish the MAP as the scientific authority on 

wheat in Mexico. Most agrónomos came from middle-class backgrounds, and this 

allowed them to communicate effectively with early-adopting, middle-class farmers who 

shared a similar class background. Joseph Cotter describes how agrónomos desired to 

work at the MAP to increase their prestige and elevate their profession as a whole. Cotter 

finds many agrónomos initially “viewed U.S. overtures as Yankee imperialism, but they 

changed their opinion because they thought that [RF] assistance would help their 

profession.”64 The arrival of the RF reinforced the positive reputation of agrónomos in 

government circles, but the RF also pushed agrónomos to ingratiate themselves to the 

farmers they purported to help. The RF needed farmers to trust and respect agrónomos, 

 
64 Cotter, Troubled Harvest: Agronomy and Revolution in Mexico, 1880-2002, 157. 
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so the RF transformed the agrónomo profession from a white-collar job into a “brown-

collar” job. The RF, mainly Borlaug, required all MAP scientists to get dirty and work 

with farmers in the fields. The MAP simultaneously disseminated new rust resistant 

wheat seed technology as it transformed agrónomos into a brown-collar job, and both 

contributed to the MAP establishing itself as the scientific authority on wheat in Mexico. 

The MAP’s ascent was rapid as farmers converted en masse to the MAP’s rust resistant 

wheat seed technology between 1948 and 1953. 

Cotter describes how agrónomos attempted to elevate the prestige of their 

profession by helping campesinos in the 1930s, but this involved “delegitimating peasant 

farming systems.”65 Agrónomos sought to replace what they viewed as anachronistic, 

unprogressive farming with a science-based agriculture wedded to capitalist production, 

but this “deterred effective interfaces with campesinos.”66 Mary Kay Vaughan similarly 

views agrónomos as part of an “educating state” that failed to fully transform campesinos 

towards an industrial capitalist model of agriculture in the 1930s.67 Agrónomos failed to 

convert campesinos because their prestige was built, in part, on privileging their formal 

education and training while campesinos operated from the “wellfounded belief that their 

agricultural practices suited their ecological and economic conditions better than those 

recommended by ‘experts.’”68 Agrónomos, like rural teachers, were “middle class 

products of Mexico’s public schools and of the civic celebratory culture of the 

 
65 Ibid., xiii, 106. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid., 9; Vaughan, Cultural Politics in Revolution. 
68 Cotter, Troubled Harvest: Agronomy and Revolution in Mexico, 1880-2002, 8. 
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prerevolutionary modernizing society” according to Vaughan.69 In contrast to rural 

teachers, Cotter finds that agrónomos were more elitist and concerned with their 

professional status than they were in aligning themselves with rural causes.70  

This elitist attitude also hindered agrónomos when they tried to work with 

middle- and upper-class wheat farmers. Borlaug described how the MAP’s progress early 

on was “slow and painful, and often discouraging” because “farmers almost without 

exception were hostile. They had no confidence in science and scientists.”71 Many of 

these affluent farmers connected agrónomos with the land reform initiatives of Cárdenas 

and feared their presence might again lead to property seizures and land redistribution. 

Borlaug recalled the words of one affluent wheat farmer, Rafael Aguilar:  

damn this government! I hope they’re finally waking up and are going to help us. 

What has happened since the revolution? The [agrónomo] is a social parasite. The 

Department of Agriculture took away our land, divided it up, gave it to the 

ejidatarios, who do nothing with it. You people who graduate from the colleges of 

agriculture – you put on a white shirt, a collar, you never leave your office, you 

never leave your desk, and this is the way you help agriculture.72 

 

Borlaug found that many wheat farmers believed agrónomos were bureaucrats who 

“lived off taxpayer money” and provided farmers little help while tucked away in their 

comfortable offices far away from the fields.73 Borlaug lamented that many farmers 

“disrespect[ed]” agrónomos for their refusal to work in the field, and he sided with the 

farmers. He blasted agrónomos who spent too much time in laboratories or quarantined 

 
69 Vaughan, Cultural Politics in Revolution.  
70 Cotter, Troubled Harvest: Agronomy and Revolution in Mexico, 1880-2002, 82-83. 
71 Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and its Impact on World Food Supply,” 10-11. 
72 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 22. 
73 Ibid., 23. 
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experiment stations which he likened to a “Garden of Eden.”74 Borlaug believed 

agrónomos misunderstood the problems farmers faced by working exclusively in these 

utopian laboratories where they could control and account for every variable. 

 Agrónomos dressed in their finest, professional clothes, but Borlaug quickly put 

them to work in dirty, muddy fields. Borlaug wanted to instill in agrónomos the idea that 

“there could be dignity in physical work and sweat of the human brow even when done 

by scientists.”75 Borlaug described how the agrónomos pushed back and told Borlaug that 

“you don’t do these things [work in the fields] in Mexico” because that is “why we have 

peones.”76 Borlaug highlighted this elitist view that privileged the knowledge of 

agrónomos more than the tacit knowledge of farmers as “why the situation exist[ed] with 

respect to the farmers’ disrespect for you and vice versa.”77  

Borlaug reimagined agrónomos as a brown-collar profession and pushed all MAP 

scientists to work in the fields in conjunction with both farmers and field hands, thereby 

bridging the chasm between agrónomos and wheat farmers. Borlaug led by example and 

agrónomos slowly “broke” and “wore work clothes, but with not very much pride.”78 

Borlaug celebrated agricultural scientists, like himself, who got their collars dirty in the 

fields while “rubbing elbows with the farmer.”79 This new brown-collar job was 

important for the optics of agricultural science because agrónomos no longer seemed 

 
74 Ibid., 23, 57. 
75 Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and its Impact on World Food Supply,” 4. 
76 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 22. 
77 Peones were agricultural workers without professional degrees. Ibid. 
78 Ibid., 23. 
79 Ibid., 57-58. 
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detached from the farmers they served.80 In addition, the agrónomos’ connection to U.S. 

scientists like Borlaug helped assuage farmers’ fears that agrónomos were a threat to 

their property. It was highly unlikely that U.S. scientists like Borlaug were in some way 

looking to facilitate further land reform efforts or any socialist policies, and the MAP’s 

research on rust resistant wheat seed technology was aimed specifically at helping 

affluent farmers reap greater profits. In the early 1950s, MAP rust resistant wheat seed 

technology had “won their acceptance” from farmers and Borlaug described how 

agrónomos leveraged this success to establish a relationship with middle- and upper-class 

wheat farmers “based upon mutual respect.”81 The previously intractable agrónomos 

began to wear their field clothes “proudly,” and dirty clothes became a badge of honor 

that represented a successful day of hard work.82  

Ultimately, Cotter argues that the “MAP’s work with agrónomos in Mexico 

solidified their position in the Revolutionary Family,” and this elevated their profession 

in Mexico.83 Through the MAP, agrónomos also gained greater access to scientists and 

research in the U.S., and this helped bring Mexican agricultural scientists “into the 

mainstream of international agricultural science.”84 As agrónomos gained international 

recognition for their work and published internationally, it increased Mexico’s national 

 
80 Borlaug did not see this issue as an issue with just the Global South. While he found similar 

problems in Pakistan and India upon arrival there, he also found the same problem among many 

universities, USAID, and the FAO of the UN. This strategy of working more collaboratively with 

farmers and field hands stemmed from his training under Stakman who consistently spoke with 

and worked closely with farmers to understand their production problems. 
81 Borlaug, “II. The Impact of Agricultural Research on Mexican Wheat Production,” 288. 
82 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 24. 
83 Cotter, Troubled Harvest: Agronomy and Revolution in Mexico, 1880-2002, 12. 
84 Ibid. 
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prestige, and agrónomos saw their profession grow in stature. Counterintuitively, Borlaug 

helped agrónomos elevate the profession by seemingly lowering it into a brown collar job 

that worked on the same level with farmers and field hands. The reorientation of 

agrónomos into brown collar workers showed affluent farmers they were there to serve 

them, not take away their land, and agrónomos were elevated into “the same rank of 

prestige formerly reserved for engineers, architects, lawyers, and members of other 

comparable professions.”85 This strategic reimagination of agrónomos as a brown collar 

profession in tandem with the release of rust resistant wheat seed technology allowed the 

MAP to establish itself as the scientific authority on wheat in Mexico above any 

university or federal program/agency. 

 

The RF Contribution: Mexico as Environmental Laboratory 
 

In the 1940s, the RF developed a strategy in which it treated Mexico as an 

“environmental laboratory,” and this experimental approach was critical in improving 

Mexican wheat production. As a nation Mexico is ranked fourth or fifth globally in 

environmental and species diversity and is considered a “megadiverse” nation.86 

Spanning around 1.2 million square miles, Mexico is only 1.31 percent of all land 

 
85 Borlaug, “II. The Impact of Agricultural Research on Mexican Wheat Production,” 288. 
86 Gian Carlo Delgado, “Biopiracy and Intellectual Property as the Basis for Biotechnological 

Development: The Case of Mexico,” International Journal of Politics, Culture, and Society 16, 

no. 2 (2002): 307; Isolda Luna-Vega et al., “Geographical patterns and determinants of species 

richness in Mexico across selected families of vascular plants: implications for conservation,” 

Systematics and Biodiversity 11, no. 2 (2013): 237-238. 
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globally, but its environment is so diverse that it contains around 10 percent of 

“worldwide biotic diversity” with 50 percent of Mexico’s species being endemic.87  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Map of Major Climatic Zones/Biomes in Mexico88 

 

 

 

Mexican farmers developed a myriad of diverse farming practices throughout 

Mexico and grew food in five different climate zones: arid/semi-arid, temperate, 

mountainous, humid tropical, and dry tropical. Farmers grew food, including wheat, in a 

 
87 Delgado finds 8 percent to 12 percent of species in the world are found in Mexico. Luna-Vega 

et al. find 10 percent of global biodiversity is located within Mexico. Ibid. Mexico’s area and 

share of global total was derived from “The World Factbook,” Central Intelligence Agency, 

accessed April 5, 2019, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-

factbook/rankorder/2147rank.html. 
88 Ibid. 

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2147rank.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2147rank.html
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variety of microclimates, soil types, and elevations up to 6,500 feet.89 The MAP took 

advantage of Mexico’s environmental diversity to test thousands of different wheat 

varieties from around the world and to conduct basic research on wheat rust. Ultimately, 

these experiments helped the MAP create novel wheat seed technology with “universal” 

characteristics that was easy to adapt for growth anywhere in Mexico. 

The use of Mexico as an environmental laboratory coincided with the rise of 

laboratory science in the twentieth century in which scientists in the Global North touted 

laboratories as sites of knowledge production.90 This “revolution” in laboratory science 

resulted from scientists who privileged experimentation and practice over theoretical 

science, and at the turn of the twentieth century, many U.S. and European scientists saw 

colonies or imperial possessions as ideal spots for experimentation.91 Hellen Tilley argues 

that the British government treated its African colonies as a “living laboratory” in which 

to test out different social policies and other government programs on Africa’s human 

population in the late nineteenth- to the mid-twentieth century. British colonial powers 

conducted an African Survey in 1940 aimed at coordinating and standardizing colonial 

 
89 Chris Boyer and Micheline Cariño, “Mexico’s Environmental Revolutions,” Rachel Carson 

Center Perspectives, no. 7 (2013): 10. 
90 Robert Fox and Anna Guagnini, Laboratories, Workshops & Sites: Concepts & Practices of 

Research in Industrial Europe, 1800-1914 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999); 

Frank A.J.L. James, ed., The Development of the Laboratory: Essays on the Place of Experiments 

in Industrial Civilization (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1989); Andrew Cunningham and Perry 

Williams, ed., The Laboratory Revolution in Medicine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1992). 
91 Roy MacLeod, ed., Nature and Empire: Science and the Colonial Enterprise (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 2000); Patrick Carroll, Science, Culture, and Modern State 

Formation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006); Eugene Cittadino, Nature as the 

Laboratory: Darwinian Plant Ecology in the German Empire, 1880-1900 (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 1990). 
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policies in Africa.92 Tilley argues that the survey’s leaders “embraced the application of 

scientific knowledge and its complement, scientific colonialism,” in order to more 

efficiently control the human colonial population.93 Tilley describes how politicians like 

South Africa’s Jan Hofmeyr viewed Africa as a “laboratory” that contained “experiments 

which put to test diverse social and political theories as to the relations between white 

and coloured races.”94 Colonial powers treated Africa as a living laboratory in order to 

better control the African population and make it more productive for European 

exploitation, but the colonial powers also conducted scientific experiments aimed at the 

production of racial “scientific” knowledge.95 

In contrast to the efforts of European scientists to directly shape human 

populations in Africa and use them to produce scientific knowledge, the RF eschewed 

social science work on Mexican campesinos for much of the MAP’s existence. Instead, 

the RF explicitly treated Mexico as an “environmental laboratory” in which to conduct 

scientific experiments on agriculture and produce scientific knowledge. The RF’s 

mindset was to treat Mexico as a living laboratory, but it looked to conduct experiments 

 
92 Helen Tilley, Africa as Living Laboratory: Empire, Development, and the Problem of Scientific 

Knowledge, 1870-1950 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), 4.  
93 Ibid.  
94 Ibid., 2.  
95 These “scientific” experiments were inherently biased because they assumed white superiority 

from the start. Thus, they operated with the conclusion predetermined and looked to find evidence 

to support the view that nonwhites were inferior. Despite this, Tilley finds that the diverse, 

interdisciplinary group of scientists and social scientists undermined this view that Western 

colonial powers were superior because of race and thus justified in colonizing Africa. 

Anthropologists may have believed in benign paternalist rule in Africa, but their research in 

Africa pointed out the contradictions and damage colonial policies were causing in Africa. Many 

of the racial scientific experiments conducted in Africa were aimed at justifying the entire 

colonial enterprise; science was used to reinforce the white colonial/black colonized divide. Ibid., 

17, 30. 
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within the natural environment instead of directly on people. Thus, the MAP’s early 

research focused on staple crops and emphasized basic research on wheat rust in the 

diverse environmental conditions of Mexico. Mexico offered the RF a level of 

environmental diversity to which the foundation did not have access in the U.S., and the 

RF used this laboratory to produce scientific knowledge on both plant disease and crops. 

The Mexican government was complicit in this use of Mexico as an environmental 

laboratory and supported wide experimentation throughout Mexico as long as it improved 

agricultural production.  

RF scientists in Mexico were influenced by the Soviet scientist N.I. Vavilov. J.G. 

Hawkes describes how Vavilov’s groundbreaking work on global diversity and the 

origins of crops between 1926 and 1935 “accomplished a revolution in knowledge and 

understanding comparable to that of Charles Darwin.”96 Vavilov theorized that the major 

crops that humans consumed originated in eight “centers of origins” where environmental 

diversity was high, and crops then spread out to the other less diverse regions of the 

world.97 Vavilov identified “Mexico and Central America” as one of the eight centers of 

cultivated crops, and his work was critical in influencing plant breeders to use global seed 

technology in plant breeding.98 Vavilov stressed the importance of conducting research in 

his eight centers, and his work pushed scientists to conduct research in situ. Following a 

 
96 J.G. Hawkes, “The evidence for the extent of N.I. Vavilov’s new world Andean centers of 

cultivated plant origins,” Genetic Resources and Crop Evolution 46 (1999): 163. 
97 The three major scientific theories developed by Vavilov were “the law of homologous 

variations, the centers of origin for cultivated crop plants, and the concept of genetic erosion.” 

Ibid., 163-4. Kim E. Hummer and Jim F. Hancock, “Vavilovian Centers of Plant Diversity: 

Implications and Impacts,” Hort Science 506 (2015): 780. 
98 Ibid., 780. 
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visit from Vavilov in the 1920s and the publication of his seminal work on plant origins, 

the UMN plant pathology department shifted its curriculum to incorporate Vavilov’s 

theories, a move that spurred Stakman’s interest in conducting more comprehensive 

research in Mexico.99 Moreover, Paul Mangelsdorf, an original member of the survey 

team, was interested in the MAP due to his interest in the origins of corn. For 

Mangelsdorf, in situ research of corn in Mexico might help boost agricultural production, 

but his primary interest was in how research in Mexico could be used to extract more 

knowledge on the origin and development of corn in its birthplace. Scientists viewed 

Mexico as an important site for research due to its environmental diversity, and they 

valued the ability to test and breed many different types of crops with the support of the 

Mexican government.100  

In a publication in 1949, the RF described this treatment of Mexico as an 

environmental laboratory. Written principally by Harrar, the report explained that the 

MAP operated, “on the principle that the most rapid progress is attained through the 

widest possible geographical testing and free utilization of all facilities in applying the 

 
99 Vavilov also had a profound impact on Carl O. Sauer, a famed geographer focused on Latin 

America at U.C. Berkeley, the RF employed as a consultant at various stages in its work with 

agriculture. Sauer followed Vavilov’s theory that agriculture had multiple centers of origin not 

just the previous “potamic” theory of agriculture’s origin. See Peter Haggett, “Sauer’s ‘Origins 

and Dispersals’: Its Implications for the Geography of Disease,” Transactions of the Institute of 

British Geographers 17, no. 4 (1992): 388-390. 
100 Mexico also became critical for research on potatoes as scientists later discovered that some 

wild species of potato were native to Mexico despite most native species of potato coming from 

the Andes. The Andes which included parts of Peru, Bolivia, and southern Ecuador was another 

one of Vavilov’s origins of crops. Hawkes, “The evidence for the extent of N.I. Vavilov’s new 

world Andean centers of cultivated plant origins,” 164. 
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results.”101 The RF emphasized that Mexico possessed a wide range of climatic regions, 

and that wide testing across Mexico’s diverse environmental conditions was a core 

“principle” of the MAP.102 By 1949, the MAP had conducted experiments in at least 19 

of 31 Mexican states.103 The core strategy of the MAP was to grow thousands of global 

wheat varieties across the gamut of environmental conditions in Mexico as a way to 

screen for the best quality wheats. Even if plants were not useful for direct planting, 

exposure to the diverse climates, elevations, and diseases within Mexico highlighted 

wheat plants with unique characteristics that could be utilized in future breeding work 

even if they were never released to farmers for direct planting.  

Harrar described how “all of Mexico is regarded as a ‘pilot plant’ to determine 

how new varieties behave under different conditions of soil and climate.”104 Stakman 

called the MAP a “controlled experiment” to learn more about agricultural production, 

and he lauded the RF’s use of Mexico as an environmental laboratory saying the MAP 

was, “blazing new trails, because the experimental attitude has been maintained 

throughout.”105 Stakman described how the MAP began “on a small scale in 1943 with 

clear recognition that it was an experiment that should continue for a decade or longer,” 

 
101 J. G. Harrar, “Mexican Agricultural Program.” RF Collection, 1950, page 12, Record Group 

1.1 Projects, 323 Mexico, Box 5, Folder 36, RAC. 
102 Ibid., 10-12.  
103 States in which experiments were conducted on either corn or wheat were México, Morelos, 

Pueblo, Tlaxcala, Guanajuato, Querétaro, Jalisco, Michoacán, Nayarit, Chiapas, Aguascalientes, 

Durango, Chihuahua, Sonora, Veracruz, Zacatecas, Coahuila, Oaxaca, Nuevo León, and the 

Distrito Federal. In 1948, over new 500 experiments were conducted in Mexico alone by the 

MAP. Ibid.  
104 Ibid., 12.  
105 E.C. Stakman, “Report regarding the agricultural improvement program,” 1953, page 8-9, 

Record Group 3.1, Series 915, Box 3, Folder 21, RAC. 
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and he compared the MAP to a “complex, long-time biological experiment.”106 Harrar 

later recounted how Mexico was the perfect laboratory in which the RF could test wheats 

from around the world: 

Although Mexico is not the native home of wheat, it is one of the best areas in the 

world to breed wheat. With its varied climate and many natural phytotrons, it is 

possible to grow almost any kind of wheat that can be found in the world today, 

including the vast range of indigenous types of the Near East where wheat 

originated. The thorough evaluation of these indigenous types and the isolation of 

genes for the development of the super varieties of tomorrow can be done in 

Mexico.107  

 

The RF’s treatment of Mexico as an environmental laboratory would also benefit farmers 

in the U.S. In the 1950s, the MAP began to conduct experiments for U.S. scientists over 

the winter when the cold weather prevented research.108 Mexico provided a great range of 

environmental diversity within one nation, and the Mexican government supported this 

wide testing in its natural environment.  

The MAP approached Mexico as an environmental laboratory not just for wheat, 

but also for other staple crops it worked on. In the early 1950s, the MAP began research 

on potatoes, another item consumed only by affluent urban consumers in Mexico. MAP 

scientists discovered “certain unique features of the environment in Mexico made it an 

 
106 Ibid., 5-7. 
107 “Memorandum of Understanding Between the Secretaria de Agricultura y Ganaderia and the 

Rockefeller Foundation in Regard to the Establishment of a ‘Centro Internacional de Maíz y 

Trigo.” 1968, page 4 Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 4, Folder 2, UMN. 
108 The MAP also began other crop programs, like its potato program, to conduct experiments on 

disease in Mexico. MAP scientists believed that the late blight stage only existed in Mexico, so 

they used Mexico as a laboratory to test between 3,000 and 5,000 different potatoes from around 

the world including the “cream of the crop” from the U.S. “The Rockefeller Foundation 

Confidential Monthly Report, 1957” page 20, June 1957, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 5, Folder 

22, UMN. 
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unusually valuable place to conduct research on the late blight disease of the potato.”109 

MAP scientists believed central Mexico was a particularly fruitful site to conduct 

research on the sexual stage of late blight because they did not know of any other regions 

in the world where it occurred naturally.110 They used Mexico as a petri dish for 

experiments on disease resistance because “central Mexico provided the only place where 

field conditions were adequate to give a real test for this resistance.”111 

In 1952, the RF paid for a potato expert from Penn State University, W.R. Mills, 

to plant the “cream of the crop” of U.S. potato varieties in Mexico to test them for disease 

resistance.112 The test proved effective because it highlighted the weakness of U.S. potato 

varieties as nearly all were destroyed by rust in the environmental laboratory of 

Mexico.113 The RF concluded that “because of the amazing virulence of the disease here, 

Toluca would be an excellent place for potato breeders in other countries to test their 

experimental materials – a variety that showed resistance here could probably be counted 

on to show it anywhere.”114 The MAP received between 3,000 to 5,000 potato seeds a 

 
109 The RF’s potato expert explained that, “the potato is still a luxury food, too expensive for most 

Mexican tables. It will remain so until it can be grown more widely, more cheaply, and for a 

relatively stable market. Today it is a speculative, perishable crop, vulnerable to spoilage in the 

ground, in storage, and on the way to market.” John S. Niederhauser, “Report on International 

Cooperative Program on Late Blight Research,” Mexican Agricultural Program, page 1, 1958, 

Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 3, Folder 27, UMN. 
110 To-date, sexual reproduction of late blight is uncommon expect in central Mexico and northern 

Europe. MAP scientists seemed to have believed it was only possible in central Mexico when 

they began the potato project. Giovanna Davies et al., “An Ephemeral Sexual Population of 

Phytophthora infestans in the Northeastern United States and Canada” PLoS ONE 9, Issue 12 

(2014), doi:10.1371/journal.pone. 0116354.  
111 Niederhauser, “Report on International Cooperative Program on Late Blight Research,” 2. 
112 “The Rockefeller Foundation Confidential Monthly Report, 1957,” 13. 
113 Ibid. 
114 Ibid. 
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year from all over the world to test in the environmental laboratory of Mexico for disease 

resistance.115 

While the MAP first experimented on wheat and corn, it branched out to use 

Mexico as an environmental laboratory for a range of crops including potatoes, rice, 

sorghum, and more. The collaborative programs of the Green Revolution adopted this 

treatment of nations as environmental laboratories as well. The MAP’s use of Mexico as 

an environmental laboratory foreshadowed the creation of research centers globally with 

similar objectives after the 1960s.116 These now fall within an international network 

called Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR).117 This 

treatment of Mexico and later other nations in the Global South as an environmental 

laboratory produced scientific knowledge and even overturned conventional breeding 

practices in the U.S. 

 

The Birth of Shuttle Breeding, 1946 
 

The MAP’s experimental approach in Mexico gave rise to an innovative scientific 

breeding method called “shuttle breeding” which overturned U.S. practices. Borlaug 

 
115 Ibid., 20. 
116 Timothy Lorek and Helen Anne Curry are producing an edited volume on CGIAR. “CFP: 

Historical Perspectives on the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 

(CGIAR),” History of Science Society, March 1, 2021, accessed November 25, 2020, 

https://hssonline.org/conferences/cfp-historical-perspectives-on-the-consultative-group-on-

international-agricultural-research-cgiar/.  
117 CGIAR has research centers in the Philippines, Mexico, Nigeria, Colombia, Peru, Côte 

d'Ivoire, Kenya, Ethiopia, France, Italy, Lebanon, India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, and Indonesia. 

“Research Centers,” Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research, accessed 

September 12, 2020, https://www.cgiar.org/research/research-centers/. 

https://hssonline.org/conferences/cfp-historical-perspectives-on-the-consultative-group-on-international-agricultural-research-cgiar/
https://hssonline.org/conferences/cfp-historical-perspectives-on-the-consultative-group-on-international-agricultural-research-cgiar/
https://www.cgiar.org/research/research-centers/
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began to transport or “shuttle” wheat seeds back and forth between the Sonora and the 

Bajío in order to plant two generations of wheat in just one growing season: this allowed 

the MAP to cut the time it took to breed new wheat in half compared to the U.S. where 

scientists only grew one experimental generation per year. The MAP exposed wheat to 

vastly different environments and epidemiological conditions in north and central Mexico 

which allowed scientists to let the Mexican environment screen wheats with desirable or 

unique qualities. Shuttle breeding also produced “universal” wheat seed technology that 

could be grown anywhere in Mexico, and Mexico’s environmental conditions were so 

diverse that individual regions paralleled the conditions in different nations across the 

Global South. Scientific literature describes shuttle breeding as one of the greatest 

contributions of the Green Revolution in Mexico, and it portrays Borlaug as its inventor. 

Evidence suggests, however, that Mexican scientists developed novel breeding 

techniques that informed shuttle breeding well before Borlaug arrived.  

Conventional wheat breeding programs in the U.S. took “the plant breeder and 

plant pathologist about ten years” to release a new seed technology; at best an accelerated 

wheat breeding program might release a new seed in six to seven years.118 The U.S. 

scientific consensus at the time held that breeding two generations of wheat in one year 

would produce crosses that would fail to grow.119 U.S. scientists believed that they could 

produce only one generation of wheat per year, and any seed produced by growing more 

 
118 Stakman, “Development of Stem Rust, 1937,” 6; Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and Its Impact on 

World Food,” 6; “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 58. 
119 A major reason the MAP pushed these seeds on farmers more quickly to try to prove to 

skeptical Mexican farmers and officials that the MAP could bolster Mexican wheat production. 
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than one generation a year would result in wheat with weak growing characteristics. 

Scientists believed that a new wheat variety needed a “rest” period to store energy before 

it could be used for further breeding or for commercial growth.120 For this reason, the 

U.S. scientific community believed shuttle breeding was bad practice. H.K. Hayes, a 

prominent wheat breeder at UMN under whom Borlaug studied, admonished Borlaug for 

shuttle breeding.121 Hayes told Borlaug shuttle breeding went against the fundamentals of 

wheat breeding, and he was incredulous that Borlaug would try something that U.S. 

scientists had established as scientifically unsound. 

Borlaug was open to shuttle breeding because he had evidence that agrónomos 

had already deployed the practice of growing two generations in one year in Mexican 

breeding programs. In Borlaug’s memoir, he describes how RF scientists were 

competitive with Eduardo Limón, a government scientist in charge of the national hybrid 

corn program unconnected to the MAP. Borlaug describes how Limon also had the “best 

wheat program” in Mexico in the 1940s.122 Limon supported the work of Antonio 

Marino, a recent graduate from the Universidad Autónoma Agraria Antonio Narro 

located near Saltillo, Coahuila in northern Mexico. Borlaug describes how Marino started 

“a reasonably good wheat breeding program” in Leon, Guanajuato in which he grew “two 

crops generations a year.”123 Thus, Borlaug clearly knew that agrónomos grew multiple 

 
120 Conventional breeders also believed that growing more than one plant generation a year would 

produce plants that would lose key plant characteristics. Ibid.; Caroline Schneider, “Celebrating 

100 Years of Dr. Norman Borlaug,” Alliance of Crop, Soil, and Environmental Societies, March 

6, 2014, accessed February 16, 2019, 

https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/publications/csa/articles/59/3/4.  
121 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 188. 
122 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 32. 
123 Ibid. 

https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/publications/csa/articles/59/3/4
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generations of wheat each year and that there were no deleterious effects from this 

practice in Mexican breeding programs. Marino, under the tutelage of Limon, was 

already practicing one innovative aspect that came to define shuttle breeding, before 

Borlaug’s arrival. Borlaug thoroughly vetted shuttle breeding and reified the practice of 

growing two generations a year as scientifically sound amongst the U.S. scientific 

community. 

It is also questionable whether the practice of moving crop seed technology 

between regions was Borlaug’s idea. At the time, U.S. scientists believed that breeding 

had to occur near the destination wheat would be grown.124 When scientists acquired non-

native wheat seed technology, they put it through protracted experimentation to ensure it 

would adapt to the new environment. Scientists feared that transplanted wheat would lose 

its growing characteristics in future generations in a new environment, so they 

established the practice of breeding wheat adjacent to where it would be released to 

farmers. The early failure of wheat transplanted from the hard red spring wheat region to 

Mexico seemingly reinforced this common scientific knowledge. Scientists at UMN 

believed that shuttling wheat from the vastly different environments of Sonora in 

northern Mexico and Chapingo in southern Mexico would produce weak, ungrowable 

wheat for both regions.  

The impetus to bring all the wheat seed that the MAP was working on in 

Chapingo to Sonora came from Ricardo León Manso.125 Manso had received a fellowship 

 
124 Implicitly, this also meant scientists did not believe universal wheats were possible. “William 

C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 54-56. 
125 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 34. 
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to learn about soil conservation in the U.S., and upon his return to Mexico he took over as 

the director of the Sonoran experiment station.126 He had “no experience in 

experimentation in agronomy or plant breeding” but he was eager to learn and to use the 

MAP to bolster his work in the Northwest.127 Manso’s work suffered from underfunding, 

and he asked the MAP to help by bringing its breeding material to Sonora. As of 1945, 

Borlaug had only been to Sonora once and had done no planting there, but “in the fall of 

[19]45 Leon Manso told Wellhausen ‘you send Borlaug up to [Sonora] and bring all the 

material [seeds] you can.’”128 Manso still had access to Taboada’s wheat seed collection, 

and he directed Borlaug to help organize and plant both sets of seeds at the Sonoran 

experiment station. The next year Borlaug returned, again growing wheat from central 

Mexico in Sonora, and shuttle breeding was born in 1946.129 This push from Manso to 

conduct research in Sonora catalyzed shuttle breeding as he sought to use the MAP’s 

expertise to improve wheat production in the Northwest, especially through enhanced rust 

resistance. 

 

 

 
126 Ibid. 
127 Ibid. 
128 Ibid., 40. 
129 There is also an isolated reference that shuttle breeding may have been a Mexican politician’s 

idea. Brian D. Wright describes how David Zilberman told him that “Borlaug told him that a 

Mexican bureaucrat suggested the idea of shuttle breeding.” I reached out to Wright but was 

unable to receive further information on this point. Brian D. Wright, “Grand missions of 

agricultural innovation,” Research Policy 41 (2012): 1721; Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography 

OEE Part 1,” 40-42. 
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“Universal” Wheat: Composite Rust Resistance and Photoperiod Insensitivity 
 

Borlaug described how the first goal of shuttle breeding in the 1940s was to 

isolate wheats with “adequate disease resistance to cover th[e] spectrum of diseases 

which is different at different temperatures and different elevations.”130 Agrónomos and 

RF scientists began a shuttle breeding season by planting wheat in the winter during “the 

commercial wheat crop season – near Ciudad Obregon, Sonora, at about 28 degrees 

latitude.”131 MAP scientists exposed this first generation of wheat in the Northwest to rust 

from the U.S. in order to weed out all the plants that were susceptible. Uncoincidentally, 

this also had the most direct benefits for U.S. farmers. If MAP scientists identified all rust 

races prevalent in northern Mexico and could breed rust resistant wheat seed technology 

for the north, this would reduce the amount of rust that overwintered in Mexico with the 

potential to re-infect the hard red spring wheat region. Once the MAP identified the 

wheats that passed the first test in the Northwest, “a second generation was obtained by 

planting during mid-May at 8,500 feet at 18 degrees latitude near Toluca” in central 

Mexico.132 This second generation grown in the Bajío exposed the wheats to high 

elevation growing conditions and a highly conducive environment for the proliferation of 

plant diseases, especially fungi, because of the cool, wet climate of the spring planting 

season.133 Farmers in the Bajío not only contended with wheat rust, but leaf rust and 

 
130 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 54-55. 
131 Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and its Impact on World Food Supply,” 5. 
132 Ibid., 7. 
133 These rust races in the Bajío were important for improving Mexican wheat production, but 

there was little transfer of rust from the Bajío to Northwest Mexico or the U.S. Ibid. 
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stripe rust also chipped away at yields, though the MAP was little interested in the latter 

two because they were not problems in Sonora at the time.  

Shuttle breeding epitomized the utility of using Mexico as an environmental 

laboratory. Through shuttle breeding, the MAP allowed Mexico’s environment to weed 

out wheat with inferior rust resistance, and the wheats that made it through this survival-

of-the-fittest test had “universal” growth capabilities. Only wheat with seed technology 

that demonstrated “flexibility in adaptation” had the ability to “be grown widely in 

Mexico.”134 The MAP created a small base of wheat seed technology with a wide 

spectrum of rust resistance that scientists could utilize as the parents for all subsequent 

wheat varieties they released throughout Mexico. From there, MAP scientists could tailor 

the universal wheat seed technology to local conditions and quickly release new wheat 

seed technology for growth in vastly different environments. This universal wheat seed 

technology became a unique feature of the MAP’s breeding work that differentiated it 

from any other breeding program in the world at the time.135 Borlaug described how, “we 

were constantly, and very early, we were doing it consciously – discarding those things 

that fit only one environment. We were interested because of the ease of multiplication of 

varieties of having things that were broadly adapted and consequently probably less 

vulnerable to the vagueries[sic] of climate.”136 Borlaug described how the development 

of wheat that grew universally in Mexico “wasn’t purely accidental. It may have looked 

like it was. But very early we recognized that we were dealing with something that was 

 
134 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 54-55. 
135 Ibid. 
136 Ibid. 
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rather fundamental.”137 In order to release wheat seed technology to farmers quickly, the 

MAP focused on breeding universal wheats that could grow in any environmental 

conditions, and while not perfect, rust resistant wheat seed technology allowed farmers to 

achieve yield gains immediately after the MAP’s first release in 1948. 

This conscious desire to use Mexico’s environmental diversity to create universal 

wheat with wide adaptability led MAP scientists to build upon the idea of universal rust 

resistance to develop a new breeding practice in the 1950s: “composite” wheat. 

Composite wheat re-introduced genetic diversity into monoculture farming. Borlaug 

described how monoculture at the farm and field-level caused great losses to farmers 

saying, “for some 70 years these breeding programs have followed the same pattern. 

Over and over again since the 1890s, single-line hybrids have been made which seemed 

to have excellent resistance, and then after they became popular and were planted 

on…millions of acres, a stem rust epidemic has struck them down.”138 By the mid-

twentieth century, U.S. plant pathologists understood that monoculture farming led to 

bust years when rust outbreaks occurred, but they were unsure how best to introduce 

diversity back into farmers’ fields without harming farmers profitability.139 

In their textbook on plant pathology, Stakman and Harrar described how Borlaug 

developed the concept of the composite or “multi-line” wheat seed technology that 

possessed a wide band of rust resistance.140 Stakman and Harrar described composite 

 
137 Ibid. 
138 Cobb, “The Rockefeller Foundation: Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 3. 
139 Ibid., 2. 
140 E.C. Stakman and J. George Harrar, Principles of Plant Pathology (New York: The Ronald 

Press Company, 1957), 346. 
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wheat as an “ingenious approach to the control of stem rust through breeding.”141 

Stakman and Harrar felt compelled to explain that Mexican scientists and farmers helped 

with this breeding work and said that Borlaug was able to develop composite wheat seed 

technology with “his associates in Mexico.”142 While not explicitly giving credit to 

agrónomos, Harrar and Stakman recognized that it was inaccurate to simply credit 

Borlaug with this advance given the collaborative nature of the MAP’s work. 

 MAP scientists recommended at least eight to ten different parents should be 

used to breed rust resistance into composite wheat. Borlaug described how composite 

wheat was “based on one of the oldest and simplest principles for meeting a risk situation 

[like a rust outbreak], namely diversification.”143 If a wheat rust outbreak struck a field 

grown to a composite variety, which was comprised of ten parents for rust resistance, the 

rust could “germinate and infect only 1 out of 10 of the neighboring plants.”144 While 

each composite wheat looked and grew the same, each plant was genetically resistant to 

different rust races.145 Moreover, the MAP made sure that it bred wheat with a wide band 

of rust resistance, and each plant had at least partial resistance to all the prevalent rust 

races in Mexico.146 This wide band of resistance reduced the chance a rust outbreak 

would completely wipe out a farmer’s wheat fields, and it reduced the speed and 

 
141 Ibid., 346-347.  
142 Ibid., 346. 
143 Cobb, “The Rockefeller Foundation: Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 3 
144 Ibid., 4. 
145 Borlaug described how the concept behind diversifying rust resistance in a composite variety 

was simple, but the process of producing identical wheat for industrial capitalist agriculture was 

difficult. Borlaug said that “uniformity is a must, both to the farmer to facilitated mechanized 

harvesting, and to the miller and baker, to facilitate the highly automatic processes by which the 

grain is converted to bread and other products.” Ibid., 5. 
146 Stakman and Harrar, Principles of Plant Pathology, 346-347. 
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infection rate of rust. The MAP used the diverse epidemiological and environmental 

conditions in Mexico to forge these composite wheats for Mexico, but universal rust 

resistance also underpinned the wheat seed technology during the Green Revolution.147 

This concept even entered U.S. fields in the 1960s and 1970s.148 After 1955, North 

America did not experience another serious wheat rust outbreak, in part, due to the 

genetic diversity of rust resistance offered by composite wheat seed technology created 

by both RF and Mexican scientists at the MAP.149  

Finally, shuttle breeding also revealed on another universal quality called 

photoperiod insensitivity. Borlaug described how the MAP consciously conducted 

experiments to arrive at rust resistant wheat seed technology, while the discovery of 

photoperiod insensitivity was “serendipity.”150 This was not luck, however, as the 

discovery of photoperiod insensitivity was a byproduct of treating Mexico as an 

environmental laboratory to conduct wide testing. The whole aim of experimentation in 

Mexico was to produce new scientific knowledge on wheat breeding, and this 

experimental process yielded unexpected results. Farmers in Northwest Mexico and the 

hard red spring wheat region both grew spring wheat types, but scientists were unable to 

 
147 Wheat rust continued to harm wheat production after 1955, but there were no more epidemics 

in the U.S. Other rust diseases, such as stripe rust, have become prevalent in the latter half of the 

twentieth century. The discovery of new wheat rust races, like Ug99 in Africa, is a threat to 

global wheat production and does not mean the wheat rust problem has been solved permanently. 

In addition, the renewed planting of barberry in Europe has led to the first outbreaks of wheat rust 

in the UK and northern Europe for the first time in decades. Dana G. Dalrymple, “The Adoption 

of High-Yielding Grain Varieties in Developing Nations,” ix-xii,  
148 Ibid.  
149 Even today, the composite method of breeding rust resistance into wheat seed technology is 

still used. See Jeffrey G. Ellis et al., “The past, present, and future of breeding rust resistant 

wheat,” Frontiers in Plant Science 5 (2014). doi: 10.3389/fpls.2014.00641.  
150 Borlaug, “Sixty-two years of fighting hunger: personal recollections,” 288-290. 
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easily adapt wheats from the hard red spring wheat region to grow in Mexico.151 Shuttle 

breeding revealed that even when climate, elevation, and environmental conditions were 

similar, a genetic difference caused wheat plants to have different sensitivities to the 

amount of daylight received each day.152 Hard red spring wheats in the U.S. were “long-

daylength-sensitive plants” that were “very vulnerable to short days,” and this meant they 

were ineffective in Sonora which experienced shorter amounts of daylight during wheat 

growing season 153 Shuttle breeding revealed that “in the hormone system someplace, 

without having a certain number of hours of daylight, [wheat] won’t trigger off the 

change from the vegetative to the reproductive phase.”154 The Bajío and Sonora 

experienced different amounts of daylight during their respective wheat growing seasons, 

and shuttle breeding allowed the Mexican environment to screen MAP wheats for 

photoperiod insensitive varieties that could be grown anywhere in Mexico. Borlaug 

described photoperiod insensitivity as a “fundamental discovery” that had been “long 

overlooked” by U.S. scientists.155  

In order to best serve Mexican farmers, the MAP developed universal wheat seed 

technology with a wide band of rust resistance and photoperiod insensitivity that could 

grow in disparate environments. RF staff would describe MAP seeds as “Mexican-

 
151 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 57. 
152 Photoperiod insensitivity is distinct from climate which denotes temperature, humidity levels, 

and other factors. These two environmental factors are not mutually exclusive as in some cases 

regions can share the similar climate and daylength, but the hard red spring wheat region and 

Mexico did not share the same daylight which meant wheats from one region could not easily 

grow in the other. 
153 Ibid., 55-56. 
154 Ibid. 
155 Ibid., 57. 
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developed technology,” in part, to acknowledge the contributions of both the Mexican 

environment and people to the breeding program. This use of Mexico as an 

environmental laboratory helped scientists and agrónomos screen and identify unique 

qualities for the creation of novel wheat seed technology that was later used in the Green 

Revolution.156 

 

Invisible Labor: Non-Professional Mexican Contributions 

   

Shuttle breeding wheat was a collaborative effort that required not just the 

scientific labor of agrónomos and Mexican farmers, but vast amounts of non-professional 

manual and technical labor.157 The MAP’s plant breeding program was a numbers game: 

the more crosses the MAP could test a year, the quicker they could release new wheat 

seed technology. One uneducated, non-professional Mexican, Reyes Vega, developed 

novel ways to crossbreed wheat that saved the MAP thousands of hours of time and 

allowed scientists to create thousands of more crosses to allow for wider experimentation. 

With each cross made and planted, the MAP got closer to finding wheat seed technology 

with rust resistance, and it is important to insert the role this invisible, non-professional 

labor, as represented by Vega, back into the historiography of the Green Revolution158 

 
156 Norman E. Borlaug, Ignacio Narvaez, Oddvar Aresvik, and R. Glenn Anderson, A Green 

Revolution Yields a Golden Harvest (London: Pergamon Press, 1969), 2. 
157 I use the term “professional” to describe the scientific work conducted by scientists with 

university degrees. Non-professional labor was in many cases scientific, though the people 

involved did not hold degrees. This non-professional labor ranged from manual labor to highly 

sophisticated technical and scientific work involved in breeding. 
158 Scholarship on the Green Revolution also needs to interrogate the ways in which scientists and 

laborers from the “developing” world were integral in subsequent seed technology development. 
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Plant breeding required semi-skilled laborers that were not always readily 

available in rural areas of Mexico, but Mexican labor proved highly flexible in meeting 

the MAP’s demands. The MAP did not have the funds for a tractor, but Borlaug 

described how they were able to pay a local mechanic to build them one within their 

budget. This Mexican mechanic stripped multiple engines that no longer worked for parts 

and built a new tractor engine from scratch for the MAP.159 Harrar needed workers that 

could operate heavy machinery for commercial planting, like tractors, but he could not 

find enough of this semi-skilled labor in rural areas. In response, Harrar “persuaded 

young Mexican chauffeurs (originally from the rural areas) to learn to be tractor drivers. 

This built up the number of semi-trained and trained Mexicans” that supported the 

MAP’s breeding programs.160 

The MAP took advantage of the low cost of manual labor in Mexico to 

crossbreed, plant, and harvest thousands of wheat plants a year. This manual labor of 

physically preparing land for planting, planting/harvesting test plots, and the painstaking 

work of making crosses was time-consuming and thus expensive in the U.S. At a rust 

conference, plant pathologists bemoaned how “expensive” it was to multiply seed in 

California over the winter, and a UMN scientist emphasized the exorbitant price tag 

($30,000) for just one round of seed increases. The RF began to test at least 2,000 to 

 
159 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 3; Lennard Bickel, Facing Starvation: 

Norman Borlaug and the Fight Against Hunger (New York: Reader’s Digest Press, 1974). 
160 “Part II, The Pattern of Technical Collaboration (or Cooperation) of the Rockefeller 

Foundation’s Program in Mexico, Chapter 7, The Importance of Increasing the Production of 

Food and of Providing Technical Assistance to Agricultural Development,” Written 

Materials/Drafts, 1968, page 7, J. George Harrar Papers, Record Group IV2A26, Box 41, Folder 

299, RAC. 
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8,000 global wheats in Mexico annually, and sent these results back to U.S. scientists 

each year at bargain rates.161 The RF was able to conduct eight times more work at the 

MAP for the same cost as a U.S. breeding program due to the strength of the U.S. dollar 

to the Mexican peso.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Agrónomos and Trainees Crossbreeding Wheat162 

 
161 “Report of the International Wheat-Stem-Rust Conference held at Fort Garry Hotel Winnipeg, 

Canada,” 82. 
162 G. Omos, N. MacLeilan, and J. Zamora, “Wheat training activities at Ciudad Obregon, Sonora 

(Part 2 of 2).” CIMMYT, Series: Wheat, Undated, 
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The MAP even took advantage of child labor in Mexico to cheaply protect MAP 

experiments. Harrar and Borlaug found that birds were a severe threat to their 

experimental fields and had even destroyed Harrar’s first experimental wheat plots.163 

These birds cost Harrar weeks of valuable time and wasted labor, and the MAP began to 

employ cheap, unskilled child labor to neutralize this threat. Borlaug paid Mexican 

children to act as human scarecrows in experimental fields. He paid five pesos a week per 

child for this unskilled, time-intensive work, and this translated to a wage of roughly 25 

to 50 cents an hour in 2020 dollars.164 Other semi-monetary incentives were also effective 

for extracting value from these youth. Borlaug held weekly competitions with his 

younger laborers to boost productivity. The losers of weekly competitions had to buy the 

winners bottles of soda from their earnings.165  

While the MAP used inexpensive Mexican labor to stretch its budget further, it 

also treated these jobs as “internships” for young Mexicans. Harrar “and his staff 

attempted to identify young, bright enthusiastic Mexicans” because they did not believe 

that an academic degree was the sole criteria necessary to make a good plant breeder.166 

 
https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/20455; N. MacLeilan, “Marco Antonio Quiñones 

Leyva, Miguel Martinez, Ventura Aguilar working in the wheat crossing block at Ciudad 

Obregon,” CIMMYT, Series: Wheat, 1965, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/20473. 
163 Harrar, “Blueprint for Hungry Nations” Harrar History, 11. 
164 Alternatively, an interview of a close friend of Borlaug’s, Noel Vietmeyer, revealed Borlaug 

may have given these workers slightly more. Vietmeyer explained that Borlaug gave the bird 

boys a couple of pesos a day, and if they worked 5 days a week this would amount to 10 pesos a 

week. The 1950 exchange rate of U.S. dollars to Mexican pesos means 10 pesos was valued 

around $1. If these bird boys worked conservatively only 20 hours a week, this meant they earned 

around 5 cents an hour. Adjusted for inflation and the Mexico/U.S. exchange rate in 1950, the 

boys made about 50 cents an hour in 2018 dollars which is well below a living wage. Noel 

Vietmeyer, interview with John Garnett, January 24, 2017, Fairfax, Virginia. 
165 Ibid. 
166 “Part II, The Pattern of Technical Collaboration,” 27. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/20455
https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/20473
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Borlaug identified promising candidates to cultivate for future positions in the MAP, such 

as field technicians and foremen, by observing their intellectual acuity in completing 

menial or labor-intensive tasks. RF scientists eschewed the formal method of acquiring 

employees through solely the university pipeline, and instead sought to identify Mexicans 

with the work ethic and flexibility required to contribute to the MAP’s breeding work. 

Reyes Vega serves as an example of a non-professional Mexican worker that 

made important technical contributions to the MAP.167 Borlaug first hired Vega as a “bird 

boy,” but he quickly cultivated him into a wheat breeding technician. Borlaug provided 

Vega on-the-job training and taught him the technical process of crossbreeding wheat 

which involved emasculating wheat and then pollinating it. Crossbreeding wheat required 

surgical precision and mental concentration, and Vega worked side-by-side with Borlaug 

to perform thousands of crosses of wheat. He became such an expert that he surpassed 

Borlaug, who was renowned for his speed and proficiency in crossbreeding wheat.168  

 
167 My discussion of Reyes Vega is heavily reliant on a personal interview with Noel Vietmeyer 

as well as his trilogy of books published on the life of Borlaug. Vietmeyer was a close friend for 

Borlaug who spent years working on Borlaug’s biography. Vietmeyer’s biography includes ample 

primary source material in the form of conversations he had with Borlaug over the years. 

Vietmeyer supplemented this with additional archival research. More critically, Borlaug read the 

entire manuscript written by Vietmeyer, personally edited all the quotes attributed to him, and 

supported the publication of Vietmeyer’s biography. Due to Borlaug’s active role in shaping the 

quotes and conversations in the biography, I employ the areas in which Borlaug’s direct words 

are used as a primary source. 
168 Ibid. 
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Figure 18: Reyes Vega Crossbreeding Wheat169 

 

 

 

Vega also became a technical innovator who made massive improvements to the 

MAP’s breeding process. Vega’s first technical innovation significantly reduced the labor 

required to crossbreed wheat. Before Vega, MAP scientists, both from Mexico and the 

U.S., emasculated wheat by pulling the wheat’s pollen sacs off one-by-one, a time-

consuming process that required technical precision. Vega experimented with different 

aspects of this technical process of crossbreeding wheat, and he discovered that wheat 

breeders could clip the glumes (covering the ovary and pistil) off of the wheat and that all 

of the wheat’s pollen sacs could be pulled off at once instead of one-by-one. According to 

 
169 “Photographic Selection of Institutional Memories (Part 3 of 6).” CIMMYT, Series: Special 

Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18080. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18080
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Borlaug, “Reyes Vega’s discovery saved us man-years of effort. Before, we’d picked out 

each of the male parts one by one with tweezers; now, we yanked them all out 

together.”170 Vega’s innovation enabled the MAP to crossbreed thousands of varieties of 

wheat a year with limited resources, whereas in most breeding stations in the U.S. a 

breeder accomplished just hundreds.171  

Vega next improved the scientific-technical process of crossbreeding wheat with 

an innovation to the pollination process. U.S. breeders struggled to ensure there was no 

contamination of their crosses with foreign pollen. Vega recognized this weakness in the 

pollination process as a quality assurance issue, and he set about to find another technical 

innovation to remedy it. Vega snipped the glumes of the wheat plant that breeders 

intended to use to pollinate a field and exposed the pollen sacs to the sun. After a couple 

of minutes, the pollen sacs opened up and wheat breeders had access to ample pollen for 

their breeding. This technical innovation again saved breeders time because they did not 

have to wait for access to pollen for crossbreeding.172 Borlaug believed that the higher 

quantity of pollen released by Vega’s innovation improved the accuracy, speed, and 

quality of the MAP’s crossbreeding work as well.173  

Vega began to run the day-to-day work of the MAP’s wheat breeding station 

which became a training ground for teaching scientists from the Global South in the 

1960s. Borlaug told these non-Mexican scientists to absorb as much knowledge as 

 
170 Noel Vietmeyer, Borlaug: Volume 2, Wheat Whisperer 1944-1959 (Lorton: Bracing Books, 

2009) 126. 
171 Noel Vietmeyer, interview with John Garnett, January 24, 2017, Fairfax, Virginia. 
172 Ibid. 
173 Ibid. 
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possible from Vega on how to manage an experiment station because “if you want to 

know how to run a breeding program, follow Reyes Vega and talk to him. You’ll learn 

more that way than from me or the other scientists.”174 Much of the organization 

brilliance required of running a large breeding program hinged upon the success of 

Mexicans, like Vega, and he even transferred his knowledge to scientists in the Global 

South to facilitate the spread of the Green Revolution. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 19: Reyes Vega (left) and Noman Borlaug (right) in a Field of Wheat in the 

1960s175 

 
174 Noel Vietmeyer, Borlaug: Volume 3, Bread Winner 1960-1969 (Lorton: Bracing Books, 2010) 

37. 
175 “Institutional Memories, Collection donated by Colegio de Postgraduados (COLPOS).” 

CIMMYT, Series: Special Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/16985.  

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/16985
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Many discoveries within the MAP have gone uncredited due to the inability of 

workers to publish scientifically or publish in English. More importantly, both popular 

and academic accounts of the MAP and Green Revolution have rendered non-

professional, non-scientific labor invisible by privileging the role professional scientists 

had at the MAP.176 Vega is just one example of how a non-professional, uneducated 

Mexican contributed to the production of scientific knowledge through technical 

innovation. His contribution made it possible for MAP scientists to test over 5,000 

discrete, globally-sourced wheat seed technologies in the 1940s that it acquired from U.S. 

government-university seed collections, Mexican government seed collections, and 

Mexican farmers. 

 

Products of Global Diversity: The MAP’s First Eight Seeds, 1948 
 

Historians and social scientists often credit Borlaug with the creation of the 

MAP’s rust resistant seed technology, but plant breeding was a collective effort.177 When 

 
176 While historical scholarship has discounted the role of non-professional labor in plant 

breeding, RF scientists, especially Borlaug, were forthcoming in crediting the role of non-

professional Mexican labor in the success of the MAP’s wheat program. These RF scientists 

credited non-professional labor in informal documents, speeches, and interviews, while the RF-

constructed history of the MAP and Green Revolution erase their contributions, the subject of the 

conclusion of this dissertation. 
177 Holton et al. found that, “scientific innovation depends on a mixture of basic and applied 

research, on interdisciplinary borrowing, on an unforced pace of work and on personal 

motivations that lie beyond the administrator’s rule book.” Holton et al. reconstructed the 

historical development in superconductivity and found that “we can generalize that any 

significant advance relies on a large but identifiable set of earlier contributions. Some may be 

famous and profound, many more are much less significant in themselves. But all have served, 

almost always unwittingly, to prepare for the emergence of the new scientific or technological 

achievement.” In addition, they describe the unpublished contributions that make up scientific 

discovery that are not traceable in the published literature. This historical case study is but one 
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asked who invented rust resistant wheat, Stakman answered that “no one has ‘invented’ a 

rust resistant wheat.”178 Stakman explained that “that the breeding of rust-resistant wheats 

has been accomplished by so many different people in so many different ways that no 

one individual can be selected as the ‘inventor[sic] of a rust-resistant wheat.’ Most 

varieties are the composite results of the work of many breeders in many places and at 

many times.”179 Harrar credited the global wheat seed technology the MAP used in its 

breeding work for the success of the MAP’s wheat seed technology saying, “since the 

initiation of intensive breeding work in 1944, many important world germ plasm 

complexes have been blended, resulting in a tremendous diversity” of wheat in 

Mexico.180 Stakman concurred by saying “Mexico became, I would say, the world’s 

principal center for re-assembling and recombining the genes in wheat.”181 

In 1948, the MAP released its first eight wheat seed technologies which provided 

Mexican farmers with rust resistance they needed to boost wheat production.182 These 

seed technologies are best viewed as born global.183 The MAP utilized seed technology 

 
example of the way in which scientific discovery is the product of a network of contributors 

whether they received credit or not. Gerald Holton, Hasok Chang, Edward Jurkowitz, “How a 

Scientific Discovery is Made: A Case History,” American Scientists 84, no. 4 (1996): 364, 372. 
178 E.C. Stakman to J.W. Iliff, March 15, 1955. Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 7, Folder 9, UMN. 
179 Ibid. 
180 “Memorandum of Understanding CIMMYT,” page 3 
181 “Oral History of Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman (1885-1979) (Plant Pathologist – University of 

Minnesota),” Pauline Madow 2, Interview #8, June 5, 1970, page 1075, Elvin C. Stakman papers, 

University of Minnesota Archives (UMN). 
182 Just a year after release, Harrar found that “there was growing confidence among Mexican 

wheat farmers in the four main wheat-growing regions as the strains that were adapted to growing 

conditions in each environment proved generally resistant to the stem rust.” Harrar, “Blueprint for 

Hungry Nations” Harrar Wheat, 3. 
183 These first MAP wheats resisted rust races 17, 19, 38, 56, and 59. The opposite view of this 

argument is that seeds are private property or intellectual property. This was enshrined into law in 

the U.S. in 1970 with the plant protection law. If one is to take the view that each discrete seed is 
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created by farmers, scientists, and non-professional agricultural workers in Australia, 

Brazil, France, Italy, Kenya, Morocco, Tunisia, Russia, Ukraine, Mexico, and the U.S in 

its initial release of rust resistant wheat seed technology. Each wheat seed technology 

used by the MAP represented years of physical labor, scientific knowledge, and capital 

investment by farmers and scientists from disparate global regions. As in Mexico, much 

of the knowledge was homegrown by farmers and workers without professional scientific 

credentials, whose names do not appear in the records. As more individual histories of 

seed technology are written, these stories will illustrate the collective nature and global 

historical process of the science of plant breeding.  

Bajío and Mountain Regions 

In 1948, 90 percent of the land sown to wheat in the Bajío and Mountain regions 

utilized pre-MAP seeds, but no specific variety dominated production. Instead growers 

used a variety of different seeds including Barrigón, Aguilera, Candeal, Baart, and 

Ramona.184 The MAP recommended farmers in the Bajío and Mountain Valleys adopt 

four “introductions,” Supremo 211, Frontera, Kenya Rojo, and Kenya Blanco in 1948. 

These introductions were also called “selections” or “reselections” because they were 

“obtained by selection from foreign materials or the importation of foreign materials.”185 

 
a form of intellectual property, then both the Mexican government and the RF owned the MAP 

seeds, and they should have paid each nation from which it utilized wheat seed technology in the 

creation of MAP seeds. The transformation of seeds into property allowed for seeds from 1970 

forward to be patented, but it did not allow for the law to be applied to historical instances of 

biopiracy. Seeds created before 1970 thus became “free” while after 1970 seeds created became 

private property, and this allowed the U.S. to profit from seeds following the acquisition of vast 

amounts of seeds in U.S. or non-profit seed banks.  
184 Baart and Ramona were introductions from California. 
185 “Oral History of Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman,” 1076. 
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The MAP simply shuttle bred these wheat introductions throughout Mexico and selected 

the wheat seed technology that performed the best in Mexico.186 The introductions in 

1948 were not ideal in breeders’ minds, but their rust resistance allowed them to 

immediately outperform pre-MAP seeds. By 1950, just two years after the MAP’s 

release, farmers planted MAP introductions on 35 percent of their land in the Bajío and 

Mountain Regions, and they planted an additional 5 percent to homegrown MAP wheat.  

The MAP’s introductions derived from the U.S., Brazil, and Kenya. E.S. 

McFadden created Supremo 211 at Texas A&M by crossing two popular U.S wheats, 

Hope and Mediterranean, and the Brazilian variety, Surpresa.187 Supremo 211 was a “tall 

growing type” with “good disease resistance,” and it was “higher yielding than any types 

in central Mexico.”188 Stakman acquired Supremo 211 for the MAP to provide Mexican 

farmers with the same Hope-type rust resistance that farmers in the hard red spring wheat 

region relied on for a decade to protect their fields. After the outbreak of rust race 56, 

 
186 Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 400-

401.  
187 McFadden produced Hope by successfully crossing Marquis wheat with emmer wheat in 

1915. Emmer wheat was known as an ancestral wheat and scientists did not believe bread wheats 

could be crossed with ancestral wheats until McFadden successfully produced Hope. The use of 

this emmer wheat was pivotal for global wheat breeders because ancestral wheats had very high 

rust resistance. McFadden produced Supremo 211 as part of a USDA program, and he was a 

colleague of Stakman who contributed observations on wheat rust from Texas for the UMN rust 

surveys. Supremo was grown on 250,000 acres in Mexico in 1950 about 20 percent of all wheat 

land in Mexico. Supremo also went by the name Rocamex 211. T.E. Stoa, “A Brief History of 

Wheat Variety Changes on Farms in North Dakota,” Bimonthly Bulletin North Dakota 

Agricultural Experiment Station 6, 1945, accessed February 20, 2019, 

https://library.ndsu.edu/ir/bitstream/handle/10365/23988/ndfr_19450701_v07_iss06_021.pdf?seq

uence=1&isAllowed=y; Bayles, “Classification of Wheat Varieties Grown in the United States in 

1949,” 146; M.M. Kohli and S. Rajaram, ed., Wheat Breeding for Acid Soils: Review of 

Brazilian/CIMMYT Collaboration, 1974-1986 (Mexico, D.F.: CIMMYT, 1988), 52. 
188 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 52. 

https://library.ndsu.edu/ir/bitstream/handle/10365/23988/ndfr_19450701_v07_iss06_021.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://library.ndsu.edu/ir/bitstream/handle/10365/23988/ndfr_19450701_v07_iss06_021.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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hard red spring wheat farmers planted “almost 100 percent of the acreage of bread 

wheats” to wheat with Hope resistance.189 Many U.S. scientists believed “epidemics were 

impossible” because of Hope resistance, and the MAP helped introduce Hope resistance 

to Mexican farmers with its first release.190 The MAP won many early converts through 

the release of Supremo 211 because it was “very resistant to stem rust,” and Mexican 

farmers realized large increases in yield absent harm from rust.191 Although farmers 

planted Supremo 211 extensively in the Bajío region by 1950, it fell out of favor by 1953 

for direct planting and was used as a breeding material instead.192 McFadden also created 

Frontera from a Brazilian variety, Fronteira, and it possessed a wide range of qualities 

that mitigated damage from diseases including Hope-type resistance.193 The final two 

introductions, Kenya Rojo and Kenya Blanco, originated from the Kenyan experiment 

stations of G.I.L. Burton.194 Burton provided these to Stakman, his former teacher, and 

they entered public breeding programs in the U.S. before the RF brought them to Mexico. 

 
189 E.C. Stakman, “Comments on ORO Report,” March 5, 1958, page 2, Elvin C. Stakman papers, 

Box 8, Folder 22, UMN. 
190 Ibid. 
191 Bayles and Clark, “Classification of Wheat Varieties Grown in the United States in 1949,” 

146.  
192 An issue with Supremo was that it was not highly resistant to stripe rust in Mexico, and in the 

Bajío region stripe rust was the 2nd biggest problem in improving wheat yields. Despite its 

susceptibility to stripe rust, the decrease in losses from stem rust meant Supremo still 

outperformed pre-MAP wheats. 
193 L.W. Briggle and L.P Reitz, “Classification of Triticum Species and of Wheat Varieties 

Grown in the United States,” United States Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin no. 

1278 (1963), 86. 
194 A fire destroyed much of the information at Burton’s experiment station which has limited 

historians’ ability to locate the historical roots of Kenyan wheat seed technology. Rashid M. 

Hassan, Wilfred Mwangi, and Daniel Karanja, “Wheat Supply in Kenya: Production 

Technologies, Sources of Inefficiency, and Potential for Productivity Growth,” CIMMYT, 

Economics Working Paper 93-02, pages 4-5, accessed April 20, 2012, 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/bitstream/handle/10883/899/43780.pdf? sequence=1&isAllowed=y. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/bitstream/handle/10883/899/43780.pdf?%20sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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Kenyan varieties were not adopted as widely early on, but they possessed key genes that 

allowed them to resist rust race 15B which became a problem in the early 1950s. 

Northwest Region 

The MAP released four homegrown crosses to farmers in the Northwest in 1948 

named Yaqui 48, Chapingo 48, Nazas 48, and Kentana 48.195 The MAP produced these 

homegrown crosses using wheat seed technology from all around the world, and 

ultimately farmers in all regions of Mexico came to utilize the homegrown crosses during 

the 1950s and 1960s. The MAP’s homegrown wheats derived rust resistance from both 

North African and Kenyan wheats, and they derived high-yield and high-quality 

characteristics from U.S. and Italian wheats.196 Within two years of the 1948 release, 

farmers used homegrown MAP wheats on 25 percent of wheat acreage in the Northwest 

with an additional 5 percent of wheat acreage sown to MAP introductions.197 

Three of the homegrown wheats released in the Northwest, Chapingo 48, Nazas 

48, and Yaqui 48, derived from a cross of Marroqui and Newthatch.198 Marroqui wheat, 

 
195 In some accounts these crossbred seeds were described as “hybrids,” but this was a 

misapplication of the word. Scientists tried to create high-yielding hybrid wheat as they had 

hybrid corn, but the results were unsatisfactory. Today, scientists are still struggling to produce 

hybrid wheat but progress is being made. See Pushpendra Kumar Gupta et al., “Hybrid wheat: 

past, present and future,” Theoretical and Applied Genetics 132 (2019). 
196 The parents of the homegrown wheats were a mix of wheats the MAP found already growing 

in Mexico as well as imported wheat seed technology. 
197 Before the MAP, the Northwest planted primarily Barrigón, but this hump-back wheat 

produced inferior flour that was unsuitable for bread. Despite its lower quality, farmers planted 

Barrigón specifically because it could survive rust outbreaks, but this also meant they traded 

profit for stability. Barrigón was only suitable for cheap, low-quality food products, like soda 

crackers. “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 46. 
198 The most important of the three, Yaqui 48, was a cross of Marroqui and Newthatch that was 

then crossed again with Chapingo 48. Newthatch was a cross of Thatcher and Hope created at 

UMN in 1944, including Stakman. Herbert K. Hayes, “The Development of Plant Breeding at 

Minnesota,” University of Minnesota, page 76, 2009, accessed February 25, 2019, 
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also known as Florence-Aurore, is an important example of why the MAP’s seed 

technology is best viewed as born global. Aurore was first produced in Australia by 

William Farrer using Jacinth, a Colorado wheat, and Ladoga, a Russian variety that was 

acquired from Canada at the turn of the twentieth century.199 Farrer also produced 

Florence in 1901 using Fife, Eden, and White Naples, the latter which was an Italian 

variety introduced from France to Australia.200 Emil Schribaux crossed Florence and 

Aurore in France in 1921 to make Florence-Aurore.201 In the 1930s, French scientists 

looked to experiment with bread wheat production in France’s Northern African colonies, 

so they tested Florence-Aurore in Morocco.202 It is at this point that Florence-Aurore also 

became known as Marroqui wheat, and it became very popular and widely grown in 

Tunisia in the 1930s.203 Marroqui became popular in semi-arid zones of North Africa and 

 
https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/51455/The_Development_of_Plant_Breedin

g_at_Minnesota.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y.  
199 Aurore did not make good flour for baking. J.G.C. Fraser and A.G.O. Whiteside, “Handbook 

of Canadian Spring Wheat Varieties,” Canadian Department of Agriculture, Publication 538, 

May 1956, 14, accessed February 14, 2019, 

https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/59413#/summary.  
200 Florence held good disease resistance including bunt disease. Farrer created Eden wheat but it 

was only used as a parent and never released for commercial grown independently. White Naples 

was also known as Richelle Balance de Napoles and Crosella. See Bayles and Clark, 

“Classification of Wheat Varieties Grown in the United States in 1949,” 60; F See Dirk H.R. 

Spennemann, “Wheat Varieties Grown in 19th Century Australia: A Handlist of Varieties,” Farrer 

Centre at Charles Sturt University, 2001, 34, 49, 113, 142, accessed February 14, 2019, 

http://csusap.csu.edu.au/~dspennem/BookStore/WheatVarieties.pdf; Alain P. Bonjean, William J. 

Angus, and Maartin van Ginkel, ed., World Wheat Book Volume 2: A History of Wheat Breeding 

(Paris: Lavoisier Publishing, 2011), 432-433. 
201 Ibid. 
202 Ibid.  
203 Maurice E. Saade, “Adoption and Impact of High Yielding Wheat Varieties in Northern 

Tunisia,” International Center for Maize and Wheat Improvement, Working Paper 96-03, 1996, 

8-9, accessed February 14, 2019, https://cas.cgiar.org/sites/default/files/pdf/292.pdf; Melinda 

Smale, “Understanding Global Trends in the Use of Wheat Diversity and International Flows of 

Wheat Genetic Resources,” International Center for Maize and Wheat Improvement, Working 

https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/51455/The_Development_of_Plant_Breeding_at_Minnesota.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/handle/11299/51455/The_Development_of_Plant_Breeding_at_Minnesota.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/59413#/summary
http://csusap.csu.edu.au/~dspennem/BookStore/WheatVarieties.pdf
https://cas.cgiar.org/sites/default/files/pdf/292.pdf
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spread to other parts of the Mediterranean with low rainfall.204 At some point in the 

1930s, Marroqui wheat made its way from North Africa to Mexico, most likely from 

Tunisia, but it is unclear exactly when and how this global seed technology transfer 

occurred. 

Edmundo Taboada first identified Marroqui wheat for testing in Mexico, and by 

the time the MAP found Marroqui growing in Mexico, it had passed through the hands of 

at least three prominent breeders, and its history spanned four continents. Marroqui was 

valuable to the MAP because it was “quite resistant” to rust, but it was lower yielding, 

did not do well under heavy fertilization, and it produced inferior flour for commercial 

baking.205 The MAP crossed Marroqui with the Newthatch, created by scientists at UMN, 

for its high-yield and high-quality flour characteristics, and it enhanced rust resistance 

further.206 Agrónomos and RF scientists produced three crosses from Marroqui and 

Newthatch through shuttle breeding, and Yaqui 48 proved the most adaptable early on. 

Yaqui 48 proved to farmers in Sonora that they could grow higher quality bread wheats 

 
Paper 96-02, 1996, accessed February 14, 2019, 

https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/record/7670?ln=en. 
204 In the Green Revolution of the 1960s, the RF created semidwarf wheat which replaced the 

popular Florence-Aurore wheats where grown in Northern African and the Mediterranean. Saade, 

“Adoption and Impact of High Yielding Wheat Varieties in Northern Tunisia,” 8-9. 
205 Ibid. 
206 Newthatch was one of the premier wheats of the hard red spring wheat region because it 

produced high quality flour, and many farmers grew it directly or used it as a parent. Newthatch 

derived from wheat seed technology from Crimea, India, Italy, and Russia and it was created in 

the U.S. Bayles, “Classification of Wheat Varieties Grown in the United States in 1949,” 86; 

“Development of New Wheat, Renewed Fight on Barberry Relied on to Conquer Rust,” Undated, 

Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 1, UMN; E. R. Ausemus et al., “Newthatch Wheat.” University of 

Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, 1944, Technical Bulletin 166, Access November 1, 

2020, https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/222896638.pdf  

https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/record/7670?ln=en
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/222896638.pdf
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for profit, and this helped unlock the commercial potential of the Northwest for wheat 

production. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 20: Newthatch-Marroqui Shuttle Breeding Tests207 

 

 

 

Kentana 48 was the final homegrown wheat produced by the MAP. It was a cross 

between a Kenyan introduction by the RF, and Mentana, an introduction from Italy to 

Mexico that predated the MAP.208 Nazareno Strampelli produced Mentana as part of a 

 
207 “Photographic Selection of Institutional Memories (Part 4 of 6).” CIMMYT, Series: Special 

Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18081. 
208 Italy had an extensive wheat breeding programs led by Nazareno Strampelli that were equally 

“obsessed” with improving yield as U.S. scientists and farmers were. Tiago Saraiva discusses 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18081
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national wheat breeding program in fascist Italy, in what some scholars believe was the 

precursor to the Green Revolution.209 Strampelli bred wheats that were shorter in stature 

than conventional wheats which allowed farmers the ability to fertilize heavily, and he 

paid especially close attention to rust which harmed Italian wheat production.210 Mentana 

was a cross between Akakomugi, a Japanese wheat selected in Fukui province, and a 

cross of Rieti and Wilhelmina Tarwe. Rieti was a popular wheat grown widely 

throughout Italy, named after the Rieti region, while Wilhelmina was a cross between an 

English wheat (Squarehead) and a Dutch wheat (Spyk), which was first crossed in the 

late nineteenth century by L. Broekema.211 It is unclear exactly how Mentana reached 

Mexico, but there was an influx of Italian immigrants to Latin America in 1920s, 

including northern Mexico, and this may have fostered this transfer of wheat seed 

technology to Mexico. In the 1920s Mentana also reached Brazil where Iwar Beckman, a 

Swedish immigrant, used it to breed what seed technology that the MAP would use to 

produce the seeds of the Green Revolution in the 1960s.212 

 
how “The Battle of Wheat” in Italy reduced agricultural diversity and harmed the environment in 

order to produce more wheat for Mussolini’s nationalist agenda. Saraiva discusses how 

geneticists played a “major role in the process of building the New State.” Tiago Saraiva, Fascist 

Pigs: Technoscientific Organisms and the History of Fascism (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 

2016), 22-42. 
209 S. Salvi, O. Porfiri, S. Ceccarelli, “Nazareno Strampelli, the ‘Prophet’ of the green 

revolution,” The Journal of Agricultural Science 151, Issue 1 (2013), 1-3. 
210 Saraiva, Fascist Pigs: Technoscientific Organisms and the History of Fascism, 43-70. 
211 Ibid., 1-3, B. Belderok, J. Mesdag, and D.A. Donner, Bread-Making Quality of Wheat: A 

Century of Breeding in Europe (Berlin: Springer-Science+Business Media, B.V., 2000), 11-14. 
212 Alain P. Bonjean, William J. Angus, and Maarten van Ginkel, ed., The World Wheat Book: A 

History of Wheat Breeding (Paris: Lavoisier Publishing, 2001), 289-309. 
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Taboada identified Mentana, as he had Marroqui, before the arrival of the MAP, 

and he saw its potential for use in Sonora in the 1930s.213 Taboada began a breeding and 

testing program on the experiment station Calles built in Sonora where he began testing 

at least thirty to forty other wheats for varieties with high commercial-qualities to replace 

Barrigón wheats.214 Taboada had already put in the legwork to acquire, test, and identify 

Mentana as breeding material for farmers in the Northwest, and the MAP completed the 

testing Taboada left unfinished. Mentana showed good milling and baking qualities as 

well as a potentially unique ability to resist rust given its better performance during the 

rust outbreaks in Mexico between 1939 and 1941. The MAP combined Mentana with 

Kenya, to further enhance rust resistance, and produce Kentana for release in 1948. Early 

on Kentana was of limited importance in the Northwest, but Kenyan rust resistance 

would make this wheat irreplaceable when the 15B wheat epidemic struck North 

America. Moreover, the MAP would use Kentana to supply rust resistance in the 

foundational wheats that catalyzed the spread of the Green Revolution.  

 

Rust Race 15B and Kenyan Wheat Seed Technology, 1950-1953 
 

A new rust epidemic emanating from the U.S. caused by rust race 15B cemented 

the MAP as the scientific authority on wheat in Mexico and proved to be the last major 

obstacle for MAP scientists to end major outbreaks in North America after the 1950s. In 

1950, 15B “suddenly and without warning extended its geographical range over most of 

 
213 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 3. 
214 Ibid. 
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North America, increased abruptly and alarmingly in prevalence, attacked previously 

resistant bread wheats and durums, and proved to be complex in composition.”215 

Scientists were alarmed by 15B because it was a “sudden, unexpected…and catastrophic 

explosion,” and it was the first time they had seen a minor rust race proliferate so 

quickly.216  

Stakman described 1950 to 1954 as “epidemic” years that threatened “devastating 

economic and social results.”217 As was common throughout the twentieth century, U.S. 

plant pathologists overemphasized the destruction caused by 15B in order magnify the 

threat of wheat rust and justify their work as defenders of U.S. national security. Official 

USDA statistics show that the hard red spring wheat region experienced an average yield 

loss of just 6 percent each year and an average production decline of 8 percent each year 

between 1950 and 1954 inclusive.218 While in the worst year of the 15B epidemic wheat 

rust losses were alarming with yield declining at 29 percent and total production 33 

percent in the hard red spring wheat region, 15B was only a severe threat to this region. 

At the national level, the impact of 15B was indiscernible. Between 1950 and 1954, 

production remained static while yield actually experienced an average increase of 2.6 

 
215 Stakman, “The Need for Intensified and Integrated Campaigns Against Pests and Pathogens,” 

Rockefeller Foundation (1969): 36. 
216 Ibid., 35. 
217 He emphasized loses in 1953, in particular, saying that Minnesota bread wheats suffered 

between 10 percent to 15 percent loss, South Dakota 35 percent loss, and North Dakota 30 

percent loss. Durums were nearly wiped out in the hard red spring wheat region where farmers in 

every state lost 70 percent to 75 percent of their durum crop. Stakman’s losses for bread wheats 

were actually total wheat losses. Bread wheat losses were much lower considering the high losses 

to durum wheat in the region. Cobb, “The Rockefeller Foundation: Confidential Monthly Report, 

1958,” 3; E.C. Stakman to N.P. Neal, 1953. 
218 Data and Statistics, Quick Stats, United States Department of Agriculture, 1866-2019, 

accessed January 5, 2010. 
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percent.219 While clearly an economic problem for the hard red spring wheat region, rust 

once again posed little risk to U.S. national stability, and U.S. consumers never faced the 

threat of foregoing their daily bread.  

The 15B epidemic posed a greater economic threat to Mexico because of timing: 

it struck at a vulnerable moment when the MAP had just established itself as the 

scientific authority on wheat in Mexico. Though plant pathologists followed Stakman by 

framing 15B as a transnational problem, as with previous rust outbreaks, 15B emanated 

from the U.S. Before 1950, 15B had “never been found in Mexico,” but in the fall of 

1950, wind blew rust from the hard red spring wheat region into Mexico where it became 

the “most prevalent form of this parasite” in Mexico.220 In April and May of 1951, 15B 

was found “in widely different geographic areas of the Republic, from Sonora on the 

Pacific coastal plain to the states of Puebla, Mexico, Michoacán, and Jalisco in South 

Central Mexico,” and 15B comprised 70 percent of all the rust throughout Mexico by 

1951.221 In the spring of 1951, the wind blew the rust back into the hard red spring wheat 

region where it “comprised 40 percent” of all wheat rust found in the U.S. in 1951, and 

the cycle repeated itself when winds blew rust back into Mexico in the fall of 1951.222 

 
219 During this time period, average wheat production was static (0.007 percent increase). The 

15B outbreak did not move prices much either. On average, price increased just 1.5 percent a year 

which was on par with inflation during this timeframe. This is especially significant given 

inflation rose prices by 6 percent to 9 percent in the U.S. in 1951 while wheat prices remained 

essentially static (-.009 percent). In 1952, wheat prices decreased 2.4 percent; it was only in 1954 

that they rose by 3.9 percent. Ibid. 
220 Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 402; 

Wellhausen, “Annual Report of the Oficina de Estudios Especiales, S.A.G. September 1,1952- 

August 31, 1953,” 16. 
221 Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 403. 
222 Stakman described how “autumnal air mass movements…carried clouds of spores southward 

to infect fall-sown wheat in southern United States and Mexico, where the rust survived the 
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The shocking speed with which 15B proliferated and reached epidemic proportions in 

Mexico mirrored its rapid ascension in the U.S.223 

The USDA called 15B “the most virulent race ever found in North America,” and 

Mexican wheat yield decreased 24 percent in 1951.224 As a result, many MAP wheats as 

well as pre-MAP varieties were “shot to hell.”225 At least two new varieties the MAP 

produced were completely “wiped out,” and many other MAP wheats showed significant 

damage from 15B. In 1951, Mexican farmers had expanded the land they grew wheat on 

by 30 percent, and this offset the huge yield decline caused by 15B; total Mexican wheat 

production remained static around 600,000 tons.226 That said, almost all of the added 

wheat acreage in 1951 went to waste because of 15B, and the situation further 

deteriorated in 1952. Yield decreased by another 17 percent in 1952, and with only a 5 

percent increase in acres planted, national wheat production in Mexico decreased 13 

percent.227 The 15B outbreak posed a significant threat to the profitability of wheat 

production because yield decreased 36 percent between 1950 and 1952, but the MAP 

 
winter of 1950-51 in the uredial stage.” Stakman, “The Need for Intensified and Integrated 

Campaigns Against Pests and Pathogens,” 35. 
223 Even worse, “unusual weather conditions and strong winds from the north…combined to 

increase the prevalence of this rust.” Not only did the winds reinfect Mexico with 15B from the 

U.S., the odd wind patterns and strength of wind in 1951 made the conditions uniquely amenable 

for the spread of 15B in Mexico. Ibid., 2. 
224 “Physiologic Races of Puccinia Graminis in the United States in 1950,” United States 

Department of Agriculture and Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, July 1952, page 1, 

Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 11, Folder 8, UMN; Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the 

Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 180-185. 
225 “Minutes of the Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Agriculture, 1951” Rockefeller 

Foundation, October 24-25, 1951, page 2, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 5, Folder 12, UMN. 
226 Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 

180-185. 
227 Ibid. 
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proved its worth by quickly replacing susceptible wheat with new wheat that held 

resistance to 15B.228  

Global wheat seed technology would provide the antidote to Mexico’s problems 

with rust that infected their fields from the U.S, specifically Kenyan wheat seed 

technology. The MAP had already identified that Kenyan wheat seed technology was 

resistant to 15B well before it became an environmental-economic problem. It was “not 

merely a fortunate accident” that Kenyan wheats were released by the MAP and had 

“consistently been used as one of the parents in the extensive program of 

hybridization.”229 Stakman’s fingerprints were all over this decision to preemptively use 

Kenyan wheat for rust resistance because he believed wheat rust was a “shifty enemy” 

that required scientists to always think ahead with their breeding work.230 The ability to 

quickly release new seeds through shuttle breeding that provided additional rust 

resistance catalyzed the adoption of MAP seeds further. The MAP recommended 

Kentana and Lerma 50 for growth in the Bajío and both derived rust resistance from a 

Kenyan parent.231 Other than Kenyan rust resistance, Lerma 50 and Kentana were “early” 

wheats that matured two weeks before other varieties “thereby making it possible to grow 

a larger acreage of wheat” under less irrigation water.232 This early maturation enabled 

the wheat to avoid damage from 15B and also meant that farmers could take advantage of 

 
228 Ibid. 
229 “Minutes of the Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Agriculture, 1951,” 3. 
230 E.C. Stakman, “Plant Diseases are Shifty Enemies,” American Scientist 35, no. 3 (1947). 
231 Lerma 50 was just a backcross of Kentana and Mentana. 
232 Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 402. 
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increased use of rainwater over irrigation water which was especially valuable for 

farmers in the Bajío.233 

 

 

 

Table 4: Share of Mexican Farmers Using MAP Wheat Seed Technology234  

  Northwest Bajío/Mountain Valleys 

 Year 

Pre-MAP 

Wheats 

Improved Wheats 

Released by MAP 

Pre-MAP 

Wheats 

Improved Wheats 

Released by MAP 

1948 100.0% 0.0% 90.0% 10.0% 

1950 70.0% 30.0% 60.0% 40.0% 

1953 16.0% 85.0% 25.0% 80.0% 

 

 

 

The 15B outbreak cemented the MAP as the scientific authority on wheat in 

Mexico and pushed remaining holdouts to adopt the MAP’s rust resistant seed 

technology. Borlaug explained how 15B caused Mexican farmers to “become convinced 

that they must use new varieties which are resistant to 15B, of which several are now 

available and of which it is hoped to have some 3,000 tons of seed by the spring of 

1952.”235 Stakman described how amidst the 15B outbreak Mexican farmers doubled 

their adoption of MAP wheats, and in 1951, farmers grew MAP wheat seed technology 

on 70 percent of all wheat acreage.236 Mexican farmers clamored for 15B-resistant wheat, 

 
233 This early maturing quality that saved irrigation water is also an example of a “greener” first 

phase of the MAP. 
234 Due to independent rounding, the aggregate may not equal 100 percent exactly. Borlaug, 

“Mexican Wheat Production and its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 402. 
235 “Minutes of the Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Agriculture, 1951,” 2. 
236 “Oral History of Elvin Charles (EC),” 1079-1080. 
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and even though the MAP planned to multiply 15B-resistant wheat seed technology 

quickly for Mexican farmers “a ‘black market’ in the seed of the new varieties which are 

resistant to 15B” developed by the spring of 1952.237  

The success of rust resistant wheat seed technology left no doubts about the 

MAP’s scientific credibility amongst wheat farmers in Mexico. Early-adopting farmers 

quickly realized the benefits of the MAP’s rust resistant wheat seed technology, and by 

1950, they sowed 35 percent to 40 percent of their wheat fields to MAP seeds.238 Most of 

the remaining holdouts converted to the MAP’s rust resistant wheat seed technology 

during the 15B epidemic, and by 1953 over 80 percent of all Mexican wheat acreage was 

sown to MAP seed technology.239 It was in the first phase that the MAP accomplished its 

most important work: convince Mexican wheat farmers to listen to the MAP’s scientific 

recommendations and adopt MAP wheat seed technology. MAP scientists did much to 

ingratiate themselves to farmers, but they won them over with the demonstrated ability of 

MAP wheat seed technology to mitigate damage caused by wheat rust, including 15B, at 

little to no additional cost to the farmer.  

 

 

 

 

 
237 “Minutes of the Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Agriculture, 1951,” 2. 
238 Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 400-

401. 
239 Ibid. 
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Production Increases: 1943-1953 
 

Overall, wheat production increased 84 percent from 364,000 tons in 1943 to 

671,000 tons in 1953, an increase that was not the result of extensive land practices: 

wheat acreage increased just 16 percent during this time period.240 Irrigated land in the 

Northwest increased 50 percent between 1940 and 1950, with Sonora’s irrigated land 

doubling, but the impact on production was negligible.241 Before the release of rust 

resistant wheat seed technology, between 1940 and 1948, Mexican wheat production was 

nearly flat: production increased less than 3 percent and yield increased less than 8 

percent.242 Irrigation would be important for Mexican farmers to bring new land into 

production, and it was critical to improve production using fertilizers, but irrigation did 

not improve yields of wheat substantially on its own in the Northwest. 

 
240 The expansion of wheat production was less important in this period then the increase in yields 

per acre. The year before the MAP, Mexico produced wheat on nearly 1.5 million acres of land 

which was slightly higher than the amount of land it planted to wheat in 1953. Between 1943 and 

1946 Mexico significantly reduced its acreage grown to wheat by over 20 percent. The MAP 

wheat seeds helped the amount of acreage planted to what recover, and once established, the so-

called “yield-take off” occurred. Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of 

Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 180. 
241 David E. Lorey, The U.S.-Mexican Border in the Twentieth Century (New York: Rowman & 

Littlefield, 1999), 88-90.  
242 Borlaug, “Mexican Wheat Production and its Role in the Epidemiology of Stem Rust,” 400-

401. 
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Figure 21: Wheat Production During First Phase of MAP, 1943-1953243 

 

 

 

Just two years after the release of rust resistant wheat seed technology in 1948, 

Mexican farmers were able to increase yields by almost 44 percent.244 This improvement 

came at little environmental cost because rust resistant wheat seed technology was 

resource neutral. Farmers who grew rust resistant wheat seed technology did not require 

inputs, such as environmentally unsustainable and costly inorganic fertilizers, to be more 

productive. Instead, they could just plant rust resistant wheat seed technology that yielded 

more wheat by simply reducing losses caused by rust and growing wheat seed technology 

 
243 Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 

180. 
244 Ibid. 
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that had the genetic ability to produce more grain. Mexican wheat farmers produced 24 

percent more wheat between 1948 and 1950 despite reducing the amount of land devoted 

to wheat by in this time period by 14 percent.245 Rust resistant wheat seed technology had 

the potential to not just be resource-neutral, but it could save land resources by allowing 

farmers to grow the same amount of wheat on less land.246 

The outbreak of 15B in Mexico demonstrates the harm just one outbreak could 

have upon Mexican wheat production, and how rust resistant wheat seed technology 

insulated Northwest Mexico after the 15B outbreak: between 1951-1952, 15B caused 

yield to decline by 37 percent.247 Put another way, 37 percent of the resources farmers put 

into wheat production, irrigation water, fuel for machine harvesting, and any nutrients 

added to the soil went to waste due to the 15B outbreak. Between 1951 and 1952, 

Mexican farmers lost over a year of wheat production: the average production of wheat 

between 1940 and 1950 was 436,000 tons, and between 1951 and 1952, 15B caused total 

losses of around 576,000 tons.248 Rust resistant wheat seed technology thus provided a 

resource-neutral way to improve agricultural production by simply mitigating losses.249 

During the first phase of the MAP, agrónomos and RF scientists had developed a proven 

 
245 Ibid. 
246 Later arguments by Borlaug lauded fertilizer because it helped reduce the amount of land 

needed to grow food on, and was in his mind, environmentally friendly. The net impact of 

fertilizer use versus increasing land for agricultural use warrants further study. 
247 Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 

180. 
248 This assumes wheat yield would have stayed at 1950 levels. This is valid as in 1953 wheat 

yields returned to 1950 levels and consistently stayed well above this level going forward. 
249 At no extra cost to farmers, rust resistant wheat seed technology could have been provided the 

foundation for class neutral wheat seed technology should the MAP had wanted to help 

campesinos after 1953. 
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model to boost production in a resource neutral, sustainable manner. They used a 

combination of global wheat seed technology and vast experimentation in the 

environmental laboratory of Mexico to boost yields of wheat production in Mexico, and 

this could have been the start of a green revolution. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Between 1943 and 1953, the MAP’s wheat program focused on solving the 

environmental problem of wheat rust. Stakman had constructed this as a transnational 

problem that elided the origin of wheat rust outbreaks in the U.S.: nonetheless, wheat rust 

was a tangible issue that harmed Mexican wheat production, and both the RF and 

Mexican government aligned on the collaborative research of the MAP’s wheat program. 

The success of the MAP’s rust resistant wheat seed technology provided the wedge 

through which the MAP entered Mexican farmers’ fields. When the 15B outbreak struck 

Mexico, the MAP turned lemons into lemonade, or wheat rust into scientific legitimacy, 

and the MAP advantageously cemented itself as the unparalleled scientific authority on 

wheat by the end of the first phase in 1953. This is evidenced by the high adoption rate, 

80 percent, of MAP wheat seed technology by farmers by 1953.  

The MAP’s first phase provided an alternative model for a green revolution which 

might have been resource-neutral and environmentally sustainable. The MAP could have 

continued down this path in 1953 and developed wheat seed technology that was resistant 

to other destructive disease like stripe rust or leaf rust. The MAP could have focused on 

developing wheat seed technology with pest resistance, like the destructive English grain 
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aphid. Or the MAP could have focused its research on drought resistant or early-maturing 

wheat that used rainwater more efficiently or reduced the need for irrigation water. The 

MAP could have built upon rust resistant wheat seed technology for a resource-neutral 

green revolution, but the MAP was never motivated to produce resource-neutral seed 

technology. Instead, the nature of the environmental problem posed by wheat rust led 

them to this solution: the MAP bred genetic rust resistance into wheat seed technology 

because it was the quickest way to protect Mexican farmers, and it just so happened that 

this techno-scientific solution was resource neutral. The political end goal of the MAP 

was never to inspire increased agricultural production that was sustainable or resource 

neutral, and certainly not class neutral or peasant friendly.  

The political end goal of the RF and Mexican government was to support affluent 

farmers that produced food for urban-industrial consumers, and the MAP did little to help 

campesinos as either producers or consumers. The MAP theoretically subscribed to 

trickle down agricultural economics and that working from the “top down” would help 

campesinos at some point in the future, but it did nothing to verify this theory or track its 

progress. The MAP leveraged the success of resource-neutral, environmentally-

sustainable rust resistant wheat seed technology to push environmentally unsustainable 

fertilizers that only affluent farmers could afford during the second phase. Farmers 

welcomed the MAP’s suggestions in the second phase, and it was resource-intensive, 

semidwarf wheat seed technology that yielded well only when heavily fertilized that 

became the centerpiece of the Green Revolution. It was this resource-intensive wheat 
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seed technology that contributed to increased inequality in the countryside and stacked 

the deck in favor of middle- and upper-class farmers globally.  

Ironically, plant pathologists, like Borlaug, became the scientific missionaries 

who pushed wheat seed technology that produced more food with massive infusions of 

fertilizer, while resource-neutral research, like disease protection, fell by the wayside. 

Had the main architects behind the expansion of the Green Revolution on the RF side, 

Stakman, Harrar, and Borlaug, continued to work in their area of expertise, plant 

pathology, the Green Revolution may have actually been a green revolution. 
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CHAPTER SIX: THE BIRTH OF THE GREEN REVOLUTION: FERTILIZER, 

SEMIDWARF WHEAT, AND THE RESOURCE-INTENSIVE SECOND PHASE 

OF THE MEXICAN AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM (1953-1970) 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

In 1953, with over 80 percent of Mexican farmers growing the MAP’s rust 

resistant wheat seed technology, the MAP entered its second phase, in which farmers 

used massive amounts of fertilizer to produce more grain.1 Overall, Mexican wheat 

production increased over 220 percent during the second phase of the MAP’s wheat 

program between 1953 and 1970. Natural gas-based fertilizer, a byproduct of oil 

production, became the lifeblood of the Green Revolution, which swept through nations 

in the Global South as they sought to produce more food to fuel urban industrialization. 

Ironically, the development of rust resistant wheat seeds, an environmentally-sustainable 

technology, empowered the intensification of the environmentally destructive practice of 

input-heavy, industrial agriculture. 

 
1 I use fertilizer as shorthand for inorganic, chemically-produced fertilizer. Farmers used fertilizer 

for thousands of years to improve agricultural production, but the use of inorganic fertilizers was 

popularized globally after World War II. For more on the use of fertilizers and the historical 

development of their use in contemporary society see Vaclav Smil, Enriching the Earth: Fritz 

Haber, Carl Bosch, and the Transformation of World Food Production (Cambridge: MIT Press, 

2004); Stoll, Larding the Lean Earth; Gregory T. Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the 

Pacific World: A Global Ecological History (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
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In 1953, the MAP began to breed resource-intensive semidwarf wheat seed 

technology that pushed the biological-economic boundaries of fertilized wheat 

production. Heavily-fertilized, conventional wheat suffered from a problem called 

“lodging” in which the wheat stalks became top-heavy with grain and bent over or 

collapsed. The MAP bred semidwarf wheat with shorter, sturdier stalks that could 

withstand heavy applications of fertilizer without lodging. It was this semidwarf wheat 

seed technology that became the foundation for the Green Revolution. Borlaug described 

semidwarf wheat seed technology as the “catalyst” of the Green Revolution while 

fertilizers were the “fuel.”2  

Borlaug, and the RF, received the credit for semidwarf wheat seed technology, 

and in 1970 Borlaug received the Nobel Peace Prize for the spread of the resource-

intensive Green Revolution. Gabriela Soto Laveaga describes how historians of science 

and technology should look to utilize a largo dislocare approach which “relies on 

chronologies not framed in the West and intentionally seeks linkages that do not tread on 

worn north-south or tired imperial networks.”3 This chapter, as the previous, decenters 

U.S. actors such as the RF and Borlaug from historiography by inserting Mexico, its 

environment, agrónomos, and farmers, back into the history of the Green Revolution. 

 
2 Norman Borlaug, “Norman Borlaug Nobel Lecture: The Green Revolution, Peace, and 

Humanity,” The Nobel Prize, December 11, 1970, accessed August 3, 2020, 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/borlaug/lecture/. 
3 Laveaga provides a short example of the south-south transfer of scientific knowledge on 

agriculture through her discussion of Pandurang Khankhoje. Khankhoje, an Indian revolutionary, 

became an esteemed corn breeder in Mexico in the 1920s. Gabriela Soto Laveaga, “Largo 

dislocare: connecting microhistories to remap and recenter histories of science,” History of 

Technology 34, no. 1 (2018): 23. 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/borlaug/lecture/
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The agrónomo, Ignacio Narvaez, took over as director of the MAP’s wheat 

program between 1959 and 1965, and he led the MAP through the most pivotal years of 

the second phase including the release of the first six semidwarf wheats in Mexico.4 

Borlaug received the Nobel Peace Prize, in part, due to the success of a flagship wheat 

program in Pakistan, but it was Narvaez that ran this program starting in 1965. Pakistani 

scientists were first trained in Mexico by Mexican scientists, farmers, and technicians, 

and the Pakistani wheat improvement program utilized semidwarf wheat seed technology 

procured from Mexico. The Pakistan wheat improvement program named the first 

semidwarf wheat seed technology that farmers adopted in Pakistan, “Mexipak.” Far from 

passive, the Global South were active participants in the creation and spread of the Green 

Revolution, and in many ways it was a south-south Green Revolution. 

The semidwarf seed technology that gave birth to the Green Revolution cannot be 

credited to any individual (Borlaug), nation (U.S.), or institution (RF). This chapter 

concludes by providing a historical seed pedigree chart for one of the foundational 

semidwarf wheat seed technologies the MAP released between 1961 and 1965 that 

ushered in the Green Revolution. MAP scientists incorporated seed technology from at 

least thirteen countries spanning every inhabitable continent except Antarctica to produce 

the seeds of the Green Revolution. Semidwarf wheat seed technology was born global 

and involved myriad actors, scientists, farmers, peasants, government officials, 

entrepreneurs, and more, across historical space and time.  

 
4 “Minutes of Agricultural Advisory Committee Meetings 1959.”  
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From “Veneno” to “Medicina”: Stoking the Scientific Demand for Fertilizer 

  

Globally, farmers began to use large quantities of inorganic fertilizers in 

agriculture only in the latter half of the twentieth century. The U.S. ramped up industrial 

munitions production during World War II, but companies searched for a way to redirect 

this excess industrial capacity at the end of the war. Vaclav Smil describes how U.S. 

companies like DuPont and Dow Chemical Company, reoriented this chemical-industrial 

process away from munitions and toward fertilizers.5 Hybrid corn farmers underpinned 

early fertilizer demand in the U.S., making the country a global leader in fertilizer 

production and consumption. As the increase in supply of fertilizer pushed cost down, 

wheat farmers also increasingly used fertilizers. Food companies demanded more wheat 

and corn for industrial foods products, and farmers were able to provide this by 

increasing yields through fertilizers. South of the border, some Mexican government 

officials in the 1940s believed that fertilizer use was only economical for farmers who 

grew cash crops, primarily for export.6 Increasingly, however, Mexican officials began to 

see the practicality of fertilizers, which could be produced domestically from Mexico’s 

 
5 Smil, Enriching the Earth, 133-172. 
6 Borlaug described how he spoke with the director of the Mexican government’s fertilizer 

monopoly in the 1940s who was skeptical that farmers could recoup the cost of using fertilizers if 

they grew wheat and corn, and only saw a role for it for farmers that exported cash crops like 

sugar, cacao, and coffee. He told Borlaug, “don’t know what we’re going to do with this damn 

fertilizer. We’re building a white elephant. When this plant goes into production a year and a half 

from now it will flood the market with fertilizer.” Government subsidies ended up lubricating 

demand for fertilizers amongst farmers of staple crops. “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman 

E. Borlaug,” 93. 
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ample oil and gas resources, for staple crop production. Reducing imports of staple crops 

like corn and wheat would save Mexico valuable foreign exchange.  

The MAP waited to push the economic use of fertilizers in Mexico until it had 

first tackled the environmental problem of wheat rust. Harrar described how, “farmers 

were not the only Mexicans closely watching the outcome of the struggle against stem 

rust. There had been little point in having a Mexican fertilizer industry as long as wheat 

farming was too risky a business to provide a reliable market.”7 Absent the threat of rust 

decimating wheat production, farmers became amenable to investing in sunk cost inputs, 

like costly fertilizers, in order to profit more come harvest. The MAP used the scientific 

authority it had established through rust resistant wheat seed technology in the resource-

neutral, environmentally sustainable first phase of the MAP to initiate a second phase 

based upon resource-intensive, environmentally-destructive agricultural production 

through fertilizer use.  

The second phase of the MAP need not have been focused on resource-intensive 

farming practices to boost yields. The MAP conducted some experiments on resource-

neutral ways to improve wheat production, and comparative trials revealed fertilizers 

were not the only way to increase yields. The MAP discovered “an increase in yield of 

from ½ to 1 ton of wheat per hectare” when wheat was interplanted with legume crops in 

Chapingo, Irapuato, Torreón, Coahuila, and Sonora.8 The MAP found “the legume that is 

 
7 Harrar was clear that farmers were not unprogressive or conservative, but rather, they made a 

wise economic decision when they rejected fertilizer use before 1950 because of its cost and the 

risk from rust. Harrar, “Blueprint for Hungry Nations,” Wheat, page 5.  
8 This was the equivalent of around 450 to 900 pounds an acre L.M. Roberts, “Third Annual 

Progress Report of the Cooperative Agricultural Research Program of the Colombian Ministry of 
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grown in association with corn and wheat is capable of adding 20 tons of green manure 

per hectare and over [220 pounds] of nitrogen.”9 The MAP found the equivalent yield 

increase of a half-ton to one ton of wheat could also be “obtained from the application” of 

88 pounds each of nitrogen fertilizer phosphorus.10 Legume crops fixed nitrogen into the 

soil, and this mixed-crop farming practice was an environmentally sustainable way to 

increase yields that Indian farmers had already practiced for thousands of years, albeit 

using different crops, as they grew corn and beans together. The MAP buried these 

findings on resource-neutral farming and instead pushed resource-intensive fertilizer use 

for wheat. The Mexican government was assertive in its desire to push fertilizer use 

amongst Mexican farmers as well: the Mexican government forced the MAP to abandon 

research on synthetic corn seed technology to focus exclusively on hybrid corn seed 

technology which would boost production on affluent farms when heavily fertilizer.11 

The MAP produced resource-neutral rust resistant wheat seed technology in the 

first phase, not because of a philosophical commitment to sustainability but simply 

because this was the quickest way to combat the environmental problem of wheat rust in 

1943. Despite the delay in pushing resource-intensive wheat production, there was little 

 
Agriculture and the Rockefeller Foundation,” Rockefeller Foundation, 1952, page 77, Elvin C. 

Stakman papers, Box 5, Folder 31, UMN. 
9 This was the equivalent of around 8 tons an acre. The RF found hubam clover was “one of the 

best legumes for this association planting.” Ibid., 77-78. 
10 Ibid., 77. 
11 It is unclear from Matchett’s work if the RF focused on synthetics to benefit campesinos, of if 

synthetic corn was a stopgap measure until the RF would develop hybrid corn seed technology. 

Matchett provides evidence that appears to show farmers complained about synthetics because 

they were not uniform, and this may have meant that synthetics were introduced to middle- and 

upper-class farmers in the 1940s, but they rejected them. Matchett, “At Odds over Inbreeding,” 

367.  
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doubt that the MAP would pivot to an emphasis on fertilizers because this was the 

quickest way to increase wheat production, regardless of the upfront cost or resources 

required. Affluent wheat farmers also came to support fertilizers over mixed-crop 

farming because the machine technology they relied on for harvesting had been designed 

explicitly for monoculture farming, not polyculture. If affluent farmers in Northwest 

Mexico were limited by any resource, it was access to irrigated land, and fertilizer use 

allowed farmers to produce more wheat per acre, leaving excess land for other cash crops 

or meat production.12 In addition to these farmers’ preferences, RF scientists had their 

own reasons for focusing on fertilizer. Fertilizer use was a scalable, one-size-fits-all 

agricultural practice that could be easily adapted to different regions once scientists 

understood the correct mixture of nutrients a region needed. Research on fertilizers was 

the best type of investment the RF could make because the foundation was able to 

transfer it globally to boost agricultural production quickly. 

Unbeknownst to the MAP at the time was that extensive fertilizer use would 

massively increase emissions contributing to global climate change.13 While the MAP did 

not pioneer fertilizer use, it facilitated its rapid expansion in Mexico and exerted a 

 
12 The MAP would realize that fertilized wheat actually did require more water to yield well, and 

this became another problem to contend with using fertilizer for agricultural production. By the 

end of his life, Borlaug described how the world next needed a “Blue” Revolution because the 

Green Revolution had created an insatiable demand for water. 
13Around 43 percent of the emissions associated with consuming a loaf of bread derive just from 

fertilizer use, and in nations where wheat is heavily consumed, bread consumption alone accounts 

for .5 percent of emissions. “How to reduce the environmental impact of a loaf of bread?” The 

University of Sheffield, February 27, 2017, accessed September 1, 2020, 

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/nr/loaf-bread-energy-1.684676; Beatriz Moreno-Garcia, 

Mónica Guillén, and Dolores Quílez, “Greenhouse Gas Emissions as Affected by Fertilization 

Type (Pig Slurry vs. Mineral) and Soil Management in Mediterranean Rice Systems,” Agronomy 

10, Issue 4 (2020).  

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/nr/loaf-bread-energy-1.684676
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powerful influence on agricultural practice in nations throughout the Global South, which 

modeled their own Green Revolutions in the 1960s on the MAP. Increased fertilizer use 

in agriculture is the greatest contributor to the rise of noxious oxide in the atmosphere, 

and fertilizer run-off causes significant environmental degradation especially to water 

sources.14 Fertilizers also require massive inputs of water to sustain productivity, and this 

has led to water table decreases and long term problems with salinity in regions the Green 

Revolution touched.15 While not costly in the short term, the environmental costs 

associated with the rise of input heavy, resource-intensive agricultural production have 

long-term social and economic costs that are only now becoming evident.16  

The MAP used its scientific authority to push the economic practice of fertilizer 

use among wheat farmers, without considering the long-term environmental impact, even 

though campesinos voiced concerns about the long-term viability of fertilizer use for 

agriculture. In the 1950s, the MAP put limited effort into getting lower-class farmers to 

adopt fertilizers, but campesinos believed that fertilizers would deplete soil fertility in the 

 
14 S. Park et al., “Trends and seasonal cycles in the isotopic composition of nitrous oxide since 

1940,” Nature Geoscience 5 (2012). 
15 Prabhu L. Pingali and Mark W. Rosegrant, “Confronting the Environmental Consequences of 

the Green Revolution in Asia,” International Food Policy Research Institute, EPTD Discussion 

Paper no. 2, 1994; Malin Falkenmark, “Growing water scarcity in agriculture: future challenge to 

global water security,” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A 371 (2012). 
16 The spread of this resource-intensive farming predicated on fertilizer use not only bypassed 

global peasants during the original Green Revolution, but at the turn of the twenty-first century, 

the global climate change that fertilizer contributes to now disproportionately threatens the 

livelihoods of rural peasants in the Global South. Agriculture, primarily the corn-wheat-meat 

complex, accounts for around a quarter of global emissions. “United Nations Declaration on the 

Rights of Peasants and Other People Working in Rural Areas,” United Nations, Seventy-third 

session, Third Committee, Item 74(b), October 30, 2018, accessed September 11, 2020, 

http://undocs.org/en/A/C.3/73/L.30; John F. Morton, “The impact of climate change on 

smallholder and subsistence agriculture,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 104, 

no. 50 (2007). 

http://undocs.org/en/A/C.3/73/L.30
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long run, making their land unusable in the future. Harrar and Borlaug mistakenly 

reported that lower-class wheat and open-pollinated corn farmers described fertilizers as 

“venemo” when in fact they meant veneno which roughly translated to poison.17 The 

MAP soils specialist, Reggie Laird, described his efforts to work with an ejidal wheat 

farmer in the Bajío who was intrigued by the yield increases fertilizer might provide. The 

farmer expressed interest in fertilizer but “said in the same sentence – but are you sure 

that if I continued to put this on, year after year, this won’t destroy my soil completely 

and in the end, I will starve to death and be worse off than I am today.”18 Campesinos 

rightfully worried that inorganic fertilizers would exhaust soil fertility because their 

principal concern was in the long-term sustainability of their farms, not just in boosting 

economic profits in the short run.19 Campesinos saw farming as a way of life, not solely a 

source of capitalist profits, and they did not just accept any innovation the MAP 

described as simply more profitable.20 The MAP looked to correct the depiction of 

fertilizers as veneno that circulated in Mexico and marketed them as “medicina” to 

convey to campesinos that fertilizers would heal, repair, or uplift production on their 

 
17 “Part II, The Pattern of Technical Collaboration,” 35.; “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman 

E. Borlaug,” 124. 
18 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 124. 
19 Data shows that smaller, private farmers are slightly more efficient in producing food with less 

resources than larger, more affluent farmers, and ejidos outproduced both, over double, on much 

less land. Large, affluent farmers were highly efficient only from a labor perspective. Hertford, 

Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 7.  
20 For example, some corn farmers refused to grow hybrid corn that yielded three times more than 

traditional varieties because they preferred the texture or color of traditional varieties. Other corn 

farmers staggered the planting of corn to mitigate risk of damage caused by unamenable weather, 

disease, or pest outbreaks. RF scientists, and even developmental economists and members of 

non-profit organizations, still struggle to understand that peasant farmers viewed farming as a 

“way of life” rather than strictly an occupation. Patel, “The Long Green Revolution.” 
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land.21 This failed because most campesinos knew better than to blindly believe that 

fertilizers had restorative properties, and the MAP was little committed to a protracted 

effort to change campesinos’ minds on fertilizers. Instead, the MAP continued to 

privilege hybrid corn farmers, like wheat farmers, who wanted to increase yields to sell to 

the market and were already amenable to fertilizer use. 

Both middle- and upper-class wheat farmers experimented with fertilizer in the 

early 1950s, and by 1953, the second phase was in full swing. In some cases, 

entrepreneurial middle class farmers like Maurer were already conducting experiments 

with fertilizers before the MAP’s recommendations. Maurer solicited advice on fertilizer 

use in the late 1940s from the MAP, and he became one of the MAP’s earliest 

collaborators on fertilizer tests. Borlaug also actively sought middle-class farmers to test 

out fertilizers. Borlaug described one situation in which he traveled through central 

Mexico with Richard Spurlock, a U.S. citizen who had moved to Mexico to begin 

farming operations. Spurlock introduced Borlaug to a middle-class farmer, and Borlaug 

essentially dropped seed and a bag of fertilizer off on his land to encourage him to 

experiment. Borlaug returned to the farmer on whom he had foisted the free fertilizer and 

seed a year late, and he reported that the farmer was ecstatic about the increase in 

production he had realized using fertilizer.22 Borlaug targeted middle- and upper-class 

 
21 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 124. 
22 Borlaug does not recall giving much direction to this farmer on how to use or apply this 

fertilizer. Clearly this farmer was adept at conducting scientific experiments and had knowledge 

of potential ways and amounts of fertilizer to use on his land, but the MAP did not guide him 

much in this process. Ibid., 62. 
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farmers to experiment with fertilizers because these were the most likely to adopt them to 

increase their profits. 

The MAP also used field days to disseminate scientific knowledge and fertilizer 

recommendations during the second phase. Field days were common practice in the U.S., 

where land grant universities and experiment stations invited farmers to their 

demonstration plots. Scientists shared the latest scientific research, passed out literature 

on scientific farming or seed technology, and answered farmers’ questions at field days. 

The MAP first enacted field days in Sonora in 1948, but only five farmers attended. By 

the 1950s and 1960s, they had gained in popularity and hundreds to thousands of farmers 

attended and agrónomos educated them on the economic benefits of fertilizer use. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 22: Agrónomos Leading Field Days in Sonora in 1950s23 

 

 

 
23 N. MacLellan and J. Zamora “Office of Special Studies (OSS) at Obregon, Sonora on 1955-

1961,” CIMMYT, Series: Special Series, 1955-1961, 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/17694.  

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/17694
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The MAP conducted research on soil fertility in the 1950s, and it used field days to 

disseminate information on the ideal amount, type, and best ways to apply fertilizer to 

increase yields. The MAP’s experiments showed 75 percent of Mexican soil would 

benefit from nitrogen fertilizers, and MAP scientists pushed the use of ammonium sulfate 

fertilizer to raise nitrogen levels in Mexican soils.24 To emphasize their scientific 

findings, agrónomos grew fertilized and unfertilized wheat side-by-side on demonstration 

plots which demonstrated a stark difference in the height of wheat that had been 

fertilized. 

Three elite farmers in Sonora whom Borlaug had targeted became amenable to 

experimentation with fertilizer due to the proven success of rust resistant wheat seed 

technology in the 1950s. In the early 1950s, Vargas, Calles, and Parada began to 

experiment with fertilizers based upon the MAP’s recommendations. Borlaug recalled 

that resistance from elite farmers began to crack between 1949 and 1950, when Parada, 

Calles, and Vargas first dropped in on the MAP’s field days. Calles firmly believed he 

was able to procure better seed from his transnational connections with experiment 

stations and farms in the U.S., and he believed his farming practices were superior to 

what the MAP recommended.25 In the early 1950s, however, Calles accepted a small 

 
24 Harrar found there was little need for additional lime to unlock soil fertility in Mexico. Early 

on, the MAP made missteps in not clarifying the exact type of fertilizer farmers needed, 

ammonium sulfate to provide the soil more nitrogen, and some unscrupulous U.S. fertilizer 

companies tried to sell potassium- or phosphorus-rich fertilizer to Mexican farmers that would 

not have helped yields. J.G. Harrar, “Fertilizer, Pesticide Use in Mexico,” Agricultural Chemicals 

10, no. 2 (1955): 26-28; Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 104-107. 
25 For example, Calles believed he had acquired a better wheat variety named Austin from the 

U.S. in 1949 and did not believe the MAP was as progressive as the experiment stations and 

farmers he procured seeds from. Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 1,” 60-71. 
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amount of MAP wheat seed technology and fertilizer to test out. When 15B struck 

Mexico, Calles was unable to independently procure rust resistant wheat seed technology, 

and he became a committed follower of the MAP. Simultaneously, Calles experimented 

with fertilizer, and he told Borlaug he was now “convinced” that the MAP’s research in 

Sonora was “different” than the previous attempt to improve wheat production led by 

Taboada.26 Calles organized Sonoran wheat farmers to fund the expansion of the MAP’s 

research in Sonora through a farmer cooperative he led called the Patronato.  

Similarly, the MAP had accrued enough cachet with upper-class farmers that 

Parada also experimented with fertilizers in the early 1950s. Borlaug described how 

Parada came to see a fertilizer demonstration and told Borlaug “we appreciate what you 

have done in developing new kinds of seed – new [rust resistant] varieties….But these 

plots that you are showing us here, the inferences that you are making that fertilizer will 

increase very greatly our yields of wheat…there’s something wrong with this. This is not 

the case. This is the best land in the world. It doesn’t need fertilizer.”27 As one of the 

wealthiest farmers in Sonora, Parada had ample access to resources, like irrigation water, 

to boost production. He believed that his already productive land could not produce any 

more wheat because the soil fertility had reached its ceiling. Despite this pessimism about 

the environmental potential for wheat production in Mexico, Parada volunteered to 

experiment with fertilizer on his field, a marked difference from the early years of the 

first phase when elite farmers flat out rejected the MAP’s advances. Parada had one of his 

 
26 Calles told Borlaug this at a field day in Sonora in 1952. Ibid., 75. 
27 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 84. 
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farmhands set up a fertilizer trial, but he discovered no increase in production. Borlaug 

pushed Parada to investigate more carefully, and Parada realized that the fertilized wheat 

had been grown on an irregularly shallow part of his land.28 To the naked eye, the 

fertilized wheat appeared the same height as the unfertilized wheat adjacent to it, but 

when Parada harvested the fertilized wheat, he found the yields were significantly higher. 

Parada not only apologized to Borlaug for doubting the MAP, he signed a distribution 

agreement with Shell Company to sell fertilizers to Sonoran farmers.29 The MAP stoked 

the demand for fertilizers in Mexico, especially in the Northwest, but it was the Mexican 

government that played an even more prominent role in catalyzing the use of fertilizers 

during the early years of the second phase. 

 

State-led Price Supports and Subsidies 
 

While the MAP used science to market fertilizers to wheat farmers, the Mexican 

government incentivized farmers to adopt fertilizers through economic policies. For 

starters, the Mexican government set a guaranteed price for wheat in the 1950s.30 The 

government bought wheat from Mexican farmers at a set price above the global market 

 
28 Ibid., 84-89. 
29 Ibid. 
30 In the late 1950s the government set wheat prices at 3 percent above global prices and corn 

over 35 percent. While this incentivized the growth of wheat in Mexico, the guaranteed corn price 

did not incentivize campesinos to grow more corn. Many campesinos found the quality 

requirements for corn sold to the government problematic and preferred to sell in local markets. 

Ochoa also describes how campesinos saw guaranteed corn prices as an effort to pull them into 

the national market, and thus rejected selling to the government at higher prices. Hertford, 

Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 8; Ochoa, Feeding Mexico: 

The Political Uses of Food since, 138, 157. 
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price for wheat beginning in 1953 in order to stimulate wheat production.31 The 

government enacted these price supports for wheat to ensure a large, cheap supply of 

flour for Mexico City and to guarantee farmers a stable, profitable return on wheat 

farming. Moreover, farmers could calculate the return on fertilizer use more accurately 

knowing the price of wheat beforehand, and the elevated wheat price meant farmers 

could afford to use fertilizers and still profit. The Mexican government also set quality 

standards for the wheat it purchased which included high gluten content. Fertilizers raised 

the gluten content in wheat, so farmers increasingly used fertilizer on their farms to 

ensure their wheat met the government’s quality standards. By the 1960s, the Mexican 

government purchased over two-thirds of the wheat produced in Mexico at these inflated, 

guaranteed prices.32 In particular, these price supports benefitted farmers in the 

Northwest, principally Sonora, Sinaloa, and Baja California, who provided the majority 

of the wheat for flour for Mexico City.33 

The Mexican government also subsidized both science and infrastructure to 

support wheat growers in the Northwest. Enrique Ochoa reveals that northern Mexico 

received 70 percent of the federal government’s expenditures on irrigation between 1940 

and 1960.34 Fertilized wheat required heavier doses of water to achieve high yields, and 

the Mexican government helped subsidize this cost for farmers in the Northwest. In 

 
31 During the Presidency of Adolfo Ruiz Cortines the Mexican government’s guaranteed price 

was 3 percent higher than the global price for wheat. Ochoa, Feeding Mexico: The Political Uses 

of Food since 1910, 138; Hicks, “Agricultural Development in Northern Mexico, 1940-1960,” 

395. 
32 Hertford, Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 8. 
33 Ochoa, Feeding Mexico: The Political Uses of Food since 1910, 109. 
34 Ibid., 102. 
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addition, the federal government spent 50 percent of all expenditures on roads in the 

Northwest. Rural infrastructure made fertilizer more accessible to farmers in the 

Northwest, and it made the transportation of wheat to urban areas cheaper. At the same 

time, the federal government funded an expansion of grain storage facilities near Mexico 

City to house excess grain from the Northwest and ensure that no increase in production 

went to waste.35 Even the MAP should be seen as government-subsidized research and 

development (R&D) program to benefit affluent Mexican farmers. The RF and Mexican 

government conducted scientific experiments and research and provided the results, and 

seed technology, to farmers in the Northwest free of charge. This shifted the 

responsibility of scientific research on agriculture from farmers to the federal government 

in Mexico which mimicked a similar trend in the U.S. in which land-grant universities 

and the USDA took over the research previously conducted by farmers in the early 

twentieth century.36  

Most importantly, the Mexican government subsidized the price of fertilizer and 

controlled fertilizer production to remedy supply-side issues that dampened the demand 

for fertilizers. Between 1802 and 1884, European explorers found vast guano deposits on 

Peru’s Chincha Islands which ushered in what Gregory Cushman describes as the “Age 

of Guano.”37 Latin American guano was the direct precursor to inorganic fertilizers, and 

 
35 Ibid., 108. 
36 These rise in publicly-funded scientific research on agriculture through the government would 

later give rise to the privatization of this research by large multinational agriculture companies. 

More recently, this research has been controlled by biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies. 

Kloppenburg Jr., First the Seed, 46. 
37 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 26. 
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Steven Stoll argues it was the first input that broke the closed feedback loop of nutrients 

on U.S. and European farms: guano paved the way to contemporary, resource-intensive 

industrial agricultural production.38 In the 1940s, the Mexican government saw the 

Peruvian government reinvesting in its guano industry, and Mexico looked to protect its 

own guano deposits.39 During Ávila Camacho’s presidency, the Mexican government 

created the state-owned company, Guanos y Fertilizantes S.A. (Guanomex) which 

controlled all the guano deposits discovered on Mexico’s Pacific Coast, and it also 

developed Mexico’s industrial capacity to produce inorganic fertilizers.40 Guanomex sold 

inorganic fertilizers to farmers below the cost of production throughout the 1950s. In 

every year except one from 1953 to 1961, the Mexican government subsidized fertilizer 

prices to push them below market prices.41 Fertilizer production was a byproduct of 

petroleum extraction and refining operations, and the Mexican government transferred 

the losses accrued by Guanomex to another government-owned entity that controlled 

petroleum extraction in Mexico, Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX).42 Thus, PEMEX’s 

balance sheet showed these losses from below-market fertilizer sales, and PEMEX 

technically subsidized fertilizers for wheat farmers. 

 

 

 
38 Stoll, Larding the Lean Earth, 186-200 
39 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 283. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Data shows that the government did not subsidize fertilizer in 1955. Hertford, Sources of 

Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 100. 
42 Ibid., 21. 
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“Self Sufficient” Mexico: Fertilizer and Wheat Production Increases, 1953-1962 
 

The adoption of fertilizers by Mexican farmers had an immediate impact on wheat 

production. Harrar bluntly recalled that fertilizers were “nonexistent” in the 1940s, and 

Borlaug agreed that “as late as 1950 virtually no chemical fertilizer was being used in 

Mexico.”43 Data compiled from official Mexican government sources corroborates this 

scant use of fertilize prior to the second phase. A report funded by the United Nations 

written by Reed Hertford found that Mexican farmers used around 31 million pounds of 

fertilizer across all crops in 1950, which amounted to a little over 8 pounds an acre.44 

Even if all the fertilizer had been consumed by wheat farmers, this was the equivalent of 

just 25 pounds per acre, which was inadequate to substantially improve yields (40 pounds 

was the MAP’s minimum recommendation).45 

The dramatic increase in wheat production using fertilizers before 1962 was 

hardly a scientific revolution; instead, it was engineered by the Mexican government 

through economic incentives and state-run fertilizer industry. The Mexican government 

 
43 Harrar also found that, once imported, “inadequate transportation systems” and a lack of rural 

infrastructure pushed the cost of getting fertilizers to farmers up as well. Harrar also believed 

“limited power facilities, restricted agricultural credit and lack of mechanization” prevented the 

adoption of fertilizers, but these were primarily problems faced by lower class farmers that the 

MAP never targeted. Harrar believed that the best way to get small, poor farmers to produce more 

food as to provide them with access to electricity. He believed this helped stoke the demand for 

fertilizers, and he also believed that the expansion of roads in Mexico pushed the cost of 

fertilizers down which made them more widely accessible. Access to rural electrification, 

mechanization, and credit, however, hardly inhibited largescale Mexican wheat farmers in the 

middle and upper classes that the MAP’s wheat and corn programs privileged. Harrar, “Fertilizer, 

Pesticide Use in Mexico.”; Borlaug, “II. The Impact of Agricultural Research on Mexican Wheat 

Production,” 287. 
44 Hertford, Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 21; Lewontin, 

“The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 180. 
45 Ibid. 
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bid out the design of its first industrial plant to produce nitrogen-enhancing, ammonium 

sulfate fertilizer. The U.S. engineering company, Chemico designed this plant which 

produced ammonium sulfate fertilizer from high-sulfur natural gas that arrived by 

pipeline from the Poza Rica, Veracruz where oil extraction and processing occurred.46 In 

1951, this ammonia sulfate plant came online in Mexico and was the first such industrial 

fertilizer plant to open in all of Latin America.47 A little over a year after opening, the 

MAP found that “demands for fertilizer had outgrown this plant’s production capacity, 

and the consumption of fertilizers…continued to increase at a fantastic rate.”48 Borlaug 

noted that wheat farmers became a key driver of fertilizer use in Mexico, and he implied 

that this growth was organic; however, this increase in fertilizer use was artificially 

induced by inflated guaranteed wheat prices and subsidies. The economic incentives 

worked too well, putting a strain on Guanomex which was “frantically trying to expand 

its production facilities in an attempt to catch up.”49 Between 1953 and 1962, Mexico 

produced 376 percent more fertilizer, but even this was not enough to satiate the artificial 

demand that the Mexican government’s economic policies had created. The Mexican 

government supplemented domestic production by importing “large quantities of 

fertilizers” from the U.S., and between 1953 and 1962, Mexican imports of fertilizer 

increased over 500 percent.50  

 
46 Cushman, Guano and the Opening of the Pacific World, 286. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Borlaug, “II. The Impact of Agricultural Research on Mexican Wheat Production,” 287. 
49 Ibid., 290-291.. 
50 Ibid., 288-289; Hertford, Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 

104. 
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Harrar described the impact of fertilizers on yield in Mexico: “good” wheat 

farmers produced 6 to 10 bushels an acre without fertilizer, but farmers in the Northwest 

who used fertilizers produced 45 to 60 bushels an acre, an increase of 500 percent.51 At 

the low end of 45 bushels an acre, farmers using fertilizers in the Northwest doubled the 

yields, on average, that farmers in the hard red spring wheat region in the U.S. 

achieved.52 Affluent farmers in the Northwest became global leaders in fertilizer use on 

wheat, and Borlaug found that they applied fertilizers at “a heavier rate than was used 

anywhere else in the Americas.”53 Stakman aptly described how fertilizers created a 

“revolution” which changed “the concept from the impracticability[sic] of the use of 

commercial fertilizers to the indispensability of using them.”54  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 23: Nitrogen Fertilizer and Wheat Production in Mexico 1943-196255 

 
51 Harrar, “Blueprint for Hungry Nations,” Wheat, page 5. 
52 Borlaug, “II. The Impact of Agricultural Research on Mexican Wheat Production,” 288. 
53 Ibid. 
54 “Oral History of Elvin Charles (EC) Stakman,” 1078. 
55 Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 

180; Hertford, Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 104.  
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By 1956, just three years into the second phase, Mexico no longer needed to 

import wheat to meet domestic demand. The Mexican government had thus used the 

MAP to accomplish one of its original goals, which was to reduce its foreign exchange 

deficit. Mexican farmers increased wheat production from 671,000 tons in 1953 to 1.24 

million tons in 1956. This 85 percent increase in wheat production in just three years 

surpassed the entire increase during the first phase of the MAP. By 1956, Mexican wheat 

farmers sowed 90 to 95 percent of their land to wheat seed technology disseminated by 

the MAP and “a very large percentage” of farmers in the Northwest followed the MAP’s 

recommendations to use fertilizers.56 Overall, between 1953 and 1962, Mexican farmers 

produced 116 percent more wheat, and a little over 75 percent of this growth was due to 

higher yield, primarily due to increased fertilizer use. 57 The Mexican government had 

effectively turned oil into wheat.  

 

Lodging: A Biological-Economic Problem and the Semidwarf Solution, 1953-1961 
 

In 1953, MAP scientists also began to breed new wheat seed technology that 

would allow for increased fertilizer use: they sought to use science to push the biological 

boundaries of wheat under heavy fertilization. Farmers hit a biological ceiling that 

limited the amount of wheat they could produce using fertilizer because conventional 

wheat had long stalks which could not sustain the excess grain at the top that heavy 

 
56 Borlaug, “II. The Impact of Agricultural Research on Mexican Wheat Production,” 287. 
57 Hertford, Sources of Changes in Mexican Agricultural Production, 1940-65, 21; Lewontin, 

“The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 180. 
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fertilization produced. Heavily fertilized wheat was prone to bending over, or “lodging,” 

which meant farmers could not harvest it using machine technology. Oftentimes, lodged 

wheat collapsed to the ground, and this caused the grain head to “shatter.” All the wheat 

kernels would fall off the plant and onto the ground leaving nothing at all to harvest. 

Lodging was hardly a problem that threatened food security in Mexico, but it was an 

economic problem that prevented farmers from maximizing profits using fertilizer. In this 

sense, lodging was a biological-economic problem that farmers and scientists created 

through the new practice of heavily fertilizing wheat. 

The MAP anticipated this problem with lodging as it saw the demand for fertilizer 

increase, and it preemptively began breeding semidwarf wheat that had shorter, sturdier 

stalks in 1953. This improvement in the wheat plant’s architecture supported the increase 

in grain that massive amounts of fertilizer application made possible. This need for lodge-

resistant wheat was not unique to Mexico; farmers and scientists in Korea and Japan first 

developed semidwarf wheat seed technology, and in the early-twentieth century Italian 

scientists like the aforementioned Nazareno Strampelli worked on semidwarf wheat. In 

the early 1950s, U.S. scientists in the Pacific Northwest bred a semidwarf wheat seed 

technology, but it was a winter wheat unsuitable for Mexico. MAP scientists began their 

own work to breed a hard red spring wheat that was semidwarf in the mid-1950s. 

The dwarfing gene scientists used to produce semidwarf wheats derived 

principally from a Korean-Japanese wheat called Norin 10.58 In 1873, Horace Capron, 

 
58 U.S. scientists utilized Norin 10 in combination with Korean wheat varieties for semidwarf 

breeding as well. 
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former U.S. Commissioner of Agriculture, headed an agricultural advisory mission to 

Japan where he found that “the Japanese farmers have brought the art of dwarfing to 

perfection…on the richest soils and with the heaviest yields, the wheat stalks never fall 

down and lodge.”59 Japanese farmers had identified a Korean wheat known as 

Anznbaengi Mill, or “cripple wheat,” because of its unique dwarf characteristic, and 

Japanese farmers and scientists renamed it Daruma.60 In 1887, Japanese scientists 

acquired Glassy Fultz from the U.S. for testing which had excellent environmental 

adaptability as well as high quality, high gluten characteristics.61 Twenty years later in 

1917, Japanese scientists successfully achieved a viable cross between Glassy Fultz and 

Daruma to produce Fultz-Daruma at the Central Agricultural Experiment Station outside 

Tokyo.62 Japanese scientists next crossed Fultz-Daruma with Turkey Red, the Crimean 

wheat brought to the U.S. by German Mennonites in the late-nineteenth century, at the 

Ehime Prefectural Agricultural Experiment Station in 1926.63 Scientists sent these crosses 

to Iwate Prefectural Agricultural Experiment Station at Morioka, where Gonjiro Inazuka 

spent twenty years directing efforts to make Norin commercially viable.64  

 
59 Dalrymple, “Development and Spread of Semidwarf Varieties of Wheat and Rice in the United 

States,” 2. 
60 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 83. 
61 Dalrymple, “Development and Spread of Semidwarf Varieties of Wheat and Rice in the United 

States,” 31-32. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Ibid. 
64 Norman E. Borlaug, “The Green Revolution: Its Origin and Contributions to World 

Agriculture,” Journal of Bioresource Sciences 4, no. 1 (2003): 13; “Description of Japanese 

variety Norin no.1,” Undated, Norman E. Borlaug Digital Archive, College of Agriculture & Life 

Sciences, TAMU; Norman Borlaug, “Japan’s Contributions to the Development of the Green 

Revolution Semidwarf Wheat Varieties,” in Norman Borlaug on World Hunger ed. Anwar Dil 

(San Diego: Bookservice International, 1997), 345-346. 
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In 1900, Japan’s population of 44 million lived on 93 million acres of land 

compared to the U.S. in which 76 million people lived on 2.43 billion acres of land. U.S. 

farmers were able to increase agricultural production through extensive practices, while 

Japanese farmers focused on intensive practices due to land constraints. Japan had 94 

percent less land per capita, so Japanese scientists were intrigued by the potential of 

Norin 10 as a land-saving agricultural technology.65 Japanese scientists were also 

interested in developing shorter crops due to environmental reasons. Harrar described 

how the Japanese were “wise in developing shorter and sturdier varieties. In the monsoon 

belt where sunlight may be short during the growing season, the shorter plants do not 

shade themselves and each other as much as the tall ones do.”66 With more limited 

exposure to sunlight, Japanese scientists sought to develop dwarf staple crops, including 

rice and wheat, that would not block neighboring plants’ access to sunlight. In 1935, 

Inazuka formally released Norin 10, a cross between Turkey Red and Fultz-Daruma, to 

Japanese farmers, but it never took hold in Japan because farmers found its quality 

lacking.67 

U.S. scientists reacquired semidwarf wheat from Japan during the U.S. occupation 

following the end of World War II. In 1946, General Douglas MacArthur, in charge of 

the U.S. postwar occupation, requested U.S. scientists help improve agricultural 

production in war-torn Japan. In response, the USDA sent S.C. Salmon to Japan, and he 

 
65 Borlaug, “Japan’s Contributions to the Development of the Green Revolution,” 345-346 
66 Harrar, “Blueprint for Hungry Nations,” 7-8. 
67 Dalrymple, “Development and Spread of Semidwarf Varieties of Wheat and Rice in the United 

States,” 32-33. 
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saw semidwarf wheat growing at Morioka Branch Station.68 Salmon sent Norin 10 and 

fifteen other types of semidwarf wheat seed technology back to the USDA for testing in 

Beltsville, Maryland.69 The USDA and Washington State University (WSU) jointly tested 

these semidwarf wheats, and Orville Vogel from WSU identified Norin 10 as the most 

promising semidwarf for breeding programs. Vogel worked on breeding winter wheat 

which was grown principally in the Pacific Northwest at the time, and Harrar stayed in 

contact with his colleagues at WSU after he left to run the MAP.  

Vogel sent a promising cross of Brevor and Norin 10 to Borlaug for testing in the 

environmental laboratory of Mexico in 1953.70 Although Borlaug led the MAP’s wheat 

program during the early years of semidwarf wheat development, he did not work alone. 

Agrónomos and agricultural workers conducted crosses, selections, and testing through 

shuttle breeding over the course of seven years to produce semidwarf wheat for Mexican 

farmers. In addition, the MAP opened a quality laboratory during the second phase in 

which Mexican scientists conducted chemical tests on wheat to ensure quality assurance 

and inform the MAP’s breeding work.   

The MAP set about to transfer the semidwarf genes from Norin 10-Brevor to the 

hard red spring wheats grown in Mexico. In 1954, agrónomos first attempt to crossbreed 

Norin 10-Brevor with MAP wheat seed technology failed because they used Norin 10 as 

 
68 Ibid., 34.; Louis P. Reitz, “Short Wheats Stand Tall,” in The Yearbook of Agriculture 1968 

(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1968), 236-240.  
69 Ibid.  
70 Norin 10 x Brevor would eventually be released in the Pacific Northwest as Gaines wheat, and 

farmers were able to achieve some of the highest yields on record in the 1960s using massive 

amounts of fertilizer with Gaines. Bayles, “Classification of Wheat Varieties Grown in the United 

States in 1949,” 52; Reitz, “Short Wheats Stand Tall.”  
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the female parent, and rust decimated these crosses.71 The following year, agrónomos 

reversed the parents for breeding and successfully produced semidwarf wheat seed 

technology using Norin 10-Brevor. After four years of testing, the MAP vetted Norin 10-

Brevor as the primary source for semidwarf characteristics in subsequent crosses in 

1957.72  

Early crosses of semidwarf wheat had badly shriveled grain, soft and weak gluten, 

a high level of male sterility, a high degree of late tillers which led to “promiscuous 

outcrossing,” and substantial susceptibility to leaf and stem rust.73 Over the years, 

agrónomos steadily corrected these problems through shuttle breeding and wide testing in 

the environmental laboratory of Mexico. During this testing in the environmental 

laboratory of Mexico, MAP scientists also made another fortuitous discovery: semidwarf 

genes in Norin 10-Brevor were accompanied by another “group of genes, perhaps 

partially linked, that increased the number of fertile florets per spikelet, and also 

increased the numbers of tillers per plant.”74 The increase in florets and tillers meant each 

wheat plant could yield even more grain than scientists had anticipated. Even if 

semidwarf wheat had not solved the problem with lodging, the increased florets meant 

semidwarf wheat would outyield conventional wheat.  

 
71 Borlaug, “Japan’s Contributions to the Development of the Green Revolution,” 347-348. 
72 Ibid.. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Norman E. Borlaug, “The Green Revolution: Can We Make It Meet Expectations?” 

Proceedings of the American Phytopathological Society 3 (1976): 12. 
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The MAP’s annual report in 1953 found that the “fact” that fertilizer increased 

gluten quantity in wheat was “still not understood” by Mexican farmers.75 The MAP 

stressed to farmers that fertilizing wheat improved both yield and gluten content, and 

these high gluten wheats would capture higher prices on the market.76 Before the MAP, 

the Barrigón wheat grown by farmers in the Northwest was “very inferior for the 

production of flour” for industrial wheat products and bread, and the MAP’s seed releases 

during the first phase were a “big step forward” in quality.77 Still, the seeds released 

during the first phase came up short and gluten strength of unfertilized wheat hovered 

around eight to nine percent. 

It was in the 1950s that industrial food companies increasingly replaced smaller, 

traditional bakeries in Mexico.78 The most prominent of these industrial bakeries, Pan 

Bimbo, would leverage the success of the Green Revolution in Mexico to become the 

largest bakery in the world.79 Industrial bakeries like Pan Bimbo provisioned urban areas 

where the demand for bread or bolillos, the popular Mexican bread rolls, was highest. 

Borlaug described how demand for loaf bread, in particular, increased “very fast” in 

“large cities” during the 1950s and 1960s, “especially for sandwiches, for school lunches 

and for things like this.”80 Sandwiches grew in popularity because they were easier and 

 
75 Wellhausen, “Annual Report of the Oficina de Estudios Especiales, S.A.G., September 1, 1952 

– August 31, 1953,” 15. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid., 14. 
78 Weis, Bakers and Basques: A Social History of Bread in Mexico, 100-140. 
79 Michelle Caruso-Cabrera, “Grupo Bimbo: Meet the Mexican CEO Who Made Your English 

Muffin,” CNBC, June 7, 2013, accessed November 25, 2020, 

https://www.cnbc.com/id/100798699.  
80 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 15. 

https://www.cnbc.com/id/100798699
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less time consuming for families to prepare in urban areas where both parents were wage 

laborers, and women no longer had the time to produce labor- and time-intensive meals 

for their families.81 As Mexican millers increasingly produced flour intended for 

industrial foods, they had to import expensive, high gluten flour from the U.S. to blend 

with lower gluten flour produced from Mexican wheats to push gluten content above 10 

percent. The MAP conducted studies showing that fertilizers had the potential to increase 

gluten strength in wheats grown in Mexico to 14 percent to 15 percent which was on par 

with the high quality flour used in the U.S.82  

In 1956, the MAP allocated funds to build a quality control laboratory to 

scientifically test the quality of wheat the MAP’s breeding program produced. This 

quality laboratory aimed to help MAP breeders identify wheats with high gluten content 

and other qualities desired by millers and bakers for industrial food items. Before the 

advent of chemical analysis, farmers and scientists would conduct a “chew” test by biting 

into a wheat seed to determine the hardness, or gluten content, of wheat.83 U.S. chemical 

laboratories developed scientific methods to test the quality of wheat in the early 

twentieth century, but these analyses were costly. The MAP relied on Stakman to have its 

wheat seed technology tested pro bono by General Mills in Minneapolis during the first 

phase. In the 1950s, the MAP now produced too many wheats to ship to the U.S. for 

 
81 In the 1950s, women increasingly employed labor-saving technology in the kitchen, like the 

use of mechanized corn grinders, and late corn flour, which obviated the need to spend hours 

making handmade tortillas with the traditional metate. For more on the history of the tortilla in 

the twentieth century see Morton, Tortillas: A Cultural History. 
82 Wellhausen, “Annual Report of the Oficina de Estudios Especiales, 1953,” 14. 
83 Malcolm J. Morrison, “Sir Charles Edward Saunders, Dominion cerealist,” Genome 51 (2008): 

465. 
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testing, so it looked to conduct chemical analysis in house.84 The MAP paid for two 

Mexican chemists, Frederico Castilla Chacón and Evangelina Villegas, to receive training 

at the USDA laboratories in Beltsville, Maryland.85 Chacón and Villegas became the 

scientific arbiters of quality and taste, that tested all the wheats produced by the MAP’s 

breeders. Chacón and Villegas hired laboratory assistants in Mexico with university 

degrees, but they also trained uneducated Mexicans to support their experiment, 

including Reyes Vega’s brother. Villegas surpassed Chacón and became one of the most 

prominent members of the MAP during the second phase for her chemical analyses of 

hybrid corn and wheat quality. 

Villegas would grind small amounts of flour from the MAP’s experimental 

crosses to bake miniature loaves of bread to test for quality. Her scientific work was 

indispensable for raising the commercial quality of wheat in Mexico; when she rejected a 

wheat variety for inferior quality, the MAP stopped breeding it. Villegas was on the 

cutting-edge of chemical analysis of wheat, and she built upon the work of another Latin 

American wheat expert, Enrique Klein of Argentina.86 Borlaug describes how Villegas 

greatly condensed the time it took to perform chemical analysis of wheat by adopting 

many of Klein’s “shortcuts,” and his work was even copied wholesale by a U.S. seed 

company, DeKalb.87 For example, she utilized a recent invention from France created in 

the late 1920s and 1930s by Marcel Chopin called the Alveograph to test dough bubbles 

 
84 Norman E. Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 2,” 1990, pages 161-162, International 

Maize Wheat Improvement Center Collection, Norman E. Borlaug Digital Archive, TAMU. 
85 Ibid. 
86 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 288-290. 
87 Ibid., 11. 
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of experimental wheats to better understand “the balance between strength of dough – 

how it will retain gas in fermentation and its extensibility – and these have to be more or 

less in balance or you won’t get a good loaf of bread.”88 

Villegas also conducted novel experiments on wheat and flour, and MAP 

scientists discovered innovative ways improve quality testing. Stakman described how 

Villegas, Chacon, and a third Mexican chemist, Arnoldo Amaya pioneered “methods for 

determining quality of potentially new varieties as early as the second generation, instead 

of waiting until the hybrid populations are in the fifth or sixth generation of their 

existence.”89 They made tiny dough balls from a couple kernels of wheat and tested them 

for quality using a Pelshenke test. Villegas et al., used this early testing to get rid of 75 

percent of the experimental wheats that showed low quality.90 Stakman described how 

the MAP “saved thousands of hours of labor and large sums of money by this early 

elimination of lines that do not meet the standard of quality,” and these quality testing 

improvements were adopted by other global scientists during the Green Revolution.91 In 

addition, Villegas discovered that in some instances wheat that had been attacked by rust 

still made high quality bread. Borlaug recalled one instance in which rust had damaged 

wheat before an important meeting with farmers and millers, and he was convinced that 

the harvest was unsalvageable. Villegas’s experiments proved differently, and she 

 
88 Borlaug did not understand how the Alveograph worked but described how “there’s a 

correlation between what this looks like on the gadget from France that Enrique Klein uses with 

all its witchcraft and cunning better than any man that I’ve ever seen, and from which we’ve 

essentially adapted many of our techniques.” Ibid. 
89 E.C. Stakman, Richard Bradfield, and Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Campaigns against Hunger 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967), 280. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 
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realized that just the shell surrounding the wheat kernel was harmed. She produced 

sample bread loaves from the rusted wheat that saved the harvest and millers accepted the 

farmers’ wheat: the loaves she produced looked fine visually and passed both her 

chemical and taste test.92 Villegas would help the MAP perfect the quality of semidwarf 

wheat under the leadership of Ignacio Narvaez, who replaced Borlaug at a critical 

juncture before the birth of the south-south Green Revolution. 

 

La Revolución Verde: Ignacio Narvaez and the Release of Semidwarf Wheat Seed 

Technology in Mexico, 1961 

 

Well before semidwarf wheat seed technology was ready for release, Borlaug 

stepped away from the MAP’s wheat program. Narvaez led the wheat program between 

1959 and 1965 and was at the helm when it completed breeding the first semidwarf wheat 

seed technologies, Pitic 62 and Penjamo 62, between 1961 and 1962. Under Narvaez, the 

MAP’s wheat program released four additional semidwarf wheat seed technologies in 

1964 as well. It was under Narvaez’s leadership that these six semidwarf wheat seed 

technologies became the foundation for a global Green Revolution with wheat as its 

centerpiece.93 Narvaez also helped navigate the breeding work conducted in Mexico at a 

 
92 Noel Vietmeyer, interview with John Garnett, January 24, 2017, Fairfax, Virginia. 
93 In the presentation speech for Borlaug’s Nobel Peace Prize for the Green Revolution, the 

chairman of the Nobel Committee described how Borlaug, “through his work in the laboratory 

and in the wheat fields, has helped to create a new food situation in the world and who has turned 

pessimism into optimism in the dramatic race between population explosion and our production 

of food.” She also described how “This occasion is neither the time nor the place to give a 

detailed account of Dr. Borlaug’s great results in wheat research during the last twenty-five years. 

But it has been established beyond doubt that his efforts have made possible an unequaled 

increase in wheat production and an improvement in quality that have postponed a crisis that a 

great many scientists have predicted would be the result of the growing gap between the 
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crucial moment in 1963 when the MAP transitioned into an international non-profit, the 

Centro Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo, based in Mexico (CIMMYT).94 Narvaez led 

Mexico’s national wheat breeding work through the Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones 

Agrícolas (INIA) and became a principal contributor to CIMMYT’s wheat work. 

In the late 1950s and 1960s Borlaug detached from the work of the MAP and 

spent his time as an itinerant scientist speaking with governments in the Global South 

about the potential of semidwarf wheat seed technology.95 When Borlaug left the MAP’s 

wheat program, semidwarf wheat seed technology yielded well, but it still had poor 

milling and baking qualities which prevented its release for commercial growth. It was 

Narvaez that would navigate the MAP’s wheat program as it improved semidwarf wheat 

and eventually released it to farmers for the first time. Narvaez’s contributions have been 

overshadowed in conventional academic narratives of the Green Revolution which 

attribute the creation and dissemination of semidwarf seeds solely to the RF, and 

principally to Borlaug. By too readily accepting the RF-constructed narrative of the 

Green Revolution, scholars have contributed to the erasure of Mexican contributions to 

the Green Revolution. 

 
population explosion and food production.” The Nobel Committee did not describe any major 

advances in corn, but it did point to the role semidwarf wheat seed technology and the MAP had 

in inspiring a Ford Foundation program in Asia on rice. Wheat was both the centerpiece of the 

Green Revolution and a model for other crop programs, not corn. “Award ceremony speech: 

Presentation Speech by Mrs. Aase Lionaes,” Nobelprize.org, 1970, accessed September 28, 2020, 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/ceremony-speech/. 
94 CIMMYT became one of the foundational agricultural research centers that led to CGIAR, a 

network of similar agricultural research centers that have controlled the agricultural research 

agendas in much of the Global South during the second half of the twentieth century. 
95 Borlaug also led the Inter-American Wheat Improvement Program, and Wellhausen led an 

Inter-American Corn Improvement Program. Both were precursors to CIMMYT. 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/ceremony-speech/
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Narvaez first met Borlaug between 1944 and 1945 when he served as a translator, 

and Borlaug was so impressed with him that he offered him a job to work at the MAP on 

wheat upon completion of his undergraduate degree in 1946. Narvaez proved to be an 

excellent wheat breeder and pathologist, and in the 1950s he received a RF grant to get a 

Ph.D. in those two fields from Purdue University. Narvaez became one of the MAP’s 

preeminent scientists whom Borlaug considered an equal, and the two worked through 

the myriad scientific problems they encountered with trying to perfect semidwarf wheat 

and disseminate it globally in the 1950s and 1960s. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 24: Ignacio Narvaez Observing a Field of Experimental MAP Wheat96 

 
96 “Photographic Selection of Institutional Memories (Part 1 of 6).” CIMMYT, Series: Special 

Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18051.  

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18051
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Borlaug endorsed Narvaez to take over the MAP’s wheat program in 1959 telling 

Mexico’s secretary of agriculture that “Nacho [Narvaez] should run the program. He can 

do it as well as me.”97 Narvaez took over the primary responsibilities of running the 

training program for agrónomos, organizing the crosses conducted by MAP scientists, 

leading field days, and ensuring the correct scientific information reached Mexican 

farmers. Borlaug lauded Narvaez for both his scientific knowledge and his political skill, 

both of which were necessities to effectively lead the MAP’s wheat program. Borlaug 

said that “Nacho has a real ability to handle not only wheat plants but people, too – young 

people, people at all levels, young scientists, senior scientists, politicians and peasant 

farmers or any farmer.”98 Robert D. Havener, who became the president of CIMMYT in 

1978, similarly described how “Narvaez is one of the best people I know in getting 

government policy makers, planners and others interested in agricultural development. 

He has the personality that allows him to grab them by the arm and say, ‘Come to the 

field with me and see what I have just seen.’ This is a terribly important talent.”99 It 

would be Narvaez that ensured the first ever release of semidwarf wheat seed technology 

was successful in Mexico, and under Narvaez that the MAP released the semidwarf 

wheat that ignited the south-south Green Revolution. 

 
97 Noel Vietmeyer, Our Daily Bread: The Essential Norman Borlaug (Lorton: Bracing Books, 

2011), 165. 
98 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 30. 
99 “Wheat, Triticale, and Barley Seminar,” International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, 

page 280, 1973, accessed September 11, 2020, 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/bitstream/handle/10883/4010/15817.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y

. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/bitstream/handle/10883/4010/15817.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://repository.cimmyt.org/bitstream/handle/10883/4010/15817.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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In the late 1950s and 1960s, Narvaez faced a new problem that Borlaug never had 

to contend with. Mexican farmers in the Northwest aggressively pushed the MAP to 

release new wheat seed technology, including outright theft of wheat seed technology. In 

the early years of the second phase, Calles organized Northwestern farmers to provide 

additional funding for the MAP through an organization called the Patronato. The 

Patronato donated two percent of the wheat harvest in the Northwest to fund MAP 

experiments, and paid for a new experiment station for the MAP.100 In 1955, the MAP 

and Patronato broke ground on the Estación Experimental de la Oficina de Estudios 

Especiales in Sonora (later renamed Centro de Investigaciones Agricolas del Noreste or 

CIANO).101 In acceptance speeches, Borlaug singled out farmers in the Northwest for 

pushing the Green Revolution forward with both their monetary support for research as 

well as their active experimentation with fertilizers and semidwarf wheat seed 

technology. In the 1960s, Northwestern farmers become more aggressive and pushed to 

make CIANO independent of the federal government’s support. CIANO achieved this 

and no longer needed to funnel research decisions and funding through Mexico City 

which cut into CIANO’s efficacy.102 

Northwestern farmers also became aggressive, to a fault, in their dealings with the 

MAP in the 1960s by stealing the MAP’s semidwarf wheat seed technology. In 1960, 

Narvaez oversaw the field day in Sonora attended by thousands of farmers eager to see 

 
100 R. Calles also solicited donations from large companies that would profit from increased 

agricultural production in the region like the railroad companies. They donated some of the land 

for CIANO. 
101 Hanson et al., Wheat in the Third World (Boulder: West View Press, 1982) 39. 
102 Borlaug, “N.E.B.’s Autobiography OEE Part 2,” 4. 
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the new wheat seed technology under development at the MAP.103 Narvaez decided to 

introduce farmers to the novel semidwarf wheat seed technology, making it the showcase 

of the field day. The MAP highlighted the unique semidwarf wheat seed technology by 

growing it next to conventional wheat to demonstrate the stark differences between the 

two. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Ignacio Narvaez Highlights Height Differential of Conventional and 

Semidwarf Wheat104 

 
103 Vietmeyer, Our Daily Bread: The Essential Norman Borlaug, 168. 
104 “Photographic Selection of Institutional Memories (Part 1 of 6),” CIMMYT, Series: Special 

Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18051. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18051
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Figure 26: Field Day in Sonora: Differences between Conventional and Semidwarf 

Wheat105 

 

 

 

Narvaez generated publicity for this wheat, and he foresaw that some Mexican 

farmers might try to steal semidwarf wheat seed from the plot, so he posted an agrónomo 

to guard the demonstration plot. This was to no avail because farmers swarmed into the 

field and stole semidwarf wheat seed technology once they saw its short stature and heard 

about the potential to yield more under heavy fertilization without the threat of 

lodging.106 The subsequent growing season, Borlaug and Narvaez canvassed Mexico and 

found farmers were growing the purloined semidwarf wheat extensively, which was 

 
105 N. MacLellan and J. Zamora, “Office of Special Studies (OSS) at Obregon, Sonora on 1955-

1961,” CIMMYT, Series: Special Series, 1955-1961, 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/17694. 
106 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 215-218. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/17694
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problematic because the commercial quality of semidwarf wheat was still not up to the 

standards that millers and bakers expected.107  

The theft and unsanctioned growth of semidwarf wheat seed technology 

threatened the MAP’s reputation, and Narvaez set out to Mexico City to speak with the 

representative of the millers to forewarn him of the quality issue. Narvaez convinced the 

millers that the semidwarf wheat was poised to be a revolutionary seed that could push 

Mexican wheat production up exponentially, but the millers would have to endure some 

lower quality wheat in the short term.108 Narvaez wanted the millers to understand the 

wheat they were about to receive for milling was not sanctioned by the MAP for 

commercial growth, but there was nothing the MAP could do about it. 

This was a critical moment for the MAP on the cusp of the birth of the Green 

Revolution. Had millers rejected the semidwarfs, the MAP’s wheat program would have 

faced an enormous backlash from farmers, eroding their trust in the MAP. Borlaug 

recalled how the MAP had suffered a setback of three years previously when an 

unscrupulous fertilizer dealer from the U.S. sold Mexican farmers the wrong type of 

fertilizer, and some farmers lost trust in the MAP.109 The unsanctioned growth of 

semidwarf wheat was far more dangerous for the MAP’s reputation which rested upon its 

ability to produce new seed technology.110 Farmers might have soured on the MAP’s 

wheat seed technology if millers paid less for the escaped semidwarf wheat seed 

 
107 Ibid. 
108 Vietmeyer, Our Daily Bread: The Essential Norman Borlaug, 173. 
109 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 89-92. 
110 Ibid. 
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technology or rejected it outright. Borlaug also warned Narvaez to be careful that the 

MAP received credit for this novel semidwarf technology before a farmer or government 

scientist unconnected to the MAP claimed they had developed it before the MAP.111 The 

MAP’s corn program had already experienced problems with agrónomos at the National 

Corn Commission stealing the credit for corn seed technology the RF believed it had 

developed at the MAP.112 Without Narvaez’s political ability, this incident would have 

marred semidwarf wheat as producing poor quality flour which would have made it 

difficult to export to government officials and scientists in the Global South to start their 

own Green Revolutions in the 1960s. 

Narvaez successfully convinced the millers to accept these inferior quality wheats 

and promised that the quality issue would be resolved quickly. He effectively played 

upon the millers’ nationalism, and the miller’s representative told him “if these varieties 

will increase yield as much as you believe, we’d be traitors to reject them. We’ll get over 

the difficulty. We say...release the new dwarf wheats!”113 Narvaez released the first 

semidwarf wheat seed technology, Pitic 62 and Penjamo 62, to farmers in the Northwest 

after the millers’ endorsement. Despite quality issues, the Green Revolution had officially 

begun in Mexico between 1961 and 1962, under Narvaez’s leadership and Mexican 

farmers’ preemptive growth of semidwarfs.  

 

 
111 Ibid., 188. 
112 Harrar, “Blueprint for Hungry Nations,” MAP chronology page 22. 
113 Vietmeyer, Our Daily Bread: The Essential Norman Borlaug, 173. 
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A South-South Green Revolution: Semidwarfs from Mexico in Pakistan, 1965 
 

Narvaez’s work was not confined just to Mexico. In 1965, Narvaez helped 

Pakistan initiate its own Green Revolution using semidwarf wheat seed technology from 

Mexico, but it was Borlaug who would receive the credit for this flagship wheat program 

with the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970.114 The Pakistan wheat improvement program (PWIP) 

modeled itself after the MAP, and Mexican and Pakistani farmers, scientists, and 

government officials forged transnational connections in the creation of this south-south 

Green Revolution. The RF and other institutions housed in the Global North (i.e. Ford 

Foundation, United Nations) can be described as participants, collaborators, or 

intermediaries in the Green Revolution, but it is inaccurate to portray the Green 

Revolution as a one-way transfer of seed technology or science from the Global North to 

the Global South.115 

 
114 Borlaug described “the significance and magnitude of the impact of the so-called green 

revolution are best illustrated by changes in cereal production in India, Pakistan, and the 

Philippines. In both India and Pakistan, the rapid increase in yields per [acre] of wheat has been 

the major thrust of the green revolution.” The Philippines program focused on semidwarf rice, but 

it modeled itself directly after the MAP’s semidwarf wheat program. Borlaug believed that 

Mexico had served as a model for Pakistan and India, which in turn would inspire the spread of 

the Green Revolution throughout the Global South saying, “perhaps the most important 

contribution of all is that the methods and tactics used so successfully in making the production 

breakthrough in wheat, first in Mexico and now in India and Pakistan, can serve as a model for 

production programs with many other crops and in many other countries.” Norman Borlaug, “The 

Green Revolution, Peace, and Humanity,” December 11, 1970, accessed September 22, 2020, 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/borlaug/lecture/  
115 The flow of scientific knowledge and wheat seed technology was multidirectional. The RF 

provided Mexican scientists access to seed technology from around the world in the 1940s and 

1950s, but Mexican scientists also introduced U.S. scientists to global wheat seed technology, 

like Marroqui (Australia/France/Tunisia) and Mentana (Italy). Moreover, U.S. scientists 

introduced semidwarf wheat seed technology developed in Mexico to U.S. farmers: in 1968, 

DeKalb Research Inc. released Chaparral while World Seeds Company released Red River 68. 

Dalrymple described how almost 26 percent of land planted to semidwarfs “was made up of 

introductions or selections from Mexico.” All introductions to the U.S. except one came from 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/borlaug/lecture/
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In the same year the MAP released semidwarf wheat seed technology in 1961, 

Harrar became a trustee and president of the RF, and the RF began to provide funds for a 

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) program that sent scientists 

from the Global South to Mexico.116 Mexico became a training ground for scientists from 

the Near East, Middle East, South Asia, and North Africa, who learned about semidwarf 

wheat seed technology and largescale breeding programs from Mexican farmers and 

agrónomos.117 Two Pakistani scientists, Mansur Bawa and Nur Chaudry, received 

training in Mexico through FAO in 1961 and 1962, respectively.118 Each spent nine 

months working with agrónomos like Narvaez and wheat technicians like Reyes Vega. 

All of these scientists learned about the “new and practical methods of improving wheat 

production, and all went home carrying packets of seed and the knowledge.”119 

 

 
Mexico. Dalrymple, “Development and Spread of Semi-Dwarf Varieties of Wheat and Rice in the 

United States,” xi, 38, 126. 
116 “People: Jacob George Harrar,” 100 Years: The Rockefeller Foundation, accessed October 20, 

2020, https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-

/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/jacob-george-harrar.  
117 In 1961, the Ford Foundation also began a rice improvement program modeled after the 

MAP’s wheat program and focused on producing semidwarf rice seed technology that would 

produce more under heavy fertilization.  
118 Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan (Mexico, D.F.: CIMMYT, 1989) 31. 
119 Bawa went first in 1961, followed by Chaudry in 1962. Two more Pakistani scientists went to 

Mexico in 1963. Ibid. 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/jacob-george-harrar
https://rockfound.rockarch.org/biographical/-/asset_publisher/6ygcKECNI1nb/content/jacob-george-harrar
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Figure 27: Ignacio Narvaez Leading Training Sessions for FAO Scientists120 

 

 

 
 

 
120 J. Zamora, “Santa Elena, Toluca, Office of Special Studies (OSS) in 1962,” CIMMYT, Series: 

Special Series, 1962, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/17380. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/17380
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Figure 28: Ignacio Narvaez and Mansur Bawa in Field of Wheat121 

 

 
 

Bawa and Chaudry were young, middle-class scientists, similar in class 

background to agrónomos.122 Upon their return home, Bawa and Chaudry struggled to 

convince many senior scientists in Pakistan of the economic potential of semidwarf wheat 

seed technology. Bawa and Chaudry were prevented from conducting experiments on 

semidwarfs and fertilizers in Pakistan by these senior scientists, but undeterred, they 

conducted renegade tests on unmonitored land.123 When Borlaug made an official visit to 

Pakistan to consult on improving wheat production, many government officials aligned 

with senior scientists argued the MAP’s wheat seed technology grew poorly in Pakistan. 

 
121 “Photographic Selection of Institutional Memories (Part 3 of 6),” CIMMYT, Series: Special 

Series, Undated, https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18080.  
122 Vietmeyer, Our Daily Bread: The Essential Norman Borlaug, 187. 
123 They told Borlaug upon a visit that “senior officials won’t let us fertilize.” “William C. Cobb 

Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 17-24. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/18080
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Bawa and Chaudry took Borlaug to their secret experiments that showed huge increases 

in yield when semidwarf wheat seed technology was properly fertilized, thus proving 

Pakistan could initiate its own Green Revolution to boost wheat production. In 1964, the 

Pakistan government imported 440 pounds of MAP wheat seed technology and 

subsequent trials demonstrated Penjamo 62, Sonora 64, and Lerma Rojo 64 were the best 

adapted seeds to boost yields in Pakistan.124 

Between 1963 and 1967, the MAP was replaced by the Centro Internacional de 

Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo (CIMMYT) in Mexico.125 It was through the FAO 

training program run by the MAP, now CIMMYT, that most scientists in the Global 

South received their first exposure to semidwarf wheat seed technology as they sought to 

initiate Green Revolutions in their own countries. The Ford Foundation (FF) formally 

provided funding for the PWIP in 1965 and selected Narvaez, working at CIMMYT at 

the time, as the director.126 Narvaez worked closely with Pakistani scientists like S.A. 

Quereshi and Z.A. Munshi to streamline the research agendas of the three regional wheat 

 
124 This was around 200 kilograms. Ibid. 
125 CIMMYT received funding from a variety of organizations including the UN, private 

foundations like the RF and Ford Foundation, and governmental organizations in the Global 

North focused on “development,” and CIMMYT became a major center for research on wheat 

and corn during the Green Revolution. CIMMYT maintained its headquarters in Mexico in order 

to continue to take advantage of Mexico as an environmental laboratory for scientific research, 

and agrónomos and Mexican farmers continued to actively conduct scientific research and 

produce new wheat seed technology during the Green Revolution. 
126 The Ford Foundation had been providing grant money to Pakistan to help fill gaps in technical 

and scientific assistance provided by the U.S. government to Pakistan, averaging around $2.5 

million a year in the 1950s. George F. Gant, “The Ford Foundation Program in Pakistan,” The 

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 323 (1959): 151, 158. 

Technically the Narvaez came to Pakistan as an employee of CIMMYT funded by the FF. At the 

time he left for Pakistan, Narvaez had been the director of national wheat improvement at 

Mexico’s national research organization, INIA, but he took a leave of absence to go to Pakistan. 

“William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 36. 
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research institutes in Lyallpur (Punjab), Tarnab (North-West Frontier Province), and 

Tandojam (Sind).127 The PWIP became a “well-knit, coordinated movement of wheat 

improvement with exchange of materials back and forth” and “exchange of technical 

people” between different regions of Pakistan.128 Beginning in 1965, Pakistan leveraged 

its newfound connections with Mexico and sent around ten scientists a year to train with 

Mexicans at CIMMYT.129 Also in 1965, Pakistan purchased 250 tons of Penjamo 62 and 

100 tons of Lerma Rojo 64 from the government controlled seed distribution organization 

in Mexico, Productora Nacional de Semillas (PRONASE).130 This south-south seed 

purchase was the largest in history at the time, and Narvaez personally escorted the thirty 

flat-bed trucks filled with seed from Sonora to San Pedro, California in the middle of the 

Watts riots to be shipped to South Asia.131  

There were many congruencies between Pakistan and Mexico’s wheat programs, 

but an important divergence separated them. Ignoring the MAP’s achievements in 

tackling wheat rust, Pakistan’s Green Revolution used the second phase of the MAP’s 

 
127 Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan, 33. 
128 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 52. 
129 Ibid., 53. 
130 At the same time, India’s wheat program under the RF’s Glenn Anderson purchased 250 tons 

of the MAP’s semidwarf wheat seed technology from PRONASE. “William C. Cobb Interview of 

Norman E. Borlaug,” 26. 
131 There were numerous other complications in this seed sale besides the Watt’s riots. This was 

not easy. For example, in Pakistan’s insurance policy they had clauses that read “act of God” 

while Mexico required it read “act of nature.” Ultimately, the Pakistan version of the contract 

read “God” and the Mexican version read “nature.” Moreover, this seed shipment occurred during 

the Indo-Pakistani War of 1965. As the ship neared South Asia in August 1965, the shipping 

company, American President Lines, offloaded Pakistan’s seed shipments in Singapore and 

chartered a separate boat to deliver the seed to Karachi. There was fear that had the ship stopped 

in either Pakistan or India with both seed shipments, then they would have been confiscated due 

to the war. Vietmeyer, Our Daily Bread: The Essential Norman Borlaug, 207-210. 
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wheat program as its model. The PWIP’s decision not to conduct research on resource-

neutral agricultural technology was thus a crucial divergence between it and the MAP, 

and many other Green Revolution agricultural programs followed Pakistan in skipping 

directly to this resource-intensive agricultural model. The singular focus of Pakistan’s 

Green Revolution from its inception was thus on resource-intensive, high-yield 

semidwarf wheat seed technology that required large doses of inorganic fertilizer.132  

Wheat seed technology produced during the first phase of the MAP that addressed 

environmental concerns like disease were at least evergreen technologies that provided 

farmers sustainable benefits in the long run. The resource-intensive Green Revolution in 

Pakistan improved yields quickly through fertilizer use, but these gains were 

unsustainable in the long run. Simultaneously, India began its own Green Revolution 

between 1964-1965, which paralleled Pakistan’s experience and boosted agricultural 

production in the short-term, but proved unsustainable, environmentally and socially, in 

the long-term.133 The collaborative agricultural programs of the Green Revolution, as in 

 
132 It appears as if the Colombian Agricultural Program may have been similar to the MAP which 

focused first on rust resistant wheat. In 1955, the RF started the Chilean Agricultural Program 

(CHAP), led by wheat expert Joe Rupert, but to-date there has been no serious scholarship on this 

program. Given Chile’s profitable wheat industry before the RF’s entry, the CHAP may have 

been the first agricultural program that the RF participated in that skipped directly to the second 

phase and focused on resource-intensive agricultural production. 
133 Shiva describes how India’s Green Revolution produced such income inequality in the 

countryside that it led to violence. More is needed to explore any connections between the Green 

Revolution and violence in the countryside in Mexico or Pakistan. The Green Revolution may 

very well have destabilized the countryside allowing for the rise of drug cartels, like the Sinaloa 

cartel in Mexico, or recruits from terrorist organizations in Pakistan. Shiva, The Violence of the 

Green Revolution. Selected scholarship that focuses on the negative impacts of the Green 

Revolution particularly in Southeast Asia include Lakshman Yapa, “What are Improved Seeds? 

An Epistemology of the Green Revolution,” Economic Geography 69 (1993); P. C. Kesavan and 

M. S. Swaminathan, “Strategies and Models for Agricultural Sustainability in Developing Asian 

Countries,” Philosophical Transactions: Biological Sciences 363 (2008). 
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India and Pakistan, preferred focusing on explosive yield increases that only heavily-

fertilizer wheat semidwarf wheat seed technology could provide quickly, so they skipped 

the more sustainable, resource-neutral approach. 

The PWIP could have developed a research agenda that provided resource-neutral 

solutions to boost wheat production because Pakistani farmers faced multiple 

environmental-economic problems. For example, the PWIP might have chosen to focus 

on drought-resistant wheat seed technology that mitigated losses from inconsistent water 

supply or more efficiently utilized water to benefit all classes of wheat farmers.134 Thirty 

years after the Green Revolution, Borlaug acknowledged this environmental issue when 

he gave a speech to the Nobel Prize Committee on the need for a “Blue” Revolution.135 

Pakistan also had problems with wheat diseases, and this could have been the focus of a 

resource-neutral green revolution. In the 1970s, Pakistan suffered from devastating leaf 

and stripe rust outbreaks, and between 1978 and 1979 the Pakistani government had to 

import over 20 percent (2 million tons) of domestic demand for wheat.136 These rust 

 
134 One of the major ways the Pakistani government had sought to agricultural production before 

the PWIP was through expanded tube well irrigation. The Indian government made similar 

efforts. 
135 Moreover, in the second half of the twentieth century, Sonoran farmers deployed a new 

farming practice in which wheat was planted on raised beds in rows. Scientific studies now show 

that this improves the efficiency with which wheat can utilize water resources. P. Aquino, “The 

Adoption of Bed Planting of Wheat in the Yaqui Valley, Sonora, Mexico,” CIMMYT, Wheat 

Special Report no. 17A, 1998, 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10883/1224/64695.pdf?sequence=1  
136 In the 1975-1976 season, the National Coordinate Wheat Program’s report described how leaf 

and stem rust were a “time bomb that almost exploded.” In the 1977-1978 season leaf and stripe 

rust swept through Pakistan and as a result Pakistan had to import over 2 million tons of wheat to 

offset losses. Nearly 21 percent of implied consumption in 1978-1979 derived from imports due 

to problems with rust. Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan, 43-45, 121. 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10883/1224/64695.pdf?sequence=1
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outbreaks could have been prevented had the PWIP prioritized resource-neutral scientific 

research over pushing semidwarf wheat seed technology. 

Despite this key difference, the MAP and PWIP were strikingly similar in many 

ways, including a focus on middle- and upper-class farmers. Narvaez, Bawa, Chaudry, 

Quereshi, and Munshi bypassed peasants and worked with affluent farmers much as the 

MAP had done following Stakman’s recommendation. Over 90 percent of the land 

devoted to wheat production in Pakistan was owned by affluent farmers: 43 percent of 

wheat farmers were in the middle class and worked landholdings between five and 

twenty-five acres, while 8 percent were elites that worked landholdings over twenty-five 

acres.137 In contrast, 49 percent of lower-class farmers worked farms under five acres, 

and as a group these peasant farmers controlled just 10 percent of all farmland in 

Pakistan.138 Rashi Amja describes how the Pakistan wheat improvement program “left 

out” these poor farmers as well as tenant farmers and landless peasants.139 

The PWIP followed the MAP’s example and sought out middle-class farmers to 

disseminate experimental seeds to first. Once larger, more affluent farmers saw the 

benefits of improved seeds, they quickly adopted them as well. Hamza Alavi suggests 

middle-class farmers did not have the resources to increase their landholdings 

significantly, so they sought to increase profits, through intensive agricultural practices 

 
137 Around 43 percent of these farmers were middle- or upper middle-class and worked 

landholdings between five and twenty-five acres while 8 percent of farmers were elites that 

owned over twenty-five acres. Hamza Alavi, “Elite Farmer Strategy and Regional Disparities in 

the Agricultural Development of Pakistan,” Economic and Political Weekly 8, no. 13 (1973): 

A34. 
138 Ibid. 
139 Many tenant farmers were kicked off their land as well. Rashid Amjad, “A Critique of the 

Green Revolution in West Pakistan,” Pakistan Economic and Social Review 10, no. 1 (1972): 17. 
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that pushed yield up.140 Semidwarf wheat seed technology represented the exact type of 

innovation middle-class farmers desired to boost production absent the ability to purchase 

more land. Shahid Burki describes how in Pakistan “the first wave of entrepreneurs came 

from neither the large nor the small farms; the high-yielding seed technology was initially 

adopted by a new breed of middle-sized agricultural entrepreneurs who were 

exceptionally close to the Ayub Khan government.”141 Khan was the president of 

Pakistan when its Green Revolution began, and Burki describes how Khan “did a great 

deal to help” institutionalize semidwarf wheat seed technology to benefit middle-class 

farmers.142 Khan came from a middle-class background himself, and his policies 

benefitted the middle-classes that provided him with political support.  

Under Khan, the Pakistani government drove the adoption of semidwarf wheat 

seed technology and heavy fertilization as the Mexican government had during the 

MAP’s tenure. Throughout Narvaez’s nearly five-year stint in Pakistan, the government 

provided 528 million rupee subsidy for fertilizer and 119 million for plant protection like 

pesticides and herbicides.143 The Pakistani government also privileged large and medium-

sized farms for loans to boost agricultural production in support of industrialization: 5.5 

percent of tenant farmers and 1 percent of poor farmers that owned less than 3 acres of 

 
140 Alavi, “Elite Farmer Strategy and Regional Disparities,” A33. 
141 Shahid Javed Burki, “Pakistan’s Sixth Plan: Helping the Country Climb Out of Poverty,” 

Asian Survey 24, no. 4 (1984): 415. 
142 Ibid. 
143 Narvaez was met with resistance to recommendations to use fertilizer in Pakistan because it 

would cost too much money to import, and farmers worried about the deleterious effects of using 

fertilizer: rumors circulated that fertilizer caused sterilization in both cows and humans and others 

believed it was a conspiracy to ruin Pakistan hatched by Zionists or the CIA. Rashid Amjad, “A 

Critique of the Green Revolution in West Pakistan,” Pakistan Economic and Social Review 10, 

no. 1 (1972): 21; Vietmeyer, Our Daily Bread: The Essential Norman Borlaug, 195-205. 
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land got loans while 36 percent of farmers between 12 to 50 acres and nearly 38 percent 

of farmers between 50 to 100 acres got loans.144 The Pakistani government also provided 

ten million rupees in subsidies for seed purchases and made a massive bulk purchase of 

42,000 tons of semidwarf wheat from Mexico in 1967.145 

 

 

  

 
 

Figure 29: President Ayub Khan with Ignacio Narvaez, director of Pakistan’s Wheat 

Improvement Program146 

 

 

 

Narvaez made a personal connection with Khan, and Borlaug lauded Narvaez as 

“a very astute handler of men [who] has the confidence of people at cabinet level clear 

through to the President” in Pakistan.147 Khan allowed Narvaez, Quereshi, and Munshi to 

experiment with semidwarf wheat at the presidential palace. Narvaez used the results at 

 
144 Amjad, “A Critique of the Green Revolution in West Pakistan,” 27. 
145 Ibid., 21; “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 40. 
146 Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan, 80. 
147 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 54. 
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the presidential garden to help visually reinforce his claims that fertilized semidwarf 

wheat seed technology would revolutionize wheat production in Pakistan which only 

strengthened the support the PWIP received from the Pakistani government.148 

As in Mexico, farmers were active experimenters with semidwarf wheat seed 

technology in Pakistan, and Narvaez pioneered a concept called “microplot testing.”149 

The Pakistan wheat program set up experiments on 2,500 separate farms in Pakistan to 

test the growth of semidwarf wheat seed technology, and in central Pakistan, the program 

set up 5,000 small microplots on farms to test semidwarfs widely. Pakistani farmers 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 30: Pakistani Farmers, Scientists, Pakistan Minister of Agriculture Malik 

Khuda Bakhsh Bucha (center, wearing hat), and Ignacio Narvaez (center, hands 

crossed)150 

 

 
148 Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan, 35. 
149 Ibid., 42. 
150 Ibid., 32. 
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provided feedback to Pakistani scientists on planting methods and fertilization rates 

through these experiments and became active producers of scientific knowledge. 

Moreover, evidence points to Pakistani farmers and scientists working with Mexican 

farmers to improve wheat production: Roberto Maurer, one of the earliest and most 

proactive collaborators with the MAP in the 1940s, traveled to Pakistan in the 1960s for 

two-and-a-half months. Maurer helped instruct farmers and scientists how best to grow 

semidwarf wheat seed technology and helped Narvaez run the wheat combine, but more 

work is needed to understand these south-south connections of farmers during the Green 

Revolution.151 

The release of semidwarf wheat seed technology in Pakistan illustrates the need to 

interrogate the spread of a south-south Green Revolution. When Bawa was in Mexico in 

1961, he identified an experimental semidwarf wheat, Siete Cerros, that had the potential 

to “make good chappatis,” a flat bread widely consumed in Pakistan.152 Bawa brought 

Siete Cerros back to Pakistan, tested it, and released it to Pakistani farmers the same year 

Narvaez arrived. A joint publication by the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council and 

CIMMYT described how “though the cross was made in Mexico, line selection was 

performed by a Pakistani researcher. To commemorate this collaboration, the variety was 

named Mexipak.”153 With Mexipak, “Pakistan had the high-yielding wheat it needed to 

 
151 Ibid., 133. 
152 The MAP named this semidwarf wheat Siete Cerros because it was produced in Hermosillo, 

Sonora which was known for being a city of seven hills. Wheat Research and Development in 

Pakistan (Mexico, D.F.: CIMMYT, 1989) 36. 
153 Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan, 37. 
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launch its Green Revolution in wheat production,” though neither the RF nor FF 

controlled this process.154 

Pakistani government officials even traveled to Mexico to directly procure 

semidwarf wheat seed technology from Mexican farmers. This south-south transfer of 

wheat seed technology was outside official government channels and undermined the 

Mexican government’s control of seed exports. In 1967 Pakistan’s Minister of 

Agriculture, Malik Khuda Bakhsh Bucha, asked Narvaez to procure more semidwarf 

wheat seed technology from Mexico, but Borlaug tried to convince the minister he should 

just import more fertilizer to boost production.155 Bucha rejected Borlaug’s advice and 

sought to make a purchase of up to 50 tons of semidwarf wheat seed technology from 

Mexico, and he attempted to make this bulk purchase directly from Mexican farmers. 

PRONASE had incorrectly fumigated the 250 pounds of semidwarf wheat seed 

technology the Pakistani government had purchased from it back in 1965. This mistake 

caused serious problems with germination, and only a shock treatment of fertilizer 

salvaged production.156 With this mistake fresh in the minds of government officials in 

Pakistan in 1967, Bucha went directly to Mexican farmers to purchase semidwarf wheat 

seed technology, effectively cutting out the Mexican government. 

The problem was that there was not enough Mexipak available to purchase in 

Mexico in 1967. There was, however, a sister strain of Mexipak called Super X, but the 

MAP had not officially released it for multiplication yet. Once again, a Mexican farmer 

 
154 Ibid. 
155 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 44-50. 
156 Ibid., 39. 
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had stolen the MAP’s wheat seed technology and proactively multiplied it. Borlaug 

described how Super X was “an illegitimate son of tremendous renown. It was stolen off 

the station.”157 Borlaug recalls how the upper-class farmer, Eduardo Vargas, brought ice 

to Evagelina Villegas at her laboratory where she tested MAP wheat seed technology for 

quality. It was on one of these trips between 1964-1965 that Vargas stole the semidwarf 

wheat seed technology that came to be known as Super X, and he began to multiply it on 

his farm over the next two to three years.158 When the Pakistani government sought Siete 

Cerros and Super X in 1967, it was able to go directly to Vargas to negotiate a purchase 

outside the purview of the RF or Mexican government. In 1967, the Pakistan government 

purchased 40 tons of Super X, and an additional 2 tons of other semidwarfs from 

Vargas.159 The bulk seed sales between Mexico and Pakistan illustrate, not a RF-centered 

Green Revolution, but a south-south Green Revolution. Mexico’s role in the origins and 

spread of the Green Revolution has been discounted by historiography, but Pakistan’s 

Green Revolution owed much to Mexican farmers and scientists.  

 

Semidwarf Wheat Production in Mexico and Pakistan 
 

Semidwarf wheat seed technology helped boost wheat production in Mexico and 

Pakistan higher than many scientists or government officials felt was possible. These 

 
157 Indian officials traveled to Sonora to directly deal with Vargas and purchase 18,000 tons of 

seed at a hotel in Sonora in 1966. Ibid., 35. 
158 Noel Vietmeyer, interview with John Garnett, January 24, 2017, Fairfax, Virginia. 
159 “William C. Cobb Interview of Norman E. Borlaug,” 40; Wheat Research and Development in 

Pakistan, 38. 
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global semidwarf wheat seed technologies “inherited a short, stiff straw that permitted 

higher applications of fertilizer, a new plant architecture in which a much higher amount 

of the plant biomass was apportioned to grain, and an enhanced tillering capacity that 

resulted in greater total biomass per unit area.”160 They had universal qualities like a wide 

band of rust resistance and photoperiod insensitivity derived from shuttle breeding in the 

environmental laboratory of Mexico. Finally, these wheats had high gluten quality and 

excellent milling properties that captured higher prices on the market. 

 Before semidwarf wheat seed technology, the MAP recommended Mexican 

farmers could safely apply a 40-40-0 (nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium) ratio of fertilizer 

with zero risk of lodging.161 In 1958, the MAP believed Mexican farmers could ideally 

apply up to 100-40-0 ratio of fertilizer, but this came with the threat of lodging which 

disincentivized many farmers from using such high levels of fertilizer. By the 1960s and 

1970s, semidwarf wheat seed technology proved so capable of turning fertilizer into 

calories and cash that the MAP confidently recommended 120-40-0 and 140-40-0; in the 

late 1960s and 1970s they raised some recommendations for nitrogen to over 200 pounds 

per hectare.162 Mexican farmers in the Northwest were global leaders that pushed the 

biological-economic limits of wheat production using fertilizer absent the threat of 

lodging. 

 
160 Borlaug, “Japan’s Contributions to the Development of the Green Revolution,” 347-348. 
161 Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and its Impact on World Food Supply,” 10. 
162 This was the equivalent of around 80 pounds an acre. Ibid. 
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Figure 31: Wheat Production During Second Phase of MAP, 1953-1970163 

 

 

 

Before the era of semidwarf wheat seed technology, between 1953 and 1960, 

Mexican farmers averaged 1.1 million tons of wheat production using fertilizer, and 71 

percent of national wheat production came from northern Mexico.164 After the release of 

semidwarf wheat seed technology, between 1961 and 1970, Mexican farmers produced 

1.8 million tons of wheat on average, an increase of 63 percent.165 Between 1961 and 

1970, Mexican farmers increased total wheat production by 52 percent and yield by 68 

percent through the use of semidwarf wheat seed technology and fertilizers. The 

 
163 Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 

180. 
164 Ibid.; Hicks, “Agricultural Development in Northern Mexico, 1940-1960,” 393. 
165 Borlaug, “Wheat Breeding and its Impact on World Food Supply,” 10. 
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additional release of semidwarf wheat seed technologies in 1964 like Lerma Rojo 64 

pushed average yearly wheat production up to nearly 2 million tons a year in Mexico.166  

The aggregate impact of the MAP’s scientific breeding work on both rust 

resistance and fertilizer-responsive semidwarf wheat seed technology allowed the RF and 

Mexican government to declare the MAP’s wheat program a success in feeding the city. 

Over 90 percent of Mexican farmers used the MAP’s wheat seed technology in the 

1960s, and between 1943 and 1970, Mexican farmers increased wheat production 490 

percent, with 290 percent of this due to increases in yield.167 By the 1970s, affluent 

farmers in northern Mexico produced 85 percent of all wheat in Mexico, and the 

Northwest, led by Sonora, produced 60 percent alone.168 These middle- and upper-class 

farmers benefitted the most from the MAP’s breeding work on wheat, and over 80 

percent of the growth in wheat production occurred after 1953 due to the use of resource-

intensive fertilizers, and semidwarf wheat seed technology. 

This semidwarf wheat seed technology catalyzed the south-south Green 

Revolution, and between 1964 and 1984, 90 percent of Pakistani farmers adopted 

semidwarf wheat seed technology.169 Semidwarf wheat seed technology and heavy 

fertilization increased total production by 155 percent and yield by 94 percent between 

1964 and 1984.170 Pakistan ushered in its Green Revolution between 1965 and 1970 when 

 
166 Ibid. 
167 Lewontin, “The Green Revolution and the Politics of Agricultural Development in Mexico,” 

180. 
168 “Mexico: The Fertilizer Industry,” International Fertilizer Development Center, page 10, 

1979. 
169 Semidwarf wheat is often described as “high-yield varieties” or HYVS in the social science 

literature on the Green Revolution. Wheat Research and Development in Pakistan, 124. 
170 Ibid., 120-124. 
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the majority of Pakistani farmers, 52 percent, adopted semidwarf wheat seed technology 

introduced by the PWIP.171 Between 1965 and 1970, when Narvaez directed the PWIP, 

Pakistan farmers increased wheat production 41 percent and yield 30 percent.172 While 

Narvaez left Pakistan to work on wheat in Lebanon around the same time in which Khan 

resigned as president in 1969, this political change did little to slow down Pakistan’s 

Green Revolution.173 Following Narvaez’s departure between 1969 and 1984 40 percent 

more of Pakistani farmers adopted high-yielding semidwarf wheat seed technologies 

which pushed production up another 60 percent and yield up 37 percent.174 While 

international organizations like the RF undoubtedly facilitated the spread of the Green 

Revolution, it is more accurate to view Pakistan’s Green Revolution as a self-sustaining, 

south-south transfer of scientific knowledge and seed technology. 

 

Born Global: Historical Pedigrees of the Seeds of the Green Revolution 

 

While Mexican and Pakistanis forged transnational connections to create a south-

south Green Revolution, it is important to conclude by emphasizing that the creation of 

semidwarf wheat seed technology was born global. Between 1961/2 and 1965, the 

MAP’s wheat program under Narvaez released six semidwarf wheat seed technologies 

that allowed farmers to surpass the biological-economic limitations lodging had caused: 

 
171 Ibid. 
172 Ibid., 121. 
173 CIMMYT did not post anyone in Pakistan during the dictatorship of Yahya Khan or the 

presidency of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, but it did begin sending staff back to Pakistan during the 

presidency of Fazal Ilahi Chaudhry. In June 1974 CIMMYT sent Armando Campos. Ibid., 80. 
174 Ibid., 121. 
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Pitic 62, Penjamo 62, Siete Cerros, Sonora 64, Lerma Rojo 64, and Super X. A historical 

seed pedigree chart provides a visual snapshot of the global historical process that 

produced the semidwarf wheat seed technology that catalyzed the Green Revolution. 

Appendix A includes a detailed historical pedigree of Pitic 62 which was the first 

semidwarf wheat seed technology officially released by the MAP (available to view 

online here: https://lucid.app/lucidchart/d7ef1f2c-4703-49f1-9192-

aac261190d8e/view?page=bCZw_kLxDwsd#). This historical seed pedigree chart 

effectively communicates that no individual, nation, or institution can be given credit for 

the Green Revolution, and the RF and Global North must be decentered from the Green 

Revolution to better understand the science as globally-produced. The historical seed 

pedigree illustrates that semidwarf wheat seed technology was a product of nineteenth 

and twentieth century globalization and the circulation of seed technology between 

disparate world regions. This involved expertise from farmers, scientists, technicians, and 

peasants from around the world. The Canadian farmer, David Fife, helped establish the 

hard red spring wheat region in North America in the nineteenth-century with a seed 

technology from the Ukrainian area of Galicia. Gonjiro Inazuka acquired a Korean wheat 

seed technology with a unique dwarf characteristic that he used to produce Norin 10 

which S.C. Salmon of the USDA sent back to North America during the postwar 

occupation of Japan. Reyes Vega developed critical technical innovations that allowed 

MAP scientists to make thousands more crosses a year in the environmental laboratory of 

Mexico which included the use of global wheat seed technology from G.I.L. Burton’s 

station in Kenya and Mentana wheat which was crossed by Nazareno Strampelli as part 

https://lucid.app/lucidchart/d7ef1f2c-4703-49f1-9192-aac261190d8e/view?page=bCZw_kLxDwsd
https://lucid.app/lucidchart/d7ef1f2c-4703-49f1-9192-aac261190d8e/view?page=bCZw_kLxDwsd
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of fascist Italy’s national breeding program. This dissertation has revealed these 

individual threads of history, seed histories, that enabled the Green Revolution, but it is 

impossible to describe any one actor that deserves credit for the Green Revolution: the 

MAP used global wheat seed technology derived from every inhabited continent to create 

semidwarf wheat.  

 

Conclusion 
 

During the second phase of the MAP, scientists had become alchemists of sorts 

and turned oil, in the form of fertilizer, into gold with the increases in wheat production. 

A resource-neutral green revolution was never contemplated by the RF or governments in 

the Global South, and instead it was resource-intensive semidwarf wheat seed technology 

that catalyzed the Green Revolution. Borlaug received the Nobel Peace Prize for the 

semidwarf wheat seed technology produced by the MAP using global wheat seed 

technology at the height of the Green Revolution in 1970, but the last two chapters have 

proven that no individual, nation, or institution can be credited with the scientific 

knowledge or seed technology that propelled the Green Revolution forward. 

The last two chapters have decentered Borlaug and the RF from the 

historiography of the Green Revolution. It has accomplished this by showing the 

importance of Mexico, both its environment and people, to the birth of the Green 

Revolution and its spread throughout the Global South. Transnational connections 

between Mexico and Pakistan, especially Narvaez who ran the PWIP and the release of 

Mexipak in Pakistan, demonstrate the south-south nature of the Green Revolution. The 
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historical seed pedigree presented at the end of this chapter reinforces this dissertation’s 

claim that the MAP’s breeding work was an important part of a larger global historical 

process of agricultural improvement: plant breeding and subsequent agricultural 

improvements were collective efforts by global actors, scientists, peasants, technicians, 

farmers, and government officials, all working across historical time. Semidwarf wheat 

seed technology, like rust resistant wheat seed technology before it, was born global. The 

Global North was an important participant in this Green Revolution, but it cannot claim 

ownership over its outcomes or history. Academic scholarship erroneously positions the 

RF and Borlaug at the heart of the Green Revolution because scholars have all too readily 

accepted a false historical narrative constructed by the RF itself. Beginning in 1949, the 

RF created its own myth that the MAP was a rural philanthropy though this dissertation 

has proven this ideal was divorced from historical reality: the MAP operated from the top 

down to feed the urban-industrial classes. The final step in this dissertation is to unravel 

the myths of the Green Revolution by historicizing their construction and describing their 

pervasive impact on academic scholarship. Only then can contemporary government 

officials and philanthropists cease to evoke the Green Revolution as a model for rural 

philanthropy when it never was intended to be one. 
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CONCLUSION: THE WHEAT MAN’S BURDEN AND THE MYTHS OF THE 

GREEN REVOLUTION 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

In the 1950s, the RF constructed its own historical narrative of the MAP, actively 

reframing its work in Mexico as a philanthropy that alleviated rural poverty. The RF 

created multiple myths about the MAP and Green Revolution: the MAP was a rural 

philanthropy, the RF brought agricultural science to the scientifically impoverished 

countryside in the Global South, and ultimately, the RF brought peace to the world. 

Popular accounts and academic scholarship have reified these myths created by the RF 

into seemingly unbiased historical fact. Academics who follow the RF’s construction of 

its own history are unwitting accomplices in perpetuating the myths of the Green 

Revolution, and these myths have allowed government officials and philanthropists to 

continue to evoke the Green Revolution as a proven model to alleviate rural poverty 

using silver-bullet scientific solutions.1 This dissertation has shown, however, that the 

 
1 This myth has hindered contemporary aid and philanthropy programs that continue to seek 

silver-bullet scientific or technical solutions to alleviate rural poverty. For example, the debacle 

with the creation of “golden rice” is an instructive example of the limitations of science. Golden 

rice has not been accepted widely in Asia because scientists did not work to understand the needs 

and wants of peasants, and they rejected this rice because of its color. Annika J. Kettenburg, Jan 

Hanspach, and Joern Fischer, “From disagreements to dialogue: unpacking the Golden Rice 

debate,” Sustainability Science 13, no. 5 (2018), 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6132390/. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6132390/
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MAP ignored the interests of campesinos and never operated as a philanthropy in 

Mexico, and the Green Revolution followed suit. This conclusion seeks to unravel the 

historical process by which the RF created these myths and loosen the stranglehold they 

have on historiography. 

Beginning in 1949, the RF began to publicize its work in Mexico as a 

philanthropy to elide criticism. By the late 1940s, RF staff felt the foundation’s public 

health work in the first half of the twentieth century had contributed to the population 

explosion that neo-Malthusians believed would lead to violent competition over 

resources, including land for food production. Neo-Malthusians feared that food 

insecurity in the Global South made it ripe for communist revolutions, threatening 

geopolitical stability. It was against this backdrop that the RF published a six-year report 

on the MAP in 1949, created an official history of the MAP in 1956, and eventually 

published a popular account of the MAP and the Green Revolution in 1967. These 

publications were essential in the creation of the myths of the Green Revolution, and by 

1970, the RF could deem its construction of history complete.  

In 1970, Borlaug received the Nobel Peace Prize for his work on semidwarf wheat 

seed technology which supposedly ensured food stability and peace in the Global South. 

According to the Nobel Prize Committee, Borlaug’s work ended the “long and 

humiliating” dependence of the Global South on the Global North for its “daily bread.”2 

The committee claimed that scientific agricultural programs like the MAP “improve[d] 

 
2 “Award ceremony speech: Presentation Speech by Mrs. Aase Lionaes,” Nobelprize.org, 1970, 

accessed September 28, 2020, https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/ceremony-speech/. 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/ceremony-speech/
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the living conditions of hundreds of millions of people” in the “non-affluent world.”3 The 

Nobel Committee embraced the RF narrative that credited the Green Revolution with 

bringing calories and science to the countryside, and went even further by celebrating the 

foundation’s “outstanding contribution to peace.”4 Through the first half of the twentieth 

century, the “wheat man’s burden” was to solve the environmental-economic problems 

that hindered wheat production, namely wheat rust. By mid-century, the RF’s plant 

pathologists had been transformed into saviors of the Global South that helped nations 

leap from the primitive “developing” world to the modern, civilized “developed” world 

defined by nations in the Global North. The wheat man’s burden had become a new white 

man’s burden, and the RF’s construction of history had obscured the MAP’s true 

motives: working from the top down with middle- and upper-class farmers, scientists, and 

government officials in the Global South to feed urban industrialization. 

  

Harry S. Truman and the Creation of the “Developing” World, 1949 
 

In his in inaugural address in 1949, Harry S. Truman described a new model of 

U.S. diplomacy based on the application of soft power in the Global South. Truman 

described how the U.S. possessed the scientific and technical “knowledge and skill to 

relieve the suffering” in the Global South, and the U.S. would make “the benefits of [its] 

scientific advances and industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of 

 
3 Ibid.  
4 Ibid.  
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underdeveloped areas.”5 Truman believed that the U.S. was “pre-eminent among nations 

in the development of industrial and scientific techniques” and it would “make available 

to peace-loving peoples the benefits of our store of technical knowledge in order to help 

them realize their aspirations for a better life.”6 Under Truman’s Point Four Program, the 

U.S. government deployed soft power in the form of scientific-technical assistance to 

improve rural infrastructure, agriculture, public health, and education in nations in the 

Global South that it feared were susceptible to communism.7 The RF’s work in Mexico 

fit neatly into this new model of U.S. foreign policy because RF plant pathologists had 

helped improve Mexican agriculture through research on wheat rust and the release of 

rust resistant wheat seed technology in 1948.8 

By the late 1940s, the RF had also become increasingly worried about the 

unintended consequences of its public health programs. The RF feared that its public 

health programs focused on sanitation, improved medical treatments and training, and 

vaccines had contributed to a ballooning global population that now threatened global 

stability. The RF’s new president in 1948, Chester I. Barnard, read William Vogt’s Road 

 
5 “Inaugural Address of Harry S. Truman,” Yale Law School Avalon Project, January 20, 1949, 

accessed September 27, 2020, https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/truman.asp.  
6 Ibid. 
7 For more on the use of technical and scientific assistance with agricultural production and food 

aid as a form of soft power see Riley, The Political History of American Food Aid; Sarah 

Lorenzini, Global Development: A Cold War History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

2019); Stephen Macekura, “The Point Four Program and U.S. International Development Policy,” 

Political Science Quarterly 128, no. 1 (2013). For more on soft power and its application see 

Joseph S. Nye, Soft Power: The Means To Success In World Politics (New York: PublicAffairs, 

2004). 
8 As the RF looked to collaborate with other nations, it contemplated accepting money from the 

Point Four Program, but decided it would prefer autonomy from the U.S government. The RF’s 

work in agriculture is best seen as an informal arm of U.S. foreign policy. 

https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/truman.asp
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to Survival which incited fears of overpopulation and inspired a revival of 

Malthusianism, and he worried that the RF had inadvertently contributed to 

overpopulation pressures.9 The neo-Malthusians of the mid-twentieth century worried 

that the surging global population would lead to increased competition for resources like 

land to produce food.10 Neo-Malthusians believed that farmers would be unable to 

produce enough food to feed the world, and famine would lead to political and social 

unrest in a Global South, where 70 percent of the global population resided.11 As the 

Cold War escalated, the U.S. feared food insecurity in the Global South provided an 

opportunity for communism to take root and threaten the democratic-capitalist world 

order. Communism was well-positioned to step in and provide an alternate model to 

democratic capitalism for the Global South because it promised the poor that the 

government would ensure food security through efficient and equitable central planning. 

This neo-Malthusian concern with food insecurity reached a high watermark in the 1960s 

with the publications of books like Famine 1975! and The Population Bomb, which 

predicted that food shortages would cause chaos in the Global South.12  

 
9 Perkins describes how “only after the publication of Vogt’s book, and Barnard’s questions about 

the Mexican program, did foundation officers incorporate the issue of population into their 

thinking.” Perkins, Geopolitics and the Green Revolution, 137-140. 
10 Between 1850 and 1900, global population increased 30 percent. Between 1900 and 1950, it 

increased 53 percent. The population growth increased most between 1900 and 1950 in the 

Global South: Asia (48 percent), Africa (71 percent), and Latin America (124 percent). Over 70 

percent of the global population resided in the Global South. Max Roser, Hannah Ritchie, and 

Esteban Ortiz-Ospina, “World Population Growth,” Our World in Data, updated May 2019, 

accessed September 27, 2020, https://ourworldindata.org/world-population-growth.  
11 Ibid.  
12 William Paddock and Paul Paddock, Famine, 1975!: America's decision: Who will survive? 

(Boston: Little, Brown, 1967); Paul R. Ehrlich, The Population Bomb (New York: Ballantine 

Books, 1968).  

https://ourworldindata.org/world-population-growth
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It was in this context that the RF repositioned its work in Mexico as a 

philanthropy aimed at alleviating rural poverty in 1949, and uncoincidentally, the Green 

Revolution was born in the 1960s to assuage these neo-Malthusian fears. The RF argued 

that its agricultural programs produced huge surpluses in food production that could feed 

this rising global population, and the Green Revolution would help relieve any potential 

strain hunger would have upon global stability. The RF did not, however, respond to its 

critics by changing any of the objectives or strategies of the MAP or by addressing the 

needs and wants of campesinos. Instead, the RF constructed its own historical narrative 

as an effective marketing campaign; it sought to avoid criticism by portraying its work in 

Mexico as essentially philanthropic. By projecting itself as a successful philanthropy that 

used science to uplift nations, the RF also carved out a role as an arm of U.S. soft power 

in the 1960s, though the actual impact of its impact on global stability was questionable. 

While this dissertation has shown that the RF’s work did not effectively trickle down to 

the rural peasants below as much as simply make the “peaks higher,” the RF did succeed 

in creating an image of itself as a humanitarian organization that alleviated rural 

poverty.13 

 

The Birth of a Philanthropy: The Six-Year Report on the MAP, 1949  
 

In September 1949, Warren Weaver, head of the RF’s Natural Sciences Division, 

questioned the RF policy of keeping quiet about its scientific work with agriculture in 

 
13 Fosdick, “Introduction,” vii. 
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Mexico in a letter to Barnard. Weaver wondered if the “RF policy of modest silence is 

being overdone in Mexico? Are there any international values which we have lost by 

being pathologically shy?”14 Weaver prodded Barnard with this question because he 

wished to paint the RF in a favorable light by publicizing the MAP’s success in boosting 

agricultural production. The RF was interested in expanding into other countries to work 

on agriculture as a way to stem the tide of communism, and it contemplated agricultural 

programs modeled after the MAP in India and Colombia.15 Between 1949 and 1950, the 

RF published a celebratory six-year report on the MAP’s accomplishments. Harrar 

authored this report, more public relations piece than objective analysis, and the RF sent 

it to over 3,896 prominent individuals and organizations. In the U.S., the RF sent the 

report to 853 news outlets and 1,282 individuals at universities or private foundations.16 

The RF also sent the publication to over 265 influential members of the United Nations 

including those at the newly created Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), U.S. 

politicians on committees with a potential interest in the MAP (agriculture, foreign 

relations, foreign economic cooperation), and business leaders with an interest in 

agriculture in Latin America.17  

 
14 “Letter from Warren Weaver to Chester I. Barnard,” September 19, 1949, Rockefeller 

Foundation Records, Record Group IVA26, Box 41, Folder 298A, RAC. 
15 In 1947, the RF first contemplated entering India to work on agriculture. “Warren Weaver letter 

to Rockefeller Foundation Trustees,” October 28, 1949, Rockefeller Foundation Records, Record 

Group IVA26, Box 41, Folder 298A, RAC. 
16 While the MAP formally began in 1943, work did not begin until 1944, so the 6-year report 

focused on 1944-1949 inclusive and was published in 1950. “Mailing List for the Rockefeller 

Foundation The Mexican Agricultural Program,” Rockefeller Foundation, 1950, pages 2-3, 

Record Group 1.1 Projects, 323 Mexico, Box 5, Folder 35, RAC. 
17 Ibid. 
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The RF produced a Spanish language edition of the six-year report, but it was 

hardly concerned with convincing the already captured Mexican audience of the MAP’s 

accomplishments: the RF produced and distributed fewer than six percent (233) of its six-

year reports in Spanish for Latin American officials and newspapers.18 The RF did not 

seek to publicize its work too heavily as a philanthropy within Mexico because this 

would have created tension with the government officials and scientists who viewed the 

MAP as a collaborative program that succeeded due to native talent, not U.S. charity. On 

the heels of this report, the RF signed an agreement to begin its first program outside 

Mexico modeled explicitly after the MAP, the Colombian Agricultural Program.19 

In the six-year report Harrar summarized the MAP as an “opportunity to pioneer a 

program unlike any other anywhere, with elements of modern agriculture, the 

biochemistry of nutrition, social science and international relationships involved, had 

great appeal. It suggested the possibility of a real contribution, and the establishment of a 

new pattern for Rockefeller Foundation operation in the field of nutrition.”20 Harrar 

claimed that the MAP drew from the social sciences, when in fact the RF explicitly 

eschewed employing social scientists during the MAP’s formative years. A philanthropy 

 
18 Ibid.  
19 The CAP’s formal agreement went so far as to require the RF use the MAP as the model for the 

CAP, and the RF provided the CAP with breeding materials and personnel from the MAP. The 

formal CAP agreement stated the RF must “furnish the information and experience it has 

obtained from the agricultural program that it has developed in Mexico, including the general 

advice of the sciences of the agricultural committee of the Rockefeller Foundation.” Lewis M. 

Robert, “Some Facts and Figures on the Cooperative Agricultural Research Program of the 

Colombian Ministry of Agriculture and the Rockefeller Foundation,” Rockefeller Foundation, 

July 1957, Annex page 1, Elvin C. Stakman papers, Box 5, Folder 3, University Archives, 

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (UMN). 
20 J. G. Harrar, “Mexican Agricultural Program.” RF Collection, 1950, page 6, Record Group 1.1 

Projects, 323 Mexico, Box 5, Folder 36, RAC. 
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could have used rural economists to help identify the root causes of economic poverty or 

sociologists to devise ways to reach campesinos and interface effectively with them to 

improve production. The RF, however, did little to employ the social sciences to improve 

agricultural production in Mexico, and in the late 1940s the RF had no full-time social 

scientists on staff at the MAP. 

More importantly, Harrar misrepresented the objectives of the MAP by saying its 

goal was to improve nutrition in Mexico. Harrar described how the MAP focused on 

“basic” staples to subtly imply that the RF had committed itself to helping improve the 

diets of campesinos. He emphasized that “better nutrition” was a “fundamental” way to 

improve “human health” in an effort to frame the MAP as a philanthropy.21 Harrar’s 

emphasis on nutrition and basic staples implied the wheat and corn work benefitted all 

consumers in Mexico equally, but this was clearly untrue.22 Hybrid corn was rejected by 

campesinos and served to increase meat and industrial food production for urban-

industrial classes, while wheat remained a staple of the city eaten rarely by campesinos.23 

Thus, increasing hybrid corn and wheat had little impact on the diets of campesinos 

whom the RF now purported to help. Harrar simplistically correlated higher agricultural 

production with improved nutrition when a genuine focus on nutrition would have 

involved research on vitamins and minerals. Harrar also inflated the gains in food 

 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid., 14. 
23 States with large cities and in the north showed over 70 percent of the population consumed 

wheat in 1950 while in Mexico City wheat consumption was over 90 percent. States without 

urban areas consistently showed wheat consumption below 40 percent. “Séptimo Censo General 

de Población 1950,” C22. 
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production that had occurred under the MAP to argue that more calories led to less 

poverty, but little of this increased food production was destined for the poor in the 

Mexican countryside. 

Had nutrition been a genuine focus of the MAP as Harrar claimed, the RF would 

have committed resources to improving bean production, not hybrid corn or wheat. While 

campesinos did not necessarily suffer from a lack of calories, their diets could have 

benefitted from increasing the protein content or adding other nutritional value to beans. 

Beans served as the primary source of protein in campesino diets, and the RF clearly 

understood their importance describing how, “beans of various kinds constitute the 

second most important crop in Mexico, not only from the standpoint of the total acreage 

devoted to their cultivation but also because of their place in the diet. For the poorer 

classes, to whom meat and milk are luxuries, beans are the chief source of protein.”24 

Instead of focusing on beans, the meat of the poor, the MAP relegated beans as a 

“secondary” concern “to the work with corn and wheat.”25  

The MAP had not assigned any scientist with directing a bean program, and only 

as an afterthought did the MAP tack beans onto the research agenda of Wellhausen who 

was already running the MAP’s corn program. The limited research the MAP conducted 

on beans privileged yield, or the cash value of beans on the market, rather than nutrition. 

In 1946, the RF released two bean seed technologies to farmers without testing their 

 
24 Harrar, “Mexican Agricultural Program,” 28. 
25 Ibid. 
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nutritional value simply because they yielded more.26 Only when the Kellogg Foundation 

and the Mexican government set up a nutrition institute in Mexico in 1947 were the 

MAP’s beans tested for protein value.27 The tests revealed that “as the productivity” of 

the MAP’s beans “went up, the protein content declined slightly. The net gain in nutritive 

value was less than we had expected.”28 The RF concluded that releasing these bean 

seeds “turned out to be a mistake.”29 

The MAP’s inability to improve beans was not a mistake, but a lack of effort.30 

The MAP prioritized the staples consumed by urban-industrial classes and cared little 

about crops campesinos relied upon. Still, the six-year report subtly began a process of 

re-envisioning the MAP’s work as a rural philanthropy and implied that the MAP’s 

research on “basic” staples directly benefitted the countryside. The RF had no evidence to 

support this claim and had made little effort to verify that the MAP’s work improved 

campesino diets or reduced rural poverty. The goal of the six-year report, however, was 

to frame the RF as a rural philanthropy that made more calories available in the 

countryside by driving agricultural production up. The RF succeeded in marketing its 

work as a rural philanthropy, and it argued that more calories had the twin effect of 

 
26 J. George Harrar, “Blueprint for Hungry Nations: The Mexican Agricultural Program of the 

Rockefeller Foundation,” 1961, Harrar Beans etc. page 4, J. George Harrar Papers, Record Group 

IV2A26, Box 41, Folder 301, (RAC). 
27 Ibid. For more on W.K. Kellogg’s role in public health and nutrition science see Nicholas 

Bauch, A Geography of Digestion: Biotechnology and the Kellogg Cereal Enterprise (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 2017); Brian C. Wilson, Dr. John Harvey Kellogg and the 

Religion of Biologic Living (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2014). 
28 Harrar, “Blueprint for Hungry Nations,” Harrar Beans etc., page 4. 
29 Ibid. 
30 More research on the MAP’s bean program is needed. To-date, there is no monograph or article 

which is centered around the MAP’s bean work. 
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improving nutrition and reducing poverty. In fact, the countryside did not gain access to 

these extra calories because hybrid corn and wheat were destined for the city in the 1950s 

and 1960s.  

 

The Construction of the Official History of the MAP: William C. Cobb, 1956 
 

As a follow up to the six-year report, the RF’s William C. Cobb wrote an official 

history of the MAP in 1956 that was intended to go along with a ten-year report on the 

MAP.31 Cobb’s “The Historical Backgrounds of the Mexican Agricultural Program” was 

a synthesis of interviews, recollections, and materials from RF staff involved in the MAP, 

with little, if any, input from Mexicans.32 Cobb’s in-house history deepened the myth of 

the RF as a rural philanthropy by inaccurately describing the historical origins of the 

MAP. Cobb wrote this history of the MAP to position the RF as a rural philanthropy at 

the precise moment when the foundation was dramatically expanding its work outside 

Latin America. In 1956, the RF and Indian government collaborated to create the Indian 

 
31 Cobb, “The Rockefeller Foundation: Confidential Monthly Report, 1958,” 3. 
32 This filtered history, despite being written by Cobb, is best viewed as the authoritative voice of 

the RF. Cobb’s history was told through the voices of the RF and MAP, and it was reviewed by 

members of the RF’s agricultural committee and prominent RF figures. Cobb was employed by 

the RF and produced the history of the MAP in conjunction with all members that worked on 

agriculture within the RF. As such, this official history is useful for a timeline of events in the 

MAP, but more importantly, it is useful for understanding the philosophy, strategies, and 

motivations of the RF, as they saw them, in agricultural assistance abroad. The RF valued Cobb’s 

official history because of its “usefulness” The RF circulated Cobb’s official history to other aid 

organizations and described the “usefulness” of Cobb’s work in in providing “material of value to 

all technical workers, of whatever scientific persuasion, who must deal with less-advanced native 

populations outside the United States.” Stakman, Harrar, and Borlaug would all contribute to this 

history and would later echo the same statements in their public speeches, oral histories, and 

publications. Ibid. 
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Agricultural Program, a precursor to the Green Revolution in India that utilized 

semidwarf wheat.33 

 In order to provide a convincing origin story for the myth of the RF as noble 

philanthropy, Cobb cherrypicked the foundation’s support of Seaman A. Knapp in the 

U.S. South in the early twentieth century as the starting point for the MAP. Knapp had 

worked directly with lower-class farmers to improve their productivity, an effort that 

could serve as a precursor for the RF’s alleged work with campesinos. Cobb also argued 

that the intellectual foundation for the MAP were laid in discussions between John A. 

Ferrell (RF) and Josephus A. Daniels (U.S. Ambassador to Mexico) in the 1930s. Ferrell 

and Daniels conceptualized an agricultural program in Mexico that drew upon Knapp’s 

work and would have worked from the bottom up to help campesinos. Cobb chose 

Knapp-Ferrell-Daniels as the “historical backgrounds” of the MAP because this implied 

the MAP evolved from earlier RF work that helped lower-class farmers. Cobb’s work 

informed the most oft-cited book on the history of the MAP, Campaigns Against Hunger 

written in 1967, which has undergirded academic scholarship on the history of the Green 

 
33 India’s Green Revolution also included rice improvement which was also modeled after the 

MAP’s wheat program. The RF’s rice work supported the creation of semidwarf rice seed 

technology that yielded more under heavy fertilization. “The Rockefeller Foundation Annual 

Report, 1956,” Rockefeller Foundation, 1957, page 33, accessed October 1, 2020, 

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Annual-Report-1956-1.pdf. For more 

on the Green Revolution in India see Felicia Wu and William P. Butz, The Future of Genetically 

Modified Crops: Lessons from the Green Revolution (RAND, 2004), 11-38; Govindan Parayil, 

“The Green Revolution in India: A Case Study of Technological Change,” Technology and 

Culture 33, no. 4 (1992); Shiva, The Violence of the Green Revolution; B. H. Farmer, 

“Perspectives on the ‘Green Revolution’ in South Asia,” Modern Asian Studies 20, no. 1 (1986). 

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/Annual-Report-1956-1.pdf
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Revolution.34 These RF-constructed historical narratives, or the myths of the Green 

Revolution, have a stranglehold over scholarship on the Green Revolution today. 

Cobb described the long history of the MAP saying, “the roots of the Mexican 

agricultural program reach back beyond the establishment of The Rockefeller Foundation 

to the first grant made by any Rockefeller board.”35 This first grant was to Knapp who 

pioneered a network of demonstrations and extension efforts to bring scientific 

agriculture to poor farmers in the U.S. South. Knapp wanted southern farmers to diversify 

crops, use improved seeds, and employ new scientific farming practices like soil fertility 

management, to improve production in the “under-developed” South.36 Cobb framed 

Knapp’s work as charitable because it helped “dirt famers” or “slovenly farms” in a 

“precarious situation” because they “worked the soil at [a] primitive technological 

level.”37 Cobb lauded Knapp because he tailored his scientific recommendations to 

lower-class farmers and worked with them at the grassroots level. Knapp’s work stood 

for everything the RF wanted the MAP to stand for as the RF rebranded itself as a rural 

philanthropy in the 1950s. It was for this reason that Cobb described the MAP as a legacy 

of Knapp’s work.  

 
34 Stakman et al., Campaigns against Hunger, 34. Olsson identifies the following scholars as 

following Campaigns in their work: Raj Patel, David Kinkela, Nick Cullather, and Angus Wright. 

Olsson, Agrarian Crossings, 241; Patel, “The Long Green Revolution.”; David Kinkela, DDT 

and the American Century: Global Health, Environmental Politics, and the Pesticide That 

Changed the World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011); Cullather, The 

Hungry World; Angus Wright, The Death of Ramón González: The Modern Agricultural 

Dilemma (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990). 
35 Cobb, “The Historical Backgrounds of the Mexican Agricultural Program,” 2. 
36 Ibid., 5. 
37 Ibid., 6-7, 10. 
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Cobb’s official history also bridges the gap between Knapp and the MAP by 

outlining the conversations between Ferrell and Daniels in the 1930s. Ferrell and Daniels 

met in North Carolina in the early twentieth century, and Cobb describes how they were 

inspired to create the MAP thirty years later after seeing the ways in which Knapp’s work 

benefitted lower class farmers in the U.S. South:  

directly linking this early venture in agriculture [Knapp] with the present one 

[MAP] was the interest of two men, both Southerners, who had seen the farm 

demonstration campaign at first hand. Meeting again years later in Mexico, they 

decided that a similar campaign would be of great value in raising the living 

standards of the people of Mexico; from their efforts grew the sequence of events 

which eventuated in the establishment of the Mexican program.38 

 

Cobb chose the Ferrell-Daniels discussions as the direct precursor to the MAP for the 

same reason he selected Knapp as the origins of the MAP: both seemingly provided 

evidence that the MAP was a rural philanthropy because it evolved from the RF’s prior 

work and ideas that an agricultural program in Mexico should operate from the bottom 

up. Cobb emphasized how Ferrell and Daniels conceptualized the MAP and catalyzed its 

creation, but in an example of historical sleight of hand, Cobb never discussed how the 

RF ignored their vision, and went in the opposite direction by listening to Stakman. 

Contemporary scholarship on the MAP produced by Jonathon Harwood and Tore 

Olsson has followed this myth created by the RF which has led to an incomplete 

understanding of the Green Revolution.39 Harwood argues that the “foundation’s 

 
38 Cobb also says, “more immediately germane to the history of the establishment of the Mexican 

agricultural program is the strong impression the cooperative farm demonstrations made on two 

Southerners who observed them at first hand and who later sought to initiate a similar campaign 

in Mexico.” Ibid., 2-3, 11. 
39 Harwood, “Peasant Friendly Plant Breeding and the Early Years of the Green Revolution in 

Mexico.”; Olsson, Agrarian Crossings. 
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expressed concern for rural poverty does not appear to have been mere posturing by an 

organization anxious to be seen as an agent of philanthropy.”40 Given the overwhelming 

amount of academic scholarship showing the Green Revolution did not benefit peasants, 

Harwood’s work seeks to identify “what went wrong?” How could the MAP backed by 

the power and money of the RF fail to improve rural poverty? This desire to find a 

moment in historical time when the RF was a philanthropy leads Harwood to argue that 

the MAP altruistically worked on “peasant friendly” seed technology, or synthetic corn, 

in the 1940s. Harwood locates a break in the history of the MAP in the 1950s when the 

RF pivoted to support largescale commercial farmers and concludes that the MAP’s 

“greatest impact, despite its original intentions, was upon large farms.”41  

Harwood misreads synthetic corn as “peasant friendly” because his work begins 

from the false premise that the MAP was at some point a rural philanthropy. More 

historical scholarship on the MAP’s corn program is needed to understand the interplay 

between synthetic and hybrid corn in Mexico, but this scholarship will likely show that 

synthetic corn was an inferior version of hybrid corn destined for middle- and upper-class 

farmers not a superior version of open-pollinated corn that could have benefitted 

 
40 Harwood, “Peasant Friendly Plant Breeding,” 384. 
41 Harwood does not commit to explaining why this shift to helping largescale commercial 

growers occurred, but he does offer some theories saying, “to conclude, Rockefeller experts and 

officials believed during the early years of the MAP that the program could and should make an 

impact upon Mexican poverty and hunger. To this end, they endorsed a program of extension, 

varietal-testing, and breeding designed to help the small farmer. By the 1950s however, the 

program had taken on a rather different cast. Just why the original vision became derailed is not 

clear but may include factors such as the director’s own convictions as to how the program should 

develop, difficulties in collaborating with Mexican experts, and a lack of control over key 

institutions such as the extension service.” Ibid., 400. 
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campesinos.42 U.S. scientists created synthetic corn for capitalist farmers who sought to 

limit their reliance on seed companies; unlike hybrid corn, synthetic corn could be saved 

and replanted each year without losing its growing characteristics.43 Synthetic corn was 

not, however, destined for lower-class farmers in the U.S., and when the RF attempted to 

disseminate it in Mexico, campesinos rejected it because they deemed it inferior in 

quality to their open-pollinated corn. Synthetic corn did not fit into the paradigm of the 

native economy, and the only redeeming quality it had was its high yield which fetched 

more profit when sold on the market. Campesino farmers were not so stubborn that they 

would have rejected the MAP’s corn seed technology had it actually met their needs or 

wants. 

The myth of the RF as philanthropy has prevented historians from being able to 

answer the most basic question about the origins of the Green Revolution in Mexico: why 

were there such vastly different outcomes between the MAP’s wheat and corn programs? 

Over 90 percent of Mexican farmers accepted MAP wheat, while only around 10 percent 

accepted MAP corn. Harwood argues the MAP’s work benefitted campesinos in the 

1940s, but he provides no satisfying answer for the striking difference between the wheat 

and corn programs, and he provides no evidence that the “peasant friendly” synthetics 

were adopted by farmers. Only by dispelling the myth of the MAP as rural philanthropy 

 
42 Harwood alludes to this by describing synthetic corn as “a kind of quick-and-dirty hybrid.” 

Ibid. 
43 As Fitzgerald has shown, synthetic corn was developed to help smaller farmers in the U.S., but 

these smaller farmers were capitalist. Synthetic corn in Mexico did not serve the needs of 

campesinos who were semi-subsistence farmers and operated, in part, outside the paradigm of 

capitalist agriculture. Campesinos rejected synthetic corn because they did not want to produce 

more corn for sale to the market. Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding. 
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can we begin to understand why the MAP’s wheat and corn programs achieved such 

different outcomes. 

Both the MAP’s hybrid corn and wheat programs catered to middle- and upper-

class farmers, and since the majority of Mexican wheat farmers were in the middle- and 

upper-classes, the adoption rate of MAP wheat seed technology was very high at 90 

percent. On the other hand, there was only a small proportion of Mexican corn farmers in 

the middle and upper class. The majority of these middle- and upper-class corn farmers 

did in fact adopt the MAP’s hybrid corn seed technology, but the adoption rate was 

skewed because the majority of Mexican corn farmers (in the millions) were lower-class 

farmers who grew open-pollinated corn. As historians look more closely at the adoption 

rate of the MAP’s hybrid corn in just the middle- and upper classes, they will see that the 

adoption rate was very high as it was with wheat. The difference between hybrid corn and 

wheat was simply a difference in denominators when calculating the adoption rates. 

Harwood misinterprets synthetic corn as “peasant friendly” because he starts from 

the false premise that the RF was a rural philanthropy. Unfortunately, this false premise, 

or myth, has been the starting point for most academic scholarship on the Green 

Revolution. The well-maintained archives at the Rockefeller Archive Center (RAC) as 

well as its online website are an excellent example of what Michel-Rolph Trouillot 

describes as the “silencing” that occurs in the mere act of creating sources and archives.44 

 
44 The Rockefeller Archive Center posts limited documents online, including Cobb’s official 

history. 

William C. Cobb, “The historical backgrounds of the Mexican Agricultural Program (annotated 

edition),” 100 Years: The Rockefeller Foundation, accessed October 20, 2020, 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/digital-library-listing/-

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/digital-library-listing/-/asset_publisher/yYxpQfeI4W8N/content/the-historical-backgrounds-of-the-mexican-agricultural-program-annotated-edition-
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The RAC has not just silenced the voices of the Global South, but the foundation actively 

constructed its own historical narrative of the MAP and Green Revolution that incorrectly 

asserts the RF was a rural philanthropy. Future historians of the Green Revolution that 

rely upon the RAC will need to read these sources against the grain or actively looking 

for other types of sources that complicate the narratives of the RF produced by 

foundation members such as the claim the RF was a rural philanthropy. This commodity-

centered dissertation has utilized scientific sources and agricultural data to problematize 

the idea that the RF was a philanthropy and shown that the Green Revolution was always 

class- and urban-biased. There was no “peasant friendly” Green Revolution because the 

MAP consciously bypassed the rural poor from its inception in 1943. There was no 

rupture in historical time when the RF turned its back on philanthropy, but rather, 

historical continuity as the MAP and Green Revolution followed Stakman’s guiding 

philosophy that agricultural improvement “must progress from the top downward”45 

Olsson builds upon Harwood, and he, too, finds the RF was focused on 

campesinos in the 1940s before Cold War concerns forced the RF to pivot away from 

philanthropy in the 1950s. Olsson replicates Cobb’s exact historical narrative of the MAP 

put forth in 1956: the deep historical roots of the MAP lay in Knapp’s extension work, 

and Ferrell and Daniels provided the intellectual origins of the MAP in the 1930s. Olsson 

follows Cobb when he argues that “when in 1943 the Rockefeller Foundation intervened 

in Mexico’s countryside, its officers drew on a deep well of prior experience in rural 

 
/asset_publisher/yYxpQfeI4W8N/content/the-historical-backgrounds-of-the-mexican-

agricultural-program-annotated-edition-.  
45 Stakman, “Agricultural Conditions and Problems in Mexico,” 50. 

https://rockfound.rockarch.org/digital-library-listing/-/asset_publisher/yYxpQfeI4W8N/content/the-historical-backgrounds-of-the-mexican-agricultural-program-annotated-edition-
https://rockfound.rockarch.org/digital-library-listing/-/asset_publisher/yYxpQfeI4W8N/content/the-historical-backgrounds-of-the-mexican-agricultural-program-annotated-edition-
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development within the United States.”46 Olsson finds that “Rockefeller philanthropy 

could trace its birth to the first years of the twentieth century” when it led a “sweeping 

effort to transform the practice of southern agriculture, believing that the adoption of 

scientific cultivation techniques might unravel the bonds of debt and dependence that 

submerged so many millions of black and white farmers in marginal poverty.”47 Olsson 

describes how Knapp’s work was “precisely [the] model that inspired the foundation 

planners to attempt its replication in Mexico,” and he devotes an entire chapter that 

argues that Knapp’s work laid the foundation for the MAP.48 Olsson’s historical legwork 

effectively reinforces the myth created by Cobb. 

Cobb’s official history provides a timeline of these Ferrell-Daniels discussions, 

including extensive citations in which to view the material at the RAC, which provides an 

all too convenient roadmap for contemporary historians, like Olsson, to follow.49 Olsson 

follows the historical breadcrumbs left behind in Cobb’s official history, and Cobb would 

approve as Olsson proclaims that Ferrell and Daniels were the “‘fathers’ of the green 

revolution.”50 Olsson utilizes quotes from Cobb’s official history attributed to Ferrell who 

believed Mexico suffered from the same problems with agriculture and campesinos in the 

 
46 Emphasis original. Olsson, Agrarian Crossing, 7. 
47 Ibid., 8. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Olsson’s monograph received multiple awards for diplomatic history, in part based upon these 

Ferrell-Daniels discussions first outlined by Cobb including the Stuart L. Bernath Book Prize 

from the Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations and the Luciano Tomassini Latin 

American International Relations Book Award from the Latin American Studies Association. It is 

especially worrisome peer reviewers were not familiar enough with the RF sources to see Cobb’s 

work on Ferrell-Daniels derived largely from the official history of the MAP written by Cobb. 

“Tore Olsson,” University of Tennessee Department of History, accessed September 28, 2020, 

https://history.utk.edu/people/tore-olsson/.  
50 Olsson, Agrarian Crossing, 8, 113. 

https://history.utk.edu/people/tore-olsson/
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1930s as the U.S. South did with lower class farmers after the Civil War. Olsson does so 

to back up his claims that the RF followed the suggestions of Ferrell and Daniels and 

modeled the MAP’s “structure and framework” after Knapp’s bottom-up extension 

work.51  

As chapter four of this dissertation has shown, Ferrell and Daniels had almost no 

impact on the formative years of the MAP, and they rightfully disappear from the 

historical record after the RF retained the services of Stakman in 1940. Stakman’s survey 

became the blueprint of the MAP, and it was the opposite of the Knapp-Ferrell-Daniels 

concept: the MAP operated from the top down, ignored extension efforts, and focused on 

scientific research and the production of knowledge. Stakman did not just ignore 

extension work that Ferrell and Daniels wanted to see brought to Mexico; he explicitly 

argued against it. Stakman acknowledged this when recalling his own vision for the MAP 

saying “to those like Ambassador Daniels who may have thought in terms of an extension 

program of the Knapp type, the statement that ‘most rapid progress can be made by 

starting at the top and expanding downward’ may have been a shock and a 

disappointment.”52 Stakman’s survey was accepted by both the RF and the Mexican 

government as the blueprint for the MAP, and it was the foundation for the subsequent 

Green Revolution as well. Stakman was the actual “father” of the RF’s vision of the 

 
51 Olsson finds “The Rockefeller’s southern crusade was a contradictory campaign, divided as to 

the root cause of inequality, and one that could claim little enduring success. But it was precisely 

this model that inspired foundation planners to attempt its replication in Mexico, as that nation’s 

problems were ‘similar to that which confronted the South following the war between the states,’ 

in the words of one Rockefeller administrator [Ferrell] in 1941. Such comparison provided the 

framework and structure of the MAP, and were hardly a secret to its participants.” Ibid. 
52 Stakman, Campaigns against Hunger, 34. 
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Green Revolution. The Ferrell-Daniels conversations in the 1930s that Olsson argues 

informed the MAP’s creation were inconsequential in determining the objectives of the 

MAP, and their historical impact ended abruptly with Stakman’s arrival.53  

Historians such as Harwood and Olsson have followed too closely the RF’s own 

official history, but this dissertation has helped unravel the myth of the origins of the 

MAP. The connections between the U.S. South and the MAP are weak, especially in light 

of Stakman’s role in the MAP. Stakman’s work on wheat rust and his construction of this 

disease as a transnational environmental problem provided the scientific justification for 

the MAP’s wheat program. It was Stakman’s two doctoral students at UMN, Harrar and 

Borlaug, that would become the most important figures in the MAP and Green 

Revolution on the RF side as well. Moreover, another former student of Stakman’s, 

Edmundo Taboada, became the director of Mexico’s agricultural experiment stations in 

the 1940s and a key figure that encouraged plant pathology and plant genetics in Mexico. 

It was Taboada that would reinforce Stakman’s views in government circles that 

transnational wheat rust needed to be researched and addressed collaboratively. 

Transregional connections between the U.S.-Canada hard red spring wheat region and 

Northwest Mexico defined the MAP’s wheat program, not the U.S. South. Scientists and 

farmers from these regions strived to increase the production of high-gluten bread which 

was an “affordable luxury” grown by middle- and upper-class farmers throughout North 

America. They were bounded together by class considerations, supported the government 

 
53 The greatest contribution Ferrell and Daniels had on the creation of the MAP was in getting the 

RF staff to think seriously about an agricultural program in Mexico. 
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objectives in their home countries, and in the early stages, they shared a desire to combat 

wheat rust which plagued farmers of hard red spring wheat in North America. Future 

scholarship on the MAP’s hybrid corn program will solidify the MAP’s transnational 

connections to the Midwest, not the U.S. South: the Mexican government demanded the 

MAP work on hybrid corn and replicate the U.S. hybrid corn belt located in the Midwest 

and epitomized by industrial capitalist farmers in Iowa. Both geographically and 

conceptually, the MAP was divorced from the U.S. South and married to the U.S. 

Midwest. 

 

The “Developing” World’s Problem: A Culture of Scientific Poverty 
 

At the same time as the RF convinced the world it was a rural philanthropy, it 

defined the object of its charity: the rural poor, whose backwardness caused economic 

underdevelopment. This was not original, as chapter three of this dissertation shows how 

the Mexican government and intellectuals also identified the rural poor as the problem 

that kept Mexico from becoming modern. The RF perpetuated a myth that the peasants of 

the Global South were trapped in misery due to what I call a “culture of scientific 

poverty.” This idea percolated at the RF in the 1950s and found its way into Campaigns 

Against Hunger for public consumption in 1967. 

Cobb described how the major problem in the Global South was a culture of 

scientific poverty in which people were “not interested” in science, and “the people shrug 

off the values of the scientific method as irrelevant to the main business of life, however 
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much they may admire the benefits of scientific gadgetry.54 Not all Mexicans, however, 

were scientifically impoverished according to Cobb. Mexico was a nation of “extremes” 

with two types of citizens: modern Mexicans who embraced Western science and 

unmodern campesinos who rejected it.55 It was campesinos, “which think and operate 

technically at a prescientific or even primitive level” that kept Mexico back from entering 

the “developed” world.56 Harrar echoed this negative view of peasants in the 1960s 

saying they were “ultra-conservative, apathetic, and resistant to change.”57 Harrar blamed 

peasants for their “hesitancy to innovate and to experiment which is partly due to the 

feeling that their way of life is sacred and partly to the secludedness [sic]of the rural 

village itself. Many of these people have a fatalistic attitude that is difficult to change.”58 

Harrar believed that peasants’ intellectual isolation from what he believed were the 

centers of civilization, cities, doomed them to poverty because they had no exposure to 

scientific ideas. Both Cobb and Harrar ignored deeper, historical causes of poverty in the 

Global South such as racism, colonization, imperialism, or a capitalist system that 

disproportionately exploited labor of the poor. Economic poverty was a result of a dearth 

of science, and this scientific impoverishment was a choice, according to the RF. 

 
54 Cobb, “The Historical Backgrounds of the Mexican Agricultural Program,” Chapter 1, pages 

32-33. 
55 Ibid.. 
56 William C. Cobb, “Tentative Plan for the Preparation and Publication of a Ten-Year Report on 

the Mexican Agricultural Program,” March 16, 1953, Rockefeller Foundation Papers, Record 

Group 1.1, Projects, Series 323, Box 5, Folder 26, RAC. 
57 J. George Harrar, “Draft of Proposed Book on Technical Assistance,” 1964, Chapter 11, page 

37, J. George Harrar Papers, Record Group IV2A26, Box 41, Folder 299, RAC.  
58 Ibid. 
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The notion that the Global South suffered from a culture of scientific poverty 

featured prominently in Campaigns Against Hunger, written by the original MAP survey 

team. Published in 1967 at the request of the RF and led again by Stakman, Campaigns 

described how “the counties of the world can be divided into the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-

nots’: those that have utilized science and technology to improve their agriculture, and 

those that have not.”59 Stakman argued that a dearth of science caused countries to be 

“poor” while those that had cultivated a scientific mindset were “relatively affluent.”60 

He believed that “society must enable science and technology to function and must 

contrive to distribute their contributions fairly among its members. Advanced countries 

have learned this lesson; retarded ones have learned it either imperfectly or not at all.”61 

Stakman used the word “retarded” to convey the idea that the Global South’s 

development had been stunted at a primitive-civilizational level. Stakman believed that a 

rejection of science had led to arrested development in the Global South, and this 

prevented nations from becoming fully formed, modern nations like the U.S.  

Stakman described how the Global North used science for the “optimum 

utilization” of natural resources, including land for agricultural production and 

highlighted how in “any retarded country” poor agricultural production was “a scientific 

and technologic problem.”62 All was not lost, however, because Stakman believed the 

 
59 Stakman et al., Campaigns against Hunger, 301. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Ibid., 307. 
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Global South could rely upon the RF which had brought scientific agriculture to Mexico 

saying,  

in 1941 agriculture [in Mexico] was traditional; now it is progressive. And it will 

continue to progress because it is continually becoming more scientific. The 

concrete contributions of the revolution can be measured in bushels and pesos – 

more corn, wheat, beans, and potatoes. And that value is great. But the value of 

the scientists and scientific attitude developed in the revolution cannot be 

measured in bushels and pesos. And yet, in the long run, that is the greatest value 

of all.63 

 

Rather than give Mexico a fish to feed it for the day, the RF believed it had taught 

Mexicans to fish by bringing them a “scientific attitude” with which to improve 

agricultural production. Campaigns lauded the RF because it “transformed Mexico from 

a dependent to an independent country scientifically,” and it described how “Mexico’s 

scientific potential, if soundly developed and utilized, can keep her on the road of 

‘tremendous progress.’”64 According to this vision, the RF was much more than a 

philanthropy that donated food to Mexico; Stakman argued that it brought science to 

Mexico, allowing the poor to produce more food and pull themselves out of poverty. 

 

Bread for Peace: The Nobel Prize, 1970 
 

For the RF, Mexico became a synecdoche for the Global South. The foundation 

argued that its agricultural programs would uplift the world through scientific agriculture 

in the 1960s. As the Cold War escalated in the 1960s, the image of the RF’s work 

evolved further, and the RF positioned its philanthropic work as a force for global peace. 

 
63 Ibid., 9. 
64 Ibid., 178, 196. 
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Empty stomachs had become an ingredient for revolution, and the RF, not the 

collaborative MAP, was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize for its work in Mexico in 

1962 and 1964.65 Following the publication of Campaigns, William S. Gaud of the 

United States Agency for International Development (USAID) bestowed the moniker of 

“Green Revolution” on the RF’s work with agriculture in the Global South. In 1968, 

Gaud lauded the RF’s work in agriculture against the backdrop of anti-imperialist, anti-

capitalist protests that rocked the world in that same year.66 Gaud held the Green 

Revolution up as an alternative model for change that was peaceful saying “developments 

in the field of agriculture contain the makings of a new revolution. It is not a violent Red 

Revolution like that of the Soviets, nor is it a White Revolution like that of the Shah of 

Iran. I call it the Green Revolution.”67 Gaud elevated the importance of the RF’s 

agricultural work for forestalling violent revolutions, and he positioned the Green 

Revolution as an alternative to communism. Anti-capitalist protests need not lead to 

communist takeovers when the scientific agriculture of the Green Revolution could 

increase food supplies and ensure better standards of living within a democratic-capitalist 

framework, according to Gaud.  

 
65 “Nomination Archive,” Nobelprize.org, accessed September 15, 2020, 

https://www.nobelprize.org/nomination/archive/.  
66 Protests occurred in numerous countries including the U.S., Mexico, Pakistan, France, Poland, 

and Czechoslovakia. For more on these global protests see Jeremi Suri, The Global Revolutions of 

1968 (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2007). 
67 William S. Gaud, “The Green Revolution: Accomplishments and apprehensions. Speech given 

before the Society of International Development, Washington, DC,” AgBioWorld, March 8, 1968, 

accessed September 11, 2020, http://www.agbioworld.org/biotech-info/topics/borlaug/borlaug-

green.html. 

https://www.nobelprize.org/nomination/archive/
http://www.agbioworld.org/biotech-info/topics/borlaug/borlaug-green.html
http://www.agbioworld.org/biotech-info/topics/borlaug/borlaug-green.html
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The twenty-year effort of the RF to construct its agricultural work in Mexico as a 

rural philanthropy culminated in 1970, when Borlaug received the Nobel Peace Prize for 

his work on semidwarf wheat seed technology. Borlaug was now the face of the Green 

Revolution and the media characterized him as the “father” of the Green Revolution, 

implying that he helped the “children” of the Global South.68 The RF lauded its scientists 

for their “missionary” zeal to spread science which had the power to uplift impoverished 

populations in the Global South.69 Borlaug became the singular embodiment or “brand 

hero” of the Green Revolution.70 Popular accounts of Borlaug depicted him as a crusader 

working alone in the fields, a solitary genius possessed with an insatiable drive to “feed 

the world” and bring it peace in the process.71  

With Borlaug’s Nobel Peace Prize in 1970, all the myths of the Green Revolution 

converged: the RF-as-philanthropy brought first calories, then science, and finally peace 

to the Global South. In the presentation speech for the Nobel award, Aase Lionaes, the 

Chairman of the Nobel Committee, said Borlaug “more than any other single person of 

this age...helped provide bread for a hungry world. We have made this choice in the hope 

 
68 For example, the website for the Nobel Prize describes Borlaug as the “Father of the Green 

Revolution,” “Norman Borlaug: Facts,” Nobelprize.org, accessed September 30, 2020, 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/borlaug/facts/; Derek Byerlee, The birth of 

CIMMYT: Pioneering the idea and ideals of international agricultural research (Mexico City: 

CIMMYT, 2016), Chapter 11, page 11. 
69 Stakman et al., Campaigns against Hunger, 308. 
70 James Sumberg, Dennis Keeney, and Benedict Dempsey, “Public Agronomy: Norman Borlaug 

as ‘Brand Hero’ for the Green Revolution,” Journal of Development Studies 48, no. 11 (2012): 

1587. 
71 Following Borlaug’s receipt of the Nobel Peace Prize, Bickel wrote the first biography of 

Borlaug that portrayed him as the hero of the Green Revolution. In 2006, Hesser’s biography, the 

most complete biography of Borlaug to-date, described Borlaug as the “man who fed the world.” 

Bickel, Facing Starvation; Hesser, The Man Who Fed the World. 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/1970/borlaug/facts/
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that providing bread will also give the world peace.”72 Lionaes perpetuated the myth of 

the sole inventor saying “ever since that day, twenty-five years ago, when Dr. Borlaug 

started his work on the improvement of grain, and right up to the present, he has devoted 

all his energy to achieving the historical result which today is referred to all over the 

world as the” Green Revolution.73 Lionaes credited Borlaug for ensuring peace as the 

world found permanent solutions to ease the threats of overpopulation and rising 

inequality saying “in this intolerable situation, with the menace of doomsday hanging 

over us, Dr. Borlaug comes onto the stage and cuts the Gordian knot. He has given us a 

well-founded hope, an alternative of peace and of life – the green revolution.”74 By 

giving the Nobel Peace Prize to Borlaug, not the collaborative MAP, the Nobel 

Committee crystallized the myths of the Green Revolution into facts in the public’s mind. 

The explosion of social science literature on the Green Revolution in the 1970s and 1980s 

followed suit by assuming that the RF was a rural philanthropy that worked directly to 

benefit global peasants. By 1970, the RF could now boast it had effectively rewritten 

history: Borlaug had filled empty bellies with bread by bringing science to countryside, 

and the RF philanthropy had prevented violence and revolution in the Global South at the 

zenith of the Cold War. This construction of the RF-as-philanthropy obscured the 

intentions of the Green Revolution and erased the contributions of the Global South. 

 

 
72 “Award ceremony speech: Presentation Speech by Mrs. Aase Lionaes.”  
73 Ibid.  
74 Ibid. 
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Conclusion 
 

To better understand the origins and spread of the Green Revolution, historians 

must move past the myths created by the RF. The RF constructed a history of itself as a 

rural philanthropy that brought science to the Mexico in the twentieth century much as 

the Spanish believed missionaries brought religion to “savages” in Mexico during its 

colonization efforts in the sixteenth century. In both examples, the Global North 

articulated itself as the bearer of civilization, and in the twentieth century the Global 

North’s definition of civilization had shifted from devotion to Christian gods to devotion 

to Western science wedded to capitalist production. The RF argued its charity uplifted the 

Global South from a culture of scientific poverty that caused economic poverty and 

underdevelopment. The RF believed it bestowed the gift of scientific agriculture upon the 

Global South, and this eradicated rural poverty and prevented the world from devolving 

into food-insecure chaos, or worse, from succumbing to communism.  

The myths created by the RF are harmful because they perpetuate the idea of the 

“white savior,” which is still prevalent today in aid organizations operating in the Global 

South.75 The RF transformed the early-twentieth-century wheat man’s burden, the need to 

 
75 For acknowledgment of this white-savior complex in contemporary philanthropy see Eric 

Timmins, “Too Many Charities Are Run by White Men Like Me – The Societies We Serve 

Deserve Better,” Newsweek, September 13, 2019, accessed November 1, 2020, 

https://www.newsweek.com/too-many-charities-white-men-like-me-1459196; Michael Buckler, 

“Peace Corps’s complicated relationship with the ‘white savior’ complex,” The Hill, July 29, 

2019, accessed November 1, 2020, https://thehill.com/opinion/civil-rights/454413-peace-corpss-

complicated-relationship-with-the-white-savior-complex; Teju Cole, “The White-Savior 

Industrial Complex,” The Atlantic, Marc 21, 2012, accessed November 1, 2020, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/03/the-white-savior-industrial-

complex/254843/. 

https://www.newsweek.com/too-many-charities-white-men-like-me-1459196
https://thehill.com/opinion/civil-rights/454413-peace-corpss-complicated-relationship-with-the-white-savior-complex
https://thehill.com/opinion/civil-rights/454413-peace-corpss-complicated-relationship-with-the-white-savior-complex
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/03/the-white-savior-industrial-complex/254843/
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/03/the-white-savior-industrial-complex/254843/
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use the science of plant pathology to protect wheat from environmental problems like 

wheat rust, into the white man’s burden during the Green Revolution in the second half of 

the twentieth century. This was a role that plant pathologists like Stakman, Harrar, and 

Borlaug were untrained for and ill-suited for. Yet aid programs continue to be premised 

on the belief that the scientific agriculture represented by the Green Revolution is the best 

way to eliminate rural poverty. In fact, the Green Revolution is a faulty model for 

contemporary aid programs that seek to alleviate rural poverty. Green Revolution 

scientists bypassed peasants to work with affluent farmers from the top down Moreover, 

the scientific research conducted by the MAP which gave rise to the Green Revolution 

was never apolitical. The Green Revolution disproportionately improved the lives of 

middle- and upper-class farmers and even eroded the power of lower-class farmers.76 

This was not an accident but rather reflected the political end goal of the Green 

Revolution. Plant pathologists and other scientists in the Global South tailored their 

research agendas to privilege these middle- and upper-class farmers that governments in 

the Global South believed underpinned urban-industrialization. Ultimately, plant 

pathologists strayed from their expertise on disease and bred political wheat seed 

technology that possessed semidwarf characteristics ideal for boosting yield under 

massive fertilization during the Green Revolution.  

This idea of the white savior in contemporary philanthropy and aid programs also 

casts the Global South as passive, and it discounts the role of the Global South as agents 

of change and producers of scientific knowledge. Iconic photos of the Green Revolution 

 
76 Freebairn, “Did the Green Revolution Concentrate Incomes?” 
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inaccurately portray Borlaug as solitary genius that worked tirelessly to improve wheat 

production for a hungry world, but he was just one of myriad contributors to Green 

Revolution. A more accurate visual representation depicts a Green Revolution born 

global below. 

 

 

 

Figure 32: Global Scientists of in a Field of Pitic Wheat Seed in Mexico77 

 

 
77 “Narvaez, Borlaug, Laird, Gomaa and Chaudri at Centro de Investigaciones Agricolas del 

Noreste (CIANO).” CIMMYT, Series: Training in Experimental Fields, Undated, 

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/4465.  

https://repository.cimmyt.org/handle/10883/4465
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Taken in Mexico in the 1960s, the photo shows Narvaez, wearing a white shirt 

with his arms crossed, standing at the center of a group of global scientists behind the 

sign proclaiming a field of Pitic 62 semidwarf wheat seed technology. Pitic 62 was 

named after the capital city of Sonora where it was crossed, and this communicates the 

importance of the environmental laboratory of Mexico to the creation of the seeds of the 

Green Revolution.78 Narvaez’s position at the center of the group emphasizes the 

importance of agrónomos to both the MAP and Green Revolution, but he is not alone. 

Narvaez is flanked by six scientists on each side who, like the seed technology that 

catalyzed the Green Revolution, came from all around the world. Borlaug stands to the 

left of Narvaez, off-center, and while prominent, he is barely distinguishable from the 

mass of scientists from the Global South. This picture effectively depicts not only that 

Narvaez led the MAP’s effort to produce and release the first semidwarf wheat seed 

technology for Mexico, but it reveals that scientists in the Global South forged south-

south transnational connections to spread semidwarf wheat seed technology and scientific 

knowledge that propelled the Green Revolution forward.  

While historians and other academic disciplines have reinforced the RF-

constructed history of the MAP and Green Revolution as peer-reviewed historical truth, 

this dissertation has shed light on these myths through a commodity-centered approach. 

Future scholarship will need to interrogate the south-south connections that spread the 

seed technology and scientific knowledge that allowed for a resource-intensive Green 

 
78 Pitic was named after the colonial city founded in the early 1700s called Santísima Trinidad del 

Pitic in Sonora. In 1828 it was renamed Hermosillo after the revolutionary general José María 

González de Hermosillo. 
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Revolution to become the global standard for agricultural production. As the world 

struggles to come to grips with global climate change, caused in part by the Green 

Revolution’s resource-intensive agricultural production, we can learn much from how 

science circulates, not from north-south, but in a multidirectional manner. 

A new green revolution will require governments to set the political end goals of 

both equity and sustainability at the heart of the development of new seed technology or 

scientific research to improve agricultural production. If the history of the MAP teaches 

us anything, it is that science, when it incorporates the ideas of scientists, farmers, and 

peasants from both the Global North and Global South, has the potential to change the 

world. Yet in the case of the MAP and its successors, much of this change was 

counterproductive, increasing inequality and causing long-term environmental 

destruction. A new green revolution is needed to combat the interconnected threats of 

growing inequality and global climate change, which the first Green Revolution 

precipitated. But this green revolution would have little in common with the mythical one 

forged by the Rockefeller Foundation.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

 

 

Historical Pedigree Chart for Pitic 62 was produced using Lucidchart. Available to view 

online here: https://lucid.app/lucidchart/d7ef1f2c-4703-49f1-

9192aac261190d8e/view?page=bCZw_kLxDwsd#    
 

 

    

https://lucid.app/lucidchart/d7ef1f2c-4703-49f1-9192aac261190d8e/view?page=bCZw_kLxDwsd#  
https://lucid.app/lucidchart/d7ef1f2c-4703-49f1-9192aac261190d8e/view?page=bCZw_kLxDwsd#  
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